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PREFACE BY THE KEEPER OF COINS.

 

THIS volume of the Catalogue of Greek Coins in the British

Museum describes the coinages of Lycaonia, Isauria, and Gilicia.

The size of the coins is given in inches and tenths, and the

weight in English grains. Tables for converting grains into

grammes and inches into millimétres, as well as into the measures

The

sources from which the various specimens passed into the British

of Mionnet’s scale, are placed at the end of the volume.

Museum are noted in square brackets after the descriptions, in all

cases where it seemed desirable to place the provencmce of the coins

on record. A map has been added, showing in red letters the

position (wherever it has been determined) of the cities that

issued coins.

In the Introduction an attempt has been made to combine with

the information supplied by the coins in the British Museum the

additional evidence supplied by specimens in other museums and

private collections. Some of the more remarkable of such speci

mens are illustrated on Plate xl.

The whole work has been written by Mr. G. F. Hill, Assistant

in the Department of Coins and Medals. I have carefully read

the proof sheets, and have compared the descriptions in the text

with the original coins, in which work I have received much

assistance from Mr. VVarwick Wroth.

BARCLAY V. HEAD.

BRITISH l\/IUSEUM.

Jame, 1900.

276882
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( xiii )

ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

P. xlvi., line 3, add: Tetradrachms and drachms of Alcxandrine

types with N or VIA are attributed to Nagidus by Miiller

(Nam. 0Z’Ale:c. 1330-1336) ; and the British Museum also

possesses a gold stater with the letter N which must be

classed with the silver coins.

P. xcii., xciii. ‘En-apXu<(I>v is probably to be explained as the

genitive of e’1rapXu<ci, i.e. the :<ow& of the province.

P. xcv. For the inscriptions CGITOC :<.r.)\., see the forth

coming article by M. Michael Rostowzew in the Numz'smatz'e

Chr0m'eZe for 1900.

P: cxvi. To the remarkable types of Aegeae add: (11) Head

of Medusa within zodiac. Haym, Del Tesoro Brz'tanm'e0

(1720), vol. ii., p. 276, P1. xxiv., no. 2; Mi'1ller-Wieseler,

Denlmzdler, ii., Pl. lxxii., nr. 920; R. Gaedechens, der

marm. Hz'mmel.~globus zu Arolsen, p. 41 ; B. Pick, Jahrb.

des arch. Inst, 1898, p. 142, note 15.

P. 32, no. 10, rev. For ZEBAZTH read ZEBAZTH]

P. 208, 110. 238. F0?" pl. Vii. 11 read pl. Xii. 11.
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INTRODUCTION. '

A

V

I. LYCAONIA.

THE district comprehended under this ‘name for the purposes of

this Catalogue does not correspond exactly to any one of the many

ancient acceptations of the term. It includes, of course, all the

cities of the Kcu/6v ./1v/caoz/ias‘, namely, Barata, Dalisandus, Derbe,

Hyde, Ilistra, Laranda and Savatra. These cities form a kind of

ring surrounding Iconium (really a Phrygian city 1) and Lystra.

Besides these, we include Laodicea Combusta on the north-west,

and on the west Parlais.

The numismatist is not concerned with this district until the

latter half of the first century B.C. About the middle of the century

Lycaonia and Pisidian Phrygia were attached to the province of

Cilicia. At the same time as M. Antonius formed the new kingdom

of Amyntas_1(B.c. 40), he gave part of Lycaonia and Cilicia Tracheia

to Polemo of Laodicea, who now probably had his capital at

Iconium. When in 36 13.0. Polemo became king of Pontus,

Iconium with Lycaonia went to Amyntas, and the Cilician kingdom

to Cleopatra. Amyntas subsequently overcame Antipater, the tyrant

of Derbe and Laranda. After the death of Amyntas in 13.0. 25 the

 

1 W. M. Ramsay, Commentary on Galatians, p. 215. What follows with

1‘ega1'd to the history of this district is mainly taken from this work, which

contains the clearest and most recent statement of the intricate problems con

Oerned.

(J



Xviii INTRODUCTION.

greater part of his kingdom was incorporated in the Empire as

Provincia Galatia. Soon afterwards the possessions of Archelaus

of Gappadocia, whose predecessors had received from Rome the

“eleventh strategia ” wept Kao*rd,Ba>wZ ‘T6 /cal Kz5,8w"rpa uéxpz, T139

’Az/'rwrd'Tpov 1-oi) M70705 Aép,8v79), were increased by the addition of

vi Tpaxeia wept ’E>»azoz')aaau KzM/cia /cal wdaa 5 wt vreopavvipza o'v0"r'17

aa;uém7.1 The next stage in the history of this district is marked

by the foundation in B.o. 6 of Augustus’ ‘Pisidian’ colonies, of

which Parla'is and Lystra fall within our sphere. After the deposi

tion of Archelaus in A.D. 17, his son Archelaus 11. received part or

perhaps the whole of his father’s Lycaonian and Cilician dominions.2

In 37 or 38 A.D., Antiochus IV. of Gommagene received a part of

Lycaonia (Laranda and district) in conjunction with part of Cilicia

Tracheia. He was soon disgraced, but restored in 41 A.D. ‘His

coins reading /\YKAON.O.N were probably struck at Laranda,

which was also probably the mint of his sons Epiphanes and

Callinicus, who struck coins with a similar legend, apparently

after the degradation of their father in 72 A.D. About two years

afterwards the province of Gilicia was organized, and the new

province of Lycia-Pamphylia included the south—eastern end of

Lake Caralitis, and therefore Parlais. In 137 AD. what is known

as the triple eparchy of Cilicia, Isauria and Lycaonia was formed.

How much the new eparchy of Lycaonia contained is uncertain.

The Coins of the time of Antoninus Pius show that the Kowbv

Avxaoviaq had now been organized, comprising all the cities already

mentioned except Laodicea Combusta, which probably continued to

belong to the province of Galatia, and the three cities Iconium,

Lystra and Parlais, which had already attained the rank of

colonies.

 

1 Strabo, xii. 535. 2 Ramsay, Hist. Ge0g., p. 375.



LYOAONIA. xix -

The various cities may be considered in three groups :

A. The cities of the Kou/0'2/.

B. Laodicea Oombusta.

O. The Colonies.

A.—-CITIES OF THE KOINON.

BARATA.

Barata is placed by Ramsay in the Kara Dagh, probably at Bin

Bi?‘ Kilisse or Maden Sheher.1

The coinage probably began with the formation of the Kou/Ov

under Antoninus Pius, but no money earlier than the time of M. Aure

lius is known.2 The latest coins are of Philip Senior and Otacilia.

To the types here.catalogued (Pl. i. 1-3) must be added Zeus standing,

resting on sceptre, holding phiale or globe ; at his feet, eagle.3

DALISANDUS.

The Lycaonian Dalisandus must be distinguished from the

Dalisandus of the Isaurian Decapolis, which is not known to have

issued coins. The Lycaonian city is placed by Ramsay4 at Fctssvlller,

in the district of the Homonades.5 The only Emperors represented

are Lucius Verus and Philip Senior, but the coinage presumably

began with Antoninus Pius. The type of the resting Herakles

(no. 2) is characteristic of Lycaonia (of. P1. i. 11, 16; Pl. ii. 1).

 

1 Hist. Ge0g., p. 337. Waddington (Rev. Num., 1883, p. 43) placed it in the

neighbourhood of Kara Bwnar, where Ramsay conjectures Hyde.

2 Waddington, Rev. .Num., 1883, p. 42, no. 1; cf. Imhoof-Blumer, Moan. gr.,

1). 346, no. 114, and Meyer, Z. f. M, iii. p. 146. Waddington reads IC AN--I

before the Emperor’s head, Meyer AH =8 assaria. On a cast kindly sent me by

M. Dieudonné I incline to read KA on 1., ICA on 1‘.

. N

3 Waddington, Zoc. cit. no. 4.:Invent. Wadd., 4746, 4747 (Philip Sen.)

”‘ Ath. ll/[itt/2., 1889, p. 175; Hist. Geog., pp. 335, 366. 5 Op. cit, p. 4-19

§\\‘\§



xx INTRODUCTION.

DERBE.

The site of Derbe is probably near Losta (=Zosta).1 The tyrant

Antipater ruled over the city until it was taken from him by

Amyntas. In A.D. 38 or 41 Derbe became the frontier-station2 of

Roman territory towards the kingdom of Antiochus of Commagene,

and it was then, in all probability, that it received the name

Claudio-derbe.

The only coins which have been published are in the Bibliotheque

Nationale.3 They are :—

1. Faustina Junior. Rev. K/\AY. A€[P]B . KOI . AYKAONIAC

Tyche standingfi

2. L. Verus. Rev. [K/\AY.]A€PB.KQL/\YKAONlAC Hera

kles with club, apples and lion’s skin.

3. Lucilla. Rev. K/\AY.A€PB.KOI./\YKAO Nike r., writing

on shield.

HYDE.

Hyde is placed by Ramsay conjecturally at Kara?nmar.5 The

single known coin, reading YAHC IGPAC KOINON AYKAQN

IAC, of L. Verus, is in the Bibliothéque Nationale.6 The type is

Hermes, standing 1., holding purse and caduceus. See Pl. X1. 1.

 

1 Suggested by Sterrett. Ramsay, Hist. Ge0g., p. 336. In his Commentary on

Galatians, p. 228 (cf. O’/zuvck in Rom. Empire, 4th ed., p. 54, 55) Ramsay identifies

it with a site called Gudelisin, about three miles N.W. from Losta, near the

straightest road from Iconium to Laranda. As an alternative he gives (p.229)

Darla, a few miles N.W. of Gudelisin.

2 Ramsay, 029. cit, pp. 231, 232 ; ¢pofiptov ’Io'avpL'as Kai. )\l.].u§v, says Steph. Byz.

s.v. Up till then it had probably been in the province of Galatia, the term f.L€'Xpl.

T1“): . . . Aépfiqs in Strabo p. 535 meaning ‘ as far as, but not including.’

3 Waddington, Rev. Nam, 1883, pp. 43, 44; Babelon, lnvent. Wadol., 4758.

4 Mionnet, iii., p. 535, no. 12, under ‘Iconium.’ ~

5 Hist. Geog/., pp. 337, 339. 6 Invent. Wa<td., 4759.



LYCAONIA. xxi

ILISTRA.

Ilistra preserves its ancient name in Ilisra. It stood about half

way between Derbe and Laranda. It is not mentioned by ancient

authorities before the Council of Ephesus in A.D. 341.1 The types

of the coins (which range from M. Aurelius to Philip) resemble

those of the neighbouring cities, especially Barata.

LARANDA.

Laranda (now called by the Greeks Larenda, by the Turks

Karaman) is mentioned by Strabo2 as having been in the possession

of Antipater of Derbe,- from whom it passed to Amyntas?’ It

eventually belonged to Archelaus of Cappadocia, after whose death

in A.D. 17 it passed to his son Archelaus II. It was next included

in the ‘ Strategia Antiochiane,’ i.e. the part handed over in 38 A.D.

to Antiochus IV. of Commagene, and was probably the mint at

which the coins reading /\YKAONQN were issued by this monarch

and by his sons Epiphanes and Callinicus. The coins with the

name of Laranda belong to the time of the Kowév, the city being

distinguished by the title M07-rp6'n'o7\.l.9, and, under Philip, also by

the title Z'e,8(a0'"r?§). The known types all relate to Herakles or

Tyche."‘

SAVATRA.

Savatra is fixed by Ramsay at A7»: Oren.5

 

1 Waddington, Rev. lVam., 1883, p. 52. 2 xii. 569.

3 This seems to follow from Strabo’s words, but is not explicitly stated.

4 Waddington, Rev. Nam., 1883, p. 55 f., Invent. Wadi, 4783 f. For the coin

of Dalisandus attributed by Waddington to Laranda, see p. 3, note 1.

5 See Anderson, Joarn. Hellen. Stad., xix., p. 280. Sterrett suggested Obraklu,

but Ramsay (Hist. Ge0g., p. 343) points out that that place is not, as Savatra

was, on the road from Laodicea to Archela'is, near the latter, and that it derives its



xxii INTRODUCTION.

From Trajan to Antoninus Pius the coins read CAOYATP€.QN ;

thenceforward KOI. AYKAON IAC is added. CAYAT[P€.O.N]

is found under Philip Senior.1

 

1-3.—LAOD‘ICEA COMBUSTA.

The name of Laodicea (distinguished as 9) /camrre/cav/1.ém7)2 is

preserved in the modern Yorgan Ladtlas ' It received the title

' Claudiolaodicea from Claudius, probably in A.D. 41. It was not

included in the Lycaonian Kou/0'1/, but remained in the province of.

Galatiafi The idea that it afterwards became a Roman colony

rests on a misattribution.5

The coins, of which only three are known, are as follows :6

 

water from a lake, whereas Savatra was famous for its deep wells (Strabo, xii. 568 ;

cf. Hist. Geog., p. 284, under ‘ Phreata’). The type of no. 2 (Pl. ii. 8) is, however,
certainly a water-deity of some kind, and if the country is waterless mustirepresent

a salt lake in the neighbourhood, and that can only be Lake Tatta. Other sites

(Siiwerelc, Dewejnkln K671) are mentioned by F. Sarre, Reise in _KZe?lnasien, p. 98.

1 Types not represented here are published by Waddington, Rev. Nu-m., 1883,

pp. 61, 62 :—(1) Trajan: Zeus seated, with eagle (Invent. Wadd., 4796). (2) Pius:

Athena placing vote in urn. (5) M. Aurelius: Herakles seated l. (6) Philip Sen. :

Athena with spear, shield and phiale ; before her, owl (Invent. W'add., 4798). '

2 Strabo, xiv. 663.

3 Ramsay, Atk. Mittk., xiii. 233; Tomaschek, Zn/r lzrlst. Topogn. van Kleinas.

tan Mtttelalter, p. 104 (Sitzungsber. d. Wiener Akad., phil.-hist. 01., 1891,

Abh. viii.)

4 Ramsay, Hist. Ge0g., p. 377.

5 Two coins of the Macedonian Pella, with the inscription COLJVL . AVC .

PQLLA, were misread by Waddington CO|__|V|_,A\/SPicata C|_au<lio

LA odicea (Rev. Nnm., 1883, pp. 53 E.; In/vent. Wadd., 4780-4782; compare

B. M. Catal. Macedon, pp. 94, 95; Berlin Beschn, ii., pp. 114, 115).

6 Waddington, Rev. Num., 1883, p. 53, 1-3; Invent. WadcZ., 4777-4779.
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Vespasian: [C]€BACTH N€||<H K/\AYA|Q/\AOA|K€(UN.

Nike.

Titus and Domitian, Caesars: K/\AYAl0/\AOA[|K€](L)N Ky

bele seated.1

Same Caesars, with same legends: Standing female figure with phiale

and sceptre.

 

C.—THE COLONIES.

IGONIUM.

The site of Iconium is at Konta. The name was supposed to be

derived from the eixaiv of the Gorgon,2 with the help of which

Perseus conquered the Lycaonians. He founded the city on the

site of a village called Amandra, and set up his own stele without

the gates, holding the dzrreucévw/ta of the Gorgon, /mi Gvo-lav

7rot1]'O'a,9 éxdkeoe 1-iyv Tdxnv T159 vrdhewq 1Iepo-55a etc TO ZOLOII azl-rm’)

6'1/o,u.a' fiTt9 0"T’)§>\/I7 é'a>9 R013 vrapriz/1'03‘ e’/ceioe i'o"ra"ra1.° *5:/'1't1/ct 7T6>\LV

<3/ca'Jteo-ev EZ/cOmoz/,3 OLOTL 7rpO TI’)? 1/t’/cm ei/coz/a 'r1‘7z/ T77? Ilopryoz/179 e’/cei

é'>\.a,8€.3

The history of Iconium in the first century 13.0. has already been

1 Kybele appears in inscriptions from Ladik (Ramsay, At/2.. Mitt/t., xiii. 237,

nos. 8 and 9), as ,mj1-ryp dsibv and ZI§r,a1]w'7. "

2 Not that of Perseus himself, as Waddington (Rev. Num., 1883, p. 51) and

Babelon (Rev. Num., 1887, p. 111) state.

3 Clw~on. Fascia, ed. Dind. p. 71 (P. 39, C, D), quoted by Eckhel, Nam. Vet.,

p.271. The last words seem to be corrupt. The account given by Steph. Byz., sxv.

’lr<dz/top, is to the effect that the eixdves of men were made there after the Deluge by

Prometheus and Athena; and the name should be spelled Orr‘: &¢6dyyov. Cedrenus

(ed. Bekk., p. 40, P. 22, C), quoted by Berkeley on Stephanus (ed. Leipzig, 1825,

vol. iii., p. 812) agrees with the Paschal Chronicle, and the importance of the legend

at Iconium is proved by the types of the coins (Pl. i. 5, 7, 12). For the type,

see Furtwa'.ngler-Sellers, Masterpieces of Greelc S'cztZptu1'e, vol. ii., p. 200.
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dealt with (p. xvii. f.). In 41 A.D. it received from Claudius, or in his

honour, the title Claudiconium. Hadrian elevated it to the rank of

Roman colony, and consequently it did not enter into the Lycaonian

Kowriv. Its title was now Uolonia Aelia Had/riana Augusta Ieonen

siwm.1

The earliest coins belong to the first century B.C.2 The chief

types are connected with Zeus and Perseus,3 but a head of Dionysos

also occurs.‘* Some of the coins of this periodbear the name of a

magistrate, MGNE. TIMO. or M€N€AHM. [TlM]O9€0Y.

Under Claudius the name of the governor of Calatia, M. Annius

Afrinus, appears on the coins.5 From now until the foundation of

the colony the coins read KAAYAGIKON IGLON.6

The colonial coins, which go down to the time of Gallienus, call

for no special remark, except that they bear the letters 3 R from

the time of Gordian onwards. It is at this time that at the Pisidian

Antioch the same letters, which had been in use on the sestertii

from the reign of Septimius Severus, begin to appear also on the

smaller coins.7 There seems to have been a cessation in. the coinage

 

1 Comptes re-ndas de Z’AeacZ., ser. iv., vol. Xviii., pp. 442 fF.; Heberdey and

Wilhelxn, Reisen in Kili/cien, p. 161, no. 266.

2 The coins reading KO which have been attributed to Iconium belong to some

Pisidian city. (See B.M. Catalogue Lyeia, 8/0., p. ci.)

3 Waddington, Rev. Nanv., 1883, pp. 45, 46, nos. 1-4.

4 Imhoof-Blumer, .M0nn. gn, p. 346, no. 115; vev. Winged head of Medusa,

facing.

5 Babelon, Rev. Nv/ni., 1887, pp. 110 E.; one coin, reading ANNIOC _ _ _ ,

appears to hear his portrait (see Pl. X1. 4 of this volume); others read QTII

A<i>P€lNOY. Cf. Invent. Wadd., 4762, 4763.

6 In addition to the types of this period here described, there occur: Sarapis

enthroned (Rev. Nana, 1883, p. 46, no. 6, of. Nam. Zeit., 1889, p. 202); turreted

female head (ibicZ., no. 8) ; head of Perseus with harpe (no. 9) ; bust of Athena with

aegis (no. 11); head of Medusa (Invent. Wa(Zd., 4761).

7 See B.l\’I. Catalogue Lg/cia, &c., p. cxii.
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of Iconium between Antonine times and the reign of Gordian,

otherwise the letters would doubtless have come into use at Iconium

at the same time as at Antiochia.

LYSTRA.

The site of Lystra is now called Zolclera, and lies fifteen minutes

north of Khatyn Serai, on the left bank of the Kopml Tchai.1

Lystra was one of the colonies of Augustus, as appears from its

title Col(onia) Iul(ia) Felix Gemina Lustra.2 The known coins are

of Augustus (no. 1), Titus, Trajan(?), M. Aurelius, and Eaustina

Junior (nos. 2, 3).3 On the last two, a river-god (the Koprii

Tchai) is represented at the feet of the Tyche of the City. The

Zeus and Hermes mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles (xiv. 12)

may be, as Wroth has suggested,4 the Roman Jupiter and Mercurius;

_ but, as Iconium was not at that time a Roman colony, there seems

some probability in Ramsay’s explanation of Zeus as a Greek name

for a native Lycaonian deity.5

PARLAIS.

The site of Parlais is uncertain; but the city adjoined Pisidia,

Isauria and Lycaonia at once. Ramsay consequently conjectures

Uzamla lllonastir6 between lakes Caralitis and Trogitis. Sarre,7

on the other hand, suggests, with perhaps greater probability,

 

1 Sterrett, Wolfe Eapeolition, p. 1412, no. 212, confirming the conjecture of

Leake, Journal of a Tour, &c., p. 102. See Ramsay, Church in Rom. Eznp.,

p. 4.7.

2 Sterrett, loo. cit.

3 Invent. Wadd., 1-1791, Titus: bust of Athena with two javelins. Imhoof

Blumer, Mo-nn. gr., p. 347, no. 120,- Trajan (P): helmeted head 1. ; no. 121,

M. Aurelius: Colonist ploughing.

4 Nam. C’/m, 1893, p. 18. 5 Comm. on Galatians, p. 225.

6 Hist. Geog., pp. 390-392. 7 Reise in Kleinasien, p. 134.

cl
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Paris Belaen/5 Tscholnk, where there are remains of an ancient town._

The form Pamlais, whether corrupt or not, suggests a position on

the shores of a lake.

Parlais was one of the colonies founded by Augustus in 13.0. 6

(all the coins read lVLia AVGusta COLonia PARLAIS). The

coins (Pl. ii. 5, 6), which range from M. Aurelius to Julia Domna,

bear a great resemblance to those of Pisidian Antiochia,1 both in

types and in fabric.2

11. ISAURIA.

The name of Isaurica is given by Strabo3 to a small district

about the two homonymous villages of Isaura. The province of

Isauria in later Roman and Byzantine times was practically the

same as Cilicia Tracheia. For the present purpose, the name may

be used in its older sense, and Isaura, the metropolis of the district,

is the only place with which the numismatist is concerned.

ISAURA.

Diodorus Siculust describes the capture by Perdiccas in 323 13.0.

of the well-fortified city of the Isaurians. Again, in 75 B.o.

P. Servilius captured the city of Isaura Nova.5 Strabo6 dis

 

1 Would it therefore be possible to look for the site nearer to that city?

2 Waddington, Rev. Num., 1883, pp. 58 f., gives two types not represented

here: (1) M. Aurelius, Tyche holding cornucopiae and military standard. (4) S.

Severus, Asklepios, Hygieia and Telesphoros. He also points out that the coin

given by Miomet (iii,, p. 537, no. 21) under Parlais belongs to Adraa in Arabia.

A coin with Greek lettering ("AP/\A€|.QN , Nam. C/mt, 1889, p. 264) has been

manufactured, by tooling, out of one of Pisidiau Antiochia (from the same dies as

B.M. Catal. I/_1/cia, &c., p. 194, no. 105). -

xii. 568. 4 xviii. 22.

5 Stexrett, WOZj'e Eayaed., p. 150. ‘’ xii. 568, 569.
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tinguishes between two villages, one called 7Ta7t(ZLCi, the other

ez’/ep/flit‘ (which would well apply to the city captured by Perdiccas).

Amyntas of Galatia received Isauria from the Romans, destroyed

the old Isaura, and began to build himself a palace there and

re-fortify the placefl After his death in 25 13.0. Isauria was

included in the province of Galatia, in which it remained until the

formation of the triple eparchy (see above, p. Xviii.). In the time

of Gallienus the tyrant Trebellianus established himself at Isaura,

but there are, unfortunately, no coins of this period. The distinction

between Old and New Isaura continued to exist, if the inscription

of Tris .Zl[ciclev,2 mentioning an ’I0'aUp0'7Ta7\a,t6!:'T’I7S‘ has been rightly

read.

The site of Isaura Vetus is Zendjibar Kalessi, from which come

inscriptions3 mentioning the ’Io-avpéaw ,8oI/7w) /cat 81"7,u.o9. Sterrett’s

identification of Dinornct with Isaura Nova seems highly question

able.‘L

The known coins of Isahra belong to the time of Domna, Caracalla,

Geta and Julia Mamaea.5 The word ’Iaaz5pa>v, as Waddington has

pointed out, is the genitive of ‘the plural name "Iaa.vpa, and is not

the name of the people.

M

1 Strabo (loc. cit.) says: TO O”'Iouvpa 1rapc‘l rc'bu rPco;uaia>z1 hafiév‘ mi 81) Barri

hewv e'av'i-(:3 I<'a'reo'Ke1§a§'ev €Irra'U6a, 7-r)v rrahatdv ’Io‘avpI'a1/ (sic) Zzvar-péxlras. €v Os‘ 7!?)

at-rc§ Xcopirp Kau/Ov Teixos‘ OZI<OOO;/.c'Ov oz’u< %'q§6q avvrehéoas, !<.'r.>\.

2 C.I.G., 4393. 3 Sterrett, Wolfe Ezvpeah nos. 180 ff.

4 Op. cit., p. 150. Ramsay looks for it at Sivistat (Hamilton’s Tris Maden).

If he is right, it is odd but not inconceivable that the only inscription mentioning

an ’Io~avpo1ra?\aiet'1-179 should come from that site.

5 Sir H. Weber possesses the only published coin without an Imperial head:

Obv. Head of young Herakles in lion’s skin. Rev. |'CA\/PSIN Female rider

sitting sideways (P) on lion to r., and fighting with short sword. She wears helmet

and short ohiton girded round waist. (Nam. Cl?/I‘., 1896, p. 28, no. 58, Pl. iii. 11.)

The coin seems to be of the time of Caracalla. The type of the reverse (cf. a

snnilar one at Tarsus, Pl. xxxviii. 4) is unexplained. It can hardly be Kybele,
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III. CILICIA.

Cilicia south of the Taurus falls naturally into two parts, a western

(Tpaxeia, Tpaxeufrrts) and an eastern (1Ie8ta's‘), the river and city of

Lamus between Soli and Elaeussa marking the boundary.1 For the

purposes of this Catalogue the boundary between Pamphylia and

Cilicia Tracheia is supposed to be indicated by the river Melas,

while the division between Cilicia and Syria is drawn by a line

beginning at the coast south of Alexandria ad Issum,2 and running

north-eastwards so as to leave Nicopolis and Germanicia Caesarea

on the east.

Under the Persian Empire the satrapy of Cilicia included Cilicia

north of Taurus, and also extended to a part of northern Syria. So

far as it concerns the numismatist, the history of this period will be

dealt with under Tarsus. In Seleucid times the dominion of the

Syrian kings is marked by the issue of coins, especially by

Antiochus Epiphanes, from various mints, such as Adana, Mallus,

Mopsus, and Tarsus. Their rule was naturally most eifective in

Cilicia Pedias, and so far as it concerned Tracheia only extended

to the coast cities. From 103 B.C. onwards a Roman provincia was

recognised, including parts of Lyoia, Milyas, Phrygia, Pamphylia,

 

although there was a shrine of this goddess at Isaura Nova (S'erviZius mo-ntenv

. occupavit sacrum Matri Magnae, says Sallust, quoted by Sterrett, op. cit.,

p. 150). Of other types not catalogued here the following may be mentioned:

Sept. Severus, Tyche seated in a fortified gateway (Paris, here Pl. xl. 2). Domna,

Athena r. hurling thunderbolt, 1. covered with aegis and holding javelin (Rev.

Num., 1883, p. 38, no. 1; Invent. WadcZ., 4736, P1. xii. 20); Athena seated 1.

holding Nike (Z.f. N., xv., p. 48, no. 1). Caracalla, Tyche with ears of corn and

oornucopiae seated in tetrastyle temple surmounted by a Nike (Rev. Nvm., loc eit.,

no. 6, Invent. Wadd., 4737). Zeus seated with Nike (Z.f. N., 700. cit., 'no. 2).

1 Strabo, xiv. 671.

2 Which both Strabo and Stephanus regard as a Cilician city.
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and Pisidia, as well as Cilicia proper. The organization by

Pompeius in 64 B.c. grouped together Cilicia Pedias and Tracheia,

Pamphylia, Pisidia, Isauria, Lycaonia and part of Phrygia (the

districts of Laodicea, Apamea and Synnada), to which in 58 13.0.

was added Cyprus. About this time the dynasty of Tarcondimotus,

whose capital was at Hieropolis-Castabala, was recognised in

eastern Cilicia; and its dominion lasted down to the death of

Philopator in 17 A.D. In 47 B.0. Julius Caesar re-organized the

province, joining the districts of Cibyra, Apamea, Synnada and

Philomelium to the province of Asia. In 40 or 39 13.0. part of

Tracheia was given to Polemo of Laodicea, but taken away again

in 36 13.0., when M. Antonius gave it to Cleopatra, at the same time

placing Pedias under his son Ptolemaeus. After the battle of

Actium this arrangement was naturally annulled, Cilicia'Tracheia

being given to Amyntas of Galatia, at whose death in 25 B.(). it

passed to Archelaus of Cappadocia. In 17 A.D. Archelaus was

deposed and died, and his Cilician dominion perhaps then passed

to the younger Archelaus, who was holding it in 36 A.D. During

the period of the rule of the Archelai a considerable part of

Tracheia, viz. the districts of Cennatis, Lalassis and Olba, was

under the government of the high priests of Olba, of whom Ajax

ruled from about 10/11 to 14/15 A.D. or later, and M. Antonius

Polemo between the end of Ajax’ reign and 41 A.D. In that

year Polemo II. of Pontus became king of part of Cilicia, and

at the same time Antiochus IV. of Commagene (who had been

granted parts of Tracheia and Lycaonia in 38 A.1). and then almost

immediately deposed) was restored to power.1 Cilicia Tracheia was

thus divided between these two kings. Antiochus was deposed in

 

1 VVhether he was also king of the district of Eastern Cilicia, which had

belonged to the family of Tarcondimotus, seems uncertain.
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72 A.D. and two years later his Cilician dominions were incorporated

' with the province of Cilicia, although his daughter Iotape and her

husband Alexander seem to have retained Elaeussa-Sebaste for a

time. Polemo, on the other hand, was striking coins for the Kowbv

Aakao-aéwv /cat Kevuawbv as late as 68 A.D., issuing them perhaps

from Olba.

About 137 A.D. was formed the “triple eparchy” of Cilicia,

Isauria and Lycaonia, Isauria being equivalent to Cilicia Tracheia.

This probably remained the arrangement until the time of Arcadius,

when the new division of Cilicia prima (capital Tarsus), Cilicia

secunda (capital Anazarbus), and Isauria (capital Seleucia) came

into force. _ I

The coinage of the cities and rulers of Cilicia may be considered

in geographical groups as follows :

Cilqfcqla Tmche't'a:

A. Cities on the Pamphylian border: Carallia, Casae, Cibyra,

Colybrassus, Laertes, Lyrbe.

B. Cities on or near the coast from Cibyra to Anemurium:

Coracesium, Syedra, Iotape, Selinus, Cestrus (?), Antiochia

77')? wapahtov, Lamus.

C. Cities on the coast from Anemurium to the Calycadnus: Ane

murium, Nagidus, Myus, Celenderis, Aphrodisias, Holmi.

I). Inland district of Cetis, Cennatis, Lalassis and Olba: Olba,

Diocaesarea, Coropissus, Claudiopolis (Mut), Ninica Claudio- 6

polis, Germanicopolis, Titiopolis, Irenopolis, Philadelphia,

Seleucia.

E. Coast cities from the Calycadnus to the Lamus: Corycus,

Filaeussa-Sebaste.

0/1:17:66/.:a Pedias:

F. ‘Western district: Soli, Zephyrium, Tarsus, Adana.
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G. Pyramus valley &c.: Hieropolis-Castabala, Anazarbus, Flavio

polis, Augusta, Mopsus, Aegeae, Mallus and Magarsus.

H. Eastern district: Epiphanea, Issus, Alexandria.

J. Kings of Cilicia.

CILICIA TRACHEIA.

A.—TEE PAMPHYLIAN BORDER.

The cities of this group are connected by a strong resemblance

between their coins, and all of them except Carallia are grouped

together by Ptolemy in the Hapqbvhias 9e'o-as as KLM/ctas Tpaxeias

/teaéryeiot. They were included by Vespasian in 74 A.D. in the

province of Lycia-Pamphylia.1

GARALLIA.

Carallia is placed by Ramsay at Beysheher, at the S.E. corner of

the Beysheher lake (Caralitis).2 As it was in Vespasian’s province

of Lycia-Pamphylia, it cannot have been at Kivili, which probably

takes its name from the lake Caralitis and not from the town

Carallia. The style of the coins associates Carallia with Casae and

other places on the Pamphylian border of Cilicia Tracheia, some

distance from lake Caralitis.3 4

The coins (Pl. viii. 4-9) range from M. Aurelius to Gallienus and

 

1 Ramsay, Hist. Geog., p. 417, 450.

2 Hist. Ge0g., p. 390. F. Sarre, Reise in .KZeinasien, pp. 129, 130, suggests

Uesiceles K611, where there are ancient remains, about 15 km. as the crow flies S.W.

of Beysheher, and 5 km. from the mid-point of the S. shore of the lake. His

derivation of the modern name from eZs Kappa)\i'v(sic) does not, however, seem very

probable. _

3 Waddington, Rev. .ZVum., 1883, p. 29 f. In the map to Heberdey and

Wilhelm’s Reisen, a place called Kivli is marked about 24. km. S. by W. of

Beysheher. This is nearer to the district of Casae, Lyrbe, &c., and may preserve

the old name.
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Salonina ; twenty-two varieties have been noted by Waddington.1

The marks of value on the later coins are F, H, IA.

CASAE.

The site of Casae is quite undetermined. The coins (Pl. viii.

10-12, from Maximinus to Valeriang) have no types of importance.

The Artemis or Hekate on a coin of Philip Junior3 recall types of

Carallia (no. 2, Pl. viii. 5) and Syedra (Pl. xxvii. 14). The type of

the rape of Persephone occurs on coins of Philip Junior and

Herennius Etruscus.’* The mark of value IA is found on coins of

Valerian.

CIBYRA MINOR.

Kt’,8vpa5 is mentioned by Strabo6 as being W. of the river Melas

(between Side and the mouth), and some distance from the western

limit of Cilicia Tracheia. The Stadiasmus (211) gives Kv,8e'pva

between Coracesium and the Melas. The mentions in Scylax, Pliny

and Constantine Porphyrogenitus (Kv',8vppa) do not help to fix the

site. Heberdey and Wilhelm7 suggest Karabwran, Leake some

ruins on the right bank of the Kavgha-Sit, a river about eight miles

E. of the Melas, four miles W. of Karaburun (the Alava-Tehai).8 In

 

1 Op. cit., p. 25 f. Among the more important types not represented here are:

Athena with aegis and javelin, and serpent twined round a tree (no. 4), and Athena

with palm, dropping vote into urn (no. 22, Invent. Wadd., 4729, 4731).

2 Verus to Valerian (Head, Hist. Nam.) ; but the reading of the coin of Verus

in the British Museum is very uncertain.

3 Imhoof-Blumer, G77. Miinz., p. 705, no. 551 (she wears kalathos and holds long

torch in each hand).

4 Invent. Wadd., 4200; Mionn., iii., p. 454, no. 48.

5 Kifivpa Kmfiizpa, Pt0l., V. 5, 9. _

6 xiv. 667 : 7) Kzfivparciw vrapahia 7'5>1/ ;.Lu<pc'bv. 7 Reisen in KiZ., p. 135.

S Thefact that these ruins are nearly two miles from the coast would explain

Ptolemy’s classification of the city among the fL€0‘6‘}/6LOL. Nevertheless, since in

Byzantine times Cibyra gave its name to the Cibyrrhaeote theme, it is probable

that it was a port.
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any case Strabo would seem to be wrong in placing another city

between Side and the Melas.1 Cibyra Minor is therefore included

in the present volume.

To this city Imhoof-Blumer2 has attributed some bronze coins of

the first or second century B.C. They are:

No. 462. Head of Zeus r. Rev. KIBYPATQN with numerals

AK or EK. Hermes standing 1. PE 24 mm.

No. 463. Heads of the Dioskuri r. Rev. KIBYPATQN, EK.

Nike crowning trophy. E 17 mm.

These coins were ascribed by Leake3 to Cibyra Major, and in

accordance with the numerals on them to the time of Claudius.

They are, however, much earlier in style, and in fabric resemble

the coins of Cilician coast-towns. The numbers 24 and 25 may be

dates, but the era is uncertain.

COLYBRASSUS.

The coins of Colybrassus (Pl. xi. 1—'7)4 bear a striking resemblance

to those of Side, of which it was evidently a neighbour. It may there

fore have been situated nearer to the Pamphylian port than Seidi

slzeher ,5 on the other hand, the town of which the ruins were visited

by Beaufort near Alcig/a.6 could hardly be described as ,u.e<r6'yeioe.

In addition to the types catalogued here, the following may be

mentioned:

Zeus standing on basis, holding sceptre and Nike (Caracalla).7

Female figure holding phiale and arrow (Orbiana).8 Cf. no. 2.

 

1 Leake, Tour, p. 196.

2 Gr. Milnz., p. 679, nos. 462 (P1. x. 18), 463.

3 Nam. Hell. As. Gan, p. 42. 4 Ko)\o[3pao'o'cis", Ptol., V. 5, 9.

5 Suggested doubtfully by Ramsay, Hist. Geog., p. 390 (note).

6 Leake, Nam. Hell. S'app., p. 40. 7 Z. N., xvii., p. 15, pl. ii. 6.

3 Ann. de Nam., 1883, p. 28, pl. ii. 12.
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Oil-basin in a temple, with the inscription I‘vp.vao-Lapxia (Cornelius

Valerianus).1 Comparison with the coins of Anazarbus (no. 44,

Pl. vii. 2) and Syedra (nos. 10 and 22, Pl. xxviii. 2), and the grave

relief of the Gymnasiarch Diodorus2 from Prusa, shows that it

is not an agonistic vase.

The marks of value I" and IA occur on the later coins.

LAERTES.

The site of Laertes is uncertain.3 The coins range from Trajan

to Gallienusfi The type of no. 2 (Pl. xv. 4), described as Apollo (?),

has been taken for the Ernperor; but both here and at Lyrbe

(nos. 1 and 9) we seem to have representations of the Apollo of

Side.5

The marks of value F, H and IA occur on the later coins.

 

1 Mionnet, iii., p. 572, no. 171; cf. Invent. Wadd., 4233, pl. x. 8.

2 Ben. ct. stir/vs. Gesellsc/i. at. Wis.s., 1873, pl. i. ; Schreiber-Anderson, Atlas of

CZass1'caZAnt., pl. xxi. 6. On this relief the palm-branches stand on either side

of the basin as on the coins. The three vases which at Colybrassus and Syedra

stand above the basin are of three different sizes, and probably represent the vary

ing quantity of oil dealt out to the athletes according to the measure of their

success. For the e’)\ato6eo-Ia see the references given by W. Lieben-am, S'tc'iotte

venwaltang im niim. l(aiserreiehe, p. 375, note 1.

3 Strabo, xiv. 669 : Aaépms, ¢po5ptov e’7ri Nit/gov paoroefiofis z'i¢op;/.ou gxov.

Wilson (Handbook of Asia Minor, p. 175) suggests a hill about two hours from

the Dim Tchai, which appears to be the same site as that mentioned by Heberdey

and Wilhelm (p. 147), and by them rejected as being commanded by Syedra. The

same writers (pp. 137, 140) show that Sinelc-kalessi, suggested by Beaufort (1i'ara

onania, p. 176) is not Laertes but Hamaxia. Tomaschek (Znr /zist. Topogr. von

K'Zeinas., pp. 57, 58) identifies Laertes with Castello Lombavdo at the mouth of

the Qastel-sa. The preponderance of the evidence is in favour of the form Laertes,

not Laerte.

4 For types not represented here see Invent. Wadd., 4339 (L. Verus, ‘ person

nago debout au pied d’un arbre ’); Mionnet, Supp. vii., p. 225, no. 282 (Apollo?

standing with bow and stag) ; to which add a coin of Salonina in the Bibliotheque

Nation-ale, with Tyche seated l. holding Nike in r., cornucopiae in l.

5 See B.M. Catal. I/_ycia, &c., p. lxxxiv.
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LYRBE.

Like Colybrassus, Lyrbe (Pl. xv. 7-9) shows a striking resemblance

to Side in its coinage,1 and it cannot therefore have been situated

far from the Pamphylian port.2 The coins earlier than the time

of Gordian III. are rare.3 The series goes down to the time of

Gallienus, when the mark of value IA often occurs.4

B.—CoAsT DISTRICT FROM CIBYRA TO ANEMURIUM.

CORAGESIUM.

Coracesium, once the nest of the pirate Diodotos Tryphon, is

represented by the modern Alcig/a.5 The coinage belongs to

Imperial times (Trajan to Salonina). The types are of no great

interest.6

1 Some types common to the two cities are: Apollo of Side (Lyrbe, nos. 1, 9;

Side, Catal. Lg/cia, &c., pl. xxviii. 13). Athena wit/i palm-branch dropping pebble

into amphova (Lyrbe, nos. 6, 8, Pl. xv. 9; Side, Zoe. cit., no. 93, &c., pl. Xxviii.18).

Helios with coviiacopiae (Lyrbe, Invent. Wacld., 4343, Side, loo. cit., no. 99).

Aves (Lyrbe, no. 4, Side, loo. cit., no. 96). The imitation, of course, was on the

part of Lyrbe.

2 Seioli-slzelzer is, however, suggested by Ramsay (Hist. Geo_q., pp. 390, 396) as

a site suitable for either Lyrbe or Colybrassus.

3 M. Aurelius, Invent. Wadd., 4342; Sev. Alexander, Mionnet, Suppl. vii.,

pp. 117, no. 145.

4 For types not represented here see especially Invent. Wadd., 4343 (Helios)

and E.; Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. ll/[iinz., p. 696, no. 495 (goddess with spear).

5 Heberdey-Wilhelm, Reisen, p. 136.

6 Of Demeter in a biga of serpents it has been suggested that it is an allusion to

the first two syllables of the name Cora-cesium! (Rev. .ZVam., 1844, p. 226).

Another representation of Demeter with ears of corn and sceptre, l\/Iionnet, iii.,

p. 572, no. 173. The type of Athena with palm-branch, casting a pebble into a

Vase (Arm. ale Nam, 1883, p. 29, pl. ii. 14; Invent. Wadd., 4239), is doubtless con

nected with the games mentioned in an inscription from Coracesium (Heberdey

Wilhelm, p. 137, no. 224).
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SYEDRA.

Syedra, one of the cities of_ Cilicia Tracheia included in Roman

Pamphylia,1 has left its name to Sedva, and lay between Karkadsehalc

and the Seclra-Tchai.2 I

The coinage, which shows the influence of the neighbouring Side,3

is all of Imperial date (Tiberius to Gallienus). The chief deities

represented are Demeter, Athena, Ares, and Aphrodite. The

6épa3e9 which are mentioned on the coins of Valerian, Gallienus,

and Salonina (Pl. xxviii. 1) also figure very largely in the local

inscriptions.4 The type of the gymnasiarch’s oil-basin (nos. 10, 22)

is shared by Colybrassus and Anazarbus.5 The title 0-e)u.m‘7 e’v5ofo

Tépa (nos. 16, 23) is assumed out of rivalry with Side or, less

probably, Anazarbus, both of which cities had the title é'v6o§oq.

The marks of value IA and H occur on coins of Valerian, Gal

lienus, and Salonina.

IOTAPE.

The site of Iotape is on the coast 7 or 8 km. N.W. of Selinus.6

It was probably named after the queen of Antiochus IV. of Com

 

1 Ptolemy, v. 5, 3 (26<r8pa). 2 Heberdey-Wilhelm, p. 141.

3 The male figure with sceptre and phiale (no. 4) is probably Apollo (as at Side,

B.M. Catal. Lyoia, &c., pl. xxviii. 13); and the type of Athena standing voting

(Mionnet,iii., p. 615, no. 368) is also found at Side. Some other types not repre

sented in this Catalogue are : Rape of Persephone (Mionnet, iii., p. 617, no. 380);

Hades with Demeter (Invent. Wadd., 4540) ; Dionysos with kantharos and thyrsos

(Mionnet, Supp. vii., p. 254, no. 388).

4 Heberdey-Wilhellii, pp. 141 if. : 9e',uw rerpaernptxr) I<a'ra7\el.¢6e'io'a inro Aadixqs

Eidaiov, 6e’/us‘ Tvdzaviy and others.

5 See above, p. xxxiv., and Anazarbus, no. 44 (Pl. vii. 2).

6 Beaufort’s conjecture (Kavamania, p. 180) confirmed by an inscription

(Heberdey-Wilhelm, p. 148, no. 250).
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magene.1 The coinage begins with Trajan, being perhaps initiated

at the time when the temple2 dedicated to him was erected.

The only remarkable type is Perseus with the head of Medusa.3

SELINUS.

Selinus (Selinti) was situated on a river of the same name,4 in

the district called E'e7tevrls.s It was a mint of Iotape, wife of

Antiochus IV. of Commagene, and of Epiphanes and Callinicus

their sons.6

The Imperial coinage ranges from Trajan to Philip. The earliest

coins read C€/\|NOYC|(ON.7 At some time after the death of

Trajan at Selinus8 the cityreceived the name of Trajanopolis, and

we find on the coins N€Povlaz/div TPA|a1/ovrolwrriw C€/\|z/ovo-lcov9

and TPAIAN 0'1ro7u'r<'Z)v C€/\INOYo-lcov, with or without the THC

 

1 Ramsay (Hist. Geog/., p. 373) suggests that possibly Iotape, and not Elaeussa

Sebaste, was the island granted in 74 A.]). by Vespasian to Antiochus’ daughter

Iotape and her husband Alexander. The ruins of Iotape now stand on a peninsula,

but the city may once, like Elaeussa-Sebaste, have been disconnected from the

mainland.

2 Heberdey-Wilhelm, loo. cit. (115—117 A.D.).

3 Trajan, Invent. Wadcl., 4324. _

4 Tomaschek, Znv. kist. Topogn, p. 58, who quotes Const. Porph., Edavofis

p.u<pov 1ro)u.o"ud'r!.ov, 7ro'rap.ov 6p.d>vv,u.ou €'Xovo'a.

5 Ptol., v. 8, 2.

6 Babelon, Rois ole S_'/vie, p. ccxvi. ; W1'oth, B.M. Catal. Galatia, &c., p. xlvii. ;

Loebbecke, Z. N., xvii., p. 17, pl. ii. 8. The type of Iotape at Selinus, like that

of her husband at Anemurium, is the huntress Artemis in a long chiton; it is

repeated on the Imperial coinage (Mionnet, iii., p. 608, no. 331=Leake, .Nnm.

Hellen. Supp, p. 88). On the coin of Epiphanes and Callinicus (Babelon, op. cit.,

p. 222, no. 38, pl. xxx. 16) the mint is indicated by the letters Ce/\| . Both

these coins were probably struck just after the deposition of Antiochus in 72 A.D.

7 Babelon, Invent. Waold., 4485, pl. xi. 14 (Trajan) ; Mionnet and Leake, loo. cit.

(Lucilla).

8 Die, 68, 33 : 59 Eeluvofiura Ti): Kc.7\u<las €h6d>v, 5)!) 31) Kai Tpalavozirroluv Kahofipev.

Chron. Pasch., p. 235 C, has e’v Eelul/oi):/1'1. ndhel rfis 2e7\evKZas, obviously a mere slip.

9 Domna, Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. IlIilnz., p. 714, no. 581.
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|€Pd9. The types are a seated figure in a temple (Pl. xxiv. 9), I

apparently the Emperor Trajan identified with Zeus, since the

temple is inscribed 9€QY TPAlaz/oi) ; a figure (Apollo of Side '1’)

in short chiton and mantle, holding sceptre (surmounted by bird)

and phiale, with a raven at his feet;1 the huntress Artemis (see

above, p. xxxvii., note 6), and a ‘dual type’ of two veiled goddesses.2

GESTRUS.

Loebbecke has attributed to Cilicia Tracheia a coin of Faustina

Junior, with the reverse type of Tyche and the inscription K€C

"l'PHN(J.)N.3 The specimen here catalogued (p. 60, Pl. x. 16) is

from the same dies. Hierocles mentions KéUTp0t in the e’n-apxia

’Iaaupt'a9,4 and Ptolemy5 Kdiiorpoq in Selentis. The town is pro

bably to be looked for in the triangle between Antiochia, Selinus,1

and Iuliosebastefi

ANTIOCI-IIA THZ l'1APAl\lOY.

Antiochia évrt Kpaixyip stood upon the cliff of Cragus,7 between

Selinus and Anemurium, near the present Gitnei.8 It belonged to

 

‘ Macrinus, Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4486, pl. xi. 15; Caracalla and Severus

Alexander, Imhoof-Blumer, Joann. Hellen. S'tad., xviii., p. 164, nos. 7, 8, pl. xii. 7 ;

“ undoubtedly represents Apollo, and seems to be a replica of the Sidetic god with

the raven”; Philip Senior (in the Bibliotheque Nationale).

2 Trajan, Domna, Philip (Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4485, pl. xi. 14; Imhoof.

Blumer, Gr. .M'itnz, p. 714, no. 581; Illonn. G72, p. 364, no. 48). They stand to

the front on a basis, the r. hand raised to the breast, the l. holding ears of corn or

fiowers.

3 Z. f. N., xvii. (1890), p. 14, pl. ii. 5.

4 709, 3-6 : ’A1/ndxeta, ’Iov)\I.oo'eBao'r1'], Kéorpot, 2e)u.z/oiis. Kéorpos in the

Ego. ad Leonem, Kém-pa in Notit. i. 5 v. 8, 5.

6 Imhoof-Blumer (Gr. .Miinz., p. 700, note 1), however, thinks that the coins

belong to some town in the neighbourhood of the river Kestros in Pisidia or

Pamphylia. 7 Strabo, xiv. 669; Stadiasmus, 180.

8 Hcberdey-Wilhelm, p. 152 f.; see Imhoof-Blumer, Nam. C/nu, 1895, p. 288,
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the district Lamotis (see below, under Lamus). The known coins,

which have been described by Imhoof-Blumer(loc. cit.), are ofImperial

date (Antoninus Pius to Valerian). The types are an eagle, with

wings half displayed (Pius, Philip Senior, Valerian), and Tyche in a

temple (Faustina Junior). The title on the coins is ANTIQXESZN

THC FIAPA or I-IAPA/\lOY.

LAMUS.

The identification of Lamus, metropolis of Lamotis, ofiers con

siderable difiiculties. The discrepancies in the accounts given by

ancient authorities1 may perhaps best be reconciled by assuming the

existence of two places of this name. One (the modern Lamas) was

near the river Lamus, which flows into the sea between Soli and

Elaeussafi The other, to which the coins belong, was in Lamotis,

in Byzantine Isauria, in the interior.3

Four coins are known :

(1) Sept. Severus, [AAMOY] Ml—ITPO~/\AM(1)TIA. Zeus

seated in tetrastyle temple.

(2) Caracalla, similar to no. 1. (Bibliothieque Nat.)

 

1 See Ramsay, Hist. G-e0g., pp. 380, 382, 455.

2 Ptol., V. 8, 4; Strabo, xiv. 671 (eio-l ’ dpm 1-a1';1'r]s‘, scil. T179 Tpaxeias KI)\u<ia§~,

p.era§z) 26)uov T6 Kfll. ’E)\eOzio17s' O A(i<1->,u.os‘ 'zro'rap.6s~, 1<al /<d>;I17 o'p.a'n/vluos). This is pro

bably the Lamus intended by Steph. Byz., s.v. A<i,u.m, and by Cinnamns in his

account of the expedition of Manuel Comnenus into Cilicia in 1155 A.]).: be

marched from Seleucia into Cilicia and took Lamus (e’pv,u.z/Ov ,u.ci)u.o"ra 6'1/). Steph.

Byz., s.v. Ad;/.09, calls the district adjoining the river Lamus Aapovoia.

3 Ptol., v. 8, 6 : AGfLCOTlCOQ Aci,u.os (among the f.L€O'6'y€LOl.>. The order in Hierocles

(708, 4-709, 3) is ’Avep.ozipwv, Twtoiiwohts, Adpos, ’Av-rioxeia. Steph. Byz., s.v.

aA1/7-irixeia, has -reO'o-apeO'I<aIOeKoi'r1) ’IO'avpi'as, 1'7 Aanwrls lteyo/re’:/1;. Cf. the lists of

Chalcedon and the Epist. ad Leonem (the latter gives Charadra and Lamus in one

bishopric). The Antiochia in question is Antiochia £11-2 Kpciyp. Lamotis, then, was

the mountain district of Cragus from Selindi to} Ckaraolran, containing Antiochia

and Charadra on the coast, and Lamus up couiitry. Tomaschek, Zar hist. Top.,

p. 59; Ramsay, Hist. Geo_q., p. 380.
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(3) Caracalla, [/\AM]0Y MHTPO|'|./\AM(DT|AOC. Eagle

on altar, wreath in beak.

(4) Valerian, /\AM . MHTP. THC /\AMUJ- AP0110 standing,

with bow and branch.1

C.—-THE COAST FROM ANEMURIUM TO THE CALYCADNUS.

The greater part of this coast line falls within the district of Cetis

or Cietis,2 and it was perhaps from one of the coast cities, probably

either Anemurium or Celenderis, that Antiochus IV. of Commagene

issued his coins reading KIHTQN.3

ANEMURIUM.

Anemurium lay on the east side of the promontory of the same

name, which is the nearest point of Cilicia Tracheia to Cyprus.4

Ptolemy6 mentions it under Cetis.

The coinage comprises, in the first place, quasi-autonomous coins

similar to those here catalogued (nos. 1, 2, Pl. vii. 4, 5) ; to which

may be added the type of Apollo leaning on a column.6

In the next place, Antiochus IV. of Commagene (A.D. 38-72)

struck at this mint coins bearing his head and title on the obverse,

and on the reverse Artemis in a long chiton, drawing arrow from

 

1 Nos. 1 and 3 published by A. de Longpérier in Nonvelles Annales, ii., p. 349;

no. 4 by Imhoof-Blumer in J. H. 8., xviii. (1898), p. 163.

2 See also below, section D. The form Kim-is (which A. Wilhelm, Arch.Ep. Mittk.,

1894, p. 2, regards as the older form) is merely due to the introduction of a para

sitic y sound after the guttural (Ramsay, Hist. Geog., p. 455).

3 Babelon, Rois de Syrie, p. ccxvi.; Invent. Wadd., 4800, pl. xiii. 3; rev.

Scorpion and crescent.

4 Strabo, xiv. see, 682; Scylax (102), am mi 7r6I\|.s. Heberdey-Wilhelm,

p. 155, at Eski-Anamnv, not at Anamuv-Kalessi farther east as (by a slip) in

Ramsay’s map (Hist. Geog., p. 330). Beaufort, Kavamania, pp. 181, 195 f.;

Langlois, Voyage, pp. 175 f.

5 v. 8, 3. 6 Mionnet, iii., p. 557, no. 104.
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quiver at her shoulder; inscription AN€M0YP|€.QN.1 Anemu

rium was also possibly the mint of Antiochus’ coins which are

inscribed KIHTQN.

Of the Imperial coins (which often bear regnal dates, and go

down to Gallienus)2 the most important types are Perseus holding

harpe and head of Gorgon,8 Dionysos,4 and Artemis, who is repre

sented as a mummy-shaped veiled figure, holding branches, and

accompanied by a stag and sometimes by a doe.5

NAGIDUS.

The site of Nagidus is identified by Heberdey and Wilhelm with

Boa Jazi, where there is an acropolis, with a small island lying over

against it.6

The coinage begins towards the close of the fifth century.7 The

classification of the coins is rendered difiicult by the fact that the

 

1 Wroth, B.M. Catal. Galatia, &o., p. 108, no. 19. With the type cf. Roscher,

Lea. i., p. 606, no. 2.

2 The coin of Domitian given by Leake (Nam. Hellen. Sapp., p. 16) to Anthe

musia in Mesopotamia must be added to the series of Anemurium, as it reads

AN(DMGYPEU.)N (sic).

3 Maximinus, Mionnet, iii., p. 559, no. 110; Supp. vii., p. 186, no. 156.

4 Ibiol., nos. 162-164.

5 This form is described by the older numismatists as Diana Alphaea. Possibly

the horizontal swaddlings are meant to suggest the bee-form of Artemis (see

A. B. Cook, J. H. S., xv., pp. 11 fl-'.).

6 Reisen, p. 159 ; cf. Scylax 102 and Stepb. Byz.

7 Nothing of an earlier date can with any certainty be attributed to Nagidus.

The fact that it was a Samian settlement is hardly sufficient to justify Waddington’s

doubting attribution (As. Min, p. 146) of the following stater :——

Obv. Fortress with three towers.

Rev. Forepart of bull r. Incuse square. Wt. 11'07 grammes. Invent.

Wadol., 4398, P1. xi. 1.

The coin is, however, probably Cilician, although the style of the obverse

suggests Phoenicia. M. Babelon, on the other hand, informs me that he is inclined

to attribute it to Samos.

f
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difierence between the inscriptions NAFIAEQN and NAFIAI KQN

does not seem to correspond to any difierence between types.1

Further, the type of Aphrodite with Eros approaching her (Pl. xix. 2,

as opposed to the type in which he stands beside or behind her,

Pl. xix. 1, 10-13) occurs on the coins which, judging from their

style, must be the earliest, and is then interrupted by other types,

until it recurs in the last period of the silver coinage (Pl. xx.). The

arrangement in the text is only meant to be tentative;

A Point d’appai is furnished by a stater in the Bibliotheque

Nationale, with the name of Pharnabazus2 and the following

types:

01w. ‘1I9$‘-|'\ (111315). Head of Ares 1., helmeted. Border of dots.

R611. NAI-IAIKQN. Aphrodite,3 wearing polos, hair in long plaits

on shoulders, seated r., on throne flanked by sphinxes, smelling

flower which she holds in 1.; in r. phiale. Border of dots.

./R '95, wt. 9'96 grammes (15370 grains). P1. xl. 10.

This stater confirms Imhoof-Blumer’s attribution to Nagidus4 of

 

1 There seems to be insuflicient foundation for Lenormant’s distinction between

the values of the two forms of inscription (La .Monnaie dans Z’Antiqaité, ii.

p. 10). See Babelon, Perses Achéna, pp. xxvii. f.

2 Babelon, Penses Aclzéna, p. xxxvii., Jllél. Nam., ii., p. 168.

3 Von Sallet’s explanation of the type as Kybele (Z. f. N., x., 165 f.) seems im

probable in view of the types prevailing on the rest of the coinage of Nagidus.

4 Mann. g'r., pp. 372, 373.' No. '73: Head of Athena; Rev. Female head (Gor

goneion) facing, as on no. 16 of this Catalogue. No. 74: as no. 16 of this Catalogue.

No. 75: Beardless head 1.; Rev. Aphrodite seated 1. between two sphinxes, in '1'.

flower, which she smells, in l. flower on long stalk resting on her shoulder like a

sceptre. The reverse type of his no. 76 (cf. no. 15, Pl. xix. 14 in this Catalogue)

is, of course, the Athena Parthenos of Pheidias (Imhoof-Blumer and Gardner,

Nam. Comm. on Paasanias, pl. Y, xxii.). The introduction of the olive-tree has

been taken to prove that such a support existed in the original statue, or that the

mechanical arrangement dispensing with an external support broke down at a com
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the staters and obols of the class to which nos. 15, 16 (Pl. xix.

14, belong, and enables us to date them, since the coins of

Pharnabazus of this class seem to have been issued about B.C.

379-3743

The position of this group of coins being more or less fixed, we

place before them all the classes represented by nos. 1-14 (Pl. xix.

1-13). Among the earliest coins must be counted a stater offered

to the British Museum in 1894, with types similar to those of

no. 2, but with the retrograde inscription Al'lAV\ (wt. 161'5

grains). The reverse type of nos. 3-5 (Pl. xix. 3-5) must be com

pared with the head of Aphrodite on coins of Mallus, although the

coins of Nagidus are probably of somewhat earlier date. The

small denominations nos. 6-10 (Pl. xix. 6-9) have all been placed

among the early series, as none of them show Aphrodite wearing

the poles ; still the fabric of nos. 9 and 10 would permit of a later

date. To the types represented on these small denominations

must be added Dionysos standing (Berlin) and the head of a satyr?

The arrangementadopted for the latest series of silver, on which

a mouse (5)3 appears under the throne of Aphrodite, is founded

 

paratively early date (see E. A. Gardner, Handbook of Greek Sculpture, p. 256,

and my remarks in Class. Rev., x. p. 404). I am now inclined to think that the type

is taken not from the actual statue at Athens, but from an early copy, or rather

adaptation, made by an artist who was not able to dispense with the support. It is

to be noted that the serpent is absent. As regards the obverse type, a similar

association of Aphrodite with sphinx and flower (in this case the lotos) is found on

the coins of Idalium. See my note in Jouvn. Hellen. Stual., xix., p. 164.

1 Babelon, Perses Ac/iém., p. xxxvi.

2 De Lagoy, Mél. de Num. (1845), pl. i. 18; Babelon, Invent. Wadd., pl. xi. 4.

3 Although the tail is not clearly represented, the animal is certainly some sort of

mouse or shrew, and not a hare or rabbit. For the sacred eh aracter of the mouse

in Phoenician religion, see Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites,2 p. 293.

The whole of this part of the coast of Cilicia is, of course, under strong Phoenician

influence.
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partly on community of dies, partly on the magistrates’ signatures.

But first come a series of transitional types, on which the legend is

always NAFIAESZN and Aphrodite has no polos:

(1) Kopenhagen, 9'85 grammes. In exergue of obverse, n ;

(O

(3) Berlin.

(4) In the market, 100 grammes.

of reverse, N.

Berlin, 987 grammes.

in field

Same obverse die as preceding; in field

of reverse, % (Pinder und Friedléinder, Beitvage, p. 186, no. 11).

letters ‘I

in field of reverse, 5

In exergue of obverse, Q; in field of reverse, obliterated

Same obverse die as preceding;

On nos. 3 and 4 the mouse appears under the throne of Aphrodite.

As regards the later series, the arrangement resulting from an

examination of the dies of the specimens in the Museum and in

some other collections can best be stated in a footnote.1

 

5'

10.

11.

12. ,

@ewe@Pe~

1 Obv.

. Rev.

Die 1. (pellet in exergue).

TQNAQ (above), A, IH

TflNAQ?, 0,“

AQH, EEP2

AQH, AI

AQH, ‘I-'

Same die as 5, but Tl (P) over‘-' erased.

I-‘Y (over AQH erased), QH

I-‘Y (over P

. Die II.

1, PO/\Y

i.<3

EY, AIO

EY, x\\\‘ (NAI'lAlKON,s1;e)

(Obv. die slightly cracked.)

erased), MO

B.M. no. 17; Paris (no. 30501).

Wadd. 4401.

BM. no. 18.

Wadd. 4404.

Gctha.

Paris (no. 305a), Sir Hermann

Weber.

B.M. no. 20; Paris (no. 3050).

B.M. no. 19 (cf. Catal. Hofl'

mann, 650, FY, crescent

and MO).

B.M. no. 23.

Berlin.

Berlin and Paris, no. 3051)

(difi"erent dies). Cf. Pem

broke, pars 2, tab. 22.

BM. no. 22.
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On no. 17 (Pl. xx. 1) occurs the legend T.QNA.Q, which Babelon

reads on another specimen as T.Q.NA.QN.1 The name does not

appear to be that of a magistrate, since the initials of two other

names already occur, as usual in this series, on the coin. Can it

be the local name for the god Dionysos ?2

 

13. Rev. EY, A00 (Obv. die slightly cracked.) B.M. no. 21.

[Possibly the circle after A9 remains from an erased signature such as

. AIO on no. 11.]

14. ,, I-‘Y (over erasure P ), 1-All/Y\ Berlin; Paris (no. 305).

(Obv. die badly cracked.)

The gradual cracking of the obverse die fixes the chronological sequence of this

second group ; the order in the text, adopted before this sequence was recognised,

should be modified accordingly. -

Obi). Die Iii.

15. Rev. %,,A, Al-‘Q Berlin, Beitr. (Pinder, p. 186, 12).

Obv. Die IV. No plant in field.

16. Rev. 1', lion’s head 1., [A]§"<>/\ Wadd. 4406.

17. ., 2, PAP Vienna, ECl{h€l,Na-m. Vet.,xiv.1.

Obv. Die V. No plant in field.

18. Rev. i, %K/\, uncertain symbol (vase P). B.M. no. 24.

Obv. Die VI. Lion’s head 1. instead of plant.

19. Rev. To/\, El B.M. no. 25.

20. ,, T0/\, W‘ 1/Vadd. 4405.

Obv. Die VII. No plant or lion’s head.

21. Rev. Inscriptions obliterated. B.M. no. 26.

Obv. Die undescribed.

22. Rev. IO, ~):(—, P¢A Catal. Hoifmann, 651.

1 Invent. Wadd., 4401 ; but on a cast kindly sent me by M. Dieudonné, I do

not see the final N .

2 If Babelon’s reading is correct, we may compare (as regards the termination)

such a name as Edvdwv (Heberdey-Wilhelm, p. 76,1. 14-, p. 132, no. 218, p. 140,

no. 232).
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To the fourth century belong the two bronze coins here catalogued

(nos. 27, 28, Pl. xx. 11), and a bronze coin with the heads of

Herakles and Aphrodite.1

A bronze coin of Septimius Severus, with the type of Aphrodite

seated on a throne, smelling a flower, and the legend CO. IVL- AV.

N _ _ _. is with great probability attributed to Nagidus. It is,

however, the only coin of this place later than the fourth century 13.0.,

and the only authority for the existence on this site of a Roman

colony.2

MYUS.

To Myus, which was situated on the coast between Celenderis and

the promontory of Posidium,3 Loebbecke has attributed a coin of

Domitian, with the reverse type of Nike, and the inscription

MY€lT.QN MAN/\|:P ?].4 He shows that the Ionian l\/Iyus was

so much decayed under Domitian that it can hardly have struck coins

at that time. Moreover, its inhabitants were called Mwio-owot.

GELENDERIS.

The site of Celenderis is at TscheZind're.5 The city was said to

 

1 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gen, p. 363, no. 43.

2 Imhoof-Blumer, op. cit., p. 374, no. 77.

3 Scylax, 102. Whether the Ma:/dd:/1) of the Stadiasmas (174, 175) is the same

place is uncertain. Pliny (N. H., v. 93) has Mvsanda as the name of a Cilician

coast town (v.Z. Myanda, given in the old editions, but not mentioned by Detlefsen).

See Ramsay, Hist. Geog., p. 369.

4 Z. f. N., xii., p. 334, pl. xiii. 15. Dr. Imhoof-Blumer kindly informs me that

what follows MANA is probably not a letter but the point of the wing.

MANA is clear, so that unless we assume a blunder of the die-engraver, or in

the text of the Stadiasmas, there can be no connexion with the place called

Mavda'1/1) in the latter. '

5 The site was most recently visited by Heberdey and Wilhelm, Reisen, p. 94.
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owe its foundation to Sandokos, father of Kinyras.1 The latter

went from Cilicia to Cyprus, where, according to one account, he

founded the temple of Aphrodite at Paphos. In the ritual at this

sanctuary the entrails of kids were the chief means of divination,

and this fact, since the scientia haruspicum was supposed to have

come from Cilicia to Cyprus? may have some bearing on the use of

the goat as coin-type at Celenderis.3 But it is more reasonable to

suppose that the type is suggested by the prevalence of the goat in

the neighbouring mountains.4

The earliest coins which can with certainty be attributed to

Celenderis are struck on the Persic standard and date from about

the middle of the fifth century (pp. 52, 53, Pl. ix. 1 ff.). Earlier

than these are the Aeginetic drachms nos. 1-4 (p. 51, Pl. viii.

13-15). Of these the first5 is suitable in fabric and type to Cilicia,

but nos. 2-4 have a form of incuse foreign, so far as is known, to

this district. The Aeginetic weight precludes an attribution to

Macedonia, which the incuse suggests. But this standard is found

in the Cilician coins generally attributed to Mallus (Pl. xv. 10-12,

xvi. 1-7), and would easily be explained by relations with the

neighbouring island of Cyprus.

The obverse type of the Persic staters and tetrobols (nos. 5-12,

19-27, Pl. ix., X.) is a horseman riding sideways. On the earlier

specimens he appears to be alighting from his horse, but this

is merely due to the difficulty of foreshortening.

 

1 Apollodorus, iii. 14,3 (181). " 2 Tacitus, Hist, ii. 3.

3 See Eckhel, D. N., iii., p. 52.

4 Still less probable than the explanation from ritual is the theory that the goat

is a type parlant. Panofka in Arab. Ztg., 1853, pp. 15, 16; Cavedoni, Spicil.,

p. 205.

5 Cf. Sir H. Weber’s worn drachm (74'2 grs., l\lzun. Clerc-n., 1896, p. 25, no. 50,

pl. iii. 3), with the forepart of a goat.
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Besides the staters1 and tetrobols, a number of smaller denomina

tions with a variety of types have been attributed to Celenderis.

In some cases the attribution is assured by type and inscription ;2

of the other varieties, which are most probably of Celenderis, the ‘

following may be mentioned :—

 

Obv. Rev.

(1) Gorgoneion. KB A Astragalos in incuse N_0_ 16, P1, iX_ 1()_

circle.

(2) ,, Forepart of Pegasos in dotted NOS,13,14,P1,iX_8,

incuse square. Cf. Weber, Zoe.

cit., no. 55.

(3) H Similar type in plain incuse Weber, Zoe. cit., no.

square. Perhaps KE/\ 54,

(4) ,, Horse prancing r. in incuse Weber, Zoe. oit., no,

square. 56.

(5) Head of Athena. Forepart of Pegasos in incuse NO. 15, Pl. ix. 9,

square.

(6) Head of Hera- Forepart of Pegasos in incuse Weber, loo. cit., no.

kles r., bearded, square. 57.

in lion’s skin.

Apart from their style, the Cilician origin of these small coins is

rendered probable by the fact that those in Sir Hermann Webe1~’S

possession came to him with Cilician coins (including three of

Celenderis), and those in this Catalogue were also bought in

company with other Cilician coins. Only one of them, however,

 
‘.-.-

"'_’*_'

1 Sir H. Weber possesses a stater with the reverse type in an incuse square

instead of the circle which is invariably found on other staters of this class, and the

inscription OKITI PE ? (Nam. C/an, 1896, p. 26, no. 51, Pl. iii. 4).

2 Here nos. 28-33 (pl. x. 6-8), 36-38 (pl. X. 10, 11) ; cf. Imhoof-Blumer, Gr.

.Miinz., p. 706, nos. 554~556, Weber, Nani. C’/tn, 1896, p. 26, nos. 52, 53.
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has the incuse circle characteristic of Celenderis.1 The gorgoneion

is the type of a bronze coin of later date (no. 39, Pl. x. 12),2 the

bust of Athena is a type of the Imperial coinage, and the astragalos

occurs as a symbol on the larger denominations (nos. 6, 7, Pl. ix.

2, 3). The attribution of all these small coins to Celenderis seems,

therefore, to be a safe one, in spite of the variety of their types.

In addition to the autonomous coins, satrapal staters (nos. 17, 18,

Pl. ix. 11, 12) were perhaps issued from Celenderis towards the

close of the fifth century. These have been assigned to Aegeae,3

but since that city is not known to have had any importance in

early times, I include them, with some hesitation, under Celenderis.

The type of the goat is equally suitable to both places.‘*

Friedlander5 has attributed to Demetrius I. of Syriaia bronze coin

of Celenderis with a laureate male head. The head, however,

should, if it is that of a king, wear a diadem rather than a wreath.

Panofka6 suggests that the head is meant for Sandokos. In any

case the magistrate’s name TI'Y occurs on another coin, of the

class which appears to begin not before the first century 13.0.,7 and

Friedl'a'nder’ s coin is therefore probably too late for Demetrius I.

Celenderis was in the district assigned to Antiochus IV. of

Commagene (AD. 38 and 41-72), and accordingly we find him

 

1 See, however, above, p. xlviii., note 1, for the occurrence of the incuse square.

2 A similar specimen is in the Bibliothiaq ue Nationale.

3 J. P. Six, Nam. Clara, 1895, p. 203 ff.

4 The Hunter Collection has two staters of this class : (1) that described by Six,

no. 1,_ with the inscription /~\ Ll-F Wt. 1'71'5 grs. ; (2) similar to Six, no. 3

(here no. 18, Pl. ix. 12), but with only one wing (the upper) represented, and with

out the bird on the goat’s back, or the symbols on the reverse. Inscription A ( \X

Wt. 168'1 grs. _

5 Pinder u. Friedlander, Beitm'ige, p. 185, pl. v. 10.

6 Arch. Zeitg., 1853, p. 15.

7 Nos. 40-43, sec Mionnet, iii., p. 569, no. 162:
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striking coins with the town-name.1 The letters CAN, which are

found on his coin, enable us to assign a date to nos. 41 f.

The Imperial coinage (which extends from Domitian to the time

of Trajan Decius) is of no great interest.

APHRODISIAS.

The Cilician Aphrodisias2 was situated on the neck of the -

peninsula of Zephyrium. Imhoof-Blumer3 has‘suggested the

probability of a coinage having-been issued thence, but has not

yet specified which coins he proposes to attribute to the new mint.

HOLMI.

The site of Holmi, at present not actually determined, must be

sought somewhere on the coast south of Seleucia, probably near

Taschadscha, the present port of that city.‘ Seleucus Nicator, when

he founded Seleucia, transferred to it the inhabitants] of Holmi, to

which therefore no coins later than the third century can belong.

The earliest -money by which Holmi is represented is probably

the Persic staters and thirds, struck early in the fifth century,

which are usually attributed to Side. On these the pomegranate

of Side and the dolphin of Holmi(?) are combined to form the type.5

In the fourth century the issues of the two ports were no longer

combined, but their coins resemble each other in a striking

manner. The main types are the same (Athena on the obverse,

Apollo on the reverse), but they are differentiated by the respec

 

1 Wroth, B.M. Catal. Galatia, 5/0., p. 108, no. 20; Babelon, Invent. Wadd.,
4214, 4215. I

2 For the site at Porto Cavaliere see Heberdey-Wilhelm, Reisen, p. 98.

3 Rev. 8a., v., p. 306. 4 Heberdey-Wilhelm, p. 100.

5 B.M. Catal. Lyeia, &e., pp. lxxxi. and 143, nos. 1-6, pl. xxv. 7—10.
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tive symbols, the pomegranate for Side, the dolphin for Holmi.1

On these later staters of Holmi, which belong to the first half of

the fourth century,2 the legend is O/\MlT|KON. Athena holds

Nike, shield and spear, Apollo a long laurel-branch and phiale.

They correspond therefore to the second series (b) of the fourth

century staters of Side,3 but Apollo’s garment is difierently

arranged.

To the same period belong certain small coins, with the heads of

Apollo and Athena as types (p. 85, Pl. xiv. 7).4

The Apollo of the coins is undoubtedly to be identified with

Apollo Sarpedonios, whose temple and oracle were near Seleucia,

evidently on or near the promontory of Sarpedon (I/isan-el-Kahbe).5

Possibly the Athena who, like Apollo Sarpedonios, appears on the

coins of Seleucia, is the goddess who was formerly worshipped at

Holmi.

D. INLAND DISTRICT or CETIS, &c.

Cetis or Cietis seems to have been the name for a great part of

Cilicia Tracheia, including the district of Olba, the valley of the

Calycadnus and the country south of that river as far west as

 

1 Von Sallet, Z. N., xvii., p. 237, pl. iv. 2, mistakes the dolphin for the

serpent of Athena.

2 Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. Miinz., p. 710, nos. 562, 563 (correcting Mann. G/r.,

p. 334, no. 62, pl. F 17) ; Von Sallet, loc. cit. The British Museum possesses no

specimens of this group.

3 B.M. Catal. Lycia, &c., p. 145, nos. 15 f.

4 Leake, Num. Hell., As. Gr-., p. 68 (the head on the rev. is described as

female, but is probably meant for Apollo); Imhoof-Blumer, G’-r. .Zl[iinz., p. 710,

no. 564; a fourth specimen (11'42 grs.) with 0/\M|T| in the Bibliotheque

Nationale; Catal. Walcher de Molthein, 2604 (wt. 5'40 grs.), without inscription.

5 Imhoof-Blumer, loo. cit.
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Anemurium. Within it probably fell the smaller districts of

Cennatis, Lalassis and Lacanatis.1 The coins of Antiochus IV. of

Commagene struck for Cietis have already7 been mentioned.2

OLBA, LALASSIS AND (IENNATIS.

The site of Olba is at Oara, at some distance to the east of the

site (Uzandjo-Ba7~olj=tall castle) of the hieron of Zeus Olbios.3

The earliest money of Olba is represented by the bronze coins

with the throne and thunderbolt of Zeus Olbios, struck probably at

the end of the first century B.C. (no. 1, Pl. xxi. 7). These are

followed by the coins of Ajax, son of Teucer, high-priest of Zeus

Olbios and toparch of Cennatis and Lalassis, who reigned from

10/11 to at least 14/15 A.D. (nos. 2-17, Pl. xxi. 8——xxii. 5). These

bear dates 1, 2 and 55L Although the name of Olba does not appear

on these coins, there can be little doubt that they were issued from

that place. The toparch-ia of Cennatis and Lalassis is specially men

 

1 iVam. Clan, 1899, pp. 181 E.; Wilhelm, Avck.-Ego. Mittk. aas Oest., xvii.

(1894), pp. 1 ff. The probable extent of Lalassis and Cennatis is indicated on the

map in this volume. Ramsay (Rev. Na-m., 1894, p. 168) suggests that the form

Aa)\[oav8a for Aa>a'oaz/‘O‘a in Stephanus Byz. shows that Lalassis included this town.

This is in itself not improbable, but it is more probable that the MS. of Capito

used by Stephanus contained the common corruption of A for A (of. Ptolemy’s

Aa7\aoZ8os). Meineke apparently would read Aahioavda, 7r6)u.s’1oavpu<r'7, zbs Ka7n'7-cov

’Io"avpu<cI>v 7rpci)'rcp . 7'6 £61/ucov Aa7\Lo'az/6ev's . oi 1/511 86‘ [_\.a)\Lodz/decay 'razi'r17z/ (l)ao-‘L Kai.

Aa)\wrav‘o‘ea’>7-as. But this does not account for the occurrence of the name under A.

2 Above, pp. xl., xli.

3 Class. Rev., iv., p. 185; Bent, J. H. 78., xii., 222; Ramsay, Hist. Geog.,

p. 364; Heberdey-Wilhelm, Reisen, pp. 83, 84, 90. I have discussed the coinage

of Olba, Cennatis and Lalassis in Nam. O%’)‘., 1899, pp. 181 ff., and resume in the

text, in a slightly modified form, the conclusions arrived at in that article.

4 The coins of the fifth year probably correspond with the first year of Tiberius,

who seems to have taken an interest in Olba (cf. the inscription in Heberdey

Will1e1m, p. 84-, no. 160 : Airroxpdropa Kaio[a]pa TtBe'ptov deoii v[iOv] 1'51! wriomv Kai

0‘co'r;]pa). . ' >
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tioned on the coins, since it was not necessarily combined with the

high-priesthood of Zeus Olbios. But the title APXIEPESZZ was

sufficient to connect Ajax son of Teucer with Olba (bearing as

he did the names by which the priests of Zeus Olbios had always

been known).1

The coins of Ajax are followed by those of M. Antonius Polemo,

high-priest and dynast of Olba, Cennatis and Lalassis. This person

is probably the eldest son (whose name is not otherwise recorded)

of Polemo I. of Pontus and Pythodoris Philometer. These coins

bear the dates 10 and 11. The fact that no other dates are

mentioned on Polemo’s coins suggests the explanation that, instead

of being regnal dates, they correspond to an era beginning in

10/11 A.D." In this case, Ajax may have reigned some nine years

from 10/11 A.D., being succeeded in 19/20 A.D. by Polemo, who

reignedonly two years.

As regards the types of the coins of Ajax and Polemo, it may be

noted that the triskeles occurs as a rock-cut symbol at various

places in this district. The throne of Zeus may be compared with

the types of Diocaesarea (Pl. xiii. 1), and of the Syrian Larissa and

Seleucia.2 The type of Hermes is an unusual one, but seems to

point to the influence of Corycus.

From the time of Polemo to that of Hadrian, the name of Olba

does not appear on coins. There are, however, certain issues of

the Lalasseis and Cennatae which belong to this time, and of which

 

1 Besides the statement of Strabo (xiv., p. 672), cf. the inscriptions, Heberdey

Wilhelni, p. 85, 110. 166: dpxlepevs /..L6’['y:l(1$‘ Tefmpos Z171/o¢dvov9 T05 Taixpov Atl.

'O)\[,8:|L'col. T319 [O']1-e'yas 6’/<al1/coo'eu [T1319 rrpri-repo[v 'ye'ye]m7p.e'1/as inro Boo-i>\e'w[s]

Eehaixov Nu<a"ropos (between 150 and 50 B.C.); and p. 88, int iepe'co.<>r Taix[pov] roii

Tapxvdptos‘.

2 Wroth, B.M. Catal. Galatia, 800., pl. xxxi. 8, xxxii. 6, 8. For the use of the

throne in Greek religion see W. Reichel, Ueber vorlielleniscke G'o'ttercalte, part i.
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the mint-place was most probably Olba. They fall into three

groups1 :--

(1) the coins (IE '7 to '8) described by Mionnet2 with AA/\ACC€(.U N,

AAAAZZ. ENTIM, AA/\A.

Although these readings are not confirmed by other numismatists,

the attribution of at least one of the coins to Lalasseis is not

improbable, since its reverse type is the cornucopiae, with a

triskeles as symbol (of. the third group and the coins of Ajax and

Polemo).

(2) I-IOAEMSINOZ BAZIAEQZ Club. Rev. [K]OlNON

AAAAZEKZN KAI KENNAT[.QN] Harpe. ./E65.

This Polemo is Polemo II. of Pontus, who received in 41 AD.

part of Cilicia, where he reigned as late as 68 A.D. A bronze coin

(Pl. x1. 7) with the head and titles of Galba, and the reverse type of

Athena standing and the inscription BACI/\€YC M. ANT.

TIO/\€M[.QN], was probably also issued in Cilicia, since by

this time Polemo II. had lost his Pontic kingdom.

(3) AOMITIANOY KAIZAPQZ Head of Domitian Caesar 1.,

bare. Rev. KOINQN AAAAZESZN KAI KENNATQN Cornu

copies. It] '8.

This coin belongs to the period between 74 A.])., when Cilicia

Tracheia was made into a province, and 81 A.D., after which

Domitian was no longer-'merely a Caesar.

To the time of Hadrian, or possibly to an earlier date (the end of

the first century A.D.), belongs the quasi-autonomous coin with the

types of a club and a tower (no. 21, Pl. xxii. 8); the club occurs

as a symbol on the “tall castle” at Uzundja-burdj, which itself is

 

' Nam. C’h'r., 1899, pp. 185 f. 2 iii., p. 532, nos. 7 and 8.
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represented on the reverse of this coin. Other types on coins of

this period are: Head of Athena, harpe between caps of Dioskuri,

throne of Zeus, Hermes standing, head of Herakles.1

The more important types of the Imperial coins are chiefly

connected with Zeus Olbios. Other types not represented in this

collection are Selene in a biga of bulls, with stars in the field ; 2 and

Sarapis standing.3 The titles 'A5piavcIiv’Az/'rwviviavcI>v, Maya-po7ro7tew9

Ki7"rt'8o9 occur first on coins of L. Verus; and the first two were

probably given in honour not of Hadrian, but of Antoninus Pius.

As regards the title on no. 31, it is difficult to fill the gap before

' KGNN. by anything but an abbreviation of the word MHTPQFIO

/\€f\C; and the analogy of the title fl/I)"l'p6'7T0}\.l.9 of Cetis being

borne by more than one city (Olba and Coropissus) may serve to

meet the objection that, since Diocaesarea called itself metropolis of

Cennatis, Olba could not have borne that title also.

DIOCAESAREA.

Diocaesarea is known from its coins (nos. 11 ft.) to have been

metropolis of Cennatis. From other sources, it appears to have

stood on or near the lower Calycadnus, between Claddiopolis and

Seleuciafi That it was near the latter seems probable also from

the fact that similar types relating to the Gigantomachia occur on

the coins of both: cities.5 The types also bear witness to a connexion

 

-1 Babelon, Inventaire Waclclington, nos. 4429—4431.

2 Babelon, op. cit., 4434, pl. xi. 6.

3 Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. MiZnz., p. 712, no. 570.

4 ‘See Ramsay, Hist. Geog., pp. 364, 454; Hogarth, Royal Geog. Soc., Suppl.

Pap., iii., p. -651; Heberdey-VVilhelm, Reisen, p. 118.

5 Imhoof-Bl-umer, Z. f. N., xiii. (1885), p. 134 f., pl. iv. .
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with Olba. Thus the thunderbolt and the throne of Zeusoccur at

both cities (see above). It has also been suggested that the in

scription O/\ B01: on a coin of M. Aurelius1 contains an allusion to

the name of the rival city.2

From the time of M. Aurelius onwards3 the town bears on its

coins the title §48ptaI/ciw, which it probably, like Olba (see above),

received in honour not of Hadrian, but of Pius. The title MHTPQ

K€N NATIA[OC] occurs as early as Commodus,‘-‘I but it is not until

the time of Philip that the title MHTPO. K€NNAT/TN (or

K€NATf\N) becomes general. Of the types not represented in

this catalogue the most important is a gateway surmounted by

figures.5 Most of the Coins of the time of Septimius Severus

(nos. 6-8, 10, and similar coins at Paris) are countermarked with

the eagle and thunderbolt, which are themselves types of the city.

COROPISSUS.

The coinage of Coropissus has been discussed by Waddington.6

It is distinct from K0p67TaU0'09 in Lycaonia, between Laodicea

Combusta and Garsaiira, and is mentioned in the Nicene Council

List (Athenaeas Covpissitanas) and in the Peutinger Table

 

1 Imhoof, Zoe. cit., pl. iv. 9. This is the coin which was formerly read OA

Ail) PEIUN - BOC and attributed to Doron in Cilicia.

2 Ramsay, Hist. Geog., p. 364. "O7\Bl.os, a well-known epithet of Zeus, would

mean (1) the god of prosperity, (2) the god of Olba. The abstract idea of pro

sperity is represented by the concrete god Zeus Olbios, against whose figure the

word 0/\B0 I: is written. See Nam. C’/17"., 1899, pp. 205, 206. Or is the letter

I omitted by an accident?

3 But not on coins of M. Aurelius struck in the reign of Pius; see Imhoof,

op. oit., p. 135. -

4 Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4266.

5 Ibid., 4275, pl. x. 11. 6 Rev. Nam., 1883, pp. 31 f.
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(Coriopio).1 The coins and an inscription2 show that it was

metropolis of Cetis or Cietis.3 It appears to have been situated

between Laranda and Claudiopolis, on the road from Barata to

Seleucia; the site may be Kestel or Da Bazar, where ruins exist.4

I The coins (Hadrian to Valerian) present two interesting types:

Perseus and Andromeda, with the /05709 at the feet of the former

(no. 4, Pl. xi. 12) ,5 and the unexplained type of no. 1 (Pl. xi. 10).

In addition to the types represented here, there occur also Tyche

(standing, and seated in temple), Nike, and Zeus (both seated and

standing) with an eagle at his feet.6

OLAUDIOPOLIS (Mat).

The Greek city of Claudiopolis is to be distinguished from the

colony Ninica Claudiopolis (see below). The site of a Claudiopolis

is fixed at Mat, above the middle Calyoadnus valley, by an inscrip

tion mentioning a fine payable to the hieron of Athena Polias and

the demos of Claudiopolis.7

The unique coin here catalogued (p. 6-0, Pl. x. 18) was obtained

by Prof. Ramsay at Laranda, and is of the fabric of this district.

- It may therefore with all probability be attributed to the Claudio

 

1 Ramsay, Hist. Ge0g., p. 455; of. Cities and Bislwprics, i., p. 11, note 2.

2 Koumanoudis, Epkem. Arch, 1889, p. 63.

3 For the form, see above, p. xl., note 2. Of the coins in the 1/Vaddington Col

lection, nos. 4751, 4752 and 4757, all have IH , not H .

4 E. J. Davis, Life in Asiatic Tarlcey, p. 325; Ramsay, Hist. Geo_o., p. 363

(note); A. C. Headlam, Ecclesiastical Sites in Isaaria (J. H. S. Sapp. ii., 1893),

p. 20.

5 Cf. Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. .Milnz., p. 706, no. 557, pl. xi. 12.

6 Babelon, Invent. Wadcl., nos. 4749-4752, 4754, 4755.

7 A. C. Headlam, Ecclesiastical Sites in Isaaria (J. H. S. Sapp. ii., 1893),

pp. 22, 23, no. 1. Leake had already conjectured the colony Claudiopolis to be at

Mat (Tour, pp. 117, 319). For the whole question as to the two places, see

Ramsay in Rev. Nam., 1894, pp. 164 E.

h
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polis at Mat, and Mat accordingly cannot represent the Roman

colony.

Ramsay suggests that both towns were founded or re-named

about 41 A.D. by Antiochus IV., in honour of his benefactor Claudius.‘

NINICA CLAUDIOPOLIS.

The identification of Mat with the Greek city of Claudiopolis

makes it necessary to look elsewhere for Ninica. Ptolemy1 mentions

it under the heading Lalassis. Ramsay2 inclines to identify it with

the Juliosebaste of Hierocles and the Notitiae. Now this Julio

sebaste, it may be suggested, is the Sebaste (Sewasti) discovered

by Heberdey and Wilhelm in the interior north-east of Selinus.3

There is no great difficulty in supposing that this site could be

included in Lalassis, which was “ la grande vallée centrale de

l’Isaurie”‘* and perhaps a little more; still, Sewasti is on the

southern side of the watershed, and it seems advisable to await

further evidence before accepting its identification with the colony.

The full title of the city, as given on the coins, is Col(onia)

Iul(ia) Aug(usta) Fel(ix) Ninica Claudiopolis. Ammianus Mar

cellinus5 mentions, as one of the two chief cities of Isauria,

Claudiopolis, “ quam deduxit coloniam Claudius Caesar.” Claudio

polis is a Greek form, and seems to indicate that the place

was so named not by the Emperor. himself in founding a colony,

but by some Greek founder, such as Antiochus IV. of Commagene,

in honour of the Emperor. Having first received this name, it was

probably soon afterwards raised to the rank of colony by the

 

1 v. 8, 6. 2 Rev. Nam., 1894, p. 170 f.

3 Reisen, p. 131 f. Hierocles’ order (709, 3 if.) is ’Azm6xeia, ’1.0‘U)\l.OO'€B(lO'T7']

Kéarpm, Eehtvofis, which is suitable to this identification.

4 Ramsay, op. cit., p. 168, note 3. 5 xiv. 8, 2.
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Emperor, who gave it the names Julia Augusta in honour of

Augustus, for whom he had so great an admiration; its earlier

name Claudiopolis was sufficient to show its connexion with

Claudius himself.1

The coins, which begin with Trajan and go down to Gordian III.,

were formerly attributed to Niniva in Assyria. The impossibility

of this attribution was demonstrated by Ramsay in conjunction

with Waddington and other numismatists.2

Besides the types here published, the representation of a temple

seen three-quarters to r. on a coin of Gordian in the Bibliothieque

Nationale may be mentioned.

The countermark @ (cf. ‘nos. 5, 6, 8, 9) occurs also on four out

of the five coins in the general collection at Paris; it may be

compared with the A at Seleucia (p. 135, nos. 33 f.).

GERMANIGOPOLIS.

The ancient name of Germanicopolis is preserved in the modern

Ermenelr. It was perhaps derived from the name of Caligula

Germanicus, the city being founded in his honour by Antiochus IV.3

 

1 Ramsay (op. cit., pp. 169 f.) argues that the colony was founded by Domitian,

who named it after Julia, the daughter of Titus. This presupposes a mistake

(doubtless natural enough) on the part of Ammianus Marcellinus.

2 Rev. Num., loo. cit. It is interesting to find that H. P. Borrell was near the

truth, as is clear from a note in his MS. Catalogue on no. 3, which he places

under Isauria : “ That this Coin has been struck at some place called Claudiopolis I

feel persuaded, but I am not so certain it is of the city of that name in the province

of Isauria, there appears according to ancient Geographers to have been several,

but as great confusion exists as to their situation I must allow it to stand in its

present place till I can provide for it elsewhere more satisfactorily. It came to me

with several coins of Tarsus‘, Corycus, and Seleucia in Cilicia, and Antiochia in

Pisidia.”

3 Ramsay, llist. Geog., pp. 366, 373. Leake (Tour, p. 117) suggested that

_Er1nenelc represents Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Germanicopolis are not the

same place, as Wilhelm (Arclz.-Ep. Mittb., 1894, p. 2) supposes. Vital Cuinet
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The attribution to this Germanicopolis of the coin here catalogued

(Pl. xiii. 13) is due to Head,1 who shows that in all particulars

it differs from the coins of Germanicopolis in Paphlagonia. Besides

the sloping edge, the name 'A6piaz/ii2 is an additional point in favour

of the attribution to Cilicia. A second coin, also of Hadrian, with

the type of Zeus standing, holding sceptre and phiale, an eagle at

his feet, is in the Waddington Collection.3

TITIOPOLIS.

Titiopolis is mentioned by Constantine Porphyrogenitus between

Germanicopolis and Domitiopolis as one of the cities of the

Decapolis. Hierocles, on the other hand, mentioris it"‘ between

Anemurium and Lamus.5 Accordingly, as Ramsay says,6 “either

in this single case there is a dislocation in Hierocles, and Titiopolis

is misplaced, or else Titiopolis was situated on the mountains

between the Ermenek Sn and the coast.” Tomaschek7 suggests

that Dindebol represents Titiopolis and not Domitiopolis.

The coins at present known are of Hadrian,8 L. Verus,9 and

 

(La Tavqaie d’Asie, ii., p. 77) mentions a convenient inscription, “sur l’une _

desquelles on a pu lire que Gernianicus, envoyé contre les Arméniens, avait fondé

cette ville en l’an 17 de notre ere.” The existence of this document is justly

doubted by Heberdey-Wilhelm, Reisen, p. 129. ‘

1 Hist. Nam., p. 603.

2 Five (or six, if Germanicoplis is included) out of the eleven cities with this title

given in Head’s Index (Hist. Nam., p. 776) are Cilician.

3 Babelon, Invent. Wadd., p. 4735. 4 709, 1.

5 See the authorities collected by Longpérier, Rev. Nam., 1838, pp. 423 f.=

Nam. C'h7~., i., pp. 213 if.

6 Hist. Geog., p. 370.

7 Zan /iist. Topogn von Kleinas. im Mittelalter (Sitzungsber. d. Wiener Akad ,

Phil.-hist. Cl., 1891, no. viii.), p. 59.

8 Rev. Nam., 1838, p. 423, and 1883, p. 37, and Invent. Wadd., 4740.

9 For this appears to be the Emperor represented on the coin catalogued in the

text, and not Commodus, as first described (Nam. 0]&7‘., 1894, p. 16). .
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Caracalla and Geta;1 the types relate to Tyche, Zeus and Dionysos.

The €TOVC F on the coin of L. Verus seems to be a regnal

date. On the coin of Caracalla and Geta Waddington read

TITIOTTQ/\~€|T(l)N Cl (the last two letters being doubtful).

A recent examination of the coin leads me to suggest that the

reading is Kl or KH (i.e. Kmyrldoe or K'I7'rl5o<;).

IRENOPOLIS.

Two cities called Irenopolis existed in Cilicia, one in Lacanatis,2

represented by the modern I/rnebol, on the south side of the

Emnenels Sa, the other in _ Cilicia Pedias, near Anazarbus and

the Pyramus, perhaps at Kars~Bazar.3 It is to the latter, which

was also called Neronias, that Ramsay proposes to give the coins

reading Elpnvowoktrdiv. The fabric of the coins is, however, not

against an attribution to the western city, which is also favoured by

the following considerations. The name Neronias is not found on

the coins. It seems to point to a foundation by or under Nero;

but the era according to which the coins are dated begins in 52 or

53 A.D., which would be suitable to a foundation by Antiochus IV.

of Commagene, when, towards the end of the reign of Claudius, he

effected the pacification of part of Cilicia Tracheia. This pacifica

tion the name of the city would commemorate. The occurrence of

the mark of value H on the coins‘-f also points to Cilicia Tracheia.

For these reasons the coins are here attributed to the city of

Lacanatis.

1 Invent. Wacld., 4741=Rev. Nam., 1883, p. 37. 2 Ptol., v. 8, 6.

2 Ramsay, Rev. Na/m., 1894, p. 170, note; Hist. G’-eog., p. 365, where the im- -

possibility of identifying Irenopolis and Zephyrium is shown. Eckhel had already

doubted the reading of the coin described by Vaillant on which the identification is

based.

~ 4 Cf. no. 12, Pl. xiv. 15, and Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. Miinz., under Magydos, p. 685.
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The arguments in favour of the eastern city must, however, be

fairly stated. The coins are dated according to an era, which

is more likely to have been the case in eastern than in western

Cilicia.1 It is possible, as Eckhel suggests,2 that the name Neronias

refers either to Claudius instead of Nero, or to a foundation in

honour of Nero _soon after the time of his adoption by Claudius

(A.D. 50). This would explain the difliculty caused by the beginning

of the era before the reign of Nero. Finally, as Cilicia Tracheia

did not come under Roman provincial administration until after

the time of Nero, there is some difficulty in understanding the

existence of a coin of the western Irenopolis with that Emperor's

name (see below). Nevertheless, the balance of probability seems

to be in favour of the attribution of the coinage to Irenopolis

in Lacanatis.

The coins reading AAKANATQN, struck by Antiochus IV. of

Commagene and his sons Epiphanes and Callinicus,3 were probably I

issued from Irenopolis.

The coinage begins with a coin bearing the name of Nero,4

and the type of a caduceus between two cornuacopiae. Other types

 

1 Rev. Nam., Zoo. cit. We have seen, however (p. liii.), that in Tracheia, coins of

Olba were perhaps dated according to an era; and regnal years occur at Anemurium

and Titiopolis.

‘1 Doctv. Nam., iii., p. 58. Eckhel does not distinguish the two cities of

Irenopolis.

3 Babelon, Rois de Sg/vie, pp. ccxv., 220, no. 26 (scorpion in laurel-wreath);

223, no. 45 (Armenian tiara decorated with scorpion, in laurel-wreath).

4 Invent. Wadd., 4326. Obv. [P L-]A|'NEP.QNO.|</\AYA|OY KA|

CAPQC inawreath. Rev. EIPH N01-101:/\E|T.Q.N _ _] ZE24 mm. Cf.

the anchor between two crossed cornuacopiae, each containing a youthful head,

on coins of Epiphanes and Callinicus' struck for Lacanatis (Wroth, B.M. Catal.

Galatia, &o., p. 111, no. 10, pl. xv. 6). The date corresponds to 67-68 A.D., or to

one or two years earlier, according as it is reckoned from the city era, or by the

reign of Nero. "
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point to the importance of the worship of Asklepios and Hygieia.

The name of the city is alluded to by the type of Eirerie-Nemesis.1

A river is represented at the feet of the city-goddess on no. 2, and

on a coin of Severus Alexander in the Bibliotheque Nationale, on}

which Nike approaches the goddess with a crown. The only other

remarkable type is Dionysos in a car drawn by panthers and seen

from the front?

PHILADELPHIA.

Philadelphia (called in a list of bishops3 parva, to distinguish it

froin the Lydian city) was a city of Cietis. It perhaps owed its

name to Iotape Philadelphos, being founded in her honour by

Antiochus-IV. of Commagene. Ramsay inclines to place it on. the

road from Germanicopolis (another foundation of Antiochus‘*) to

Laranda. Ptolemy,6 on the other hand, gives Philadelphia under

the heading of Selentis, along with Ka’.vow-p09 (Kéarpos), .A0,lLLTL6

vroM<;, Eeltewj/ceta TpaXe'ia and Ato/ca1.O'a'pe1.a.

The coinage (Trajan to Maximinus) is inscribed ¢|/\AA€/\¢€(UN

KHTIAQC (THC KHTIAOC, KIHTIAOC). Thetypes(except

ing Tychefi) all relate to Zeus, who on a coin in the Waddington

Collection7 is represented seated, and on others standing.

 

1 Mionnet, Supp. vii., p. 219, no. 260.

3 Valerian, Invent. Wadcl., 4332.

3 Ramsay, Hist. G'eog., p. 452. For its probable site and history see pp. 371, 373.

4 Germanicopolis and Philadelphia are distinct places. The supposed coin of

Germanicopolis-Philadelphia C%r., 1888, p. 300) is of Philadelphia in

Lydia (Nunt. C'br., 1889, p. 239), and is not wrongly given to that city by Imhoof

Blumer and Buresch as Vllilhelm supposes (Arch.-Ep. Mittk., 1894, p. 2, note 3).

3 v. 8, 5.

6 Invent. Wadal, 4439, cf. Waddington, .Mélanges, i., p. 34.

7 Invent. Waclol., 4437.
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SELEUGIA.

Seleucia (SeZef]se) on the Calycadnus owed its foundation and

name to Seleucus Nicator, who transferred thither the population

of the port of Holmi.1 The sanctuary of Apollo Sarpedonios,

formerly connected with Holmi, was now attached to the new

foundation. Seleucia is highly praised by Strabo2 as being very

different from the ordinary Cilician or Pamphyliari type of city.3

The coinage begins in the second century B.C., probably in the

time of Antiochus IV.‘* Just as on the coins of Holmi we find

Athena and Apollo Sarpedonios associated, so the most important

types of the Seleucian coinage are the same two deities and Nike

(the last probably representing the new element introduced into the

cults of the city by the founder Nicator). The temple of Athena

was on the acropolis, that of Apollo probably on the tongue of land

running out into the promontory Sarpedon.

The autonomous coins may be divided into two classes, according

as they read Z'eXev/cécov 'T(i0IJ npdq 75:0 Ka7w/coi3z/rev, or simply E@7\,ev

/céwz/. The types of the former are confined to the three subjects

 

1 Steph. Byz., s.v. 2e}\ev':<eta and "0).p.ot. The authority for the latter note is

Strabo (xiv., p. 670). The older name of the site was ‘Ypia; this gave way to

cO7\p.Za (for so, and not ’O)\,8t’a, we must read in Steph., s.v. 2e>m57<eza, with Holste

nius), and this finally to 2e7\e1iKeLa.

2 xiv., p. 670. Among its distinguished citizens he mentions his contemporaries

the Peripatetics Xenarchos and Athenaios. Both these names occur on coins of the

place (Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. It/[iinz., no. 572, Babelon, Invent. WacZcZ., 4447), and

as Strabo says that Athenaios Kat e’7ro)\urezio'a1'o Kai. édnpayéynoe Xpéz/ov nva e’v 7-3')

7ra1-pt"o‘t, we may perhaps identify him with the monetary magistrate. As to

Xenarchos, on the other hand, Strabo implies that he did not 7ro)\t-rezieodat, so that

the Xenarchos of the coins must be another person (see, however, Head, Hist.

Nam., p. 610).

3 Cf. the remarks in Heberdey-Wilhelm, p. 101.

4 For the distinction between the coins of this Seleucia and those which belong to

Seleucia-Tralles, see Imhoof-Blumer, Lg/oi. S'tadt7n7'v'nzen, p. 169.
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mentioned above, and the magistrate’s names, of which there are

sometimes as many as four on a coin, are always abbreviated. In

the other class, of which some may go down to Imperial times, the

types are more varied,1 and the magistrates’ names (one only on

each coin) generally written at length, sometimes preceded by éw-l.2

In spite of this division into two series, there seems to be no doubt

that both belong to one and the same city.

The -Imperial coinage begins with Hadrian,3 from whose time to

that of Caracalla, Seleucia, like other Cilician cities, issued silver

(sometimes of base quality) from time to time. These silver coins

fall into two denominations, the heavier weighing from 1270 to

1221 grammes (1955 to 1884 grains), the lighter from 9'7 to 8'38

grammes (149'7 to 1293 grains).

Of the Imperial types, the most important is the scene from the

Gigantomachia, of which there are three varieties:

(1) Athena on foot, with spear and shield, striking down a single

giant (nos. 17, 33, 38, 54, 57, 58, Pl. xxiv. 4).

(2) Athena on foot, with aegis and thunderbolt, and a single giant.4

(3) Athena in quadriga to front, with two giants (no. 26, Pl. xxiii. 10).5

 

1 Add to those not represented in this Catalogue: (1) Head of the City, veiled and

turreted; rev. Athena standing, holding Nike, magistrates AHMHTPIQY,

IENAPXOY. KATIITSZNOC. Mionnet, iii., p. 599, 282-284, I1i1l100f

Blumer, Gr. .Milnz., no. 572. (2) Club of Herakles (cf. the Imperial coin, no. 29,

Pl. xxiv. 1), Mionnet, ibiol., 281, Imhoof-Blumer, op. cit., no. 574. (3) Bust of

Helios, Babelon, Invent. VVadcl., 4453.

2 To no. 15 with H0/\€MAPXOY, and those given in the previous note,

add AGH NAl0Y (Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4447); El-1| AH MHTPIOY

(ibiol., 4454); AIQCKOYPIAOY (Mionnet, iii., p. 599, no. 281, Imhoof

Blumer, op. cit., nos. 573, 574) ; €l'll KYNTI _ _ (Babelon, op. cit., no. 4453) ;

no/\EM.QNOZ (Imhoof-Blumer, op. cit., no. 572a).

3 Unless the coin described by Mionnet (Sapp. vii., p. 240, no. 330) after Sestini

is really of Tiberius, which may be doubted. 4 Mionnet, iii., p. 604, no. 313.

5 See the collection of similar types by Imhoof-Blumer, Z. f. N., xiii., pp. 134 ff.

(Diocaesarea, Seleucia, Tarsus), to which add Sebaste (Pl. xxxix. 6 of this volume,

and G9”. Manz., note on no. 575). On the appropriateness of such represenlzdions

to Cilician cities, see Cavedoni, Spicil., p. 209.
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Next in importance is the type (Pl. xxiv. 6) which occurs first

under Gordian III., representing the busts of Apollo Sarpedonios

and the Tyche of the City confronted. There seems to be no valid

reason for identifying these two busts with Sarapis and Isis.1 Apollo

is identified by his branch, which also occurs as an independent type

(nos. 21, 22, Pl. xxiii. 8).2 Other important types are connected

with Zeus3 (nos. 18, 19, 36, Pl. xxiii. 7), Dionysost (nos. 27, 30,

Pl. xxiii. 11, xxiv. 2), Artemis5 (nos. 15, 17, Pl. xxiii. 6),

“ Io on cow,”6 Aphrodite,7 the river Calycadnus.8

The title of the city on Imperial coins is usually Z'e7\ev/cécov 'ré3z/

wpbg 1-6) Ka7W/cd51/no, often abbreviated, sometimes Zehevnéwv Kahu

/cddz/ov, sometimes only Z'e7\ev/céwz/. In the time of Hadrian we find

Eehevxéwv 'rd)(z/) 'n'p(oq) Ka>»v(/cddvw) T159 f€p(étS‘) no.1. cio'(15>\.ov) adr(o

1/o',uov).9 The title e’hev9épa9 first occurs under Domna and Caracalla.10

The letters C € which stand in the field of the silver coins of this

 

1 The Vienna coin described by Kenner (under Laodicea, Nam. Zeit., iv., pp.

244-246, pl. x. 6) does, it is true, represent Sarapis and Isis: but a comparison of

the illustration with the coins here catalogued (nos. 47-53, 55, Pl. xxiv. 6) will show

that Drexler (Nam. Zeit., xxi., p. 213 ff.) is wrong in his inference from the Vienna

coin to the others. 2 Cf. also the branch on nos. 1, 10.

3 Of. the dedication AL1 Bopeim, Heberdey-Wilhelm, p. 102, no. 182.

4 Of. the dedication Awmioco ’ApXe[B]a'1<X¢o Kai. T079 ptv'o'raLs‘, op. cit., p. 104,

no. 183. A coin of Trebonianus Gallus in the Bibliothéque Nationale bears what

appears to be a cista mystica with domed top between two standards.

5 Cf. Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4477, pl. xi. 12: Artemis huntress, tree and stag

in thicket; and Imhoof-Blumer, Jlfonn. gr, p. 364, no. 47: Artemis, Hermes and a

sleeping figure.

6 Babelon, op. cit, 4458, 4462, cf. De Moustier Catal., 1306 (“ Europa on bull”).

It is probable that this type represents Aphrodite or Astarte on a bull (cf. Imhoof

Blumer, Joavn-. Heilen. Stud, xviii., p. 165).

7 Imhoof-Blumer, Gm. Miinz., p. 713, nos. 576 f. ; Babelon, op. cit., 4470.

8 Babelon, op. cit., 4474.

9 Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. Mii)2z., p.713, no. 575; cf. Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4458.

‘O A coin at Paris, with the same type as no. 39, reads G/\€ I V66 I PAC

on the temple at the feet of Tyche.
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time (nos. 23, 28,l 29, Pl. xxiii. 9, 12, xxiv. 1) have not been

satisfactorily explained.1 Finally, it may be noted that the letters

TI IT (7Ta'ri7p 7:-a'rpt'§os‘) are used at Seleucia by Hadrian and Pius,

as at Mopsus, Soli, and Tarsus.

The countermarks A (of. @ at Ninica, above p. lix.) and K are

noticeable for their frequency on the Imperial coins from the time

of Severus Alexander downwards.

E.——CoAsT CITIEs FROM THE CALYOADNUS TO THE LAMUS.

' convcus.

The ancient name of Corycus is preserved in Korgos (Ghorgos),

half an hour south-west of Elaeussa.2 It was especially famous for

the Corycian cave in the neighbourhood.3 The chief deity was

evidently Hermes (see Pl. xi. 13, 14 ; xii. 1, 2, 7, 10), whose worship

is often referred to in local inscriptionsfi

The coinage begins in the first century so. The early coins

bear abbreviated names of magistrates.5

 

1 Leake’s suggestion (Num. Hell. Supp., p. 87) of E(e)\ezJI<eta) ’E(Aev6e'pa) is

hardly probable; if the letters really refer to the name of the city, 2(em7pI.av1"7s)

E(Aev6e'pas) may be suggested; but the secret may lie in the unexplained inscrip

tion of no. 39.

2 For the site and antiquities of the neighbourhood, see especially Bent and

Hicks, Journ. Hellen. Stu-cl., 1891, pp. 206 ff.; Heberdey and I/Vilhelm, pp. 67 E.

3 Pindar, Pytfi., i. 31: Tvqfirbs e':<aroz/1'ol<cipax/os' T611 1rore| KLMKIOV Gpehl/ev

7TO)\U(i)VU[LOV ¢’z’z/1-poz/. Plin., N. H., v.92: eorlem nomine oppiolum et portus et

specus. Strabo, xiv., pp. 670, 671; Mela, i. 13, 71.

4 Heberdey and Wilhelm, pp. 66, 71, no. 154; Bent and Hicks, pp. 211, 232,

237. Oppian (Hal., iii. 208) speaks of the place as ‘Epp.elao 1ro’)\w, I/avo‘L'I<>\v'rov

d'o"rv I Kcopv':<io1/. Names formed from ‘Ep;u“7s are common there.

3 The Efll which occurs on many specimens (El-ll AH, El-ll AI, EFII EP

Invent. Wctdcl., 4245, 4247, 4250) is perhaps the preposition (cf. Seleucia, above,

p. lxv., note 2).
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Corycus was one of the mints of Antiochus IV. of Commagene.

(38—72- A.D.).1

On the later Imperial coins (nos. 19 f.) the naval importance of

Corycus is attested by the title Navapxts‘, and by various types,

of which the most remarkable is the personification of Thalassa

(Pl. xii. 6), wearing a head-dress of crabs’ claws.2

Of the other inscriptions on Imperial coins, the most common is

AYTONOMQN or AYTONOMOY.3 C-)€MIA(os) is the true

reading of the inscription on the prize vase on nos. 21 f.‘* The

games were presumably Avovzio-ta.

ELAEUSSA-SEBASTE.

Elaeussa or (as it is more usually written) Elaeusa,5 originally an

island, is now joined to the mainland, the name of the site and

whole district being Arjasch).6 It is close to Corycus, and the coins

of the two places have various points of resemblance.) The coinage

has been discussed at length by Imhoof-Blumer,7 whose views, with

one important exception, are adopted here.

The coinage begins at the end of the second or beginning of the

 

1 Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4252, 4253; vev. KS2PYKIQTQN , female

figure seated, holding phiale.

2 Cf. the figure on coins of Perinthus (B.M. Catal. T/vraee, p. 157, no. 58;

Berlin, Besclvveibang, i., p. 215, no. 47) and Laodicea in Phrygia (Imhoof-Blumer,

Z. f. N., xx., p. 260, pl. ix. 9); also the half-figure on a coin of Tralles in the

British Museum.

3 The ACY quoted by Eckhel (iii., p. 53, Valerian) should probably be AY -

4 Rev. Nam., 1869-70, p. 59. Of. the coins of Aspendus, B.M. Catal. In/cia, &o.,

p. lxxiv. The reading 9eo'yap.ia (Vaillant) appears to have no authority.

5 Meineke’s text of Steph. Byz., s.h.v. gives ’E)\aLoiJo-o-a, and ’E7\al.ovo'o'icov is the

reading of some of the coins of the first century 13.0.

6 The latest account in Heberdey and Wilhelm, pp. 61 ff.

7 .Rev. Saisse, viii., pp. 24 f.
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first century no. It consisted of silver tetradrachms and two sorts

of bronze. The only extant specimen of the former (Pl. xl. 14) reads

EAAIOYZIQN THZ IEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY; its types

are the bust of Tyche turreted r., and a Goddess standing 1. holding

a tiller (P); in the field of the reverse an aplustre and monogram.1

The bronze coins are of the two groups represented by nos. 1-12

(Pl. xxxix. 3-5). In both groups the coins with Z): are of the

older and better workmanship.2 The Hermes of the second group

. is probably the Corycian god.

When Archelaus of Cappadocia received Cilicia Tracheia in 20 B.C.,

he built a palace at Elaeussa and re-named the place Sebaste in

honour of Augustus. Thence he issued the silver drachms with his

portrait and a club, on which he calls himself /c'rlo"r'I79. These coins ,

bear dates fixing them to 18/17 B.c.—-5/6 A.D. But there are also

bronze coins which probably began as early as 20 13.0., and show the

transition from the inscription E/\Al0YZI.QN to ZEBAZTHNQN

(types: head of Tyche r., and Nike 1. with wreath). Coins reading

E€,8ao"r'I7z/c'5u Moyrpovrdltews (types: head of Tyche r., and Nike 1.

with wreath; or caduceus and dolphin r.), as also one without the

additional title (types: club in laurel-wreath, and Nike 1. with

wreath and palm-branch), are probably of somewhat later date.

Archelaus I. was deposed and died in 17 A.D. From that date

until 36 A.D. probably the greater part of Archelaus’ extra

Cappadocian dominions was in the possession of Archelaus the

younger. To this period no coins can be ascribed. In 38 A.D. his

possessions passed to Antiochus IV. of Commagene and Iotape, who

 

1 Imhoof-Blumer, loc. cit, no. 1; Invent. Wadd., 4703, pl. xii. 15.

2 Imhoof-Blumer dates all these about half a century before the time of Arche

laus. Otherwise it would have been tempting to see his name in the monogram on

nos. 4 ff.
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struck coins at Sebaste.1 From the union with Cilicia in 74 A.D.2

to the time of Commodus, there appears to be a gap in the coinage.3

This Imhoof-Blumer has proposed to fill by a transference to

Sebaste of various series of silver coins usually attributed to

Caesarea in Cappadocia. In spite of the very great authority with

which he speaks, these coins have not been included under Sebaste

in this volume, for reasons which have been stated elsewhere by

Wrothfi ‘

The later coinage of Sebaste ranges from Commodus to Valerian,

and most of the types of importance are represented in the present

Catalogue.5 To the third century Imhoof-Blumer also attributes

two quasi-autonomous coins :

(1) Obv. C€BACTH Bust of Athena r. Rev. NAYAPXIC

Poseidon standing r. E 23 mm. .

(2) Obv. Bearded helmeted bust 1. Rev. CQBACTU-|]N|:_QN:F

Nike 1. with wreath. IE 17 mm_

 

1 Types (besides the portrait of Antiochus): Nude beardless figure standing on

prow, Tyche standing, figure of the queen seated. Inscription ZEBAlt:-'|"|"|1

NQN (and the titles of the king and queen).

2 In 74 A.D. Iotape, daughter of Antiochus, and her husband Alexander received

a Cilician island, generally supposed to be Elaeussa. Ramsay, however (Hist.

Geog., pp. 373, 374), suggests that it was not Elaeussa but Iotape, which is, it is

true, now joined to the coast, but may once have been an island.

3 The coin of Trajan published by Sestini (Lett. nam. oont., viii., p. 96, pl. ii. 13)

is probably, as Imhoof-Blumer says, misread.

4 B.M. Catal. Galatia, &‘c., p. xxxvi. Imhoof-Blumer argues (p. 33) that

Sebaste has all the better claim to the silver coins with the type of a standard on a

prow, as other Cilician cities could not be used as Imperial mints, for the very

reason that in the second century they were coining civic silver money (Tarsus,

Mopsuestia, Aegeae, Seleucia, under various emperors from Domitian to Severus).

But although these silver coins bear the names of the various cities, they are

obviously modelled on the issues of the Syrian Antiochia, and must have served as

a general provincial currency. Cilicia was thus amply supplied with silver, and it

is doubtful whether it was necessary to set up a mint at Sebaste.

5 A type not noted by Imhoof-Blumer occurs on a coin of Domna at Paris;

C€B/Z\'|'/-\ N /-\Y/XPX Mummy-shaped figure, standing on spherical base P,

holding uncertain objects in arms. IE '9.
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The full title of the city is C€BACTH |€P3t ACUAOQ AYT6z/O/L09

NAYapXl§‘.1 In the field of no. 15 (Pl. xxxix. 7) and also on coins

of Valerian occur six letters, TTCPAGT or lTAC€PT, which as yet

have not been explained.

CILICIA PEDIAS.

F.-I/VEsTERN DISTRICT‘.

SOLI-POMPEIOPOLIS.

Soli stood on or close to the coast near Illezetlu,2 not far from the

border of Cilicia Tracheia and Pedias.3 The accounts of its founda

tion are confused, but there seems little doubt of its connexion with

Rhodes.3 The ethnikon was both Zo>»ez5;~ and ZdMos, and both forms

are found on the early coins.5

The earliest coinage, which begins about the middle of the fifth

century, on the Persic standard, has for types the bunch of grapes

(the usual type of all the silver coinage of the city) and an archer.

On the earliest~ specimens (no. 1, Pl. xxv. 1) the archer is engaged

in testing an arrow; on the later (Pl. xxv. 2-9), in looking along

 

1 The occurrence of the title €Aev6e'pa is doubted by Imhoof-Blumer (p. 32,

note 3). 4

2 Heberdey and Wilhelm, pp. 42, 45. 3 Strabo, xiv. 671.

4 >AXaIc'Z>z/ Kai 'POOI'O)II KTl0"/.L(l rcbv e’rc Aiv5ov, Strabo, XIV. 671. .Rh0(lii, de Solis

urbe, quae in Cilicia est, egerunt : ‘Argis et illos, sicut sese, oriundos esse : ab

ea gernzanitate fraternam sibi cum iis caritatem esse,’ Liv., 37, 56. Urbs est

olim a Rhodiis Argivisque, post piratis, Pompeio assignante, possessa, Mela, 13.

Other accounts connect it with Athens and Solon (Diog. Laert., i. 2, 51, Steph.

Byz., s.v.), and these, in view of the prevalence of the type of Athena and the owl,

are perhaps not altogether based on popular etymology. See also below, on the

>IIr]')/1) 20111/uis. and compare the copy of the Athenian type of the owl with /-\9E

on no. 41, Pl. xxvi. 13.

3 Steph. Byz., s.v. Eckhel (Doctr, iii., p. 68) rightly, in spite of the distinction

drawn by Diogenes Laertius (i. 2, 51), refuses to give those with Eohais to the

Cilician, and those with Eéluos to the Cypriote city, since there is no corresponding

variation of the types.
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his bow-string to see whether it is intact. He wears the pointed

archer’s bonnet, decorated with a wing-shaped cockade.1 As he

does not wear any regal head-dress, it seems unnecessary to identify

him with a king of Cilicia.2

Contemporary with the later issues of the archer series are the

staters3 and obols with the head of Athena4 in an Athenian helmet

adorned with a griffin, and, on the reverse, a bunch of grapes

(Pl. xxv. 12-18), sometimes set diagonally in a dotted square.5

The inscription on this series seems to be usually, though not

always, EOAION, and is occasionally written outside the incuse

square on the flan.6

Towards the end of the fifth century was struck the tetrobol

no. 25 (Pl. xxvi. 1), which Babelon7 has assigned to Soli on account

of the symbol in the field. But in fabric, style and weight it strongly

resembles the coins of Gaza,8 to which mint I have, since the text

was passed for press, come to the conclusion it should be transferred.

 

1 In no case is he stringing his bow, as a comparison with other coins on which

that act is represented (e. g. Cydonia in Crete) will make clear. The arrow-testing

motif is not uncommon in Greek art (of. A. S. Murray, Designs from Greek Vases,

pl. v. 19; or the kylix formerly in the Forman Collection, Sale Catal., no. 337).

The head-dress is clearly seen on the obols (Pl. xxv. 10, 11). The cockade is not

usual; see R. Zahn, Die Darstellangen oler Barbaren (1896), pp. 47 ff., for the

ordinary head-dress; but it is worn in a different way by an archer on a vase

fragment at Munich (Sauer, Das sogen. Tkeseion, p. 118).

2 Babelon, Les Perses Ach., p. xxv.

3 And possibly a double stater (316 grains); see Head, Hist. Nam., p. 611,

note 1. The coin with an archaic. bearded head of Dionysos (Leake, Nam. HeZl.,

Supp, p. 95) would seem also to belong to this period. '

4 Athena is a common type at all periods in the coinage of Soli-Pompeiopolis.

She is mentioned in an inscription J. Davis, Life in Asiatic Tarleeg/, p. 24).

5 Cf. -the similar diagonal arrangement of the reverse types on the early coinage

of Tarsus (PI. xxviii. 4-8).

6 Cf. no. 16; also Combe, Mas. Hant., pl. 51, 30; Leake, Nam. HeZZ., p. 123

(with E0/\l KQN). The form E0/\ION is the neuter nominative singular of

2d7u.0s, not the genitive plural.

7 Les Perses Ac/ze'm., p. xxvi. 8 Babelon, op. cit., Pl. viii.‘
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In the time of Tiribazus, Soli appears as a mint employed by

that satrap for the issue of coins with his name and the types of

Baal and Ahura-mazda (no. 26, Pl. xxvi. 2).1 The satrapal coins

(Pl. xxvi. 3) reading EOAIKON with the heads of Herakles and

a satrap (compare the series of Mallus with a similar “portrait,”

Pl. xvii. 9) are somewhat later than the coins with the name of

Tiribazus.

Soli was perhaps, like Issus, Mallus and Tarsus, a mint in the

time of Mazaeus. One of the coins marked 2 , with the facing head

of Athena in triple-crested helmet (for which see under Tarsus,

p. 174, nos. 70-72), was actually found at the site.2

The latest silver coinage of Soli (Pl. xxvi. 4-8) bears the types

of Athena in a crested Corinthian helmet, and the usual bunch of

grapes.3 The symbols in the field of the reverse seem to relate not

to magistrates but to the various cults of the city.‘2

Miiller5 attributes to Soli certain coins of Alexandrine types with
I the letter 2 and, in one case, the ivy-leaf as a symbol (of. no. 8,

Pl. xxv. 8). The city was occupied by Alexander in 333 so.6

 

1 I should be inclined to give to Soli the coin assigned by Babelon (op. cit.,

p. 21, no. 156, pl. iii. 16) to Issus. The mint name is almost entirely off the flan,

but I seem to perceive a trace of O in the same position as on the British Museum

' specimen.

2 Langlois, V0;/age alans la Cilicie, p. 242.

2 In the Bibliotheque Nationale is a transitional stater (150'93 grains) : Head of

Athena in crested Athenian helmet with griffin. AQA Linear border. Rev.

E0/\E Grapes, vine-leaf, lion seated r. No trace of incuse circle or square.

4 Owl (Athena) ; rose and star (Helios); kantharos (Dionysos). The three

former occur as independent types on coins either of Soli or of Pompeiopolis; the

star is also attached to the grapes in a peculiar way on one of the earliest coins of

Soli (Babelon, Perses Ache'm., pl. iii. 12).

5 Nam. d’Alex., nos. 1319-1329.

6 Arrian, Anab., ii. 5.
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The bronze coinage of the Seleucid period has a great variety of

types; the most important are the oriental Aphrodite riding on a

bull (Pl. xxvi. 10), and the bull-horned Dionysos (Pl. xxvi. ‘1l).1

When Tigranes of Armenia founded Tigranocerta (shortly after

83 13.0.), he peopled it with the inhabitants of twelve Greek cities,2

one of which was probably Soli. In any case, Soli was destroyed

by him, and remained deserted until Pompeius refounded it, settling

there some of the pirates whom he had subdued:°’- The date of

the new foundation is fixed by the era of the city, which begins

in 66 13.0. (autumn).4 The inhabitants at first took the name

1Io,u/n-mavot, as is proved by two bronze coins in the collection

of Imhoof-Blumer ; 5 but this was soon altered to 1Io,u.'zrmo7ro7\Z'rat.

The coinage henceforward consists of bronze with a variety of

interesting types (Pl. xxvii.), some of them celebrating Pompeius

himself, Aratus the poet-philosopher, Chrysippus the stoic, and

perhaps Philemon the comic poet.5 Other types on these quasi

autonomous coins (not represented in this Catalogue) are: Tyche

 

1 See Imhoof-Blumer, Joann. Hellen. Stad., xviii., p. 165, nos. 9-12, pl. xii. 9,

8, 11. Other types: Aegis with gorgoneion (nos. 35, 36, Pl. xxvi.10, Imhoof

Blumer, Zoo. cit.); rose (id., Mann. gn., p. 364, no. 495); cornucopiae (Babelon,

Invent. Wadd., 4507). The rose and the head of Helios recall the connection with

Rhodes mentioned above. 2 Strabo, xi. 532.

3 Die Cass., 36, 20; Plut., Pomp, 28; Strabo, xiv. 665, 671; Mela, 13. In

scription in honour of Pompeius (1-pie ai’n'o!<pci|:'ropa:], !<'rL'o"r1)1/ KG1. qrdnpwva T775‘ ndhems),

in which the people are called Hop.7r17to1ro7u.'rc'Z)v 1-ijs iepds Kai. doaihov Kai atrovd,u.ov :

Athen. Mitth., xii., p. 258-:BaZZ. Conn. HeZZ., xii., 427. Of. the coins with the

title iepfis airrov . . . (Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4523). ‘

4 Imhoof-Blumer, Joann. Hellen. Stad., xviii., p. 166; not 65 13.0., Z.f. N.,

x., p. 296. 5 Joann. Hellen. Stad., Zoe. cit.

5 For coins with these types see Imhoof-Blumer, Zoe. cit. Aratus, Chrysippus

and Philemon are mentioned by Strabo (xiv. 671) as citizens of Soli. Benndorf

(Ja/zneslzefte des Oestenn. Inst., ii., p. 252, note 10) notices the resemblance of the

head of Chrysippus to the portraits of Plato. The head on nos. 53 (Pl. xxvii. 3), 54

appears to me to be markedly different from that of Pompeius, and to bear some

resemblance to M-. Antonius.
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with a river-god at her feet; Zeus seated, holding Nike; Apollo

standing, holding branch and lyre on column;1 head of Helios; and

crescent moon.2 There was a large and varied coinage in the year

229 of the city (::163/4 A.D.), possibly, as Imhoof-Blumer suggests,

to commemorate some festival or the inauguration of some great

building. The coinage with the heads of Emperors lasts from

Nero to Volusian. The names of magistrates disappear after the

reign of Domitian. Among the more interesting types are the

CGBACTQN QMONOIA of M. Aurelius and L. Verus, struck

in the year 229 above-mentioned ; 3 the I-lHl"H C()YNlAC,‘*

Athena, with crescent at shoulders, standing holding Nike,5 Askle

pios with Hygieia and Telesphoros.6 The representation of Artemis

with stag’s horns on her head (no. 67, Pl. xxvii. 8) is unknown on

the coins of any other city except Tarsus (Pl. xxxviii. 1).

The coins of the time of Gordian III. and Philip often hear the

mark of value AC (:6 assaria). On the obverse the title IT(aw‘;p)

TT(arrpt'5o9) is common from the time of Antoninus Pius onwards.

ZEPHYRIUM.

‘The promontory of Zephyrium, between Soli and the mouth

of the Gydnus (to be distinguished especially from that between

 

1 Mionnet, iii., p. 612, no. 352. 2 Kenne1",N'wm- Zeit-, i-,p- 73

3 Mionnet, iii., p. 613, no. 358.

4 No. 58, Pl. xxvii. 6; cf. Babelon, In/vent. Wadd., 4522, pl. xi. 17. Sou:/m’s is

otherwise known as the surname of Athena at Sunium, and as a by-form of the

name 20151/wv itself. Was the name brought to Soli from Attica? The river-god

at the feet of Tyche on other coins possibly represents the Mezetlu Tchai, or the

other river which flows into the sea east of Pompeiopolis. Neither of these can be

identified with the Liparis, in guo natomtes aw? Zaoantes ab ipsa aqua unguuntwr

(Vitruv., viii. 8, cf. Plin., N. H., 31, 17), since it is an inland stream (Plin., N. H.,

5, 93; cf. Beaufort, Karamania, pp. 266, 267).

5 Imhoof-Blumer, Z. f. N., X. (1883), p. 298.

G Babelon, I'm~cni'-. Vl7ctdd., 4523.
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Celenderis and Sarpedon), has been identified with the flat tongue

of land at the mouth of the Deli-Sa, and the city of Zephyrium

itself with Mersina.1

The coins range from the first century B.C. to the time of the

Antonines, but the only Imperial portraits represented are those

of Hadrian, Sabina and Pius.2 From the time of Hadrian

onwards the title AA PIANOTIO/\(€)IT(L)N occurs on the coins ;

and a coin of Hadrian and Sabina has the additional title C

€YC€B(11N.3 _

Types evidently resembling no. 1 (P1. xxxviii. 8) 4 have been

described as “two torches in saltire,” but both the Paris specimen

and‘ that catalogued here seem to bear merely the letter X. The

figure on the reverse of no. 2 (Pl. xxxviii. 9) is undoubtedly

turreted, and offers a curious combination of Athena and the

goddess represented on nos. 5, 6 (Pl. xxxviii.11). The bust of

Athena and a figure of Poseidon standing are the types of a coin

in the Waddington Collection.5

TARSUS.

Tarsus on the Cydnus was probably throughout ancient times

\ the most important city of Cilicia. The earliest coinage certainly

 

1 Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 2; Langlois, Voyage, p. 251. The two coins pub

lished by Langlois, Rev. Nam., 1854, p. 104, were found at Mersina.

2 The coin described by Vaillant, as having the head of Trebonianus Gallus and

the legend ZE¢YP|.QT.QN EIPHNO-ITO/\EIT.QN, is almost certainly

either false or misread (Mionnet, Swap. vii., p. 292, no. 556; cf. Ramsay, Hist.

Geog., p. 365). The coin may possibly be of an earlier emperor and read

AAPIANOTIO/\E|T.QN .

3 Imhoof-Blumer, Z. f. N., iii., p. 343, no. 4.

4 Imhoof-Blumer, op. cit., p. 342, no. 1 ; Mionnet, iii., p. 658, no. 623.

5 Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4697. .
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belonging to Tarsus, of the fifth century B.c., is attributed to the

kings of Cilicia of that time (nos. 1 E., Pl. xxviii. 4-12).1 The

attribution to Tarsus of the series with the type of cow and calf,

and in some cases the name of Baana in Phoenician characters,

. must be regarded as uncertain ;2 and that of the series with the

hoplite and horseman on the forepart of a horse as disproved.3

For detailed discussion of the various coins of the end of the

fifth and beginning of the fourth century, which were issued from

Tarsus, but which cannot be attributed to any individual ruler,

it is sufficient to refer to the works of Six and Babelon already

quoted. As it is unlikely that any of the coins of Tarsus are as

early as the time of the Persian wars, the only ruler of Cilicia

before Tiribazus with whom coins of Tarsus can be associated

is the Syennesis (IV.) who was reigning at the time of the ex

pedition of Cyrus the younger, and by whom, therefore, some of

the later specimens of the class nos. 1-11 may have been issued.

To the fourth century, in addition to the coins to be discussed

below, belong a number of small denominations, the attribution

of which to Tarsus is often highly conjectural. Possibly some of

the coins described at the end of the Catalogue (Pl. xxxix. 10-14)

as uncertain coins of Cilician fabric were issued from Tarsusfl

The issue of the coins of Tarsus with the king on horseback and

the hoplite appears to have continued for some time during the

‘

1 Babelon, Perses Ache'm., p. xxv.; Six, Le Satrape Mazaios, Nam. Ch/r., 1884,

pp. 152 ff., nos. 6, 7. 2 Six, Nam. C'hr., 1894, p. 332.

“ Six, Nam. Cl?/r., 1884, p. 153, nos. 5, 6; Babelon, loc. cit.

4 See, besides Six and Babelon, loo. oit., Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gr., pp. 365,

370 if. As regards no. 68 in the last list, the British Museum also possesses

another specimen apparently of Lycian fabric, which was obtained from Sir Charles

Fellows with a number of Lycian coins. I have therefore omitted both from this

Catalogue,
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fourth century, and perhaps to have gone on side by side with the

satrapal coinage of Tiribazus and his successors.1

Tinibazas (13.0. 386-381 or 3802). The coins issued by this

satrap for Tarsus (Pl. xxix. 1) correspond to others issued for Issus

and Soli with the same types (Baal and Ahuramazda). Probably

he struck similar coins at Mallus, although none are extant, his

issues from that mint being confined to other types.

Phannabazas (13.0. 379-374 This satrap wasoccupied (out

side his own satrapy) in Cilicia with the organization of military

affairs at three periods (398-394, 391-389, 379-374 13.0.), to the

last of which, in all probability, the Cilician coins bearing his name

belong. He seems to have introduced the remarkable types (Pl.

xxix. 2 of the heads of Ares and Arethusa (if the head, whose

representation is evidently modelled on the Arethusa coins of

Kimon, is so to be named). Most of the coins of Pharnabazus

struck in Cilicia bear the word ‘[71’! (Zdk) or 1'73 (kilo) in Aramaic

characters. To his time also belong the staters and smaller

denominations without his name, but with the legend "[‘7I*I. On one

specimen KI/\|KlON occurs in addition ;4 on another, TEPEIKON

(no. 22, Pl. xxix. 6).

Datames (13.0. 378-372).5 To this satrap are generally attributed

the coins (Pl. xxix. 9-15) given by De Luynes to Dernes and by Six

to ‘ Tancamos.’ Historical considerations (Datames was active in

Cilicia about the time of Pharnabazus’ third stay in that province),

and the abundance of the coinage (one series having the same types

as Pharnabazus and being obviously of the same date), compel us

 

1 Six (Na/m. C’kn., 1894, p. 329) recognizes Autophradates in the young horse

man of some of the staters. 2 Babelon, op. cit., p. xxix.

5 Babelon, op. cit., pp. xxxiv. f. 4 Babelon, op. cit., p. xxxvii.

5 Babelon, op. cit., p. xxxviii. f. For a list of his coins see Six, Nam. C'hn.,

1884, pp. 103 ff. (“ Tarcamos ”).
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to reject the attributions to the obscure Dernes (a governor

of Phoenicia), or to ‘Tarcamos,’ whose existence, although his

name1 is quite possible, is not attested by ancient writers. As

to the reading of the Aramaic legend on the coins in dispute,

the first, fourth, and fifth letters are undoubtedly I1, 73 and 1

respectively. The second letter takes various forms, ranging

between H and “l . It may be read as ‘l or ‘T (D is less likely).

The third letter is occasionally made exactly like the second ; but,

since on most specimens it is given a very different form, we

must suppose these occasional resemblances to be due to careless

ness. The most distinctive form the letter assumes is ‘1 , the angle

between the two short strokes being sometimes actually severed.

This letter can hardly be anything but J. On other specimens it

seems to resemble T. The whole inscription may, therefore, be

read 1DJ'lfl, 173314‘), 'lD"l‘U'l, or 1731311. The first reading resembles

no known name. If we adopt the second, and assume the mm

to represent a sonant nasal (op), the form Ta5cipnyq would be a

legitimate representation in Greek sounds of the Aramaic original.2

An easy metathesis of the dentals gives us Aard/mys. The third

and fourth readings are probably due to careless or ignorant

writing.3 As regards the name Datames, it must be remembered

that it is evidently Persian, although its owner is described as

a Garian. The sounds which the Aramaic legend is intended to

reproduce therefore belong, not to a Greek, but to a Persian

original.

__.__

1 [T]apI<L"L|,0)$‘, e.g., is a Cilician name; Heberdey and Wilhelm, Reisen, p. 76,

col. v., 1. 91.

2 Presenting. e.g., an analogy with the representation of 1r€<l)pci52)21'ar. by 1reqSpa'8a'raz.

3 But if it is desired to explain them otherwise, the explanation given by Judas

(Rec. Num., 1863, p. 114) commends itself. '3 , especially in Aramaeising Hebrew,

may be inserted before consonants instead of doubling them; thus the third and

fourth readings are equivalent to each other.
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The border on the series with types peculiar to Datames (nos.

82-36, Pl. xxix. 11-15) is evidently meant to suggest that Baaltars

is seated within his temple, but whether the projections are meant

for battlements, or are a shorthand representation of columns (as

Mr. Cecil Smith suggests), it is diflicult to decide. On the reverse

of nos. 35, 86 (Pl. xxix. 14, 15) the two figures are represented in a

temple, if the explanation of the projections as antefixa is correct.

On these coins, Babelon describes the figure on the right as

Baaltars. We may notice, however, that he wears not merely the

himation, as does Baaltars, but also a chiton;1 and that his attitude

is one of adoration. Further, if the inscription (:~:J:~:) beside the

figure on the left hand be supposed to give his name, then the

figure on the right hand must be Datames, since that name is

written beside him. True, he has not the satrapal dress; but

neither has he any of the attributes of a deity, still less of Baaltars.

As to Ana, his connexion either with the Assyrian Aw/w, or with

the god who figures on the later coins of Tarsus standing on the

back of a lion, remains exceedingly conjecturalfi

At this point may be mentioned two remarkable coins struck at

Tarsus in the first half of the fourth century 1-

(l) Athena seated 1., r. resting on spear, 1. elbow on shield beside her;

behind, olive-tree (exactly as on the coins of Mallus, Pl. xvii. 7, 8).

Rev. TEP2IKON' Girl kneeling 1., playing with astragali; behind,

plant (as on the coins of Nagidus, Pl. xx. 1-7 fR \/Vt. 16832 grains.

Berlin 1\/l'use111*11.3

 

1 Babelon, p. xlii. and nos. 193 fi‘., does not notice the chiton, which is most clear

on no. 36, P1. xxix. 15 of this Catalogue. Zeus, it is true, is sometimes, though not

often, represented wearing a chiton as well as a himation.

2 Babelon, op. cit., p. xlii.

3 Imhoof-Blumer, Z. f. N., vii. (1880), p. 13=Imhoof-Blumer and Keller, Tier

u. P_/Zamzcnbildcr, pl. x. 24; Six, Nam. Clm, 1884, p. 135.
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The specimen here illustrated (Pl. xl. 11) is in the possession of

Sir Hermann Weber,1 and being much worn shows only slight traces

of the legend and none of the plant. (Wt. 1496 grs.) Others

are in the Loebbecke and 1/Vaddington collections (no. 4587), and

Imhoof-Blumer has published obols corresponding to the stater.2

(2) Beardless Herakles kneeling l. on club, strangling lion (as on gold

coins of Syracuse): border‘ of dots.

Rev. TEPEIKON Head of Aphrodite 1., wearing stephane decorated

with palmette between two circles Q, necklace and earring: border of dots.

fR Wt. 16204 grains. Bibl. Nat.3 Pl. X1. 12.

Six dates this coin about 387 13.0., when Dionysius the elder

concerned himself in the peace of Antalkidas.

Mazaeas (B.C. circa 361-333).‘ For nearly thirty years Mazaeus

was governor of Cilicia, and during this time issued large quantities

of coins, some bearing his name, others anonymous, not only at

Tarsus, but also apparently at Issus, Mallus and Soli. The periods

of his government were :—

Circa 361 he becomes governor of Cilicia.

351 engaged with Belesys, satrap of Syria, in reducing

I the revolt in Phoenicia.

350 receives the government of Syria in addition to

Cilicia.

333 superseded by Arsames in Cilicia.

His later career does not at present concern us.

For a full description and discussion of the very various types of

the coins of Mazaeus reference must be made to the classification

by Six.5

 

1 Nam. Chr., 1892, p. 207, pl. xvi. 17. There is no specimen at Carlsruhe, as

there stated.

2 Mann. gr., p. 365, nos. 52, 53. 2 Six, Nam. Chr., 1884, p. 156, no. 15.

4 Babelon, op. cit., pp. xliii. 11'. "’ Nam. C/nu, 1884, pp. 97 if.

l
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The type of the lion bringing down a stag (Pl. xxx. 1-8) is, as Six

has seen, of Cypriote origin. As Citium, of which city it is the

regular type, is the nearest base from which operations might be

directed against Salamis, it would appear that Mazaeus adopted the

type at the time of the war (so. 350) which had as its object the

restoration of Euagoras II. to the throne of Salamis. Hidrieus, it is

true, was especially charged with these operations, and there is no

mention of Mazaeus as being concerned therein; but Cyprus belonged

to the same satrapy as Phoenicia, and we know that Mazaeus was

charged with the reduction of the latter. His province may there

fore for the time, and so far as the provision of funds was concerned,

have extended to Cyprus. If this theory be true, I would explain

the Phoenician 17 on nos. 39, 40 as the initial of the name of

Euagoras. If it be rejected, we must adopt the suggestion of Six,1

according to which, after the revolt of 362 B.o., Cyprus was united

to the satrapy of Cilicia, and these coins served as divisions of the

hemidarics of Pumia.thon, who issued no silver in his own name.

Either theory explains satisfactorily the occurrence of the incuse

square on the coins, since that feature, already discarded at Tarsus,

was still characteristic of the Cypriote coinage. At the same time

it may be urged against the theory of Six that the official recogni

tion by the Persian satrap of the gold coinage issued by a vassal

king would be a curious anomaly in the history of the states

subject to Persia.2

A second interesting type is that of nos. 48 (Pl. xxx. 9) , 65 (Pl.

xxxi. 7), 66, with two lines of wall, and the type of the lion and bull,

the emblem of Tarsus. Babelon3 holds that these walls represent

 

1 Op. cit., p. 117.

2 For the significance of the gold coinage of the Carian dynasts see Head, B.M.

Catal. Caria, &o., p. lxxxiv. 5 Op. cit., p. xlv.
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the gates of Cilicia and Syria, and this would accord very well with

the inscription on some of the coins describing Mazaeus as being

“over Ebernahara” (the country beyond the Euphrates, i.e. northern

Syria) “and Cilicia.”1 The gates would thus symbolise the fact

that Mazaeus governed both Oilicia and Syria. Nevertheless, the

ordinary interpretation of the type as a fortress is to be preferred,

since, in the first place, the emblem of Tarsus placed above the

walls would naturallyindicate a connexion with that city, and

secondly, the type fails to express the nature of the gates. These

were pierced in two walls which ran down, at a distance of three

stadia from each other, from the high ground to the sea, the river

Karsos, a plethron broad, flowing between them .2 In the walls on

the coins there is no indication of the gates, which were assuredly

the most important feature.

The groups of Aramaic and Phoenician letters which occur on

many of the coins of Mazaeus have not been satisfactorily identified

with any persons or places. On the other hand, there is a general

agreement to regard the letters l(l€), M, 5,3 T on the series of

coins with the facing head of Athena, and also on a series with the

lion and bull above the walls, as representing Issus, Mallus, Soli

and Tarsus respectively.4 The letter B which often accompanies

the others may represent the word Ba0'L>\6'C¢)€. If so, the D which

is equally common on many of the coins of Mazaeus may be the

“—__

1The interpretation is due to M. J. Halévy, Mél. d’lZ‘}91'g7'., Paris, 1874,

pp. 64-71.

2 The conventional representation of the gates on the map in the Jalzmeshef’te cles

Oesterr. Inst, ii. (1899), p. 108, is accordingly not happily chosen.

3 Never g, as Six describes it (p. 128). The circle which is sometimes found

above the E also occurs above I, as on no. 68 (Pl. xxxi. 9), and is probably a mere

ornament, like those on the legs of the throne in this series.

4 Babelon, op. c-it., p. xlvi.
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initial of the Aramaic ‘I573. But since, on one of the curious coins

(nos. 80, 81, Pl. XXXii. 5, 6) which reproduce in a non-Cilician fabric

the types of the series with the facing head of Athena, the B seems

to be replaced by a Phoenician I, it is after all equally possible that

a moneyer or other subordinate of Mazaeus is indicated by this

letter.1 As regards the mint-marks |(|E), M(MA), E, T, '1", their

explanation is not so obvious as has generally been supposed. In

the first place, is the 'T‘ which occurs on several merely a variety of

T, or is it the well-known sign for 0'0‘, as we should naturally

suppose?2 If the latter, it can hardly represent Issus, since that

name is apparently indicated by I or IE, unless we suppose 'T'.to

be a monogram of |'T'. In favour of its interpretation as a variety

of T is the fact that the symbol of the ivy-leaf occurs on coins

with T and 'T', but on none of the others.3 Secondly, granting

that these letters represent the cities in question, there can be little

doubt that all the coins were struck at one place. Otherwise we

should not find such a large proportion of “mules” as exists in

this series. Thus we have 1-

Obv. Rec.

I T no. 68, Pl. xxxi. 9.

M T Babelon, no. 247, P1. vi. 2.

5 IE ' no. 72, Pl. xxxi. 13.

These “mules” can only be explained on the supposition that all

the coins were struck at one place, and the contributions of the

various cities towards the expenses of the coinage acknowledged by

 

1 Possibly Belesys, if it can be credited that so many coins were issued in the

short period (B.C. 351-350) during which he and Mazaeus were engaged together

against the revolted Phoenieians (Diodorus Sic., xvi. 42).

2 Six, op. 07125., p. 128.

3 One specimen in the British Museum which seems to contradict this rule,

having B, M and ivy-leaf on the obverse (wt. 139'2 grains), is false.
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' placing their mint-marks on the dies. This is the opinion of Six}

who recognises Athena Magarsis in the bust, and believes that all

the coins were issued from Magarsus or, more probably, Mallus.

Besides the silver coins of Mazaeus, there exists a bronze coin

(16 mm., wt. 2'92 grammes) with his name, and the types of

Baaltars and a butting bull.2

The coins bearing the name of Alexander in Aramaic letters, and

the types of Baal, the goddess Ateh, and a lion devouring a bull,3

formerly attributed to Tarsus, are probably to be given to Hiero

polis-Bambyce.4

It is curious that no coins with the types of Alexander the Great

can with certainty be attributed to Tarsus. Some of those catalogued

by Miiller under nos. 1279 ff. were, however, probably issued thence.

Tarsus received the name of ‘Am-iéxeta vrpoq rcji K631/cp in the

second century 13.0., probably from Antiochus IV. Epiphanes ;5 but

as the coins with this name are rare, and seem all to belong to the

same period, it probably soon returned to the old name.6 The

types of this period, in addition to those described in this Catalogue,

are (1) Tyche seated on a rock, with the river-god Cydnus swimming

at her feet ; (2) Sandan standing on a lion; (3) club in wreath;

(4) cornucopiae.7 Imhoof-Blumer explains E H on these coins as

the eighth year of the era inaugurated at the change of name.

Tetradrachms and drachms of the Seleucid kings from Alex

ander I. (150-145 B.C.) to Antiochus IX. (116-95 B.c.) were struck

at Tarsus, as is evident from the type: an oriental deity standing

 

1 Nam. Chr., 1895, pp. 199 and 202. 2 Invent. Waclcl., 4581.

3 Head, Hist. Nam., p. 616. 4 Nam. Chr., 1878, p. 103 f.

5 Le Bas-Waddington, iii., 1). 351 ; Stepb. Byz., s.v. ’AV1-uixsta . . . Tpl.0‘K(lL86K(lTT]

71 Tape-69. Citizens are mentioned in inscriptions: C. I. A., ii., 968 (l. 48) and

B. C. H., 1894, p. 267, 1895, p. 548.

'5 Imhoof-Blumer, llfonn. _qr., p. 366. 7 Babelon, Invent. lVmlcl., 4591.
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on a winged andhorned lion. Babelon1 has sought to identify this

figure with Zeus Dolichenos, but for reasons given by Imhoof

Blumer2 it is difficult to accept this view. The god, whose image

persisted almost unchanged on coins of Tarsus from the Seleucid

period to the reign of Gallienus, is certainly “ a local divinity

associated with the city from the most primitive times.” There

seems to be no ditficulty in retaining the old identification with

Herakles-Sandan, whose connexion with Tarsus is precisely of the

kind which would lead us to expect his appearance on the coins.

The erection in which he is represented as standing on some of the

coins is either a permanent monument, or the pyre which was

burned in his honour at the annual Tarsian festival called 71-vpoi.5

From the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes to Imperial times,

the autonomous coinage of Tarsus consists chiefly of bronze; but

two specimens of a silver drachm of the Attic standard are known

(see no. 94). The types are the Tyche of the City (head, or figure

adapted from the Tyche of Antiochia), Sandan, Zeus, Apollo,‘1 club,

cornucopiae.5 Most of these coins bear the initials or monograms

of magistrates; on many of the class of nos. 118 f. the names are

written in full.6 The inscription OPTYFOQHPA on nos. 123-25

 

1 Rois de Synie, p. clvi. 2 Joann. Hellen. Stud, xviii. (1898), p. 170.

5 Die Chrys., p. 408, 11, quoted by Wernicke in Robert’s Aas den Anemia, p. 77.

That the so-called “tomb of Sardanapalos ” described by Langlois is nothing of the

kind (Koldewey, it. p. 178 f.) is, of course, a fact that has no bearing on the

question of the coin-type.

'1 Mionnet, iii., p. 621, no. 403 (standing, holding sceptre P) ; Leake, N. H., p. 127

(seated on omphalos). 5 Rev. Nam., 1854, pl. vi. 37.

5 The magistrates’ names written in full on Tarsian coins of this period are

Ma§¢'pov Nucohciov, ’Avrohhmvidqs, Te'1/ovros, ’Apo'a'1<ov, ’Oprvyodripa(?), Avoia (all

these will be found on pp. 182, 183), Eixvos (lmhoof-Blumer, Gn. Miinz., p. 715,

no. 585). €9-(N)OY- (C)? or C€---OY—--- ?, read by Imhoof-Blumer

(Z. f. N., iii., p. 336, no. 5) under the seat of Tyche on a coin otherwise resembling

no. 122, is unexplained. The name KPIT|(K)OY occurs on a coin of the time

of Hadrian or later (ibid. no. 6).
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awaits elucidation. It may be suggested, for want of a better

explanation, that it is merely the genitive of a proper name ’Oprv~yo

Qripas‘. The way in which it is placed on some of the specimens

(no. 123), exactly as I/lpaoilcov on no. 122, would seem to indicate

this solution. If it be so, then the words Mafl/Lou .NL/c07ta'.0v of the

reverse probably refer not to two magistrates but to one, Maximus

son of Nicolaus.

The name of the people on the coins of this period is simply

TAPZE.Q.N.1 In early Imperial times Tarsus assumed the title

Mv7'rp6'n-o7us (abbreviated in two monograms on one series, nos. 133 f. ,

Pl. Xxxiii. 9). N0 new types of importance appear in this period,

except the temple of the Cilician Kowév (Pl. xxxiii. 10) with the

inscription K001/o9 KML/clfaq.

The quasi-autonomous coins were issued at least down to the

time of Oommodus, as is proved by the title Ko,u.o5taz/if which occurs

on some of them.2

In the Imperial period, down to the time of Macrinus and

Diadumenian, Tarsus issued from time to time silver coins (in the

later period, of a very base character and low weight).3

 

1 F01‘ TAPXEQN in the legend of Eckhel, iii., p. 72, and Mionnet, iii.,

pp. 621, 622, no. 405, we should probably read ANTIOXEQN, and on

y no. 408, ibid., certainly PQZESZN (Z. f. N., i., p. 327). The word MH

TPOITO/\ is not visible on the original of Mionnet’s no. 413, p. 623.

2 E.g., Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 256, no. 393; Jouru. Hellen. Stud., xviii. (1898),

p. 179, no. 54, pl. xiii. 21.

3 From Tiberius to Trajan the weights seem to belong to two scales : 1564 to

1520 grammes (24136 to 23457 grains), and 1385 to 1314 grammes (21374 to

202'78 grains). Under Hadrian we find coins of 1374 to 1335 grammes (21205

to 20602 grains), 12'41 grammes (192‘9 grains), 1085 to 10'09 grammes (167'44

to 15571 grains), 9'82 to 8‘72 grammes (15154 to 13457 grains). Under Cara

calla, billon appears from 6'39 to 5'25 grammes (9861 to 8094 grains) ; and finally

coins of Macrinus and Diadumenian fall as low as 405 grammes (62'50 grains).

It seems impossible to extract any rule from these weights.
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The titles used by the city on the Imperial coins are as follows:

(T159) Mmpovréltews passim, and after Maximinus to the exclusion

of all others except A. M. K.

M¢7Tp07r(i7t€a)€ 'r63v '7' ’Ew-apxetciiv, Sept. Severus (Ann. ole Nam.

1888, p. 21).

F. €1T. I1, i.e. ry' ’E'1rapxet5)v 7rp0rca19e§o,u.é1/'17s (Bull. C'0W. Hellém,

vii., p. 285).

Mnrpowokewe T013 "Edvovs, Oaracalla (Bull. C"orr. HelZe’n., vii.,

p. 288).

A. M. K. from Oaracalla onwards. These letters stand for vrpdrrqq

,u.eryt’a'ra7s~ /ca>0w’o-rays, as is shown by Waddington from an inscription

of Tarsus of the time of Severus Alexander.1

New/cépov (Nee/copov) or Neamépwv under Antin-ous.

Ate New/aipov under Commodus.2 Of. below, p. xcv., note 8.

I/éldpzaz/fie (l/15ptaz/5)») from Hadrian to Severus Alexander.~°*

Kop.o8iaz/fiq under Oommodus.

Ze(o)wypmm"yq from Sept. Severus to Severus Alexander.

141/"rwz/(6)41/iam')s‘, ’Azrrwz/tavfis, ’Azrrwv(e)u/ov7r67\(ew9).~ under Oaracalla

and Severus Alexanderfi

Ma/cp(e)tzu.az/fig under Macrinus.

’A>»<-:‘g'av8p(1.am')e) under Severus Alexander.

 

1 Le Bas-Waddington, Voyage, 1480, of. Bull. Uorr. .HeZlén., vii., p. 282 (a

better copy, with another almost identical inscription). The city is described as

’Ahe.;—'a1/dpuxl/1‘) Eeovqptavr) ’A1/11>:/eu/tar/1‘) SAdpcam) Tapmis, 1) rrpérq Kai ,ue'yL'o-'r17 mi

xahhtarn p.1)'rp¢i1ro)\Ls T('I>1/ 7’ €1rapXet6>v Kt7\LKt0$ ’Io'avpL'as‘ Avxaovias ';rpoI<a6e§op.e'2n7,

Ktll. B’ 1/e(o1<6po§~, ‘v.61/17 're'ret;1.17p.e'1/17 617p.Lovp'yL'aLs~ re Kai K!.7\u<apXiats, é¢rapX1.I<¢'I>v Kai.

e’hev6e'pco KowoBov)\L'(o Kai e"re'pa:.s 1r>\eL'0"rats‘ KG-1. p.e'yL'a'raLs‘ Kai. e’§al.pe"ro¢s 5a>peaIg.

The inscriptions on the coins illustrate these phrases to an extent that is almost

unique in numismatics. If the claim made in this inscription is valid, Anazarbus

had no right to some of the titles which it placed on its coins.

2 Of. Journ. Hellerz. Stud., xviii. (1898), p. 179, no. 54:.

3 ‘A6pmm) Tapaos 1‘; M1]'rp61ro)\L$, Mionnet, iii ., p. 629, no. 447 ; cf. the coin men

tioned in the previous note.

4 ’Aurwuemavovrrél\. is given (wrongly?) by Mionne t, iii., p. 633, no. 468.
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Of the names of deities, personifications etc., which occur, the

following may be recorded :—

FIAAAAC AGHNH, Caracalla (Billon, Welzl, 6223).

Perseus is called BOHGOC (nos. 140-142, Pl. xxxiii. 11).1

Apollo appears as I']ATP_Q_OC.2

The river KYANOC is named on several coins (e.g. nos. 156,

188).

The AHMQC-4 and BOVAH of Tarsus are personified on coins

of Hadrian, Sabina and Antoninus Pius.

Coins are dedicated to Antinous (who as usual is called HPQC)

as N€.Q. IAKXQ. and N€.Q. TTY(9I.Q..4

The TYXH of Tarsus is named on coins of Caracalla (nos. 179,

180).5

The KOINOBOYAION €A€Y9€P()N and the three eparchiae

which are personified on coins of Septimus Severus will be dealt with

below p. xcii.

The titles of the Emperors offer a few peculiarities. Most

striking is the almost invariable occurrence, from the time of

Hadrian onwards, of TI(a1-1‘7p) T[(arrpl8o<;),, which is also found else

where in Cilicia (Mopsus, Seleucia, Soli-Pompeiopolis, Zephyrium).

The A Y which is similarly placed in the field beside the head of

Sabina (nos. 153, 154) can hardly be meant for anything but

 

4 Imhoof-Blumer, Journ. Hellen. Staol., p.. 175..

2 Imhoof-Blumer (op.cit., p. 172., 177) refers HATP.QQ‘C to Perseus ; but it

is a common epithet of Apollo, and is more probably meant to indicate the statuctte

held by Perseus; cf. the inscription mentioning ’A1r6)\>\cov rrarpgfios, Heberdey and

Wilhelm, Reisen, p. 4.

3 AIQC on Vaillant’s coin of Hadrian (Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 260, no. 410)

has the appearance of being a misreading of AH MQC .

4 Cf. Mionnet, iii., p. 625, no. 425, p. 626, no. 429.

‘ Also on the quasi-autonomous coins, Z.fI N, iii., p. 337, nos. 7, 8.

m
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Adyofiora, although the Empress is already called Zefiaarfi. Never

theless, the coin of Mallus quoted by Eckhel1 as afiording an analogy

is the tooled specimen which will be referred to below.

Livia is described as Z'e,8ao"rfi9 'Iov7tL'aq"Hpa9.2

Trajan’s titles on some silver coins are followed by Anaapx. ’E1g'.

and his consulship.5 In these coins and in the others which give

the titles of Hadrian with unusual fulness there seems to be an

imitation of Antiochia in Syria, the supply of silver from which

mint was apparently supplemented by various cities in Cilicia (see

above, p. lxx., note 4).

Hadrian occasionally bears at Tarsus his well-known title

’O>u5,wn-L09 (nos. 150, 151).

Annius Verus and Commodus appear as Képot Sefiaa--rofi (not

2'e,8ao-T01’, as the second word has sometimes been read).

The titles Ei’11-(vXi7<;) Edo-(e[3¢§s) are attached to the usual titles of

many Emperors from Philip Senior onwards. The bearing of these

titles by an Empress (no. 298) is, I believe, not paralleled on coins

of any other Greek city, although they belonged officially to

Empresses from Julia Domna onwards.

The most important inscriptions are those which relate to the

constitution of Tarsus, both as a city and as head of the Cilician

Kou/6v. The titles MflTpO'W0>\.t9, 1Vew/ro'pos‘, &c., have already been

mentioned, and also the personifications of Demos and Boule.

F. B. and F. F. Of these the former appears on almost all coins

from Septimius Severus to Gallienus and Valerian, in whose time it

begins to be replaced by F. I". Doubt has been thrown by Pick4

on the traditional explanation of these letters as "ypoi,u.,u.a'Tl. (yvtbay)

 

1 Doctn. Nam/., vi., p. 523. 2 Invent. Wadd., 4622.

3 ‘Ym'rr. 'y', Invent. Wadd., 4623; fnrdr. e’, Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 259, no. 408.

‘ Joann. Intennat., i., p. 459, note 1.
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,8ov>w')9 and 'y'epovai’aq. ‘He suggests that the first I‘ stands for some

title of honour (possibly 'yU/M/a0'liapXOS‘, which might conceivably be

applied to the city as head of the Kou/61/), while B and the second

I" are numerals (559 and 1-pt'9).1 Against his view it may be urged

that the city is never called F alone before the supposed assumption

of the title for the second time under Septimius Severus, and that

the numeral almost always follows the supposed honorary title,

whereas in the analogous case of the title 1/ecolcopos the more

usual order is B’ 1/em/co'po9, 7’ 1/em/c0'po9. If, on the other hand,

we retain the old interpretation, we must suppose that the ,8ov>n§

of the city had some special control over the bronze coinage from

the time of Severus to Valerian, when it was transferred to the

ryepovo'L'a. It is significant that the letters 1' B do not occur on

any of the billon coins of this period known to me. If they repre

sent a title, it is difficult to explain their absence ; whereas an issue

in a special metal would naturally be outside the province of the

local ,8ovM§, so that, if the current explanation of the letters is

correct, their absence from these billon coins is normal.

The letter I‘ also occurs in the combinations F. TI., I". TI‘. B.,

I". GIT. IT. For the last, see above, p. lxxxviii. ; the sense of the

others is doubtful. _

The commonest inscription relating to the Kowév is Kou/cs‘ KL

M/cla9.2 Kou/6%‘ 'T0i)V Tpuilv évrapxuhu appears on no. 206.3 The three

 

1 Dr. Pick, in a letter, calls my attention to an instance of this title being borne

by a city: B. C. H. XV. 482, 'yvp.vao'tapxo1'1m7s‘ T179 1ro'hecos (Kios). Of. Liebenam,

Stiidteuerwaltuug, p. 373.

2 i.e. dyéw (so Waddington, Bull. Corr. Hellén., vii., p. 285), rather than vaés

(as Babelon, Ann. de Num., 1883, p. 21), since the type is not always a temple.

Kowoi KL)\ucL'as‘ with two temples on no. 168, P1. xxxv. 1 (of. Ann. de .Num., ibz'd.,

pl. ii. 3). The form Kowdv is frequently given from Vaillant by Mionnet (iii.,

nos. 421, 431; Suppl. vii., nos. 416, 422, cf. 445). In all these cases we should

probably read Kou/69; and similarly Kowoi in Suppl. vii., no. 423.

3 Of. Mionnet, iii., p. 634, no. 478.
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eparchiae are ICAYPIA, AYKAONIA, and KI/\|K|A, as appears

from nos. 175, 176. r1‘he name KAPIA given in some publications

of coins of this group1 appears to have been invented by Vaillant.

The space in the exergue where this word is supplied is filled in

the specimens here catalogued by the body of the river-god. In

Patin’s illustration2 it is left blank. In Kenner’s it is filled in

a manner evidently meant to indicate conjectural restoration.

Babelon’s figure is reproduced from Kenner’s. Waddington’s

suspicion of-this word3 is therefore fully justified.

The €/\€Y9€PON KOINOBOY/\lON, personified on nos. 189,

190 (P1. xxxv. 6, 7),‘* is the provincial diet concerned with the

management of the temples and festivals of the [(061/61/.5 It occurs

also‘ at Anazarbus, but, if the suspicion that many of the inscrip

tions on coins of that city are copied from Tarsus is justified, it

does not follow that the diet met at Anazarbus also. The title

“free” may indicate that the deputies were able to meet

independently of the Imperial legates.

Kdtucapxlas 6 of course is the well-known oflice of the Oilicarch.

’E-vrapxl./c6<; (no. 238 with €1TAPX|K(L)N)7 is explained by Wad

dington8 with hesitation as ancten préfet du prétoire. As, however,

all the other inscriptions with these types seem to refer to the

 

1 Vaillant, Nwm. Imp, p. 88; Kenner, Stvjft St. Florian, p. 153, pl. v. 12;

Babelon, Ann. de lVum., 1883, pl. ii. 4.

2 T/zes. Nam., p. 116.

3 Le Bas-Waddington, Inscr. no. 1480.

‘ Of. among various publications, Invent. Wadd., 4640, 4647, 4650; Z. N.,

iii., p. 340.

5 Le Bas-Waddington, no. 1176; Bull. Corr. HelZe'n., vii., p. 288.

6 Of. In/vent. Wadd., 4637 ;. Bull. Corr. HeZlén., vii., p. 288; Ann. cle Nam.,
1883, p. 17. i

7 Of. Invent. Wadd., 466], pl. xii. 11. 8 B. C’. H., vii., p. 287. _ .
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provincial Kowciv, it seems more probable that éhrapxoc means

simply governor of an évrapxta, e’1ra.pXt/co’; one who has filled that

position.

A17/.t(I.ovpryia) (no. 214) is an office known from Dio Chrysostoml

to have existed at Tarsus, and, from other sources, at many other

Cilician cities.2 In the inscription quoted above (p. lxxxviii.,

note 1) it is not mentioned that Severus Alexander held the

demiourgia at Tarsus, as Elagabalus did at Anazarbus (no. 20,

p.- 34). Probably therefore the inscription is earlier than the issue

of the coin no. 214.

Numerous festivals besides those described as Kou/0t’ are named

after Emperors:

AAPIAN IA (Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 283, no. 516; Invent. Wadi,

4672)

AY(pfi)\:.a '1) ANT_()_NlNI(ava’.'l) (Eckhel, iii., p. 78; Mionnet, iii.,

1). 656, no. 615; but see Suppl. vii., p. 290, no. 545).

AYFOYCTIA ibtd.

KOMOA€|OC nos. 169, 170.

C€(O)YHP€IA Mionnet, iii., nos. 449, 570, 615; Invent. Wadd.,

‘ 4672.

Other names of festivals are:

€Tl|N€lK|A See below (p. xciv.).

OAYMFIIA Mionnet, iii., p. 630, no. 449.

AKTIA Mionnet, iii., p. 656, no. 615.

OIKOYMGNIKQC . nos. 170, 291; cf. Invent. Wadd., 4636.

€N KOAPIFAIC (KOAPll'€C) OPOIC Kl/\lK.QN. This

festival has been discussed by Kubitschek3 and Ramsay.4 The

 

1 Or. 34, p. 49, quoted by Waddington, B. G. H., vii., p. 286.

2 Lieben-am, Stddtevevwaltnng, p. 553.

3 Nwm. Zcit., xxvii., p. 87 f. 4 Bull. Corr. HelZén., xxii., p. 237 f.
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games on the coins of Severus (on which alone they are described

as celebrated év Kodptryats‘) are called Zewipaa 'O>w',ama ’En-wee’/cl.a.

The last epithet points to their having been instituted in celebration

of a victory, presumably that of Severus over Pescennius Niger in

194 A.D.1 The festival was celebrated at the 5pm K0»i/cwv, evidently,

Kubitschek thinks, at the S.E. border where that battle took place.

Here, doubtless, would have been erected some monument of the

victory, such as a triumphal arch surmounted -by a chariot

group, and hence the name gaadnigae.2 Kubitschek identifies the

monument with the so-called “ Jonas’ pillar,” a ruined triumphal

arch some minutes south of Menkez-kalessi. Ramsay, on the other

hand, holds that Tarsus could have had no connexion with an arch

at such a distance from its own territory, and suggests that the

Tarsian arch was built near Bainamli (about three hours north of

Tarsus on the road to the Cilician gates). Here there are now the

ruins of such an arch, which Langlois and others give to the time

of Constantine and Ramsay to that of Severus. This would be the

point at which Severus entered Tarsian territory. The question

is not yet decided, but the fact that the place Konpiq/at mentioned

by Malalas seems to be near the Syrian border is in favour of

Kubitschek’s theory, as is also the supposition that epinikian games

would naturally be celebrated at or near the actual scene of the

victory. The objection. of the distance of Menkez from Tarsus is

obviated by the fact that Tarsus was head of the Kowév.

 

1 The coin of Augustus supposed to read OP<E>O|C Kl/\1K|AC, and

therefore to indicate the existence of a festival at this place before the time of

Severus (Eckhel, iii.. p. 79), is much more probably, as Kubitschek has conjectured,

to be read :>KO|NOC K|/\|l<lAC- Both the type (a temple) and the form

Kl/\||<|AC instead of K1/\|K.QN support this emendation.

2 That Olympian games were celebrated in a place called Kodpiym. can be proved

from Mal-alas (p. 307), as rightly interpreted by Kubitschek. The official Latin

name for this spot would be “ ad gaadrigas adfines.”
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KOPAIA Mionnet, iii., p. 656, ‘no. 615; cf. Suppl. vii., p. 290,

no.545.

AHMHTPIA Mionnet, iii., p. 635, no. 482 (Vaillant). Kubitschek1

identifies these two festivals.

9€O|_AM|A is read by Sestini,2 perhaps wrongly, on a coin of

Oaracalla.

Other miscellaneous inscriptions are :—

CGITOC (nos. 198-200), A.Q.P€A cerrov AITO G1-Y(1r'rov)

TAPC.Q;°’ A.QP€A A/\€XANAPOY(sz'c) TA(po<§) MH

(rpovrdita), 860.4

OMONOIA, OMONOIA C€BACT.QN on coins of M. Aurelius

and L. Verus (no. 164, cf. Mionnet, iii., p. 627, nos. 434,

437, 438).

€|C ALQNA TOYC KYPIOYC (no. 327).

This occurs also at Oaesarea in Cappadocia (on the coin formerly

read eiq Baud/rovs Kvpfov) and Pautalia in Thrace.5

Besides these there are various letters used in the field of the

coins (mostly in connexion with the crown-types), such as A €,

A € K (nos. 184, 192),6 OMAKK (no. 196, where the three interior

letters M A K presumably have their usual meaning),7 the some

What uncertain letters F B B N ('yp0ip.,u.a'rl. Bovkfiq, ,3 z/em/cdpwv 1°)

on no. 197,8 and TT.9 3
 

1 Op. cit., p. 89. 2 Mu.s. Hederu., ii., add. pl. vi. 13.

3 So is to be read the coin published by Babelon, Ann. de Num., 1883, p. 20,

and quoted by Beurlier, Ree. Num., 1894, p. 297.

4 For these see Waddington, Bull. C'om~. HeZlén., vii., pp. 288, 289.

5 Pick, Jouru. Iuteruat., i., pp. 455 f.

6 Of. Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 271, no. 456, p. 275, no. 477; De Moustier Catal.,

2332; and the letters K E K at Anazarbus (no. 16, p. 34, of this Oatalogue).

7 AS the type is an elephant carrying an agonistic wreath, it may be suggested

that O K stands for OPOIC Kl/\|K.Q.N.

3 Cf. B-N- Bull. Corr. Helléu., vii , p. 285, and above, p. lxxxviii.

9 Imhoof-Blumer, Journ. Hellen. Stud., xviii. (1898), p. 173, no. 33. With the

l'-Tf-B- on this coin, cf. I‘-TL on Mionnet, iii., P. 638, no. 498.
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Of the types of Imperial times, two of the most important groups

have been fully discussed by Imhoof-Blumer.1 These are the types

relating to Apollo2 and Perseus. The types relating to Sandan

have also been dealt with above. Most of the deities of the

Greek Pantheon are represented at Tarsus. Besides ordinary

representations we find :—

Athena in a quadriga to front (evidently the Gigantomachia motif

common in Cilicia).3 She is also grouped with Tyche and Nemesis.

On no. 328 (P1. xxxviii. 4) it is difficult to identify the helmeted

goddess riding on a lion with Athena, in spite of the presence of

Nike. A similar type, but without Nike, occurs at Isaura.4

Artemis is represented with stag’s horns on her head (no. 317,

P1. xxxviii. 1) as at Pompeiopolis.5

Selene in a biga drawn by bulls, as at Anazarbus (p. 35, no. 23,

Pl. vi. 8).

Aphrodite is represented in a close copy of the Onidian type of

Praxiteles (no. 330, P1. xxxviii. 5). She also appears with Hera and

Athena in the scene of the Judgment of Paris (no. 223, Pl. xxxvi. 6).

The most interesting Dionysiac types are those on the coins of

Antinous (of. no. 158, P1. xxxiv. 8).6

Asklepios and Hygieia ;7 of. a statuette of Asklepios from Tarsus

mentioned by Heberdey and VVilhelm.8

 

1 Journ. Hellen. Stud., xviii. (1898). p. 171 ff.

2 The reverse of the silver coin of Hadrian at the Hague, no. 39 in Imhoof

Blumer’s list, is reproduced here (Pl. xl. 13).

3 Imhoof-Blumer, Z. N., xiii., p. 137, no. 18, pl. iv. 12. '

4 See above, p. xxvii., note 5. 5 No. 67, Pl. xxvii. 8, and p. lxxv.

‘ Mionnet, iii., p. 626, no. 429; Ann. de Nam., i. 71 (probably similar to

no. 158, P1. xxxiv. 8, of this Catalogue); Rev. l\T'u.m., 1892, p. 121; Babelon,

MéZ., ii., p. 25; In/vent. Wadd., 4631.

7 Mionnet, iii., p. 648, no. 564; cf. Suppl. vii., p. 276, no. 482, &c.

3 Reisen, p. 5.
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Herakles (whose importance at Tarsus must be connected with

that of his counterpart Sandan) is represented in several of his

labours (Antaios, the Lion, the Bull, the Garden of the Hesperides,

the Stymphalian Birds,1 the Hydra 2).

Other types of religious or mythological interest are Kronos,3

Sarapis and his cycle,‘* the three Graces, Triptolemos, Mithras,

Skylla, Tyche Panthea, Amphilochos,5 and personifications of the

Tyche of the City (usually after the Antiochia type), the Koinoboulion,

the Boule and Demos, the river Cydnus, and the three eparchiae

Cilicia, Lycaonia and Isauria.

The galley which occurs, usually with the inscription C€lTOC

or A.QP€A, alludes to cargoes of wheat furnished to the city and

brought, at least in one case, from Egypt (above, p. Xcv.).

An important series of types have reference to the Various

festivals celebrated at Tarsus or at the Cilic-ian frontier. To this

series belong the crowns (Pl. xxxvi. 3, 11, xxxvii. 8) decorated

with the heads of Emperors discussed by Imhoof-Blumer (Zoo.

cit), which I have elsewhere shown to be the crowns worn

by the high-priests of the provincial organization.6 The crown

at Aspendus with which Waddington has compared them7 does

not bear portrait-busts, and is probably connected with a merely

local festival.

 

1 Invent. Wadd., 4670, pl. xii. 12. 2 De Moustier Catal., 2333.

3 Imhoof-Blumer, Journ. Hellen. Stud, xviii. (1898), p. 178, no. 51, pl. xiii. 18.

4 Nnm. Zeit., 1889, p. 216.

5 Imhoof-Blumer, op. cit., p. 179, no. 53, pl. xiii. 20. In the light of this coin,

my description of no. 218 should probably be eorrected to “Amphilochos standing

to 1., in 1'. branch, in l. chlarnys and short sceptre; at his feet, boar l.”

6 Jalz/resltefte des Oesterr. Arch. Inst., ii., p. 245 ff.

7 Bull. Corr. HelZe'n., vii., p. 286; of. B. M. Giltal. L_g/cia, (§'c., pl. xxii. 8.

711
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The crown inscribed Ai),u.(toupryt'a) ’A)»ef(iv3pov (no. 214)1 is the

decoration worn by the 87]/.tt0Up'y69. It is worn by Commodus,

Caracalla and Severus Alexander (see Pl. xxxv. 1, 8), from which

it would appear that these Emperors filled the office at Tarsus, as

did Elagabalus at Anazarbus.

Of monumental types, the most important are the temple or

temples of the provincial cultus of the Emperors (Pl. xxxiv. 11,

xxxv. 1), and the monument or pyre of Sandan already mentioned

(Pl. xxxiv. 10, xxxvii. 9).

Finally, the type of a lion devouring a bull, the old symbol of the

city (Pl. xxx. 9—xxxi. 2), may be noted as occurring also on

Imperial coins (Pl. xxxiv. 4, nos. 286-289).

ADANA.

Adana (which is still called by the same name) is situated on

the river Sarus. It is generally admitted that in the time of

Antiochus IV. of Syria (175-164 13.0.) the town was known

by the name of Antiochia, and struck the bronze coins inscribed

ANTIOXEQN T.QN FIPQZ TSZI ZAPSZL2 One of these coins

has on the obverse the diademed radiate head of Antiochus to r.,

on the reverse Zeus seated holding Nike.3 A second is of the same

types as no. 12.‘1

 

1 Cf. Invent. Wadd., 4643, with AH M I 1- Mionnet’s coin with “two serpents”

and an inscription written between them (iii., p. 638, no. 498) has in reality a

curiously double-struck reverse with the crown of the demiourgos; within MH

[TPO]1TO | AELOC | A-M-K. | ran and ...-mi AH[M-]A/\EZAN

APOV-TA[P]COV- There is no trace of B. Cf. F'T|'-B- above, p. xcv.,

note 9. 2 Babelon, Rois de Synie, pp. ci., cii.

3 Ibid., pl. xiv. 1, p. 77, no. 601.

‘ Mionnet, iii., p. 560, no. 114; Rev. Nam., 1854, p. 11, no. 7, and p. 138.

The reading of Vaillant’s coin of M. Aurelius (Mionnet, iii., p. 561, no. 117) is

very doubtful; the coin is possibly an autonomous coin of Antiochia in Syria.

Mionnet’s no. 115 is of Antiochia ad Cydnum (Tarsus); see Le Bas-Waddington,

Inscn, iii. 1). 351.
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These are probably the earliest coins which can be attributed to

Adana.1 They are followed by coins of Seleucid fabric with the

inscription AAAN E.Q.N. During the first century B.C. were issued

the coins bearing magistrates’ names and monograms. The names

usually occur in pairs, of which the following may be regarded as

certain :

ZHNQN. GE. Imhoof-Blumer, Manic. gr., p. 348, no. 5.

AYCAN. €YMA N0. 7 ; cf. Imhoof-Blumer, loc. cz't., no. 4.

-EYMA. NIKA. No. 10; cf. Imhoof-Blumer, loc. cz't., no. 3,

Invent. Wadcl, 4048.

Te. AIO Loebbecke, Z. f. N., xii., 330.

AIO. FA. FEMINOY Imhoof-Blumer, loc. cz't., nos. 1, 2.

In the Imperial period Adana took at various times a variety of

names in compliment to Emperors. They are :

AAPIANQN AA/'-\N€.Q.N

MAKPGINIANIZN ” (Diadumenian, Mionnet, iii., p. 563,

no. 131).

AAP. C€Y. ANT.QN€|NOY'T|D()\vr<'bv) AAAN€.Q.N (Ela

gabalus, no. 17; Aquilia Severa ‘l, Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 192,

no.182)

CQY. AAANGQN A/\€ZANAPO(v1ro}u.'r<1lv) (Severus Alex

ander, Rev. Belge, 1860, p. 17, no. 8).

MA.-':i|M€|N|AN.QN AA/\N€.QN (Maximinus, Mionnet, iii.,

p. 563, no. 132).

MAEIMIANQN AAANGSIN (Maximus, no. 18).

 

1 J. P. Six (Num. (Jim, 1895, p. 192 if.) suggests that the eagle which appears

in the hand of the seated Zeus (head facing) at Tarsus under Mazaeus (Pl. xxx. 12

—xxxi. 2) is the symbol of Adana. He would also connect with Adana the smaller

divisions (T15 stater) with the eagle standing on a lion, plough-share, or stag's head

(ibid. nos. 3-5), although they were probably issued from '1‘arsus.
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The more important of the Imperial types relate to Dionysos.

The games which are mentioned on nos. 17, 20 are the 'Iep&

, \ I 1

()tKOU,Lt€llbK6l Atouvowa.

G.---PYRAMUS VALLEY, &o.

HIEROPOLIS-CASTABALA.

The site of Hieropolis-Castabala was found by Bent2 at Bud/rum

on the Pyramus (Jeihan), with inscriptions giving the name of the

city as Hieropolis, and mentioning a cult of a goddess Perasia.

The identi.ty of this site (Hieropolis ad Pyramum) with Castabala is

proved both by the coins and by an inscription.3 Strabo places a city

Castabala, with apeculiar worship of Artemis Perasia, near Cybistra

and Tyana, omitting all mention of this Castabalafi This city was

1 Among types not represented here the following may be mentioned : (1) Obo.

Head of Sarapis (with /rec. of no. 13). This occurs in both bronze and lead (Nu/m.

Zeit., 1889, p. 203). (2) Aphrodite (?) standing, in 1. oornucopiae, with r. pours

libation on head of Eros standing on cippus (Tranquillina, Mionnet, SuppZ.,

no. 185). (3) Standing figure, wearing chlamys and boots, in r. phiale, l. raises

garment exposing lower part of body (Philip Junior, 1Ibi0Z., no. 186). (4) Tyche of

Antiochia type (Diadumenian, Mionnet, iii., no. 131). (5) Dionysos seated to

front, 1. holding thyrsos, r. extended over head of Satyr (P) resting on rock, with his

r. raised over his head (Trebonianus Gallus, ibid. no. 136).

2 Journ. Hellen. Stud., xi. (1890), p. 234, confirming Ramsay's conjecture, Hist.

Geog., p. 342. See also Heberdey and Wilhelm, Reisen, pp. 26 if. The site was

visited before by Davis (I/éfe in Asiat. Turkey, pp. 128 f.).

3 For instance, coins reading 'Iepo1ro)ur&>u 1-5w vrpos 1-6) Hvpci/ire, and others with

‘Iepo1ro)\m-6w Koorafiahéwv (the title first occurs on a coin of Commodus, Imhoof

Blumer, Gr. Miinz., p. 709, no. 561), both have the type of the bust of youthful

Dionysos with thyrsos over his shoulder and bunch of grapes in front (Z. N., x.,

1883, pp. 275, 276, nos. 33, 38). The inscription in question is given by Heberdey

and Willielm, p. 28, no. 66: it relates to one Isidoros, who is described as

¢u)\aKoi[pX179 Tfi]$‘ KGUTGBEGJAZOOQ.

4 The difliculty is discussed by Hicks, Journ. Hello/n. Start, 1890, pp. 243 f.

The only possible explanation, of those which he mentions, seems to be that there

were two cities of the same name and with the same characteristic worship, like

the two cities of Coinana.
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nevertheless important, if only as the capital of the kings of Cilicia

of the line of Tarcondimotus from about 64 B.C. onwards.1

, The coinage,2 which is all of bronze, begins with Antiochus IV.

Epiphanes (175—164 13.0.) :

Radiate head of Antiochus r. Rev. IEPQITO/\|T.Q.N TQN

TTPOZ T.Q[| TIYPAMSII]. Eagle standing 1. In field,

monogram; in exergue, arrow. Munich.3

To the succeeding century and a half belong various series:

(1) Head of Tyche. Rev. IEPOITO/\lTQ.N TQN ITPOZ T.Q.|

:|TYPAM.Ql THE IEPAZ KAI AZY/\OY.‘-‘E Eagle

standing 1. (Imhoof, no. 2, Pl. x. 2).

(2) Head of Tyche. Rev. Similar inscription, sometimes shortened by

the last two or four words. Goddess of Hieropolis enthroned l. ;

eagle usually under seat (nos. 1, 2, Pl. xiv. 1; Imh., nos. 3 1f.).5

Late in the first century 13.0. begins the series with the half figure

of the river Pyramus swimming,6 usually holding the eagle on one

arm ; the inscription is 'I6po7r07tt"rdw 7‘5)1/ vrpos‘ rib Hvpduw.

The coins of Tarcondimotus and Philopator were probably struck

at Hieropolis (see below, Kings of Cilicia).

To the time of the Antonines belong a certain number of quasi

autonomous coins (nos. 5, 6, Pl. xiv. 3, 4, which have the symbol of

the torch in common with no. 8 of Faustina Junior and no. 10 of

Lucilla).

1 Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 29.

2 Whe1'e other references are not given, the various coins will be found described

in Imhoof-Blumer’s article in Z. N., x. (1883), pp. 267 ff.

3 Imhoof, no. 1, pl. x. 1; Babelon, Rots de Syrie, p. cv.; but Invent. Wadd.,

4313, is apparently of Hieropolis-Bambyce.

4 Cf. the inscr. in Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 28, no. 63. A fanciful explana

tion of the type is proposed by Cavedoni, Spictl., p. 207.

5 Nos. 13-22 in Imhoof’s list are not Cilician; see his Gr. ll’[unz., pp. 737, 738,

nos. 689—691 (Hierapolis in Phrygia); Revue S’uv'sse, v., p. 309 (Hierakome in

Lydia).

6 Cf. the type of Mopsus (below)and the Sarus at Adana (pl. iii. 6).
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Of the types of the Imperial coins (Antoninus Pius to Valerian),

several seem to refer to the goddess Perasia (’.'dpv-eats‘ Hepaala, as

Strabo calls her). The veiled bust (no. 6, Pl. xiv. 4, and no. 10)

with a torch is Hekate 'lrvp§l>(ipo9; the bust of Artemis appears on

no. 6, Pl. xiv. 4; and Faustina Junior is identified with Selene

(nos. 8, 9). All these are probably hypostases of Artemis Perasia.1

The bust of the youthful Dionysos is similar to those found at

Augusta and Aegeae. Zeus enthroned, holding Nike, the regular

type of Tarcondimotus, occurs also on a coin of.M. Aurelius (Imhoof,

no. 34). Besides the figure of Helios (Pl. xiv. 5), his bust appears

on another coin of Faustina.2 The games which are mentioned in

an inscription3 may be the same as those alluded to on coins of the

third century (Imhoof, nos. 30 and 42, prize vase as countermark ;

no. 44, l€POC with prize vase between two burning torches).

ANAZARBUS.

Anazarbus, or Caesarea ad Anazarbum (z'r7r’ or vrpbq ’4va§¢ipB¢p),

lay at the foot of an isolated rock, “protected on two sides by rivers

which unite a little to the south, namely, the Pyramus and the

stream now called the Sombaz.” ‘1 The neighbouring village retains

the old name in the form Anavanza.5 The title Caesarea was pre

sumably adopted in 19 B.o., from the autumn of which year the era

of the city dates.6

 

1 Of. the inscr. (Heberdey and Wilhelm, no. 58) mentioning these and other

names of the goddess. v

2 Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. Miina, p. 709, no. 560 ; Invent. Wadd., 4315.

5 Heberdey and Wilhelm, no. 68.

4 Bent, Joann. Hellen. Stad., xi. (1890), p. 232; Langlois, Vog/age, p. 434 f.

5 Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 34.

5 A coin of Nero (cf. no. 6) is said to bear a date which may be either H F] or

H M . The former (calculating from 13.0. 19) would be equivalent to A.D. 69/70;

the latter to 1.1). 29/30, neither of which is possible. (Even calculating from
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The coins are of Imperial date, with the exception of a few

autonomous coins reading ANAZAPBEQN (no. 1, Pl. v. 10).1

The attribution to Anazarbus of nos. 4, 5 (Pl. v. 12, 13) reading

KaLo'ap6'c01/ seems somewhat doubtful on account of their fabric.

The coins are chiefly remarkable for their inscriptions, in which,

as well as in types, the city attempted to rival Tarsus.2 Neverthe

less, in some cases at least, as in the use of I". I‘ ., Anazarbus was

first in the field. The following titles occur :-—

KAIZAPESIN This is dropped in the time of Oommodus, the

full title KAIZAPEQN T.QN TTPOC TR ANAZAPBQ being

replaced by ANAZAPB€.Q.N or ANAZAPBOY combined with

other titles. ’

MHTPOIT0/\€.QC occurs first under Oaracalla. €9NOYC

follows the title on a coin of Severus Alexander.3

€NAQEOY is found first under Diadumenian (no. 16).4 The

letters K . 6. K. at the end of the legend of this coin are unex

plained ;5 of. A. € . K . at Tarsus (above, p. xcv.).
 

13.6. 20 the later date is somewhat too late, as Nero died in June A.D. 68.) The

assumption of a second era (A.D. 20, which was in use at Augusta) is perhaps

rash, considering the uncertainty of the inscription. _ It is also possible that the

coin may not belong to Anazarbus, or (but this is unlikely) that it was issued

with the head of Nero some months after his death. See Eckhel’s discussion of

this coin, D. N., iii., p. 45. With a similar type, though not from the same die,

is the coin with the date RH (I--A.D. 67/68) in the Waddington Oollection

(Invent. Wad0l., 4104, pl. ix. 25). The date ETC) AC on the coin of Soaemias

in the De Moustier Catal., 2594, is blundered or misread. The true date of the

era has been fixed by Eckhel from two coins of Volusian with OC, and Hercu

nius Etrnscus with HEC, which show that 19 B.C. is more probable than 20 B.(:.

If the era began before 19 B.c., itimnst have been very late in the preceding year.

1 Of. Mionnet, iii., p. 550, no. 66, Invent. Waclcl., 4096-4099.

2 Le Bas-VVaddington, Inscr., iii., p. 349.

3 Babelon, Ann. cle Nunu, 1883, p. 26.

4 Of. Mionnet, iii., p. 552, no. 78; Belley (cited by Eckhel, iii., p. 42) quotes

from the Acts Martyrum, 811 ’Ava§a'pB¢p rfi e’vdd§cp p.r;'rpo7rd)\eL.

5 Of. Invent. Waclcl., 4129, 4131. They can hardly mean Kozvofiodheov ’Ehezi6epov

KL>\u<L'as.
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AYTQNOMOY is given by Vaillant on two coins of Commodus,

but there seems to be no good authority for this title.

PQM . is clearly to be read on the coin of Diadumenian (no. 16,

Pl. vi. 4), and is probably to be completed PQMAISIN ,-1 of. PS).

MALQN CAFA/\ACC€.Q.N at Sagalassus.2

TPOTT. on the coins of Diadumenian ~and Elagabalus (nos. 16,

19, 20) is the abbreviation of Tpow-atogl><'>pov.3 The T which occurs

on othercoins before or after the letters A. M . K ._ (nos. 40, Pl. vi.

15; 43, Pl. vii. 1; 45, Pl. vii. 3) is probably an abbreviation. of TIM

(Inc. Wadd., 4163), the meaning of which is obscure.N€.O.KOP.O.N has been read (perhaps by error) on a coin with Q

the date AK: and the bust of Plautillafi

A . K . M ., as at Tarsus (see above, p. lxxxviii.) is 'lrpa'n"r)$‘ rca7dw'

arns /1.e'y1.'o'"r'I7s. _

Of inscriptions relating to the institutions of the city, there

occur the following :—

KOINOBOY/\lON, €/\€Y9€PON KOINOBOY/\lON (nos.

15, 33, Pl. vi. 11). See above, p. xcii.

I-. B. and I" . F . (See above, p. xc.). It is noticeable that

F . B. is replaced by F - I" - earlier at Anazarbus (e.g. no. 35 of

Trajan Decius) than at Tarsus, where the change came in under

Valerian.

AHMIOYPI-IA (no. 20, Pl. vi. 6)5 is the local office of 57)/stovpryoq

held at Anazarbus by Elagabalus, whose bust _on the obverse is

 

1 Cf. Iwvent. Wadd., 4129 (Macrinus).

2' B.M. Catal.ILg/eta, &:c., p. 251, no. 59. In spite of the type of this coin

(demtrae) it can hardly be interpreted as an “ alliance ” coin.

‘ 3 Le Bas-YVaddington, Inscax, iii., p. 349._ Cf. the type of no. 19, pl. vi. 5.

4 Langdon,-Nb!/Wt. C71-r., 1855, p. 101.
5 Cf. Riggauer in R. Oberhummeri and H. Zimmerer, Durc/z Syrien u. LKlein-*

asien, pp. 317, 318 (no. 17 on the plate). -
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accordingly represented in the crown and garments of oflice.

See above, p. xcviii. for similar representations at Tarsus.

Agonistic inscriptions :—

ANT.QN[lNlANi]A TTPSITA THC OIKOVMGNHQ €1Tl

N€lKlA (Julia Maesa, no. 25). The first name is probably taken

from Elagabalus ; the last seems to imply that the games com

memorate the victory of his troops over Macrinus.

l€POC 0lKOYM€NlKOC (Caracalla,1 Elagabalus, no. 21.)

Of. |€POC and l€POC |C€>\6t0“T't/C6? on coins of Oommodus,2

AAPIANIOC OIKOYM€NlKOC under Elagabalus,3 A€KlOC

OI KQYMEN IKOC on a coin oflilostilian at Paris.

OAYMITIA (Severus Alexander) .4

C€BACM|A (Maximus).5

FYMNACIAPXIA (no. 44, Pl. vii. 2).6 See above, p. xxxiv.

Of other inscriptions, TIYPAMOC has been read on coins of

L. Verus in the extraordinary combination TTYPAMOC TS). - - -

AN/\ZAPB.Q,7 which is obviously to be corrected to KAI. T.QN

TIPOC TS). ANAZAPBSI. '

On coins of the time of Trajan Deeius (e.g. no. 35, 36) we find

the legend €T- |€POY 0/\YMTI'. with the date GEC (269=

A.D. 250/51--=A.U.O. 1003/4) .8 These coins were probably issued

at the conclusion of the cycle of four years following on the

thousandth year of the city.

 

1 Ann. cle Num., 1883, p. 25. '

3 Vaillant, Mionnet, iii., p. 552, no. 74; Invent. Wadd., 4117.

3 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gn, p. 350, no. 12.

‘ Invent. Wuzld., 4139. 5 Vaillant, Mionnet, iii., p. 554, no. 87.

6 Of. Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gen, p. 350, no. 17.

7 Mionnet, iii., p. 551, no. 72; cf. Suppl. vii., p. 173, no. 96; Vaillant, Necm.

Imp. G02, p. 62.

8 See Eckhel, Doetv. Num., iii., p. 44.
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Among the more remarkable types of Anazarbus are the follow

ing :—

Tyche, veiled and turreted, seated on a rock, crowned by a

turreted female figure; in front, two other similar figures; below,

half-length figure of the Pyramus (Herennius Etruscus) ;1 acopy of

the coins of Tarsus with the three eparchiae (above, p. xcii.).

Tyche, seated, holding three statuettes of the eparchiae (Cara

calla).2 1

Bust of Sarapis (Tranquillina), and Sarapis seated with Kerberos

(Volusian) .5

Half-length figure of the River Pyramus; in r. wreath, in l.

cornucopiae (Antoninus Pius).‘-1

Bust of Zeus, laureate, placed in front of a rock crowned with a

fortress, i.e. the acropolis of Anazarbus (Claudius ?).5 This and

other types of Zeus (cf. nos. 1, 16, 17, Pl. v.10,vi. 4) illustrate the

dedication Ati /cal "Hpat ryap/17M'al. /cat ’l€1pei 66029 woMozJxoa;.5 The

mention of (a temenos of ?) the debs Ka'7'at,86i'7"l7§' and Persephone on

the “tomb of the eunuch ”7 makes it probable that Zeus Kataibates

was worshipped on the rock of Anazarbus. '

Gymnasiarch (no. 44, Pl. vii. 2, of. p. xxxiv.). The basin, in

front of which the gymnasiarch stands, is not the bath used in the

gym nasium,8 but a vessel containing oil. The wine-skin and palm

branch represent prizes. A gymnasiarch of Anazarbus is ‘probably

represented on a relief described by Bent.9

 

1 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gn., p. 350, no. 14.

2 Invent. Wadd., 4120, pl. x. 1. 3 Nam. Zeit., 1889, p. 207.

‘1 Kenner, Stift St. Flonian, p. 146, pl. v. 6.

5 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gn., p. 349, no. 10.

5 Joann. Hellen. Stud, xi., p. 238, no. 4.

7 Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 38, no. 94 D.

5 Cf. Baumeister, Denlcmdlen, i., p. 242, fig. 219.

2 Joann. Ifellen. Stad., xi., p. 232.
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Temple with four columns, semi-circular pediment with shell

ornament over central part, triangular pediments over side aisles ;

in centre, half-open folding doors disclosing large rosette or wheel ;

at sides, a figure of caryatid type standing on a basis. (Maximinus,

two varieties, the second without side columns or folding doors?)

FLAVIOPOLIS.

Ramsay2 formerly identified Flaviopolis, Flavias and Sis (Sision,

Sisia), regarding the last as the ancient native name. Bent, who

found no remains earlier than Armenian times at Sis, suggests that

Flaviopolis is to be identified with K0/rs Bazar, on the Savran

Tchal.3 The river on which Fl-aviopolis was situated is represented

at the feet of Tyche (nos. 2, 3, 12, Pl. xiii. 9).

The coins are dated according to an era beginning in A.D. 74,

when Vespasian constituted the province of Cilicia; the city then

received the name of Flaviopolis, but the earliest known coins are

of the seventeenth year, and bear the head of Domitian.

The most remarkable types are the head of Kronos (no. 6, Pl. xiii.

11),‘* and the Genius seated sacrificing, holding cornucopiae, with a

vase on each side of him, who is represented on coins of l\’l-aximinus

and Maximus (Pl. x1. 8).5

1 Invent. WaLltl., 41.48, 4149. Mr. A. S. Murray suggests that the temple is

one of Nemesis.

2 Hl.rt. G’cog., pp. 385,451. But he is now inclined to discard this view (.Iuzu'n.

IIcllen. Stucl., xviii., p. 311).

3 Jour-n. Hellen. Stunt, xi., 1). 233. But inscriptions 0O1I1e. from Sis, one with a

local date. Juurn. Ifellen. Stucl., xviii., pp. 310, 311.

4 Z. N., xii. 332‘ (with the harpe), from the same reverse die as Invent.

Wadcl., 4279, pl. x. 13; Max. Mayer in B.oscher’s Leaz., ii., pp. 1572, 1573.

5 Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 214, nos. 247, 248 under Trebonianus Gallus and

Volusian. But the specimen illustrated here (shown at the British Museum in
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AUGUSTA.

The site of Augusta is still uncertain; it was in Cilicia Prima,1

and therefore cannot have been at Toprak-Kalessi as suggested by

Heberdey and Wilhelm.2 L.eake’s conjecture of Sis is more pro~

bable.3 The Dionysos type of nos. 5—8 points to the neighbourhood -

of Hier-opolis and Epiphanea.

The era according to which the coins are dated began in 20 A.D.4

Coins have been described with the head of Augustus. If they are

rightly described, they are probably not contemporary ; rather the

date 20 A.D. is that of the founding and naming of the city in

honour of Livia Augusta, and none .of the coins reading AYI-OYC

TANQN are likely to be earlier.

 

1899) reads AVT-K'F‘lOVOVHM‘AI-lM€INOCFIOYHMAZIM

OCK-, and the date 1-ZP (163) agrees. In spite of the extraordinary style of

the coin there seems to be no doubt as to its genuineness. Other types not repre

sented in this Catalogue are: (1) Cultus-statue of Artemis between two stage

browsing on two trees, with the legend (1)/\AOY|OTl'0/\€|T-QN M€Cl P

(Faustina Jun., Sabatier in Rev. Nwn., 1859, p. 292, pl. xi. 4). (2) Herakles

standing (Maesa, Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 213, nos. 245,246). (3) Helios stand-1

ing, r. raised, in. l. whip and chlamys (Gallienus, Bibl. Nat.). (4) On the coin cf

Trajan with the Dioskuri standing (Invent. Wadd., 4284), the crescent appears

between them as at the Pisidian cities of Pednelissus, Prostanna and Verbe (see
B.M. Catal. L3/eta, 840., under these places). i

1 See Ramsay, Hist. Geog., p. 384; ltuge in Pauly-Wissowa’s Real-‘E'nc_ycZ.,

ii., 2345 (1).

2 Reisen, p. 23. .

3 See Imhoof-Blumer, Z.f. N., x., 1883, p. 291; Babelon, Ann. dc Nam., 1883,

p. 27. '

4 The lolloving coins described below bear on this point: nos. 5, 6, Nero (died

9 June, A.D. 68) with H M (48) ; nos. 12—14, Gallus and Volusian (died May 253)

with I‘/\C (233); no. 15, Valerian (sole Emperor, Aug. 253) with A/\C (234).

The era cannot therel'ore have begun later than May LB. 21, or earlier than Aug.

A.D. 19. See however, Grote, .Mz'inzst., iii., p. 135, for other dates fixing it to

A.D. 20. 1
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To the types here described, the following may be added:

Hermes standing with purse and caduceus (Gordian III.);1 a

remarkable agonistic type, consisting of a figure seated on a table,

crowning himself with r., while with his 1. he takes a palm from an

amphora behind him (Trajan Decius) ;2 galley (Hadrian) ,3 Tyche

seated and Tyche standing, confronted; above, Egyptian winged

disk; behind each figure, eagle on column (Sept. Severus, cf.

Pl. viii. 2) .* The coins go down to the time of Gallienus.

MOPSUS.

Mopsus. or Mopsuestia (Méwlrov éaria) is represented by the

modern ll’lv'..<:.s'i.s5 on the Pyramus, which figures on the coins (no. 21,

Pl. xviii. 11).6 It took its name from its supposed founder, the

seer Mopsos, brother of Amphilochos, who founded Mallus.

The coinage begins in the second century 13.0., apparently in the

time of Antiochus IV. of Syria. In his time the city bore the name

of 2€>\£l5K€l(.l vrpln n§ 1Ivpd,u¢p, as is proved by the existence of the

following coins :

Head of Antiochus IV. Rev. ZEAEYKEQN T.QN l-IP02

TQI HYPAMQI Artemis huntress. ]E '65. Imhoof-V

Blumer, Z. N., x., p. 295 ; Leake, Nu-m. Hell. As. Gen, p. 110.

1 Mionnet, iii., p. 567, no. 148.

2 Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 198, no. 201 (after Sestini) ; cf. Invent. Wadcl., 4191.

3 Babelon, Ann. cle Nunu, 1883, pl. ii., no. 11 ; Imhoof-Blumer (op. cz't., p. 292,

note 1) points out the doubttulness of this attribution.
4 Invent. Wadd., 4190, pl. x. 6. Of. the coinsiof Diocaesarea (pl. xiii. 3).

5 The modern name is derived from Mopsuestia (Mompsuestia) through the

forms Mampsista, Mansista, Mansis. See W. Schulze in Kuhn’s Zevltsclz-r., 1894,

p. 372; and with the forms given by him cf. l\1op.\Pea'rc'Z>1/ on no. 23.

6 Also Mionn., Suppl. vii., p. 232, no. 306, with the half-figure of the river-god

swimming; cf. the Sarus on coins of the neighbouring Adana (pl. iii. 6) and the

Pyramus at Hieropolis (pl. xiv. 2, 3). Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gn, p. 362, no. 41

(Pyramus at feet of seated Tyche). Of. also the coins with the bridge (see below).
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An autonomous coin with a similar inscription and the types of

nos. 2ff. is shown by its monograms to belong to the time of

Antiochus IV.1

To the same reign belong the regal coins with the legends

MOYEATIIN2 and MOYEATQN THZ IEPAZ KAI AY

TQNQMQY (no. 1), and the autonomous coins nos. 5, 6 with the

same monograms as no. 1. From these coins it appears that

Mopsus discarded the name of Seleucia some time in the reign

of Antiochus IV.

The prevailing types in this first period are the head of Zeus5

and the altar of Mopsos.‘* The tripod of no. 1 (Pl. xviii. 1) is

perhaps taken from Seleucid coins, or it may be connected with

the worship of Mopsos (cf. no. 8, Pl. xviii. 3). The huntress

Artemis is a common type in all periods of the coinage (cf.

especially no. 14, Pl. xviii. 6, with Sabina as Artemis).

The coins so far described are followed by a series chiefly of the

second century, but perhaps extending down to Imperial times.5

Among the types not represented here are: Zeus seated with

Nike ;5 Head of Athena; and Helios in car.7 The type of no. 8

(Pl. xviii. 3) is generally called Apollo, but comparison with the

 

1 Rev. Nam., 1854, pl. iv. 24. No argument can be founded on no. 25 in the

same plate.

2 Brit. Mus. Catal. Seleaeid Kings, p. 40, no. 58, pl. xxviii. 5.

5 An altar of Zeus at Mopsus in the time of Diocletian, Ruinart, I/Iota Mart.

Sine, SS. 'l‘arachus, &c., v. (Amsterdam ed. 1713, p. 431).

‘1 For the form of the altar compare the coins of Antiochia ad Orontem (Wroth,

B.M. Cat-al. Galatia, §c., pl. xix. 9, xx. 2, 7).

5 If 29 on the coin in the Walcher de Molthein Catal. (no. 2608) is a date,

the coins with the head of Zeus and the altar were issued down to the very end of

the first century B.(‘. 5 Invent. Wadd., 4372.

7 I/n'd., 4376; cf. Le Bas-VVaddington, Inscr. 1491 <I>I>\oK>\f7s 'IrI)\icot ml réw

61');/.wt.
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representations of Mopsos at Hierapolis in Phrygia1 and of Amphi

lochos at Mallus (p. 102, no. 35, Pl. xvii. 13) makes it probable

that we have in this figure the seer Mopsos himself. This may also

be true of the type described as the head of Apollo.2

On some of the coins of the autonomous period the city bears

the name davkos. More usual is the title iepd xai advdvo/1.09. At

a later date all three are combined with others in an inscription in

honour of Antoninus Pius.3

In the Imperial period, under Hadrian and Antoninus Pius,

Mopsus, like Aegeae, Seleucia and Tarsus, struck silver tetra

drachms resembling those of Antioch in Syria, but differentiated by

the legend (MOYEATWN no/\EWE is an obvious parody of

TAPEEQN MHTPOITO/\E.Ql:) and sometimes by the altar

which is the badge of the city. The weights of the heavier of

these coins range from 1364 to 1249 grammes (2105 to 192'9

grains), but a lower denomination is represented by a piece of

9'92 grammes (15309 grains) in the Bibliothéque Nationale.

The coins of the Imperial period are dated in accordance with

the era beginning in autumn 68 B.O.“"

Various additions were made to the titles of Mopsus similar to

those given to Aegeae. The most important is 'A8ptav6‘>v which

begins in the time of Hadrian. Others are ’Azrrwveu/lavcfw (Elaga

balus),5 Ae/ctavdiv (no. 22), and Oz§a>t(eptaz/dw) Ta.>\M(¢7z/631/) (nos.

23, 24).

1 Head, Hist. Nunu, p. 565. H'o'fer, in Roscher’s Leas. II., ii. 3209 f., identifies

this Mopsos with the son of Lydos ;. but the Apolline character of the figure (he

holds bow and branch) is in favour of the ordinary interpretation.

2 Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 229, no. 296, &c.

3 Le Bas-Waddington, 1494 (cf. 0. I. G., 5885) : ‘Adpaaz/dw M01]/earrbv 1-iis‘ iepds

xai éhevdépas (cf. Plin., N. H., v. 91: Mopsos liberum Pyramo z"np0s'ltum) Kal

douihov ml afrrovdpov, (1)520): Kai o‘vp.p.a'Xov 'Pwpaiwv.

4 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gr., p. 362; Z.f. N., x., p. 294.

5 Z.f. N., xvii., p. 17.
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Among the more remarkable types are :

Altar and crab.1

Dionysiac mule, carrying bow, quiver, and ivy-wreath (no. 19).2

The worship of Dionysos at Mopsus is otherwise proved by an

inscription of the year 158 A.D. mentioning a leper); Sn‘; ,8lov T017

rcakkucdpvrou Aw:/z5oov.3 The figure described by Langlois as

Dionysos“= is identical with the type of no. 22 (Pl. xviii. 12).5

Bridge over the river Pyramus.6 The same type occurs at

Aegeae, with similar inscriptions AQP€A and TIVPAMQC, also

under Valerian.

Asklepios and Hygieia? The same cult is found at Aegeae (see

below). '

The three Graces.8

AEGEAE.

The modern Ajas,9 on the Gulf of Issus, preserves the ancient

name of Aegeae.10

The coins which can with certainty be attributed to the place

 

1 Invent. Wadd., 4387; cf. Kenner, Stejft St. Florian, pl. v. 10.

2 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. yen, p. 362, no. 40; Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4394.

3 Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 12, no. 28. The same epithet is applied to Dionysos

in an inscription at Aegeae (1Ib?I0l., p. 16, no. 44), the coinage of which has many

points of connexion with that of Mopsus.

‘ Rev. Nam., 1854, p. 18, no. 21, pl. ii. 15.

5 Cf. In/vent. Wadd., 4395. “Perseus holding head of Medusa.” _

6 Mionnet, Suppl. vii., p. 235, no. 313; Leake, Snppl., p. 69; Waddington,

Bull. Corn Hellén., vii., p. 289. The word A.Q.P€A| occurs on another coin

of Valerian published by Waddington from his own collection (z'bicl.), but not in

cluded in the Invento/ire; the type is obscure (two figures, one male, the other

female, holding branches).

7 Invent. Wadd., 4397. 8 Z.f. N., vii., p. 334, pl. xiii. 14.

9 Ramsay, Hist. Geog., p. 385; Tomaschek, Zwr /vist. Topog/r. von Kleinasien,

p. 69; Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 14

1° Of the various forms AZ;/éai, Alyal, Alyaiaz, the first seems to be the true one

(Six, Nam. Uhn, 1895, p. 203, note 96).
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are hardly earlier than the second century B.c., and the chief

importance of Aegeae belongs to Roman times.

Six1 has attributed to Aegeae some satrapal staters, which are

here catalogued under Oelenderis, for reasons given above (p. xlix).

He has also attributed to the same place 2 an imitation of an Attic

tetradrachm reading All'.3 It is one of a class coming exclusively

from India, and if this coin is given to Aegeae others of similar

fabric and style‘* must follow it. The attribution, however, cannot

be accepted without further evidence.

The chronological classification of the bronze coins of pre

Imperial times is difficult. .The Imperial coins are dated from

the Oaesarian era (autumn of 47 13.0.).5 The same seems to be

the case with some of the autonomous or quasi-autonomous pieces.

No. 14 apparently bears the date 166,-6 but its Seleucid fabric

forbids our placing it as late as 119 A.D. The only other probable

era is the Seleucid, and the date 146 B.C. suits very well the fabric

of this coin.7 The letters IA on nos. 15 and 18, on the other

hand, if they are dates, as the line over them suggests, must

represent year 14 of the Oaesarian era. The king whose head

appears on coins such as nos. 18 and 19 has generally been iden

tified with Antiochus IV. of Commagene; but the resemblance

to his portrait is far from close, and the coins seem to be of an

earlier date.

 

1 Num. Ch/r., 1895, pp. 203 E. 2 Ibid.

3 B.M. Oatal. Attica, no. 271. ‘ 4 Ibid., nos. 267 ff.

5 The coin of Domitia (Hoifmann Catal., 646), if rightly attributed to this city,

should be dated BM P and not BEP- _

6 Of. the coin of somewhat similar types, with magistrate’s name N IKQM H

and date 176, published by Imhoof-Blumer, lllonn. gr., p. 348, no. 6.

7 That Aegeae received a garrison in Seleucid times is proved by the title

MAK(e66ves) which the people bear on imperial coins.

1)
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Pre-Imperial types not represented in this Catalogue are: head

of Perseus,1 head of Demeter,2 forepart of bridled horse.3 ~

Under Hadrian, Aegeae issued. silver tetradrachms weighing

201 grains (1302 grammes) and under.4 A billon coin of Valerian

is also described.5 I

In the number of names assumed at various times Aegeae

rivals Anazarbus and Tarsus. In the first century 13.0. it is

called, 05 Zepd /cal (.l0T6V0/.LO9,6 or Zepclu /cal c’io'u7»'0s (no. 9). The

titles which are satisfactorily vouched for in Imperial times are:

AAPlAN.().N, KOMQAIANQN, C€YHPlAN.Q.N, A/\€-:.'AN_

APOYHO/\|C,7 MAKP€|NOYnO(7»€C09), MAK€(80z,'L/cfi9) €Y

l"€N(oz')s) ['I|CT[H]C 9€O<1>(0\oz')9) N€OK[O] POYAll"AlA[CL8

and NAVAPXIAOC. This last, which shows that Aegeae wa(sv.,\a

naval station, is first found on a coin of Gordianus Africanus and

his son.9

 

1 Hunter Collection, Pl. iii. 9, see Eckhel, D. N., iii., p. 36 (0122)., Bust of Athena,

spear over shoulder, two monograms behind). Under Aepea (p. 14) in Combe’s

Catalogue.

2' Invent. WacZcZ., 4066 ('re'v., goat in wreath).

3 Combe, Mus. Hunter., p. 11, no. 1.

4 No. 22; cf. Invent. Wadd., 4071, 4072 (l2'04 and 1273 grammes, 18580 and

19645 grains), no. 4070 (1046 grammes, 161'42 grains); also a coin in the

General Collection at Paris with Athena holding a phiale, 9'77 grammes (150'77

grains).

5 Ibi0Z., no. 4091. _

6 Plin., N. H., v. 91, has oppidum Aegeae Ziberum, but ékevéépa does not occur.

7 As on a coin of Sev. Alexander at Paris (Aegeae, no. 23). A

8 Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. lllizlnz., no. 549. Cp. the coin of Herennia Etruscilla

(no. 38) with Néw KOPOV 6€0<I>l/\OVC in full. On the coins of. Dia

dumenian in the Invent. WacZcZ., nos. 4074, 4075 for I-IIOC, filo read FII .

95, I1I.9.

9 Von Sallet, Z.f. N., vii., p. 140, confirming Sestini, Descn, p. 402. The two

Emperors are called I-OPAIANOYC CQM - PQM - A¢P| -

CGBB.
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Among the more remarkable Imperial coins are the following :—

(1) Oornelia Supera: Rev. Eagle in temple, with the date GQC,

proving this empress to be contemporary with Aemilian.1

(2) Antoninus Pius: Rev. Female figure (Amalthea) with the

infant Zeus.2 The type evidently alludes to the legend of the

suckling of Zeus by the goat Amalthea, which we find also at

Aegium in Achaia.3

(3) The naval importance of Aegeae4 is illustrated, before the

appearance of the title vavapxlq, by the type of a coin of

Macrinus: Lighthouse, on the top of which is a figure leaning

on a spear; below, one or more vessels.5

(4) A bridge over the Pyramos is represented on a coin of

Valerian, reading AQPGA |'lYPAM()C..6 The same bridge and

inscription occur on a coin of Mopsus (above, p. cxii.). The people

of Aegeae would naturally be interested in a bridge over the river

near Mopsus, by which their communication with Adana, Tarsus,

and Anazarbus would be secured.

(5) Asklepios, Hygieia and Telesphoros are of some importance.

For at Aegeae there were a lepbv ’Acr/c7\n7-rrl.oiJ, /cal d ’Aa/c>m77.1-Lt)?

az’rr£>9 e’m'dvy7toq 'roZ<,~¢’w6pa'>7rot9.7 Sestini describes 8 a coin of the time

of Philip on which Asklepios and Telesphoros are represented in a

 

1 Nunv. Zeit, xiv., 1882, p. 8; Ann. ole Nunu, 1884, p. 149.

2 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gn, p. 349, no. 8.

3 Journ. Hellen. Stual., xvii., 1897, p. 82, no. 5.

4 Eckhel quotes Lucan, iii. 227:. emtevnae resonant naval/ibus Aegae. Strabo

(xiv. 676) has AZ’)/Clltll qroltixvtou, ii¢opp.ov E’)/_ov.

5 Mionnet, iii., p. 542, no. 30. The figure is perhaps Poseidon with a trident.

Of. also Suppl, vii., p. 158, nos. 37, 38. ‘

6 Mionnet, iii., p. 547, no. 53. Of. the inscription AQP€A at Side (Cave

doni, Spz'cv'l., p. 208).

7 Philostr., V615. Ap0ll., i. 7, 1 ; cf. Vii. Sop/1., ii. 4, 1. _

8 Mus. Heal, ii., p. 277, no. 16. The figure in Wiczay, MZIS. Hed., 5482, shows

Sestini’s reading to be doubtful.
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temple inscribed €€.Q CSZTHPI K. 9€.Q. 9€/\€C¢OP-Q (sic).

The figure of Hygieia on no. 20 (Pl. iv. 5) is evidently copied

from a fine original, and so is the pretty bust on a coin

of Julia Domna in the Bibliotheque Nationale (no. 23, here Pl.

xl. 3). Both agree in representing Hygieia with the bust more

or less undraped. The serpent of Asklepios is the type of a

coin of Severus Alexander in the Bibliotheque Nationale (no. 33).

A contest called Tepbq OZ/cov/tevl./cos ’Ao'/c7tn'7rl.os‘ (= ’Ao'/c)\.1j'1rel.os‘) is

mentioned on a coin of Valerian.1

(6) Diademed head of Alexander the Great?” (of. no. 29,

Pl. iv. 10).

(7) Kadmos standing before the fortress of Thebes ; at his feet,

bull recumbent, as on coins of Tyre.3

(8) Boot (see note to no. 37, p. 26). At Ace-Ptolemais coins.”'

of Salonina bear a human right foot, with a ring for suspension ,

surmounted by a thunderbolt and accompanied by a caduceus.‘

At Alexandria in Egypt also occurs the type of a human right

foot surmounted by a head of Sarapis.5

(9) Athena, with shield and spear, standing between two stags

(Aemili.an).6

(10) Personification of EKK/\H(o-la) as a seated female figure

holding phiale.7 _

 

1 Invent. Wadd., 4089. Other types belonging to the same group are: Serpent

in basket between two torches (Sev. Alexander), and Hygieia seated, feeding serpent

which rises out of cista before her (Valerian) ; both in the Bibliotheque Nationale.

2 Imhoof-Blumer, .Monn. gr., p. 348, no. 7 ; Invent. Wadd., 4070, 4074.

3 Babelon, In/vent. Wadd., 4087, cf. Perses Ach., p. 346, pl. xxxviii. 19.

4 De Saulcy, Nmn. de la Terre Sainte, p. 169, pl. viii. 12.

5 B.M. Catal. Alemandvia, nos. 1209, 1210 (P1. xiv.).

6 Invent. Wadd., 4086, pl. ix. 21. Cf. the inscription quoted on p. 27, note 1.

7 Imhoof-Blumer, Journ. Hellen. S'tual., xviii. (1898), p. 161.
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MALLUS.

The history and coinage of Mallus have. been exhaustively

treated by Imhoof-Blumer.1 He shows that it was situated some

way up the Pyramus, and not at Ka/ratasch, the ancient Megarsus,

or Magarsus (Antiochia ad Pyramum)? It probably lay not far

from the point where the old and new outlets of the river

divide; and these two arms must be represented by the two

river-gods who on the coins of Roman times are represented

swimming in different directions.3 Tradition ascribed the foun

dation of the city to Amphilochos and Mopsos or to “ Mallos.”4

Of these, Amphilochos had a famous hieron and oracle on the

spot.

Imhoof-Blumer has divided the history of Mallus, for numis

matic purposes, into ten epochs. The coins with the type of a

swan, which come into his third epoch, are the basis of his

attribution to Mallus of the other coins belonging to the same

class as nos. 1-11 (Pl. xv. 10——xvi. 7) in this volume. There is,

of course, no longer any doubt that the coins with the swan

belong to Mallus. On the other hand, the reasons for attributing

to Mallus the coins with the baetylic stone do not seem to me

by any means sure, although in deference to the great authority

by whom they are adduced I have thought it advisable to leave

 

1 Ann. de Num., 1883, pp. 89 ff. _ Additions, Num. Zerlt., xvi., 1884, pp. 281 ff.

I refer to his publication as Imh. 1, Imh. 2, &c.

2 OF. Heberdey and Wilhelm, pp. 7 if.

3 Both outlets, and not only the western one, therefore probably existed in

ancient times.

4 Svoronos (Z. f. N., xvi., 1888, pp. 220 f.) proves a close connexion between

Mallus and Crete, from which island it may have been founded.
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them for the present in the position which he has assigned to

them.1 J. P. Six has also pointed out the improbability of the

attribution, although it is hardly more improbable than his own

ascription of the coins to Anchiale, and the early date to which he

assigns the coins with the swan.2

Period I. Circa 520-485 B.c. The type of the coin placed by

 

1 “Si je propose de restituer EL Mallos les monnaies réunies sous les nos. 1 a 18,

c’est que l’analogie des types et de quelques symboles,——le V (v. note 14) et l’espece

de caducée des nos. 12 et suiv. et 28, semblent y autoriser. En outre, le carré

creux et les poids de ces pieces conviennent parfaitement au monnayage qui devait

precéder celui au cygne. Sauf des preuves irréfutables contre cette attribution,

je tiens celle-ci, dans l’état actuel de nos études, pour la plus plausible,” Ann. ale

Num., p. 123. (1) Analogy of types. The winged figure with the curved wings‘

on the baetyl-coins is (almost, if not quite) without exception female, and fully

draped ; on the swan-coins we find a male figure nude (in all cases save one) to the

waist. In style, the treatment of the winged figure on the swan-coins is orientaliz

ing, and wholly different in character from the treatment of the female figure

supposed to precede it, which is excellent free Greek work. I find it difficult to

believe that a school of artists who had produced figures like those on the baetyl

coins (Pl. xv. 10-xvi. 7) could pass to the figures on the swan-coins (Pl. xvi. 8—13).

The resemblance between the types seems to be superficial, and no extant coin

shows a transition from one class to the other. (2) Symbols. The connexion

between the triangular ear-ring and the sign V on the baetyl-coins is not estab

lished. As the ear-ring is worn by Aphrodite at Nagidus as well as Mallus, it in

any case would only prove a Cilician origin for the baetyl-coins. Note that at

N-agidus Aphrodite also wears ear—rings of a more usual form; and even the

triangular form is sometimes represented as A, showing that it can hardly have

the symbolic meaning assigned to it. The caduceus is also a symbol so common

that no strong argument can be founded on it. (3) Weights. The break in the

weight--standard, as will be shown below, comes not in the middle but at the

beginning of the third period ; in other words, the first two groups are distinguished

from the coins certainly belonging to Mallus by a difference in weight-standard.

2 Nuan. C]?/I”., 1894, pp. 320 if. He regards VF (and presumably A|"I on

no. 10) as the initials of the name ’A'yXui>\17. The usual interpretation of these

letters as the Zepd m-otxeia, which were sometimes inscribed on Bazrfilua, seems

preferable (Ann. ale Nana, 1883, p. 123, note 18). The style of the swan-coins is

not archaic, but rather orientalizing. They seem to me to begin towards the close

of the fifth century, about the same time as the baetyl-coins come to an end.
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Imhoof-Blumer at the head of his list (no. 1 on his pl. v) is nude

and male, and in attitude also differs from the figure on the

baetyl coins. In the last respect it more closely resembles the

figure on the coins attributed to Olbia in Pamphylia.1 As the

wings on the latter are straight, and there is a reverse type, the

coin now in question may be an earlier issue of that mint. If

it can be transferred to Olbia, the remainder of Imhoof-Blumer’s

first and second groups become uniform in having a female type.

Period II. Circa 485-425 13.0. On no. 4 (P1. xv. 12) the field ‘

of the incuse square is granulated, and marked by corrugations

recalling those on the reverses of Persian coins. In the present

period, on no. 5 (Pl. xvi. 1), the corrugations take form as

granulated patches, the rest of the field being left smooth

(of. no. 8 on Imhoof-Bloomer’s plate v.). The Naples coin (ibz'd.,

no. 7) shows the transition from these patches to what are dis
Itinctly birds (¢b@'d., no. 5, and here Pl. xvi. 2). On the other

hand, from the objects on Imh. no. 8 (pl. V. 6) were developed

the bunches of grapes which appear on other specimens (here

Pl. xvi. 3, 4). In addition to, or in place of, these symbols,

letters frequently occur in the field, most usually V, but also F

and I. On one coin the V and I" are accompanied by a pellet

beneath (Imh. pl. v. 11 On the baetyl itself occurs the pellet

alone,3 and the sign on no. 7 (Pl. xvi. 8) of this Oat-alogue. In

the learned and highly imaginative article on Steo'nb'iZcZeo' als

Mzimtypen, by Svoronos,‘L all these types, letters, and symbols are

explained as having astronomical or meteorological significance.

 

1 B.M. Catal. Lg/cia, &c., p. 118, pl. xxiii. 14, 15; Six in Num. U/ma, 1898,

p. 217.

2 Z.f. N., xvi., pl. x. 8. 3 Ibid., pl. x. 9.

4 IbicZ., pp. 219 if.
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With our present lights, it seems wiser to forbear from any such

interpretation.1

With regard to Imhoof’s nos.- 5 and 6, he notes that the

gri_ffin-type is more suitable to Lycia than to Cilicia, and there

is other evidence in favour of the Lycian origin of these coins.2

The coinage which can with certainty be attributed to Mallus

begins towards the end of the fifth century. The reverse type

of the first series (B.C. circa 425-385, Imh. pl. -v. 13—22, here

Pl. xvi. 8-13) is always a swan, which is either an allusion to

the marshy character of the neighbourhood of Mallus, or a

symbol of Astarte-Aphrodite, or both.4 The male winged figure

of these coins is as yet unidentified. The bearded figure

(Pl. xl. 9) with four wings, carrying, like the other figure, at‘,

disk, on which is sometimes represented an animal’s head, is

very probably Kronos,4 who is represented in a more Hellenised

form on the later coins; while the disks in both cases are

planetary symbols.

 

1 Whatever the significance afterwards attached to the birds and grapes, their

origin is clearly, in a certain respect, fortuitous. The shape of the granulated

patch was conditioned by the shape of the baetyl. Where the latter was furnished

with handles, the patch was necessarily narrowed to make room; hence, eventually,

the neck and head of the bird. Where there were no handles, no narrowing was

necessary, and the patch was free to develop into a bunch of grapes.

2 Ann. dc Nam., 1883, pp. 101, 125, note 26. The dotted incuse square is

suitable to Lycia, whence some specimens have been obtained. The resemblance‘

of the obverse type to the Cilician coins may, as he remarks, be due to imitation.

But the resemblance is slighter than it seems to be at first sight; the treatment of

the wings, for instance, is more as on B.M. Catal. Lyoia, p. 5, nos. 26, 27, than as

on Cilician staters. As Lycian tetrobols these coins fit well into the Lycian series,

where the specimen acquired by the Museum from the Montagu Sale (I. 646) has

accordingly been placed.

3 So, too, the swans appear on coins of Clazomenae, both because of their

abundance in the neighbourhood and because of their association with Apollo.

Head, Hist. .Nzmn., p. 491. 4 Imh. nos. 19-22, and p. 124.
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Besides the staters of this period there exist small denomina

tions, the higher of '94 to ‘58 grammes (1450 to 895 grains),

the lower of ‘37 grammes (571 grains), which appear to be

twelfths and twenty-fourths of the stater. Besides the swan,

there occur as types on these a bearded head of Herakles

(Imh. 33—35), a head of Athena,1 the upper half of a winged

figure,2 and an astragalos.3

The Greek inscriptions on coins of this series are M, MA,

MAP. MAPA, MA/\P, MAPAO, MAPAOTAN (i.e. MaphmTc'iu,

Imh. no. 24), while on one variety occurs the Aramaic equiva

lent 'lL"'I“'l (no. 1.7, P]. xvi. 13).

As regards weight, the coins of this period are divided by

Imhoof-Blumer into two classes, the first (Imh. nos. 19-24,

unrepresented here) weighing 1126 to 1106 grammes (l72 23 to

17068 grains), which he regards as belonging to the Aeginetic

standard; the latter (nos. 12—l8, Imh. 25-32, peculiar in having

the crux ansata) being of the Persic standard (1056 grammes

=162'95 grains and under). But as the weight 1126 grammes

falls well within the highest limit of the Persic standard,4 all the

coins of this period may be regarded as of the same standard,

and we thus obtain a further differentia of these coins from those

with the baetyl (which weigh 1180 to 11'2-3 grammes =182-'10 to

17330 grains).

The next period in the coinage of Mallus is that of the

satraps (elven 13.0. 385-333). At its head stands the stater

(Pl. xvii. 1) with the inscription MAP/\ and the representa

 

1 Weber, Nu-m. Gina, 1896, p. 29, pl. iii. 13 (9 grains).

2 Imhoof-Blumer, 1Vum. Zeit., xvi., 1884, p. 281, pl. v. 19.

3 In the Bibliothieque Nationale ('82 grammes, 12'65 grains).

4 Hill, Ilandboo/c of (lreelc and Roman Coins, pp. 32, 33.

9
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tions of Dionysos and what seems to be a ploughing scene.1

This is followed by the coins (staters and twenty-fourths) with

the Greek head of Kronos and the figure of Demeter (Pl. xvii. 2, 3).

Contemporary with these is the stater2 bearing the name of

Tiribazus ('H'j'“lh) and types similar to the staters struck by the

same satrap at Issus (Pl. xv. 3, xxvi. 2, xxix. 1), viz. Baal and

Ahura-mazda. This is the latest coin on which the city is

called {MAP(>»69). Tiribazus’ tenure of the satrapy dates from

386 to 380 B.C. These coins are followed by the various series

described by Imhoof-Blumer in his fourth period. Bronze now

appears for the first time.3

The staters with the heads of Aphrodite and a satrap (Tiribazus,

according to Babelon; but the heads are conventional4) appear

to have been frequently imitated by barbarians.5 One of them is?

further remarkable for the inscription MA[/\/\Q.]THZ.

Imh. nos. 47-49 belong to the class of staters with the facing

bust of Athena, and seated Baal (see above, p. lxxxiii. f.).

As Imhoof-Blumer has shown,6 the obverse type of Pl. xvii. 2 is

Kronos, the harvest-god, and therefore associated with Demeter.

The type may have been suggested by the coin of Himera with

Kronosf as other Sicilian types were copied i_n Ci1ici.a (see above,

pp. lxxviii., lxxxi.) ; but the worship, as we have seen, was estab

lished at Mallus at an earlier date.

 

1 CF. III1h0of- Blumer, Nam. Zeit., xvi. (1884), p. 282.

2 Invem‘. I'Va-cZOZ., 4359, pl. x. 20.

3 Imh. no. 46=Invcnt. I/Vacld., 4366.

4 Imhoof-Blumer, Rev. Suisse, v., p. 306. Imh. no. 39 seems to me to be

earlier in style than the time of Tiribazus.

5 Imh. pl. vi. 27, 28; Babelon, Invent. Wadd., pl. x. 22 (cfithe coin with

TElP|BAZ QY attributed to Issus, z'bz'd., pl. x. 15). The specimen formerly

in the Montagu Collection (I. 656) is false. -

6 Roscher, Lean, ii. (1) 1572. 7 Ibid., 1553, fig. 5.
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In the time of Alexander the Great and his immediate successors,

Mallus probably employed gold and silver‘ coins of Alexander-’s

types, but the attribution to Mallus of nos. 1808-1818 in Miiller’s

catalogue cannot be called highly probable. The tetradrachms

with seated Zeus and lion are now assigned to the mint of Babylon.1

In Seleucid times, Mallus was a mint of Demetrius II., who

struck there (in both -his reigns) silver coins with a type generally

identified with Athena Magarsis.2 The mint-mark is M or MAA.

The goddess stands to the front on a basis. She wears a triple

crested helmet3 and long chiton, on either side of which, standing

out from the body from the waist downwards, is a fringe of

serpents.‘ She holds a sceptre, sometimes tied with fillets, and

on each side of her head is a rosette. The same goddess is repre

sented on a bronze autonomous coin of this time5 and on coins of

Imperial date (Imh. nos. 58 and 63).

After an interval, Mallus began to issue coins in the first

century B.C., probably after the delivery of Oilicia from Tigranes by ‘

Lucullus in 69 B.O. The Imperial coinage from 30 B.C. to 211 A.D.

(lmh. nos. 55-60) is not represented in this Catalogue.6 The most
 

1 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. gr., pp. 375 fi'.; Ann. dc Num., 1883, p. 113; Nu-nz.

Zeit., xxvii., pp. 1 ff.

'2 Imh. nos. 50-52; Babelon, Rois de Sf/rie, p. cxxxii. and no. 929; B.M.

Oatal. Seleucia? Kings, p. 59, 17, and p. 77, 21. Probably the Athena repre

sented on later coins in the ordinary Greek form, often in relation to Amphilochos,

is also meant for Athena Magarsis. Amphilochos’ tomb was shown at Magarsus.

_ 3 Of. the head on the satrapal coins, Pl. xxxi., xxxii.

4 That they are serpents is clear from the draehm in the British Museum. On

the tetradrachms the serpents are convention-alised and less recognisable. The

type (as the comparatively free treatment of the drapery shows) is a modification

of a very primitive form (see O. Jahn, de cmttguiss. Ii/fine-rvae sz'mulacrz's Altir-is,

p. 20, and pl. iii. 7.

5 Nam. Zeit., xvi., 1884, pl. v. 20; Invent. Wadcl., 4367.

6 The coin of Sabina (Imh. no. 57) in the British Museum is undoubtedly

tooled. Besides Athena Magarsis, and Tycho seated with two river-gods at her

feet, Amphilochos occurs (Imh. no. 59) at this period, as on the later coinage.
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important coins are those of Macrinus and Diadumenian,1 reading

MA/\. IEP. TOY GEOY AM<I>l/\OXOY and M[A/\. I]EP. TTOA.

(DEOY AM¢I/\0XOY (iepbv or iepa vr6Ms of the god Amphilochos, I

if ITOA is a mistake of the die-engraver for TTO/\).2 The date of

these coins is AITC, giving autumn 68 or 67 B.C. as the beginning

of the era.

Mallus was raised to the rank of colony, probably by Trajan

Decius.3 The quasi-autonomous coins are interesting for the

inscription SACRA SINATU$,4 a blundering translation of lepd

miv/<M7'ros~. A coin of Hostilian in the Bibliotheque Nationale

(no. 2865; Obv. SVAL - -. QUINTUM _ ..., radiate bust of

Hostilian to 1.) has on the rev. a prize vase containing two palm

branches, standing above an ansate tablet inscribed S [C]; around,

MALLOCOkONlAA€IAMFIL ocm.

MAGARSUS.

Many attributions, of varying degrees of improbability, have

been made to this place, the site of which was at Karatasch (see

above, p. cxvii.). The most recent is that of J. P. Six,5 who bases

 

1 Imhoof-Blumer, Joarn. Hellen. S'z.‘nal., xviii. (1898), pp. 163, 164, cf. Invent.

Wocld., 4369 (on which 1 can only decipher MAAI I I PFIO/\, the last /\ being

certain). '

2 Cf. the Latin equivalent on the coin of Hostilian mentioned below.

3 The foundation of the colony is represented on a coin of this Emperor; Imh.

no. 61, cf. Invent. Wadrl., 4370.

4 Not SACER SENATVS as given by Imh. no. 65; see A. von Sallet,

Z. N., xviii., p. 198.

5 Nvqn. Ckr., 1895, pp. 197 ff. (1) Ram 1.; in front F. Rev. Dolphin 1.

between crescent and rosette. Dotted incuse square. (2) Similar, with crua:

ansata (-10) in addition. Rev. Club and branch of olive in saltire, in dotted

inc-use square. (3-5) Staters with types of M-azaeus, with symbols: head of

Athena, head of ram (cf. pp. 169, 170, nos. 40, 45). (6) The coins here catalogued
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his view chiefly on the rosette, which is an attribute of Athena

Magarsis on coins of Mallus of Seleucid date (see above, p. cxxiii.).

On the stater no. 1 on which it occurs it is associated with a

crescent. On some late colonial coins of Mallus1 Athena Magarsis

has a crescent on her shoulders, and is without rosettes. In all

cases, it may be noted, the rosette is meant for sun or star; on the

bronze Seleucid coin published by Imhoof-Blumer"Z the symbol is

clearly a star. But the symbols in question-seem to be very

slender evidence on which to base an attribution; and in any case

Mallus would seem to have as strong claims as Magarsus.

H.-—EAsrERN Drsrmcr.

EPIPHANEA.

The site of Epiphanea is uncertain; Gdsene (Geuz Khane), eleven

miles from Osmanie on the road to Payne, has been suggested by

Major Bennet and Heberdey and Wilhelm.3 It must have been

re-named by Antiochus Epiphanes of Syria, its original name having

been Oeniandos,4 to which the frequency of Dionysos as a type on

the coins is appropriate.5

 

as uncertain of Cilicia, p. 239, nos. 5-7, Pl. xxxix. 13, 14. (7) King of Persia

with spear and arrows. Rev. Bust of Athena in triple-crested helmet three

quarters l. (8)) Baaltars seated l. (with name in Aramaic) and bust of Athena as

on no. 7. Some of these bear the letter 1+] (73). Nos. 1-5 and 8 are Persic

staters, the rest small denominations.

1 Ann. rte Nunz., 1883,.pl. vi., no. 40.

2 Num. Zelt., xvi. (1884), pl. v.20.

3 Ramsay, Hist. Geog., p. 386; Heberdey and Wilhelm, Reisen, p. 23. For

the data see Leake, Tour, p. 217.

4 Plin., N. H., v. 93.

5 Oavedoni, S'ptm'l., p. 206. Of. the Dionysiac types at the neighbouring

Augusta.
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All the coins save one1 or perhaps two (see below) bear the heads

of Emperors (Hadrian to Trebonianus Gallus). They hear dates

according to an era beginning between 67 and 65 B.c.2

On a coin described by Eckhel3 the city appears with the

additional name TPAIANOTTQ In any district except Cilicia,

where names of this kind were adopted and almost immediately

discarded, it would seem probable that the coin had been misi-read.

The Dionysiac types include one in which Dionysos rides in a

chariot drawn bypanthers led by a satyr.‘ The only other type

of importance not represented in this Catalogue is Helios standing

1., r. raised, 1. holding globe.5_

ISSUS.

Issus lay near the coast, at the head of the gulf of the same

name,6 but the exact site is uncertain.

The coinage is confined to the period before Alexander the Great.

 

1 Mionnet, iii., p. 578, no. 200. Head of young Dionysos, vev. Tyche st-anding ;

El-l|¢ANE.Q.N, AP|E-1-OY and APX in monogram.

9 Between 68 and 65 B.C. on the evidence of a coin of Trebonianus Gallus

(Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. Miirzz., p. 707, 1.0. 558), while the coin of Otacilia Se-Vel‘aL

here catalogued (no. 7, with AIT---311) fixes the earliest possible date at 67 13.0.

(See also Alexandria ad Issum, Soli-Pompeiopolis, Mopsus.) The coin of Hadrian

and Sabina (no. 1) cannot have been issued before 138 A.D. Sabina died in

136 A.D., but cannot have been consecrated until after the issue of this coin. She

is diva Sabina in the inscription GI. L. vi. 984, so that her consecration must

have taken place late in 138 or early in 139 A.D.

3 Docir. Num., iii., p. 56; Num. Vet, pl. xiii. 12; Sestini, Lett. cl. Cont,

viii. 95. Eckhel describes the head as crowned with ivy, in which case it is a

young Dionysos ; Sestini as a head of Hadrian. _

4 Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. It/[iinz., pl. xi. 13; cf. Ninica Claudiopolis (Pl. xxi. 2) and

Seleucia (Pl. xxiii. 11).

5 Invent. I/Var/(l., 4276, pl. X. 12.

6 Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 23.
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Six1 has attributed to it, as its earliest coinage, two classes of

Persic staters :

(1) Forepart of lion. Rev. Incuse square, divided into two triangles

by a bar (here p. 90, nos. 1, 2, Pl. xv. 1, 2).

(2) Forepart of lion. Rev. l€EA,lON (Z) Man slaying a lion with a

spear. Deep incuse square.2 (B.M. Catal. Lg/cia, Pl. xliv. 19.)

The reading of the latter coin is, however, very uncertain,3 and

on it depends the attribution of the former.

To the beginning of the fourth century are attributed two staters

in the Oopenhagen Museum :4

(1) Apollo, standing, holding phiale and resting on laurel-branch. In

field IE [El]. The Aramaic legend, if there was one on the

die, is off the flan. Ran. Herakles, beardless, standing to front,

head 1., with club, bow, and lion’s skin. In front of him 9%

Counterm-ark, bull and |N (P). Incuse square. Wt. 10'70

grammes (16513 grains).

(2) Similar, with IE2] [KON '1] across the field, and (above) traces

of Aramaic legend;5 concave field on reverse. Same weight as

preceding.

The coins bearing the name of Tiribazus were issued by him

while organizing the war against Euagoras I. from 886 to 380 B.C.

in Oilicia. The coin here catalogued (Pl. xv. 3) is one of a series

issued also from Mallus, Soli, and Tarsus. Babelon attributes to

Issus a stater with the same types, but apparently without any

mint-name.6 Under the same mint7 he describes a stater with Baal

 

1 Num. O'lur., 1888, p. 114 f., pl. v. 8 and 9.

2 Of. the obol with a similar reverse, and a bearded head on the obverse (Nam.

O’/nu, 1888, p. 120; Babelon, Perses A('h., p_. xlvi.).

3 See B.M. Oat-al. Ly/cia, &c., p. cxv., note *.

4 Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. grn, p. 355.

5 Six, Nunt. ~C'lz.r., 1888, p. 120, reads Ssissos.

6 Perses Ac/r., p. 21, no. 156, pl. iii. 16. But see above, p. lxxiii., note 1.

7 Ibid., nos. 157, 158, pl. iii. 17, 18.
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standing, holding eagle and sceptre (traces of I22), and on rev.

Herakles standing to front, head r., with club, bow and lion’s skin

(Wt. 10°42 grammes, 160'8 grains); and an obol with the head

of a bearded Dionysos r., and on rev. Baal as on the stater, with

the initial letters of Tiribazus’ name (1Hh) and Q (wt. '58 grammes,

89 grains).

A stater of somewhat barbarous workmanship, with the bearded

head of Herakles r., lion’s skin tied round neck, and on rev. TEI PI

BAZOY and the head of the satrap r., has been attributed to Issus.1

It may perhaps be a coin of Mallus (of. P1. xvii. 9).

Issus continued to be one of the satrapal mints in the time of

Mazaeus, who governed Cilicia from 361-333 B.C. (See above,

pp. lxxxiii. f.) Issus is also suggested by Babelon as the mint

place of the coins struck by Mazaeus in imitation of the coinage of

the kings of Sidon, at the time when he was engaged first in reduc

ing (353-350 B.C.) and then in governing (350—332 B.C.) Phoenicia

and Syria.2

The countermark of a bull with the letters |'7\(, which is frequent

on coins of the south coast of Asia Minor, is read I’ and usually

supposed to represent Issus.3 If this supposition is correct, it is

strange that a similar type should not occur on any coins

attributable to Issus.

ALEXANDRIA AD ISSUM.

Alexandria ii /.a/cpd, 1) Kara ’Iao6v, was built by Alexander as a

 

1 Invent. Wadd., 4335, pl. x. 15. Wt. 9'85 grammes, 152 grains.

2 Babelon, op. cit., p. xlviii. and nos. 266-276. The specimens in the British

Museum will be catalogued under Phoenicia, to which in fabric and style they

belong.

3 Head, Goinage of Lydia and Persia, p. 48; Six, Z. N., vi. 84; Imhoof

Blumer, Ann. ole Nam., 1883, p. 108; Babelon, Pore-es Ac/i., p. xxxi. ; Hill, B.M

Catal. Igcia, &c., p. 145, no. 15.
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memorial of the battle of Issus, a quarter of an hour’s journey

landwards SE. of the present Alewand/retta (Islcenderun), at the

foot of M. Amanus.1

The earliest coinage belongs to the time of Antiochus IV. of

Syria (no. 1, Pl. V. 6)?

To early Imperial times belongs a coin3 with a diademed head,

which has been identified with that of Antiochus IV. of Commagene.

Its date is 110, which, by the era (probably 67 13.0.) of Alexandria,

should correspond to 43/44 A.D. The date, therefore, is not unsuit

able; but the resemblance of the head to otherwise known portraits

of Antiochus is small."

The Imperial coins range from Trajan to Severus Alexander.

Among types not catalogued here are: Kybele riding on a lion

(Hadrian), and Athena standing (Trajan).5
1

J.—Kmes or OILICIA.

The history of the later kings of Oilicia has received much new

light from the inscriptions copied by Heberdey and VVilhelm6 at

Hieropolis-Castabala, the seat of the dynasty. From these and

 

1 The title scabiosa, by which the place was sometimes known, is connected by

Droysen (Gesoh. d. Hellen., iii., 2, p. 200) with another epithet montuosa, and must

then refer to the nature of the site (“ auf einem ziemlich steil aufragenden Hiigel,”

Heberdey and Wilhelm, p. 19). But Benzinger (in Pauly-Wissowa, Real

Encf/cl., i., p. 1396) refers it to the prevalence of leprosy.

2 Of. Babelon, Rots ole Syrie, no. 651, pl. xiv. 12, with Zeus standing, holding

wreath (P).

3 Eckhel, iii., p. 41 ; Mionnet, iii ., p. 549, no. 61 ; Invent. Waclcl., 4094,

pl. ix. 24.

4 Babelon, Rois ole S3/vie, p. ccxvi. Of. the so-called head of Antiochus IV. at

Aegeae (pl. iv. 4).

5 Mionnet, iii., p. 549, no. 63, and Suppl. vii., p. 169, no. 86 respectively.

6 Reisen, pp. 29 f.
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other sources, the following stemma has been conjecturally drawn

up :—

Strato

Tarcondimotus I. d5t)»av'ra')vtos‘

(made dynast in 64 no. by Pompeius,

and king by Antonius ; died 31 13.0.)

i - I
Philopator I. Julia Tarcondimotus II.

 

(deposed 30 13.0.) _ (from 20 no.)

Baatkeie Philopator II.

(from 17 A.D.) (died 17 ./1.1).)

But it still remains uncertain whether the supposed Philopator II.

is not Philopator I. restored after his brother’s death.

Babelon has shown1 that the coins of Tarcondimotus I. read in

the exergue ‘N/\ANT.QNIOY (not /\-ANTSZNIOY or M ' AN

TQN IOY as formerly supposed). He took this name in honour of

his patron, probably at the time when the latter was interfering in

the afiairs of Cilicia.

The coins with the name of Philopator (Pl. xxxix. 9) have gene

rally been given to the Philopator who was deposed in 30 B.C. The

diiference in style between these coins and those of Tarcondimotus

I. points to a considerable interval of time between the two coinages,

and it is therefore to be presumed that they belong to the reign of

the Philopator who succeeded Tarcondimotus II.

 

My indebtedness in the preparation of this volume to various

numismatic and archaeological works is, I hope, adequately indicated

in the footnotes; of recent publications I should especially mention

 

1 Mél. Nnm., i. p. 82 f., pl. iv. 9; cf. Invent. Wadi, 4714, and p. 469.
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M. Babelon’s Incentaz're of the Waddington Collection (Paris, 1898),

and the Rerlsen rln Kilrllmien of Drs. Rudolf Heberdey and Adolf

Wilhelm (Wien, 1896). A personal examination which I was

allowed to make of the collection in the Cabinet des Médailles at

Paris, now including the Waddington Oollection, has been of the

greatest assistance. I have to thank MM. Babelon and Dieudonné

for their courtesy shown to me on that occasion as on others, and

Dr. Dressel for supplying me with casts of many coins in the col

lection under his care at Berlin. Mr. B. V. Head has given me

constant help both during the preparation of the Oatalogue and in

the revising of the proofs; Mr. Warwick VVroth has kindly read

the proofs of the Introduction; and the part relating to Lycaonia

has had the benefit of the criticisms of Mr. J. G. O. Anderson.

In the compilation of the map, which has been executed by

Mr. W. Shawe, F.R.G.S., my chief guide has been the map by

H. Kiepert accompanying the above-mentioned work of Drs.

Heberdey and Wilhelm‘. Of other sources of information 1 may

mention the maps illustrating the journeys of J. R. S. Sterrett

(1888, vol. iii. of the Papers of the Araertcan School) ; W. M. Ramsay

and D. G. Hogarth (1890-1891, Suppl. Papers of the Royal Geog.

Soc., vol. iii.); F. Sarre (Reisen in Kleinasien, Berlin, 1896); and

J. G. C. Anderson (Journal of Hellenic Studies, xix., 1899).

G. P. HILL.
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10.

12.

13.

14.

Class.

Hyde.

Isaura.

Aegeae.

Iconium.

Celenderis I

Celenderis Z

Polemo II.

Flaviopolis.

Mallus.

Nagidus.

Tarsus.

Tarsus.

Tarsus.

Elaeussa.

KEY TO PLATE XL.

(Corns nor IN THE Bnrrrsn Museum.)

Wt.

1715

1681

2392

Collection. See PAGE

Paris (Babelon, Invent. Wadd.,

4759) . xx.

Paris xxvii. note 5

,, . . . . . . cxvi.

,, (Babelon, Rev. Nam., 1887,

p. 110) . . . xxiv. note 5

Hunter (Six, Nam. Chr., 1895,

p. 203, no. 1) xlix. note 4

Hunter . . . . - 77

Paris (Babelon, Invent. Wadd.,

4427; Hill, Nam. Chr., 1899,

p. 187) liv.

(In the market I) . cvii.

Hunter (Imhoof-Blumer, Ann. de

Nam., 1883, P1. v. 15) OXX.

Paris (Babelon, Perses Achém.,

p. xxxvii.) . . . xlii.

Sir H. Weber (Nam. Chr., 1892,

p. 207, P1. xvi. 17) lxxxi.

Paris (Six, Nam. O'hr., 1884,

p. 156, no. 15) . lxxxi.

The Hague (Imhoof-Blumer,

Z. f. N., iii., p. 331, 1, Pl.

ix. 3) . . . . . xcvi. note 2

Paris (Babelon, Invent. Wadd.,

4703, P1. xii. 15) . . lxix.
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Wt.

Metal.

Size.

LYOAONIA.

Obverse. \ Reverse.

 

 

 

 

LYOAONIA in Genera.

For coi11s reading AYKAONQN, issued for Lycaonia by

Antiochus IV. of Oommagene (A.D. 38-72) and his sons

Epiphanes and Callinicus (circ. A.D. 72), see Wroth, Brit.

Mus. Catal. Galatia, &c., p. 108, no. 24, pl. XV. 2;

Babelon, Rois de Syrie, pp. ccxv.f., 223; Invent. Wadd.,

4799, 4800.
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No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obversef Reverse.

O1

'85

E '95

 
 

BARATA.

BRONZE.

Imperial Coinage.

Faustina Junior.

[¢AVCT€|] NAC€

BAGTH (sic) Bust of

Faustina Jun. 1., wear

ing stephane.

<I>AVCT€| NAC€B

A€TH (sic) Bust of

Faustina Jun. 1., wear

ing stephane. [Same

die as preceding]

 

BAP AT€(1N K OI-[AY]

KAONI AC Demeter standing

to 1., in r. ears of corn, 1. resting

on sceptre.

BAPAT€(lN , KOI~/\ YKAO

NIA C Nike (wingless)wa1king

l. with wreath in r., palm-branch

in 1. [Pl. I. L]

L. Verus.

AYTO

I-POCC€B

L. Verus r., laureate.

/\-AYP-IOY B APATQ (LN'KOI/\YKA 0

Head of N IAC Horseman (the Emperor)

riding r., trampling on and spear

ing prostrate figure.

Philip Senior.

AV-KAI-M-IOV-<I>IAl BAPAT€w[N]

Bust of KAO Athena, helmeted, standingIII-l0NC€

Philip r., wearing ra

diate crown, paluda

mentum and cuirass.

Otacilia

KOI NON/\Y

to 1., holds in r. phiale, rests with l.

on spear, at foot of which, shield;

before her, owl 1. [PL 1. 2.]

Severa.

UUTAKI/\lA ~cev KOINON/\VKA0BAPAT€wi-\l

H PANC

Otacilia r., wearing

crescent behind shoul

ders and stephane.

Bust of Tyche, wearing kalathos, seated 1. -

on rock; holds in extended r.

branch(’l), in 1. oornucopiae; before '

her feet, river-god swimming 1.

[Pl. 1. 3.] M. Ramsay, 1892.]

 



nxmsxnnus. 3

 

No. Wt. Obverse. j Reverse.

D A L I S A N D U S.

Lucius Verus.

1 ]E '9 AV TOKKAIC-/\-A‘AAAICANA€ (.UN-KOIN

VPH-OVH _ - _ AV KA Zeus seated l. on throne

Bust of L. Verus r., with back, himation about lower

wearing radiate crown, limbs; in extended r., phiale.

paludamentum and cui- [Pl. I. 4.]

rass.

Philip Senior.

2 ZE1'1 AVKMIOV¢IA|ITIT AAAICANAGHNKOIN ON

[ONC€] B[A] Bust of AV K

Philip Senior r., lau- A

reate, wearing paluda- O

 
 

 

mentum and cuirass. Herakles nude, standing to front,

head to r., r. hand resting on club,

iii 1. apples; lion’s skin over 1.

shoulder and arm.

[Same die as Num. Zez't., 1884,

p. 279, no. 119, pl. V. 17.]

[H. P. Borrell. Brought from

Iconium.1]

 

1 This coin was rightly attributed by Borrell (Num. Chen, 1846,

p. 2), transferred to Laranda by Waddington (Rev. Nunu, 1883,

pp. 56, 57), and restored to Dalisandus by Imhoof-Blumer (Num.

Zett., 1884, p. 279, no. 119, pl. v. 17) on the evidence of a coin, from

the same obv. die, in the Vienna collection.
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Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. ‘ Reverse.

 

 

Ls’)

ZE

ZE

'6

'65

'55

ICONIUM.

First Century as.

Head of Zeus r., laureate. ElKON[l]

ew[N]

 

[PL 1. 5.]

Imperz'al Ooinage.

With heads of Emperors.

Nero and Poppaea.

N €PWN KAlCAPC€

Head of

Nero r., laureate.

BACTOC

(NeP[wN|<A|cAP]c

GBACTOC)

AAPIANOC

AP Bare

Hadrian 1., drapery on

neck.

€lKON

[PL I. 6.]

Hadrian.

KA IC K/\AYA€| KO

over 1. arm.

[PL I. 7.]

Colonial Coinage.

Perseus, nude, stand

ing to 1.; in r.

harpe, in 1. head of Gorgon.

Tl'OTT'lTA lAC€BACTHKAAYA

|€(1)N Poppaea seated

l. on throne, in r. poppy heads(‘l),

1. resting on sceptre. [Whitta11.]

(UTOTTTTA I AC €B] ACTH K/\A

YA€lKO NI€(.0N)

[Whitta11.]

Nl€(DN

head of Perseus, nude, standing to front,

head r., in raised r. head of

Gorgon, in 1. harpe ; chlamys

[Wigan.]

(Colonia Aelia Hadriana Augusta Iconensium.)

(a) Without head of Emperor.

Draped bust of

Herakles r.;

shoulder, club.

bearded _. .. __ CQNI

behind

Perseus, nude,

standing to front, head to r., hold

ing in extended r. head of Gorgon,

in 1. harpe; chlamys over 1. arm:

border of dots. [Daniell.]
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No. Wt, Obverse. Reverse.

(b) With heads of Emperors.

Antoninus Pius.

11E '8 ANTONINO _ ___ COL ICO Athena standing

Head of Pius r., lau- to front, in r. Nike r. with wreath,

reate. l. resting on spear ; at her feet, to

1. serpent, to r. shield.

[Whittall.]

]E '8 ANTONIN VSAVG CO LICO Head of Athena r.,

PIVS Bust of Pius r., in crested Corinthian helmet.

laureate. [Pl. I. 8.]

Gordian III.

Jil1'45 IMPCAESMANGQR ICONIES IADRIACOL

DIANOS Bust Of [3 R] (in exergue)

Gordian III. r., lau- Tyche, wearing kalathos, seated l.

reate, wearing paluda— on throne (beneath which, wheel);

mentum and cuirass. in r. rudder, in l. cornucopiae ;

at her feet, upper part of figure

(river-god ‘l).

]E1‘25 (I M PCAES M A NT ICON! ENSICOLO

GORDIANVSAVG) SR (in exergue)

Similar type, but throne has high

back, and no river-god. [Pl. I. 9.]

IE 1'4 (1 M PCA ES M A NT COLAEL A DRICONIEN

 

 

GORDIANVS) S R (in exergue)

Priest, veiled, ploughing to r.

with two humped oxen; in back

ground, two military standards;

in exergue, a small harpe’.Z

 

[Bank Collection.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Tranquillina. ~

11 as -8 SABTRANQVILLIN ____e NSIVM ' The three

_ __ Bust of Tranquillina Graces.1

r., wearing stephane, [Bunbury Sale II., lot 55.]

crescent at shoulder.

Gallienus.

12 re -9 lMPFPLlCGALLl€ lCONI€ NCOLO

NVFPF/‘=-. Bust of S‘ R (in field) .

Gallienus r., wearing Athena, helmeted, standing to

radiate crown, paluda- front, head 1., r. hand extended,

mentum and cuirass. 1. resting on spear, round which

- serpent twines; at her feet, to 1., ‘

shield. [Pl. 1. 10.]

13 fl] '9 (same die.) ICONI €NCOLO

S R (in field)

Herakles, nude, standing to front, ~

-head 1.; r. resting on club, in l.

lion’s skin.

[PL 1. 11.] M. Ramsay.]

14 E '95 (same die.) (same die.)

15 E '9 (same die.) IC ONIG NCQLQ

S R (in field) I

Perseus, nude, standing to front,

head 1., feet winged; in r., head

of Gorgon; in 1., harpe and

chlamys.

[Pl. I. 12.] . [Whitta1l.]_

16 3 PE '95 (same die.) (same die.)

1 Op. Imhoof-Blumer, Monnaies c/recqaes, p. 346, no. 116.

 



IGONIUM.

1‘/Q’;-’:'_1' Obverse. Reverse.

PE '9 (same die.) ICOHI€N COLO

. R (in exergue)

Tyche seated 1., as on no. 9.

[Bank Collection]

ZE '95 IM PFPLICGALLI€ ICONI€N$IVHOCO[L] (sic)

NVFPFA Similar S R (in exergue)

bust r. Wolf to r., suckling twins.

ZE1'2 IMCPLI GALLIENI CONIENSIVMCOL

VSAV Bust of Gallie- S R (in exergue)

nus r., wearing diadem, Similar type.

paludamentum and cui- [PL I. 13.]

 

1‘&SS.
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Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

L\'>

2E '95

E 1'25

ZE1'1

ILISTRA.

M. Aurelius.

AYTOK-KAICAP M I/\lCTP€(L)[NKOlN0]N/\YKA

AYPHANTWCGB O[Nl]AC Zeus seated to 1.,

Bust of M. Aurelius? wearing himation; in r. phiale,

1., laureate 3 in field, l. resting on sceptre.

to 1., M and another

monogram.

[Cf. Waddington, Rev. Nam., 1883, 25, no. 1.]

Lucilla.

AOYKI/\[/\A] C€B I/\lCTP€KOlN [AYKAONI]

ACTH Bust of Lucilla AC Athena, helmeted, standing

r., wearing stephane. to front, looking 1.; l. rests on

spear, r. holds phiale over altar;

at her feet, behind, shield.

[Pl. 1. 14.]

Philip Senior.

AYKM|OY¢|A| TIIT |/\|CTP€(.l.lNKO|N AYKAO

0[CC]€B Bust of NIAC Zeus seated to 1. on throne

Philip Senior 1., wear- with back, wearing himation; in

ing radiate crown and r. phiale, l. resting on sceptre; at

paludamentum. his feet, eagle 1., head 1:.

[Same die as coin in Paris [P1. 1. 15.]

Coll., and Inv. Wadd.,

4776, described as lau

reate, Rev. Nv/m., 1883,

p. 52, no. 3.]

 

Philip Junior.

III/\|¢ l/101/\YO|M'|/\|CT-P€(L)NKOlN O N /\Y

(sic) A>|QO1T KAON IAC Herakles, nude, stand

Bare-headed bust of

Philip Jun. 1. 1ion’s skin, r. resting on club.

 

[Pl. I. 16.]

ing to front, looking r. 3 in l._

 



LARRANDA‘-.

Severa r., wearing ste

phane.

 

 

..N°' Wt‘ 18123.1 . Obverser Reverse.

L A R A N D A.

Philip Senior.

1 ZE1_"35 AVKM|0V<l>|A|[lT]TT C€B/\APANA€ HNMHTPO

OCCGB Bust KO IN

of Philip Senior r., O

wearing radiate crown, N

paludamentum and cui- Herakles, nude, standing to front,

rass (decorated with looking 1.; in 1. lion’s skin, r.

gorgoneion ’l). resting on club. .

[P1. ti. 1.]

Otacilia Severa.

2 j E -95 MHTAKIAI swce [C€]B/\APAN AGHN

'OVH PAN Bust of MH TPO

CGB Otacilia Tyche, wearing turreted crown,

seated l. on rock; in r. ears of

corn, 1. resting on seat; at her

feet, upper

swimming 1.

part of river-god

[P1. II. 2.]

 

  



10 LYCAONIA.

  

 

    

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

L Y S T R A.

(Colonia Iulia Felix Gemina Lystra.)

Augustus.

1 E 1'05 IMPE AVGVBTI COLIVL -

Head of Augustus 1., FEIGEM '

laureate; behind, cornu- [L]VSTRA (in exergue)

copiae. Priest, veiled, ploughing to 1. with

yoke of humped oxen.

[P1. -11. 3.]

Faustina Junior.

2 E '8 [F]/\VSTINA AV COLIVL [LV]STRA Tyche,

[G]V _ _ _ Bust of wearing disk and horns on head,

Faustina Junior r., veil,- long chiton and peplos,

small disk and horns ('1) seated to 1., head facing, on rock;

above head. r. hand holding ears of corn, 1.

- resting on rock ; at her feet, bust

of river-god swimming to 1.1

3 4-E '85 (FAVSTINA AVG (COLIVL LVSTRA)

_ _ _ [P1. II. 4.]

[W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

Same dies as preceding.

1 On these .,coins both the Empress and the Tyche appear to be

identified with Isis.

 

 



PARLAIS. 11

  

 

 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

P A R L A I S.

Julia Domna.

1 IE '9 IVLIAD0 MNAAVG IVLAVGCO LPARLAIS

Bust of Domna 1. Men, wearing Phrygian cap,

chiton, chlamys and high boots,

standing to r., 1. foot on bu

cranium; in l. pine-cone, r. rest

ing on spear.

2 [E '9 (same dies.) [Devon]

[Pl. 11. 5.]

3 1E '85 (IVLIA DOMNA, (lVL'AVG- C OL-PARLAIS)

bust r.)

4 IE '8 IVLIA DOMI/IA ____ LPARLAIS Tyche

Bust of Domna r. standing to 1., in r. rudder, in l.

cornucopiae. [Bank Ool1ection.]

[P1. II. 6.]

  

 

 

 
 



12 ‘LYGAONIA.

  

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

S A V A T R A.

Antoninus Pius.

1 /E -s 'AVTKAiAAP ANT CAOVA ' TP€flN Athena,
HNINOC Bust of wearing helmet, long chiton and

Antoninus Pius r., lau- peplos, standing to l. ; with r.

reate, wearing paluda- drops incense on thymiateriou;

mentum and cuirass. in 1.‘ spear, at foot of which, shield.

[W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

[PL 11. 7 .]

2 [E105 AVTKAICAAP AN CAOVA TP€.Q.N Nude male

TTIN INOC Head of figure, bearded, standing to 1. 5 in

Antoninus Pius r., lau- 1'. two ears of corn, 1. rests on

reate. long reed; at his feet, to 1., a fish.

[Pl. II. 8.] [Wigan.]

3 EE 1 AVTKAICAAPIAN CAOVA TP€.Q.N Tyche,

TON€lNOCC€B(sic) wearing turreted crown, long

 

  

Similar. chiton and peplos, seated l. on

chair; in r. rudder, in l. cornu

copiae“ [Pl. II. 9.]

 

  



ISAURIA.

Apollo

Apollo,

branch

cuirass,

head 1.1

No. Wt. Obverse. l Reverse.

I S A U R A.

Caracalla.

1 ‘ Z111 AVKMAV ANTHNI MH TPO no/\ enc

N0 C Bust of young ICA\/PH (in ex )

Caracalla r., laureate, N '

wearing cuirass with Temple with four twisted Ionic

gorgoneion. columns, and phiale or shield in

pediment; within, bearded bust

on column to 1. [Wigan.]

2 [E105 AV-K-M~AV~ ANTH MHT PQT1 0/\€ HCIC

N€|NOC Similar bust. AYPf\N (in ex.)

Similar type, but arch over central

intercolumniation, nothing in pedi

ment, and bust to r. [Pl. II. 10.]

3 2151 1'05 Same die as no. 1. MHTPO T10 /\€HCICA

VP HN (in ex.)

and the Emperor; on r.

nude, to l., in l. laurel

held downwards, with his

r. he places uncertain object in

1'. hand of Emperor, who stands

to r., wearing paludamentum and

resting with l. on spear;

between them, hind lying to r.,

[Wigan.]

1 Described by Waddington (Rev. Nwm., 1883, p. 38, no. 2) as

Hermes, holding caduceus, leaning on spear, and giving hand to

Herakles who holds club. What he takes for the caduceus is,

however, the first O of the legend; and comparison with no. 4

makes it probable that the above description is correct.

 



14 ISAURIA.

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

4 A111‘ Same die as no. 2. MHTPQTIO /\€f\C ICAVP

HN Similar type, but Apollo

(who has long hair) gives a square

object (diptych 2) to the Emperor; i

hind to 1.; in exergue, small altar.1

['W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

[P]. II. 11.]

Geta Caesar.

5 E '8 I-IO=C€IT F€TACK MHTPOITO /\€f\CICAVP '

Bare-headed bust of H N (in field)

Geta r.,wearing cuirass. Herakles standing to front, look

ing r.; r. resting on club, in 1.

lion’s skin.

Julia Mamaea.

6 rm-15 IOVAIA [M]AM€A MHTPQTIO/\€ n CICAVP

    
 

Bust of Julia fiN Artemis standing to 1., in r.

Mamaea r. how, 1. resting on sceptre.

[P]. II. 12.] [Whittal1.]

1 Cp. Sir H. Weber’s coin, Nam. C71/ron., 1896, p. 28, no. 59,

pl. iii. 12 (from the same dies).

 

 



OILIOIA.

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. ' Reverse.

ZE 1'05

1E '85

 

ADANA

For coins struck at Adana in the time of Antiochus IV.

(13.0. 175-164) reading ANTIOXEQN TSZN TIPOZ

TQI ZAPQI see Babelon, Rois do Sg/vie, pp. ci., cii.

Head of Demeter? r.,

veiled; behind, eagle 1.,

head 1'.

radiate head r.

[PL III. 1.]

Head of Demeter r., wear

ing stephane and veil ;

behind, AP: border of

dots.

Head

veiled : border of dots.

Head of Artemis r., wear- AAAN E_Q_[N]

no. 1 ; in field 1., A?

0'?

ing

behind shoulder: bor

Uii'ca B.C. l64—Imperial Times.

Oountermark :

of Demeter r.,

 

AA/-\ N EQ.[ N]

himation over lower limbs, seated

1., l. resting on sceptre, in 1'. Nike;

in field to l. uncertain monograms,

E and I-P?

AAAN E.QN

preceding; in field 1., IZI

[AIIAAN EQN

no. 1 ; in field 1., IA

Zeus, wearing

Similar type to

Similar type to

M

[Of. Invent. Wadd., no. 4042.]

stephane ; bow

der of dots.

Similar type to

 



16 CILICIA.

 
 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

5 E '9 Head of Apollo r., lau- [A]AAN E[.Q.N]_ Similar‘ type to

reate, hair in long curls: no. 1 ; back to throne; in field 1.,

border of dots. B, The whole in wreath.

HZ ~

[P1. 111. 2.]_

6 IE '9 Same die as preceding. AAANEQN Similar to pre

ceding, but monograms obscure.

7 V E '95 Bust of Athena r., wear- AAAN EQN Nike advancing 1.,

ing. crested Corinthian in l. palm-branch, in extended r.

helmet and aegis :- bor- wreath ;. in field 1., /\Y

der of dots. CAN

€Y

MA 1

[PL 111. 3.];

8 12E '7' Turreted head of City r.: AAANEQN Eagle standing

border of dots. on car of corn ; in field 1., g

[Pl. 111. 4.]

9 1E '85 Veiled and turreted head AAAN E_QN Horse standing 1.;

of City r.: border of beneath, inscription illegible?

dots?

10 E '8 Head of Zeus r., laureate: AAAN E.Q.N Hermes, nude,

border of dots. standing to 1.; in l. caduceus

and chlamys, in r. purse ‘l 5 in

field 1., EYMA('l) border of dots

W’

N I KA

[P]. III. 5.]

11 PE '8 Similar to preceding. AAANESIN Hermes, wearing

petasos, standing to 1.; in 1.

caduceus, in extended r. uncer

tain object; in field 1., MQYQ:

border of dots.

1 Both forms E, e are clear.

   

 

 



ADANA.

 
    

 

No. Wt. Obverse. j Reverse.

Early; Imperial Times.

(a) Without heads of Emperors. ,

12 [E '7 Veiled female head r-._:. AAANEQVI Horse Walking 1. ;

border of dots. in front, AZ 2: border of dots.

[Cf. Invent. Waddington, no. 4045.]

Time of Hadrian or later.

13 PE '7‘ Head of Zeus r.,laureate: AAPIANHN AAA NGHN

border of dots.. Half-length figure of youthful

river-god (Saros) to front on

basis, looking r., 1. raised, r. sunk

in attitude of swimming: border

of dots. [Bunbury Sale II., 383.]

[P1. III. 6.]

14 IE '65 Head of Zeus r.,1aureate: AAP|ANf\NAAAN€f\N

border of dots. Eagle to front, wings displayed,

head 1'.: border of dots.

[Pl- III. 7.]

(b) With heads of" Emperors.

Julia Domna.

15 ZE1'25 IOVAIAAQMNA AAP|AN(L)N ,AAAN€(.UN

[N '8] CGBACTHN Dionysos, wearing long chiton,

'Bust of Julia Domna standing to front, looking r. 3

r. (Countermark: Nike 1.. rests on thyrsos, r. holds

1., with wreath and kantharos ; at his feet, 1., panther

palm-branch.) seated l.,_.looking back.

Plautilla.

16 ZE1'6 <l>OYAOYlAN1T/\AY AAPlA Nil) N-AAAN €(D'N

TIAAANCEBA CT The Emperor wearing toga on r.

HN Bust of Plautilla standing 1., and the Empress on l.

r. ;. in front, crescent 5. standing r., joining 1'. hands.

behind, star. (Counter

mark: Nike 1., with

wreath and palm-,

branch.

 

 



18 CILIGIA.

    

N0 Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Elagabalus.

17 E12 AVTKAlM'AYP-AN AAP- (1%-'.\/-A NT.O.I/l€II/IOV-1T

T . . . . . OC-C6 OAAAI/16.014 Prize vase eon

Bust of Elagabalus r., taining palm-branch, and inscribed

laureate, wearing palu- l€P:OlK

damentum and cuirass. [P1. III. 8.]

Maximus Caesar.

18 E125 [F-l]OV-OVH-MAZI M[AE]lMlANflN AAANE

MOC-KAICAP Bust (1,) N Dionysos, wearing long

of Maximus r., bare- chiton, standing to 1.; in 1.

headed, wearing cuirass. thyrsos held transversely, in r.

oenochoe; beside him on r., circular

bomos; at his feet, on 1., panther r.

looking up.1 [P1, III. 9.]

Gordian III. and Tranquillina.

19 IE 1'15 AYTKMANTFOPAI CAB€ I NTPANKY/\/\€lNAN

ANOCC€B Bust of A A [CGB

Gordian III. r., wear- A N

ing radiate crown and € A H ‘

paludamentum.

Bust of Tranquillina r., wearing

stephane.

Volusian.

2‘) ZE 1-05 AVTKTPA¢l"~A/\/\O AAP-AAAN ems

C OVO AOVOAO CCI 0| K~AIO (in ex.)

ANOC (sic) Bust of Male figure (Hermes), wearing

Volusian r., wearing short chiton and petasos, standing

radiate crown, paluda- to 1. ; in 1. winged caduceus, in r.

mentum and cuirass. palm-branch held downwards; in

front of him, on four-legged table,

prize vase containing palm-branch.2

[Pl. III. 10.]

1 Cp. Mionn., Supp. vii., p. 193, no. 184. Both forms n and (Q

are clear.

2 Cp. Bert. Bl., v., p. 22, pl. lv., no. 9; Invent. Waddington, 4058,

and a coin of Beroea in Macedon (Montagu Sale II., 173) now in the

British Museum.

 
  

 



ADANA.

Metal. '

 

 
 

  

 

No. Wt. Sue. Obverse.. Reverse.

Valerian Senior.

Bust of Valerian Senior Zeus, wearing himation over ‘lower

r., laureate, wearing limbs and 1. shoulder, seated 1.;

paludamentum and cui- 1. resting on sceptre, r. holding

rass. phiale.

21, 1E 1'2 AVKAIITOVAIK OV AAPI ANUJN A AAN€(.ON

A/\€PIANOC€B (sic) P. Borrell.]

22 [E 1'3 AVKAIITOVAIKO V AAP IANCON A AAN€(L)N

A/\€P|ANOCC€B

23 1'15 Similar to preceding. AAPIA NUJNA AAN€I.ON

24 }E1'15 AVKAIITOVAIK _ _ AAPI AN\|,/N AAANGUIN

[Devon]

Gallienus.

25 E 1 AVITOTT/\[l]K FA/\ A APIANUJ NAAAN€(L)N

/\IHNOCC€B Bust

of Gallienus r., wearing

radiate crown, paluda

mentum and cuirass.

Female figure seated l. on throne

with back; in l. sceptre, in r.

wreath? or phiale

handle?

 

with long

 



C1LICIA.

‘ N0. Wt.

1 Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

'85

AIEGEAE.

Second and First Centuries 13.0.

Head of City r., veiled Bridled horse’.s head 1.; above and

and turreted:

of dots.

(no veil.)

border below, inscription; -in field r..,

monogram or letters.

A I FEAI Q N

(no inscription below.)

,[Pl. 111. 1-1.]

 

AIFEALQN

TH ZIEPAZ

KAI

AYT0NOMOY

[Bunbury Sale II., 383.]

-[P1. 111. 12.]

 

AIFEAIQN

THZIEPAZ

KAI

AYT°N°M'°Y

[All'EA.l.Q.N

THZIEP[AZ

KAI

AYT<>N°M°Y

=*[Pl. an. 13.]
 

AIFEAIQN

THZIEPAZ

Q
KA I

AYT0NOM0Y

[Payne Knight.]_

 



A-lllG‘EA'-E.

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

10

Bearded head of Herakles

r. : border of -dots.

THZI EPA[Z]

' KAI
-. AYTONOMOY

-[AIFEAIQN]

mas

-KAI

AVTONOMOV

-1[AlI']€AI.Q[N]

THCIGPAC

EM‘?

AI[l'E]N-Q-[N1

._(Inscription below obscure: border

of dots.)

_[Al]I'EAlnN

[T]HZlEPAZ

[K]A-IAZYAOY

Club and bow in bow-case; above

and below, inscription.

Al|'EAI.Q[N]

THZl[-EPAZ]

KAlAYTON0[M0Y]

AIFEALQN

‘THZIEPAZ

[KA] lAYT0N0[MOY]

'[Pl. III. 14.]

Head of Zeus r., laureate: AIFEALQN Athena standing to

linear border. 1., holding in r. Nike, 1. support

ing spear and shield; in field 1.,

EP [Woodhouse.]

[Pl. W. 1.]

 



22. CILICIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

13 E '7 Head of Athena r., in AIl"EAl_Q[N] Goat standing 1.;

crested Corinthian hel- border of dots.

met; long curls on

neck: border of dots.

Bust of Athena r., wear- Goat lying to r.': border of dots.

ing crested Corinthian

helmet : border of dots. _

14 [E '75 (spear over 1. shoulder.) A[Il"E]A|.Q.[N]

ZEP

AN _ _

[Bunbury Sale II., 383.]

[Pl. Iv. 2.]

15 2E '65 _ ep

Al

A||'€AI/TN

[Pl. IV. 3.]

16 2E '65 €P

AI I-€ _ _

[Bunbury Sale II., 383.]

17 1E 75 AlI'EAI.Q[N] Beneath, uncertain

Q inscription.

18 E '7 I Head of king r., dia- AI|'€ Nikeiadvancing 1.,

. demed: border of dots’? AIHN M% with wreath in

AT r., palm-branch

in 1. : border of dots.‘ ,

[Pl. IV. 4.]

19 IE '75 Head of king? (different AIFE Similar type; in field

from preceding) r. AIQN 1'-, AN

T

[Payne Knight]

 



AEGEAE. 23

N0 Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Imperial Times.

.(a) Without head of Emperor.

20 IE 1'3 . Bust of Asklepios r., wear- AIFEAIQN Hygieia standing 1.,

ing taenia; in front, wearing peplos round lower limbs

serpent-staff: border of and over 1. arm, feeding serpent

dots. from phiale in 1.; in field 1., un

certain inscription, |.-pg

‘ <I>H2

BOH

-[PL IV. 5.]

(b) With heads of Emperors.

Claudius.

21 E1 Head of Claudius r., lau- AIFG 100’;

reatei; inscription obli- AIIIN in wreath. ::A.D.

terated. ,€TP('l) 54

Hadrian.

SILVER.

22 ZR1'O5 AYTOKPKAIZ ,TP" ETOYZ-TTP AIFEAIIIN 180

AIAAAPIANOZEB Eagle to front, wings displayed, =A,1)_

(sic) Bust of Hadrian r., head r., standing on arrow; below, 133-3-4.

laureate, wearing cui- goat lying r.

rass. (Wt. 201 grs.)

[Pl. IV. 6.]

Commodus.

23 [E16 AVTKAIMA-_ K0 KOMOAIANUJNAAPIANUIN 234

MMOAOCAN Bust A|I'€AI(L)N€ TOV =x.o.

of Commodus r., lau- in ex., A/\C 187-88

reate, wearing paluda- Busts of Sarapis on r. (1., wearing

mentum and cuirass. kalathos) and Isis on 1. (r., wear

ing disk and horns) confronted.

[PL ‘IV. 7 .]

 

 



2:4 ' C‘ILICIAa

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

Date.

24

25

26

[E1

£E1'2

.2131 1'25

IE 1'15

 
 

Geta.

1T€€FQTA CKAI __ I-nseription~ obscure;.1 within wreath,

Bare head of Geta r. goat lying 1. and above it C

[Bunbury Sale II.,. 383.]

Macrinus.

AVT- K-M--0'11-'C €V' MAKPI NOV1-l'O€ F€9.NMA€

MAKPINOC Bust of ‘\'/T]'l~9€ 2 Elpis advancing to 1., in

Macrinus r., wearing r. flower, 1. raises skirt -of chiton;

radiate crown, paluda- in field 1., ITI and goat lying 1.

mentum and cuirass. looking. back, r. C

[PL iv. 8.]

Al

FEAIQN

MAKPINOY

1T0/”\€Vl'

1Tl@€O¢

AZC

The whole inscrip

tion in wreath, at

top of which 0,

at bottom goat

lying 1.

Similar.

Macrinus and Diadumenianus.

AVTK/V\OlTC€VN\A MAKP|NOV' TTM€VFTIAI'F

KPINOCK __ _ QQ N ' Bust of young Dionysos3

QNIN (in ex.) r., thyrsos over 1. shoulder; in

Busts of Macrinus on 1. front, bunch of grapes; behind, A

(r., radiate) and Diadu- I

menian on r. (1., bare

headed) confronted.

[Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 543, no. 31.]

[Pl. 1V, 9.] [Devon.]

 

.1 Possibly C€YH PlANU)N%/,AAIF€(IJ‘N?éM

2 I. e. MaKpwov1ro(7u'rc'6y) ’Eq/éwu Ma(xeddywu)-' Ez’r(yez/oiis) l'II.(o"1'fis)

®e(o4nAoz7s).

3 Altar inscribed A101/flow Ka)x7tmoiprrw xai. A1’7)un'rpz K[a]pno¢dpw,

Heberdey-Wilhelm, p. 16, no. 44.

 

263

=A.D.

217

264

:=A.D.
217-18 1

264

=A.D.

217-18

 



AEGEAE.

No.
Size.

Metal.

Obverse. Reverse. Date.

28

29

30

32

213112

1E1'15

E 1'05

fEl'l5

IE 1'05

Z:ll1'15

M-0T[€/\-ANT.Q.N€l

NOCK A I Bare

headed bust of Dia

dumenian r., wearing

paludamentum and cui

rass.

Same die as preceding.

Same die as preceding.

(Same die.)

M-0IT€A- [ANTQ N

€]|NOC|< Similar

head r.

MAOITA N TQN1 N O

C _ _ Bare-headed bust

of Diadumenian r.,

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass. In counter

 

mark, head r.

type. In countermark,

Diadumenian.

MAK P I NQVI-TOGF€.QNMA€

VTTIGE Hermes, nude, standing

to front, head 1. ; in r. purse, in l.

caduceus and chlamys; in field 1.,

1'I and goat lying 1. looking back,

r.C

[-91

Uncertain countermark.

[PL 1v. 10.~]'

AIC

All'€.QN (in ex.)

[PL Iv. 11.]

.MAKPl N0V1TM€VI'

mreow (in ex.)

All-€Q.N (in ex.)

Goat lying r.

 

MAK P I N O‘V~TTQ -M- €V I‘-HI

Al F€.QN Beardless male

head r., diademed; in front, AZ

C

Goat standi-ng r., two torches attached

to horns; in front, branch; above,

MAKPINOVTT M€V 1TO(sic)

TF9

IWAKPI NOV TIM€VFH[G]

[Devon.]

MAK.P€lNOY1TM€Vl"|T6

[AHFAIQN (in. ex.)

[Devon.]

263

=A.D.

2117

264

=A.D.'

217-18

  



26 CILICIA.

N0 Obverse. Reverse. Date.~

34 E12 MOTIANTQNINOC MAl<Pe|No___Tr9 264 '

KAIC[A P] Bare- AIFAIQN (in ex.) =A.D.

headed bust of Diadu- Goat lying r.; above, A 217-18

menian r., wearing ZC '

paludamentum and cui

rass.

35 A3 1'l5‘Same die as no. 28. MAKPINOVTI mrMevrn

IC _ .. War-galley r., with sail set.

Severus Alexander.

36 ZEP5 AVTKMAVPC€VA/\ AAPIAA€.?.ANAPOVTIO...__ 275

€ZA[NAP]O[C]C€B (UN Bust of Athena1 r., in crested =A-D

Bust of Severus A1ex- Corinthian helmet; in field 1. €, 228-29

ancler r., laureate, wear- r. QC 2

ing paludamentum and

cuirass.

37 E '85 AVTKMAVCGOVA MAK€VF _ - -. 278

A _ _ _ Bust of Severus NGOKOPOV . =A.D.

Alexander r., laureate. Al ['6 _ _ (In ex‘) 231- 32

Boot2 1.; issuing from it, uncertain .

object; in field 1. H ‘I, r. 0

[PL v. 1.] C

Herennia Cupressenia Etruscilla. ,_

38 [E105 €PKVTIP€_- --_K AII'€AIWN N€WKOPOV6€ 296 '

I/\/\AC€BA Bust of O(N/\OVC Veiled and -turreted =4-11

Herennia Etruscilla r., bust of the City r.; in field 1. 5', 249-50

wearing stephane; cre- r. QC '

scent at shoulder. [Pl. V. 2.]

' 1 Cf. the inscription quoted on p. 27.

9 Op. Mionnet, iii., p. 544, no. 35, “Pied humain, chaussé du

cothurne et entouré d’un serpent.” The “serpent” is perhaps a

boot-lace ; on our coin the lace is not fastened round the boot, but .

loose in the field. '

 



AEGEAE. 27

NO LSi);:.1. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Valerian Senior.

39 1E1'25 AVK _ _ - A/\€PIA AIFAIIDNN€I.ONAVAPXIAOC

NOCC€B Bust of The Emperor, wearing toga, hold

Valerian Sen. r., lau- ing standard (I) in 1., standing to 1.;

reate, wearing paluda- sacrificing with phiale in r. over

mentum and cuirass; flaming altar in front of distyle

in front, serpent-staff. arched temple seen from the side.

[PL V. 4.] [Bank Coll.]

40 A5115 AYKAIITQYAIKOYA AIFAI(UNN€UJN [AVA]PX 300

/\€P|ANOCC€B Artemis1 huntress, wearing short =A.D.

Bust of Valerian Sen. chiton and hunting-boots, stand 253-54

r., wearing radiate ing r. ; in extended 1., bow; with

crown, paludamentum r. draws arrow from quiver behind

and cuirass. her back; at her feet, on 1. stag

‘ standing 1., on r. hound r.; in

field l., €T [Pl. V. 5.]

T

41 [E132 AVTKITA|KOVAA€ € -_ - _ _ VAPXNAVAPX I(sic)

PIANOC Bust of Eagle standing to r., head 1.,

Valerian Sen. r., lau- wings half displayed.

reate, wearing paluda

mentum and cuirass.

42 4'31 ~[AV]KA1TOV[/\I] KO Al|‘€Al(I)N[N€] (0NA[V]AP ..

VA A 6 P I A N O C€ B Tyche, wearing kalathos, standing

(sic) Bust of Valerian to 1.; in r. rudder, in l. cornu

Sen. r., wearing radiate copiae; at her feet on r., goat

crown. lying r., head 1.; in field 1., ET

T

[Devon]

‘ Inscription on a basis mentioning (I>I)u1r1rov 51$ iepao'ci,u.[61/ov 706]

Arts nod 'riis"I-lpas n[al Tiis] ’A[61)]z/ds :r[al] @606 Zeflaofrofi] K[a]l0ap0x

Kal Ka'rao'|cevoio'|:a1/'ra] éx vcfiv Z[6][au¢ dv'o‘pw'uI'ra Ai['youas] ’Apre'[;.u6o]s

aim 1-'7; 1|'ap[6]0'['r')1Kvla e’2\o€¢w? K.T.A., Heberdey-Wilhelm, p. 14, no. 39.

    



2'8 CIL‘IC*IA.- .

 

43

Metal.

Size.
Obverse., Reverse. Date.

E105

Gallienus.

AKITOV/\|[K]|'AA/\|

HNOCC€B Bust of

Gallienus r., wearing

radiate crown, paludal

mentum and cuirass,

A1 . . .. N N'€(l)KNA\/AP

Herakles and Apollo, both nude,

standing to front, looking at each

other, arms on each other’s shoul

ders; Herakles, on 1., rests r.. on

club; Apollo, on r., rests l. on

chelys; in exergue,- T

[PL v. 3..]

 

 

 

300

=A.D.

253-54

 



ALEXANDRIA AD ISSUM. 2-9 '

 

 

 

   

City) r. : border of dots.

[Pl. v. 8.]

1 The era is the Pompeian-Cilician of 67 13.0. No. 5 is of, or after,

33-34 A.D. It is possible that the date on this coin is IP, which

would give 40-41 A.D.

 

No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

ALEXANDRIA AD ISSUM.

Antiochus IV. of Syria.

175-164 13.0.

1 is '6 Round Macedonian shield; A/\E_'-_'',ANAPE_Q_[N] ' Nike to

in centre, head of An- 1., r. extended holding (wreath 7),

tiochus IV. r., radiate. l. hanging by her side. -

[Montagu Sale II., 176.]

[P]. v. 6.]

First Century B.G.

2 E '8 Head of Alexander r. A/\EZANAPE.Q[N] Zeus,

' as youthful Herakles, himation over 1. shoulder and

wearing lion’s skin: lower part of body, standing 1.;

border of dots. in extended r., wreath ; in field 1.,

g and another monogram.

Similar. AA EZANAPE.Q[N] Zeus,

fully draped (2), standing to 1.; in

raised r., wreath; in field 1., ‘RR

the whole in wreath.

- Pl. .7.3 IE '85 [ V

4 All '8 (Same dies as preceding.)

Imperial Times.‘

(a) VVith0ut head of Emperor.

.5 '75 Turreted female bust. (the [A/\]EZ[A N] Tyche standing 1. ; 100 +7

APEQN in r. rudder, in

l. cornucopiae; in field 1., ET

P

border of dots.

 

(Of. Eckhel, D.N., iii., 40.)

 



CILICIA.

M t .

SL2] Obverse. _ Reverse. Date.

 

E '75 AVTKMA[AN] Tfi AAGSANAP €!'\ N[l<ATIC 282

(b) With head of Emperor.

Caracalla.

NINOCC€B Bust of CO] The Emperor, wearing =A.D.

Caracalla r., laureate. military dress, standing to front, 215-16

looking 1.; in r.‘phiale, in 1. '

spear held transversely and palm

damentum; in field 1., GTB TTC

[Pl. v. 9. From the same die as

Mionnet, iii., p. 549, no. 64.]

 

 

  



ANAZABBUS . 31

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

Date.

'85

A N A Z A R B U S.

First Century 13.0.

Head of Zeus r., laureate: ANAZAPB _ _ Female figure

border of dots. (Tyche), wearing kalathos, stand

ing to 1.; in r. wreath, in 1.

cornucopiae ; in field 1., the

whole in wreath. [Devon.]

[Pl. V. 10.]

Imperial Times.

(a) Without head of Emperor.

Veiled female bust (Per

sephone) r.; in front,

two ears of corn and

poppy-head 1: border of

dots. -

KA ICAP[Yl'lANA] ET

ZAP

[P1. v. 11.]

Veiled female bust (Demeter) r.,

wearing poles; in front, flaming

torch: border of dots.

BAP

KA [ICIIAPYI-IANA [€T]

ZAP (Same die as

preceding.)

I‘/\P(?)

(b) With heads of Emperors. '

Claudius.

TIB€PIOCI<AA[VA|] l<AI E Tyche, wearing turreted

OCKA I CAP Bare A P€_Q_N crown and veil, seated

head of Claudius r. r. on rock; in r., ears of corn;

beneath her feet, river-god Pyra

mos ('1); behind, ETOYE E

[Pl. V. 12.]

[The attribution of this coin to Anazarbus is doubtful]

1 Of. the coin in the Hunter Collection, Combe, pl. xiv. 4.

 

132

=A.D.

113-14

133

=A.D.

114-15

 



32 GILICIA.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

10

'85

'75

E 1'05

'85

'85

PE ,1 '5

(broken)

 

 

KAAYAIOC _ _

Laureate head of Clau

dius r.

KAICAP€flN _ _'

Veiled and turreted female bust

(the City) r. ; in front, €TOYC%

[Pl. v. 13.]

 

Nero.

Inscription obscure. Head GTOYC '%_’/%,[I<AICAP] €I\N

of Nero r., laureate. Female figure seated l. on throne,

Countermark: radiate r. extended holding uncertain

head r. object; at her feet, amphora.1

Domitian.

AYTOKAIGEYIO 2 KAIZAPEQN FF|(?)ANASA

AOM ITIANOZZEF PBS). Veiled and turreted female

EP Head of Domitian r., bust r.; in intervals of turrets,

laureate; behind, star: stars; in front, ETOY

fillet border. IBP?

[Pl. V. 14.]

KAIEAPEQN rfi [ANJAZP

ABQ (sic) Elpis walking 1., in

raised 1'. flower, 1. raising skirt of

chiton; in field, ETO YE

IB P

[PL

AYTOKAIGEYIAOM

I TIANOEEEFEP

Head of Domitian r.,

laureate; behind, star.

v1. 2. Same die as Invent.

Wadd., 4111, p1. IX. 26.]

 

Domitian and Domitia.

Head and titles of Domi- KAlEAPEI1N[AOMl]TlA[E]

tian; behind head, star. EBA[TH Bust of Domitia 1.;

(Same die as preceding.) [above, star 1]. [Bank Co1lection.]

[KAlZ]APES2NTfTANA SAP

B.Q.AOM[ETlAZEBAZTH

Bust of Domitia 1.; above, star;

in field 1., ETOYZ r. '|_|"-[3

[PL VI. 1.]

Cf. Z.f. N., xii., p. 330, pl. xiii. 11.

1 or. the coin discussed by Eckhel, D.N., iii., p. 45.

AYTOKAI9E[YIOZ

AOMI]TIANOZZ

EI-EP Head of

Domitian r., laureate;

behind, star.

 

 

1122

=A.D.

93-94

112

=A.D.

93-94

113

=A.D.

94-95

 



ANAZARBUS. 33

No Obverse. Reverse. Dete

Antoninus Pius.

11 E '9 AYTKTAIAA . _ _ _ KAlCAP€f\NTf\NITP _ _ _ 178

(Inscription obscure.) Veiled and turreted female bust =A-D

Head of Pius r., radiate; (the City) r. ; in front, HOP 159-60

in front, uncertain letter

(lT'l)1

M. Aurelius and L. Verus.

M. Aurelius and L. Verus, KAITHN TTPO CTH ANA

each wearing toga and ZA Facade of decastyle temple, ,

giving the other his r. with star in pediment; in exergue,

hand; M. Aurelius, on GTBTTP

1., holds roll in 1.

12 IE '9 ___ HNI NOVKAI [Pl. VI. 3. Same die as Mionnet, 182

' OVHP ._ .. _ iii., p. 551, no. 71.] =A.D.

163-64

13 IE 95 CGBACANT HN € [H. P. Borre1l.] ,,

lN[OVKAlOVHP O].

MONO1 A (Same

die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 551, no. 71.)

Crispina.

14 E '8 [K]PlCTT€|NA 'C€B ANAZAPB€ (0N€TOYC9‘~| 199

ACTH Bust of Cris- [P] Veiled and turreted bust of :A,D_

pina r. City r. 180-81

Caracalla.

15 IE 1-4 --- AVC€OVHPOC ANAZAPBOVMHTPO HOA 232

___ Bust of youthful €(.0C€TB/\C '::A.D.

Caracalla r., laureate, KOINOBQV (in ex) 213-14

wearing cuirass. AION '

Fem-ale figure (the Koinoboulion)

seated l. on chair; in 1. cornu

copiae, r. holding ballot ('1) and

resting on r. knee; in front,

amphora and tree; in field, F R

 

  

 

1 Possibly Tl‘ also stood in the 1. field.

  



34 CILICIA.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

16

17

18

/1111‘

[E '85

ZEl'l5

[E 1'1

IE 1'3

 

OC-K

menian r., bare-headed.

AVTKM AVANTHN

€I NO _ _ Head of

Elagabalus r., wearing

radiate crown.

AVTKMAVP ANT

fiN€INOC CEB

Bust of Elagabalus r.,

laureate, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

AV K MAVP A NTHN

er NOC[C€B] Bust

of Elagabalus r., wear

ing crown and garments

of demiourgosl

_ _ANTnN€INO___

Bust of Elagabalus r.,

wearing crown and gar

ments of demiourgos.

 

 

Diadumenian.

MOTIANTHNINOC ANAS-€NA'M-IT-P!'\M'TPO

A|A,AOVM€N|AN lT-K-€-K

Bust of Diadu

Bust of Zeus r., lau

reate;'in field, F B

[Pl. VI. 4.]

. Elagabalus.

ANAZ-M-TPOAMK

F B

Head of Zeus r., Wearingtaenia.

ANAZ-€NAOIOV-_MHTPOII

The Emperor to r. on horseback,

holding spear; in field, I‘? K;

in exergue, traces of letters.

ANAZGNAOZM-ITPOITTPO

TI'; in field, AM; in ex., GTMC

K

r

B

The Emperor, wearing toga, stand

ing l., sacrificing with phiale in

r.,over lighted altar before trophy.

[P1, VI. 5.]

ANAZAPB M-ITPOTIT POTIA

F B [MK

Crown of demiourgos, within

which AHMI

' OVPFIA

ANT/\N€I

N O V

€TMC

[Pl. VI. 6.]

[Bunbury Sale II., 383.]

240

=A.D.

221-22

 
 



ANAZARBUS. 35

   
 

 
 

 

N0 Obverse. Reverse. Date.

21 ]E1'1 AVKMAVAN T/IN I€POCO|KOYM€N|KOC _

EINOCCG Bust of ANAZAPB in exergue.

Elagabalus r., laureate, Prize vase on four-legged square

wearing paludamentum table; in field, A K

and cuirass. [Pl. VI. 7 M

Elagabalus and Paula.

22 IETO5 AV TKMAANTCUN ANAZAPBOVMHTPOTTOA€

lNOCC€-I-TIAVAAC River-god (Pyramos) reclining 1.;

E Busts of Elagabalus r., in r. cornucopiae, l. holding reed

wearing radiate crown, and resting on overturned vase

paludamentum and cui- from which water flows ; in field

rass, and Paula 1., above, AM; in ex., F B

wearing veil and ste- K

phane, confronted.

Julia Paula.

23 ZE1'25 ___[K]OP-ITAVA A- ANAZAPBOVM-ITPO "CA 238

C _ _ Bust of Paula GHC Selene, peplos flying above -_-A.D.

r., wearing veil and head, in chariot drawn by two 219-20

stephane. bulls to 1.; in field, above AM K,

‘ below I‘B; in exergue, [€T]H

AC [Pl. VI. 8.]

24 [E 1 IOY-KOPH TIAYAA ANAZAPBOVMH TPO _ _

CGB Bust of Paula r., in field A, below I’B

wearing veil and ste- MK -

phane. Capricorn r. on globe.

Julia Maesa.

25 ZE 1'35 _ _ AIAMAICACEBA Prize vase; around, inscription:

CT[H] Bust of Julia ANTf\N[. . . . .]AlTPf\TAT

Maesa r. I-COI KOVM E N-C- in outer

circle; in inner, ANAZAPBG

A

{'\N above and to r., M to 1.,

K

€TTlN€Il<lA below. I



36 C-ILIGIA.

No.
Size.

Metal. 7

Obverse. Reverse. _'Date.

‘.38

30

111111

E 1'05

E 1'1

]E1'05

_ _ _ VC€AA€IAN

Head of Severus

Alexander r., laureate.

AYTKMAC€ A/\€I

ANAP OC Bust of

Severus Alexander r.,

laureate, wearing palu

dameutum and cuirass.

AVTOI<N\AC€VA/\€

IANA[P _ _ Bust of

Severus Alexander r.,

laureate, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

AVTK MAACA/\€I

A NAPOC Bust of

Severus Alexander r.,

laureate, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

IOV/\ MAMAIANC

EB Bust of Julia

Mamaea 1'.‘

1 The type is so much

whether the temple contains

“ Simulacre de Diane dans u

 

Severus Alexander.

Q%AZ€N A0 I‘ M HTP-€TB

below, AM K

- [Bank Colle.ction.]

[ANAZA]PBOYMHTPO€T9

M C Bridled and saddled horse

r., off foreleg raised; in field above,

FB

[Pl. VI. 9.] [Bank Collection.]

ANASAPBOVMH

€TQMC in ex.

Nike in biga r., holding laurel

branch in r. ; in field above, I‘ B

[PL v1. 10.]

ANASM-ITPOTI Similar type;

AMK in ex. ' above, I’ B

 

Julia Mamaea.

ANAZ ewao

IMI-FP (sic, in ex.)

Facade of decastyle temple, pellet

in pediment; above, F B

[Bunbury Sale II., 383.]

(Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 553, no. 84.)

obliterated that it is impossible to say

a statue (of. Mionnet, iii., p. 553, no. 82,

n temple distyle ”).

Temple ;1 in field, I“ B;

242

=A.D.

223-24

249

=A.D.

230-31

77



ANAZARBUS. 37

 

1.Ngggi Obverse. Reverse. Date.

 

 

 

Gordian III.

ZE1'4 AVTKMANTUJNIO ANAZAPBO V€NAO[IM] 261

CFOPAIANOCCQB HTPO Artemis ('1), wearing short :A_D.

Bust of Gordian III. chiton, seated 1., looking 1'.; r. 242-43

r., wearing radiate drawing arrow from quiver at

crown, paludamentum back 2, 1. resting on seat; in ex.,

and cuirass. €TAEC 3 in field, F B

[Same die as Invent. Wadd., 4151.]

12-E1'4: AVT-K-M-ANT-FOP ANAZAPBOV €NAO[I]M 262

AlANOC[C€] Bust H[T] PO __ Female figure, =A.D.

of Gordian III. r., wearing kalathos, seated 1.; r. 243-44

wearing radiate crown, hand on r. knee, 1. on rock; in

paludamentum and cui- field 1. F, r. r€T

rass. Bl BEE]

[H. P. Borrel1.]

 

Philip Senior.

E125 AVT~K-N\'l0V/\-<l>l/\ ANAXAPBOVM HTPOTT__ 263

l1TTTOC-C€BAC- Female figure (the Koinoboulion) =A.D.

Bust of Philip Sen. r., seated 1.; r. hand on knee holding 244-45

wearing radiate crown, uncertain object (ballot '1), in 1.

paludamentum and cornucopiae; before her, vase and

cuirass. tree; behind, |"I(j; in exergue,

€/\€V9€ PON

 

KOINOBOV [Pl. VI. 11.]

[Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 555, no. 91.]

Philip Junior.

531 MIOV/\¢ll\I1TTTOC1< ANAZAPBOVMHTPOTT 2632

AICAP Bust of Philip €Tl'(’l)?EC =A.D.

Junior r., bare-headed, Capricorn l. on globe. 244-45

wearing paludamentum [Pl. VI. 12.]

and cuirass.

  

[Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 555, no. 90.]



38 GILIGIA.

 
   

 

 

 

No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Trajan Decius.

35 ]E1'4 AVT-M-KVI-TPAIA ANAZAPBOYQNAOIOYMH 269

NOC-A€KIOCC€- TPOTIO Five prize vases, =:A.D.

Bust of Trajan Decius the three in upper row contain- 250-51

r.,wearing radiate crown, ing palm-branches; in field,

paludamentum and cui- F F

rass. €TI€POYO/\ ; in 6X-i 91¢

M ,
IT

[Same die as Eckhel, Sylloge, p. 44,

pl. V. 1 1]

Herennia Etruscilla.

36 ]E12 €P€NN|AN€TPOY ANAZABOVM I-ITPQTI -- n

CKI/\/\A[C]€BA (sic) (sic) Dionysos, reclining to 1., on

Bust of Etruscilla r., panther lying r., head reverted;

wearing stephane, cre- Dionysos has r. hand on head,

scent behind shoulder. in 1. thyrsos, and looks to r.;

in ex. €TI€POVO/\

VMITGIC

in field, I" I

I

[Cf. Imhoof-Blumer, Moran. Gr.,

p. 350, no. 15.]

Volusian.

37 ]E '8 AVTKOVOAOCCIAN ANA:/-\PBOV MHTP €"l 270

OCQB (sic) Head of OC (sic) Apollo, nude, standing =A.D.

Volusian_r., laureate. to front in attitude of repose, 251-52

head 1., legs crossed; l. elbow

resting on chelys, in r. laurel

[Same die as Mionnet, branch downwards; in field,

iii., p. 556, no. 96.] A

M

K r

[Pl. VI. 13. Same die as Invent.

Wadd., 4164, pl. X. 2.]

 

 

 



ANAZARBUB. 39

No.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

38

39

40

1E '85

1€E1'3

[E 1'05

fE1'05

AV[T]0V0[A]0[V ’l]

CCIANOCCQI Bust

of Volusian r., laureate,

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass.

 

ANAS-A-K-M~MHTP

GTOC (in ex.)

Capricorn r. on globe; in field,

I", I‘

Valerian Senior.

AVT-K~TT-AIK-OV A

A€PIANOCC€ Bust

of Valerian Sen. r.,

laureate, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

[Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 557, no. 101.]

Same die as preceding.

Same die as preceding,

inscription nearly obli

terated.

 

AVTKOVAA GPIAN OCAN

AZAPB

Valerian and Gallienus seated to

l. ; in field,

[H.

A\'/_|TNr6\é\/\l in ex.

B0

A C

M

K

[Bunbury Sale II., 383.]

VI. 14. Same die as Invent.

Wadcl, 4166, pl. v. 3.]

AN AS APBOV

e TBOC

'FA++K
in ex.

Dionysos reclining l. on panther

r.,

[PL

as on no. 36; in field, I" '

[Wigan.]

VI. 15. Same die as Mionnet,

fiL,p.556,no.98]

ANAZ APBOV

€T-BOC

A-M-K
in ex.

Similar type; in field, F I

 

270

=A.D.

251-52

272

=A.D.

253-54

 



40 CILICIA.

-Metal. 1

No. Size. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

'44

42 ZE 1'15 Same die as preceding.

43 ./E 1'2 Same die as preceding.

ZF 1'1 Same die as preceding.

45 2111 '95 AVTKOVA/\€ PIAN

OCCG Bust of Vale

rian r., wearing radiate

crown, paludamentum

and cuirass.

  

MI-ITPOIT

F'€T-B-O-C-F

ANAZ AP

BOY

Six prize vases, the middle one

in upper row containing palm

branch.

ANAZ A|_PB(?_VMHTPO1T

€T- B-O~C

.A.M.|<.-|'

Similar type. [Pl. VII. 1.]

ANAZAPBMH-FPO 1TO€TB

DC Male figure1 (gymnasiarch),

himation over lower part of body

and l. shoulder, standing to 1.

before a basin; at his feet, an

askos set up on end; beside the

basin a branch; he holds in r.

an uncertain object; i11 field,

AMK; in ex., FV[MNACI]

FF APX[IA]

[PL v11. 2.]

AN AZAPBOYGN AOSMI-‘F

GTBOC Female figure, wearing

veil and kalathos (Tyche of City),

standing to 1., holding prize vase

in both hands; in field, T A

K

F M

 

[Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 556, no. 100.]

1 Cf. Imhoof-Blumer, ll/Ionn. G'r., p. 350, no. 17.

[Pl. VII. 3.] I‘

 

272

=A.D.

253-54

 



ANEMURIUM.- 41

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

City) . ‘

G

N0. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

A N E MUR I U M.

Antiochus IV. of Commagene.

[See B‘. M. Catal. Galatia, Syria, &c., p. 108, no. 19.]

Imperial Times.

(a) Without heads of Emperors.

l E '85 Bust of Athena r., wear- AN[€]MOY PGCON Poseidon,

’ ing crested Corinthian wearing himation, standing 1.;

helmet and aegiszborder in r. dolphin, l. resting on trident:

of dots. border of dots.

[PL VII. 4.]

2 E -9 rEurreted head of City r.: [AJN EMOYPE- Artemis, wear

border of dots. ing long chiton, standing r. ; in

. extended 1. how, [r. drawing arrow

from quiver'l] ; at her feet, stag r.,

head 1.

[PL VII. 5.]

(b) With heads of Emperors.

Trajan.

3 E‘ 1 TPA|ANOC KAIC ANQMQV P€(UN Turreted

AP Head oi Trajan r., female head r. (the City).

laureate.

M. Aurelius.

4 E '95 _ .. _ YPH ANTHN AN€MOY P €(DN Veiled

IN _ _ Bust of M. and turreted female bust r. (the

Aurelius r., laureate.
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No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Macrinus.

5 ]E 1'2 AVT-K-M-OTI C€-M GTOVCB ANCMOV PI€(DN 2

AKPINO __ Bust of Temple with four columns, arch :A.D.

Macrinus r., laureate. over central intercolumniation; 218

within, statue of Tyche 1. with

rudder in r., oornucopiae in l.

Maximinus.

6 IE 1'25 _ ._ QVHP MAEIM AN€MOYPI€(.ON Lion running 1

[€IN]ON Bust of r., head reverted; above, star in :-_—_-A.D.

l\'laximinus r., laureate, crescent; below, GTA 235-36

wearing paludamentum [Pl. VII. 6.]

and cuirass.

Philip Senior.

7 [E 1'15 AVKAIMIOV ¢|/\IlT €TBAN€ MOVPICHN 2

IIONC€ Bust of Mummy-shaped cultus figure of =A.D.

Philip Senior r., lau- Artemis facing; she wears polos 245-46

reate, wearing paluda- and long veil; holds in r. branch

mentum and cuirass. downwards, in 1. branch upwards;

at her feet, on 1. stag to 1., head

reverted, browsing on the branch;

on r. doc to r., head reverted.

[Pl. VII. 7.]

8 rF/1'05 AVTK _ _ _ IOV<I>I [AN€]M OV PI €HN »

AITITION Bust of GTB (in ex.)

Philip Senior r., lau- Temple with four columns (central

reate, wearing paluda- intercolumniation arched); within,

mentum and cuirass. Tyche 1., wearing kalathos, with \

rudder in r., oornucopiae in 1.

[Pl. VII. 8.] [Wigan.]

Trajan Decius.

9 ’/E 1'15 ____.._ A[€]KlONT[P A N € in laurel-wreath; at top 1

A|ANO~N]’l Bust of MOY PI of which, amphora. =A.D.

Trajan Decius r., lau- 6 GD N - 249-50

reate, wearing paluda- G T

mentum and cuirass. A
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No Obverse. , Reverse. Date

Volusian.

10 -/E '7 AKFOAFOVO AOV AN€M 0VP|€(I)N Veiled

CCIANON Head of and turreted female bust r. (the

Volusian r., radiate. City).

Valerian Senior.

11 [E 1'1 AVKlTOA|OVAA€ Pl QTBAN €MOYPI€(L) N 2

AN()[.] Bust of Va- Mummy-shaped cultus statue of = A-1)

lerian r.,laureate, wear- Artemis facing, holding branches, 254-55

ing paludamentum and with stag and doe as on no. 7.

cuirass. [Same die as Inv. Wadol., 4181,

P1. v. 5.]

12 ZE 1'1 AVKITAI OVAA€PI €TFAN[€] MOVPI€(1)N 3

ANON Bust of Va- Similar to preceding, but without =A.D

lerianr., wearing radiate doe. [Pl. VII. 9.] ['Wigan.] 255-56

crown, paludamentum

and cuirass.

13 JE 1'1 Same die as preceding. AN€ in laurel-wreath, with ”

MOVPI amphora at top.

€WN

€TI''

14“ ZE - - - _ - Similar. v

Similar bust r. MOVPI

€wN

€TF P. Borrell.]

  

 

 

  



44 CILICIA.

Same die as preceding.

 

 

HM [Bunbury Sale 11., 384.]

No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

A UG U S T A.

Livia.

Bust of Livia r.: border Capricorn r. holding globe; above,

of dots. Julian star: border of dots.

1 [E '65 AYFOYZTEA]

N(ON -

2 /E '65 AYFOYC

T/-\NQN

[P1. vn. 10.]

3 [E '8 IOY/\IA Z[EBA]Z AYFOYZTA N.Q.N Tyche,

TH Bust of Livia r. turreted, seated r. on seat; in

extended r. two ears of corn;

at her feet, river-god swimming r.

[PL v11. 11.]

Tiberius and Livia.

4 /1111 [TIBEPWZKAIZAP IOYAIA-ZEBAZTH - AYFOY

9E]OYZEBAZTOYY ZTAN QN ' Head of Livia r.

IOZZEBAZTOZ [Bunbury Sale 11., 384.]

Head of Tiberius r.,

bare.

[PL v11. 12.]

Nero.

Head of Nero r., laureate. Bust of youthful Dionysos r., thyrsos

over 1. shoulder; behind, kantharos.

5 1E 1'05 NEPQN [KAI]ZAP AYFOYZTANQN-ETOYC 48

HM - [P1. vn. 13.] ' =A.D.

67-68

\ 6 [E1 [NEP]QN KAIZAP AYFOYZT[AN.Q.]N-ETOYC )7

  



AUGUSTA. 45

  

 

   

 

  

No. Obverse. ' Reverse. Date.

Domitian.

7 [E 105 AOM[€]TlANOC /-\Yl'0YCT/-\N.O.NETOYC 61

K/-\lC/-\P Head of IA Bust of youthful Dionysos =A.D.

Domitian r., laureate. r., wreathed with ivy, thyrsos 80-81

over 1. shoulder.

Trajan.

8 JE 1-05 AYTOKPKAINEPT E T0Y[Z°<T1] AYFOYZTA [86

PAIANOZZEFEAA NQN Bust of youthful Dionysos =A.D.

Head of Trajan r., r., wreathed with ivy, thyrsos 105

laureate: fillet border. over 1. shoulder; behind, kan- 106]

tharos.

[Cf. Invent. Waddington, 4187,

4188, and J. H. S., 1898, p. 162,

no. 5.]

M. Aurelius Caesar.

9 ZEl'05 AYPHOYHPO NK €TDYC7U/\P 136

A|CAPA Head of AVI-QVCTANUJEN] =A_D_

M. Aurelius r., bare, Tyche, wearing turreted crown 155-56

slightly bearded. and veil, seated r. on seat decorated

with forepart of (winged '1) lion,

and with star; she holds in r.

ears of corn and poppy; beneath

her feet, river-god crowned with

sedge swimming to r.

[PL VIII. 1.]

Caracalla.

10 @125 AV KAIMAV PANT €TOYCH[1T]P AvrovCTAN 188
Q.N€|NOCC€B Bust SIN Artemis advancing to r., :A.D.

of Caracalla r., wearing wears short chiton, ohlamys and 207-08

radiate crown, paluda- hunting boots; in l. how, r. draws

mentum and cuirass. arrow from quiver behind shoulder.

[Devon]
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No. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Maximinus.

11 as 1-3 AVT|<l"[. .]'|ov/\ov Avrov c T ANQN i

H MAE|M€| N[QC] Herakles, nude, standing to front,

CGB Bust of Maxi- looking 1.; in r. club, resting on

minus r., laureate, wear- shoulder; in 1. apple, on 1. arm

ing paludamentum and lion’s skin; in field 1., 6T

cuirass. 'ZT

7%/,

Trebonianus Gallus.

12 E1 2 AVTKFOVT Pll-AA AVFOVCT ANTI N€T‘ 233

/\OCC€B Bust of FAC (in ex.) =A.D.

Trebonianus Gallus r., Tyche of City seated 1. on rock; 252-53

wearing radiate crown, r. hand raised, 1. resting on seat;

paludamentum and cui- at her feet, river-god swimming 1. ;

rass. before her, female figure r., r.

hand raised. [P1, VIII. 2.]

13 E 1'2 Same die as preceding. AVF OV CTA NHN ,,

€TI"AC (in ex.)

The Emperor, in galloping quad

riga to front, looking 1.; r. raised,

1. holding standard.

Volusian.

14 E 1'2 AVTKFOVOAOVCC AVI' OVCTANHN 7!

lANOCC€B Bust of €TF/\C (in ex.)

Volusian r., wearing Nike, in galloping biga, to 1. ; in r.

radiate crown, paluda- wreath, in 1. reins.

mentum and cuirass.

Valerian Senior.

15 E 1'15 AVKAITTOV/\|K'OV AVFOVCTAN (1)N€A/\C 234

A/\€PIANOC€B(sio) Athena standing to 1.; r. resting =-"A.l).

Bust of Valerian r., on shield, 1. on spear. 253-54

wearing radiate crown [Wigan.]

and cuirass.

[Pl. VIII. 3.]

  
  

 



AUGUSTA. 47

IIM€[|]NOC

of Maximinus r., lau

reate, wearing paluda

mentum and cuirass.

Bust VIHT (in exergue)2

Distyle temple, with small figures

as acroteria; within, Tyche (wear

ing turreted crown Z) seated to 1.

on rock; in r. ears of corn, 1. rest

ing on seat. [Pl. VIII. 7 .]

1 Cf. Invent. Wadd., 4722, of Maximus, Perseus with harpe in

similar attitude.

2 The bracketed letters are apparently N N rather than /\ /\|;

but type and fabric are suitable to Cilicia, where no name such as

Koipaw/a is recorded.

 

No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

C A R A L L I A.

Faustina Junior.

1 E '9 [<I>AYCT]€lNA C€ KAPAAAI HTHN Aphro

BACTH Bust of dite, nude to waist, standing to

Faustina Junior r. front, head 1. ; both hands raised

holding her hair. [Pl. VIII. 4.]

Caracalla.

2 E '9 AKMAVP ANTHN KAPAAAI n THN Selene.

GINO Bust of Cara- wearing long chiton, crescent at

calla r., laureate, wear- shoulders, standing to r., holding

ing paludamentum and long torch transversely in both

cuirass. hands. [Pl. VIII. 5.]

Orbiana.

3 E125 FN-C6-GP-C[A-]’l s KAPAA A I nrnn

A-OPBIANHNC Bust Youthful male figure,1 nude,

of Orbiana r. standing to 1.; r. hand raised,

1. holding spear or staff and

chlamys. [Pl. VIII. 6.]

Maximinus.

4 121312 AV..__0VH MAIKAP A [A AI]/1
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No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

5 ZE 75 [AKFIOQV] H/V\A[.-:1 I<APA[A] AIHTFIN

IM __ _ . ] Bust of Demeter ('1) standing to 1., 1. rest

Maximinus r., laureate, ing on long torch.

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass.

[Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 531, no. 4.]

Philip Senior.

6 £E1'15____ [¢I]AITITION [K]APAA AIHTHN Athena,

C _ _ Bust of Philip helmeted, standing to 1. ; r. rest

Senior r., laureate, ing on shield, 1. on spear.

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass.

7 ZEl'45 AVT-KM-IOVA-<I>|A KAPA A A IQTHN

I'|T|TOC-AVF Similar Tyche standing to 1., wearing

bust r, kalathos; in 1. cornucopiae, in r.

statuette (of Demeter 2) veiled,

with phiale in r., long torch in 1.)

[PL VIII. 8.]

Valerian Senior.

8 Z.E1'3 AV-KAI-TI-AIK - 0V KAPA A AIHTHN

AAQPIANON EV- Athena, helmeted, standing to

Bust of Valerian Sen. front, looking 1.; in 1'. Nike, 1.

r., laureate, wearing rests on shield, beside which,

paludamentum and cui- spear. [Pl. VIII.‘ 9.]

rass ; in front, H

Salonina.

9 1E1'3 KOPNHAIA CAAH KA PAAAI FTFFIN

NIN A C 6 Bust Tyche, wearing kalathos, standing

of Salonina r., wearing to 1.; in r. rudder, in l. cornu

stephane; in front, IA copiae.
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No. Obverse. ' Reverse. Date

C A S A E.

‘Gordian III.

1 15113 AY-K-M-ANT- FOP KACA THN Athena, hel

AIANO C-C€B- meted, seated 1.; in r. phiale, l.

Bust of Gordian III. resting on spear. [Pl. VIII. 10.]

r., laureate, wearing [Bunbury Sale II., 359.]

paludamentum and cui

rass.

2 E125 (AY TKMANTF 0 Same die as preceding.

PAI/\NOCC€)

Philip Senior.

3 E '9 AV-K-M-|OVA' ¢|_ KA CA THN Athena, hel

_ _. ._ Bust of Philip meted, standing to 1.; in r. phiale,

Seniorr.,laureate,wear- l. resting on spear, at foot of

ing paludamentum and which, shield. [Pl. VIII. 11.]

cuirass.

Trajan Decius.

4 [E 1'3 AVT-KAI-F-M€CC'K KA CA TITN Athena,_he1

 
 

 

V-TPAIAN-AGKIOC

C€B Bust of Trajan

Decius r., laureate,

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass. '

meted, seated 1.; in r.- phiale, 1.

resting on spearr
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Metal.

No. Size. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

 

Valerian Senior.

5 EE1'15 AVTKAITIO/\|OVA/\ KACA T n N Herakles, nude,

€PIAN 0NC€BA standing to front, look-ing r.;

Bust of Valerian Sen. r. rests on club, 1. holds apples;

r., laureate, wearing over 1. arm, lion’s skin.

paludamentum and cui- [P1. VIII. 12.]

rass; in front, IA

6 E12 Same die as preceding.‘ KACA T HN Tyche stand

ing to 1.; in r. rudder, in 1.

oornucopiae.

 

 

 
 



CELENDERIS. 51

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

933 JR

./R'7

./R "6

AI. '7

  

CELENDERIS.

Sixth Century B.G.

[Not certainly of Celenderis]

Aeginetic Standard.

Drachm.

' . Goat kneeling r.; border Rude incuse square.

of dots. [R. Payne Knight.]

[P1. VIII. 13.]

 

Early Fifth Century 13.6.

[Not certainly of Ce1euderis.]

Aeginetic Standard.

1) r a e hm s.

Goat springing r.: border Incuse square, quartered.

of dots.

[Woodhouse.]

[P1. VIII. 14.]

I
[From Syra.] [H. P. Borrell.]

Goat kneeling r.: border Incuse square, qua'rtered.

of dots. [Montagu Sale 1., 643.]

 

[Pl. VIII. 15.]

 



CILICIA.

5

‘*1

10

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

166

166

1655

167

1652

l63'2

/R '85

./R '9

/R '8

/R '85

 

Ciro. 450—400 13.0.

Persic Standard.

Staters

Nude rider, with whip in

1., riding sideways on

horse to 1.; with r. he

holds bridle on near side

of horse; plain exergual

line, border of dots.

[PL Ix. 1.]

In field 1., A; in exergue,

KE/\ ; exergual line

dotted.

[P1. IX. 2. Same dies as

In exergue, KEA; ex

ergual line dotted.

[PL Ix. 3.

Goat kneeling 1., head reverted:

the whole in incuse circle.

 

[Payne Knight]

The goat kneels on double exergual

line with hatched markings. In

field, above, astragalos.1

Combe, ll/Ins. Hanter., pl. 16, no. 14.]

Same die as preceding.

 

Same dies as Mionnet, iii., 568, 154.]

In exergue, KEA; ex- Above the goat, ivy-spray; exergue

ergual line dotted. marked by row of dots between

two lines. [Payne Knight]

[PL IX. 4.]

In field below horse, F‘ ;

exergue not on flan.

In field below horse, A;

exergual line dotted.

Above goat, KEA and ivy-spray

and berries; exergue' marked by

plain line.

Above goat, [K] EAEN and ivy

 

spray; exergual'line dotted.

[P]. IX. 5.]

1A tetrobol with this symbol is published bylmhoof-Blumer,

Gr. M-itnz., p. 706, no. 552.
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No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.,

 

Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

ll

12

13

14

15

16

1645

55

106

101

9'6

1‘R ‘85

'55

'35

'35

. the pellet), and on the reverse the same letter (apparently 8 or B).

 

In field below horse,

"I A; exergual line

dotted.

Above goat, [K] E/\EN ; in exergue,

A ; exergual line dotted.

[Bunbury Sale II., 371.]

 

[Pl. IX. 6.]

Tetrob 01.1

Nude rider, with whip in

1., riding sideways on

horse to 1.; with r. he

holds bridle on near

side of horse; in field,

in front of horse,

pellet in circle;2 below,

dolphin 1.:' border of

dots ('1)

Goat kneeling 1., head reverted;

above, traces of uncertain letter

(El?) : the whole in incuse circle.

 

[Pl. IX. 7.]

Obols.

Gorgoneion. Forepart of Pegasos r., with curved

wing, in dotted incuse square.

[Pl. IX. 8.]

Similar. Similar type 1.

Head of Athena l. in

crested Athenian hel

met, on which uncer

tain ornament.

Forepart of Pegasos 1., with curved

wing, in incuse square.

 

[Pl. IX. 9.]

Gorgoneion. K3 A? Astragalos: the whole in

incuse circle.

[Pl. IX. 10.]

 

1 This tetrobol belongs to the same"issue as a stater (Combe, Mas.

Hwnteaa, pl. 16, 13) with the same symbol on the obverse (but without

 

2 Perhaps a circular shield.
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No.

17

18

19

20

Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Satrapal Coins.

(Latter half of Fifth Century] B.C.)

[Not certainly of Celenderis.]

Persic Standard.

Statera

1636 E '8 Goat (beardless) Owl standing facing, wings open;

kneeling 1., head re- in field, on either side of head,

verted: border of dots. uncertain marks: the whole in

incuse square with rounded angles.

[Pl. 1x. 11.]

1656 E '8 I/Vinged goat kneeling l., Owl standing facing, wings open;

head reverted; the in field, on either side of head, 2 :

wings are curved, one the whole in incuse square with ‘

upwards, the other rounded angles.

downwards; on crupper,

bird to 1., wings open,

pecking goat’s back:

border of dots.

[Pl. IX. 12.]

Foartli Centv.rg/ B.C. and later.

Persic Standard.

(1) Earlier style.

Statera

Nude rider, with whip in Goat kneeling, on dotted exergual

r., riding sideways on line, head reverted: traces of

horse to r.; with 1. he incuse circle. In field, inscription.

holds bridle on near

side of horse; border

of dots.

161 /R '75 Border not visible. KEAE Type r.

[Pl. Ix. 13.]

l58'8 /It '8 KEAEN Type r.

  

 

 

[Pl. IX. 14.]

 



CELERDERIS. 55

 
 

  

 

 

No. Wt. 1VS[?zb:'_1' Obverse. Reverse.

21 1652 IR 85 Exergue marked by dots. [I<E]AEN Type r.; in exergue, T

Countermark: bull 1., I/N (P)1

[Pl. IX. 15. Same dies as Mionnet III., p. 569, no. 157.]

22 155-'2 ZR '9 In field, below, T KEAEN Type r.; in field, above

[P1. Ix. 16.]

23 l61'2 [R '9 Exergue marked by line. KE AEN Type r.

[R. Payne Knight]

[P1. X. 1.]

24 161-1 ./R 85 KEAEN Type r.; below, olive

[Ivanoff Sale, 503.]

[Pl. x. 2.]

-25 161-3 rs. -9 KE/\ Type 1.

[Montagu Sale 11., 294.]

[Pl. X. 3.]

'26 1595 A1 85 Exergue marked by dots. KEA Type 1.; in field 1., I"

[Bunbury Sale II., 374.]

[Pl. x. 4.]

27 165 ./R 85 KEAE Type r.

[Pl. x. 5.]

 

 

Ach., p. xxxi.

 

 

1 This countermark is from the same die as one on a coin of Side

(Catal. Lg/cia, &c., p. 145, no. 15, pl. xxvi. 7).

see Head, Uoinage of Lydia and Persia, p. 48; Babelon, Les Perses

It represents Issus ;

 



56 CILICIA.

 
 

   

 

N0. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

O b 0 1 s.

Forepart of Pegasos r., Goat kneeling r. on exergual line,

curved wing: border of head reverted; traces of incuse

dots. circle. ‘

28 12'7 IR. '4 KEA

29 11-6 ZR 35 (Type 1.) Same die as preceding.

[Pl. X. 6.] 1

30 127 ZR '35 KE A

[P1. X. 7

31 11 IR '35 KE

32 122 ZR. '35 Similar to preceding. KE Forepart of goat kneeling to

1., head reverted; traces of incuse

circle.

Hemiob 01.

33 6'8 ZR '3 Forepart of Pegasos r., )| Goat kneeling r. on one

curved wing: border 3 knee on dotted exergual

of dots. line, head reverted; in exergue,

A ; traces of incuse circle.

[PL x. 8.]

(2) Later style.

_ Staters _

34 1522 /R '95 Nude rider, with whip in KEAE[N] Goat kneeling r. on

r., riding sideways on dottedexergual line,head reverted;

horse to r. ; with l. he in exergue, ®: border of dots.

holds bridle on near

side of horse: border

of dots.

[PL x. 9.]

35 1546 A1 95 Same die as preceding. Same die as preceding. (KEAEN

Exergue off the flan.) -

 



CELENDERIS.
57

ETO. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

0 b 0 1 s.

Horse prancing r.: border KE Goat kneeling l. on exergual

of dots. line, head reverted.

36 107 JR '4 [Montagu Sale I., 643.]

[Pl. X. 10.]

37 111 ZR. '45 (No exergual line, traces of incuse

circle.)

[Pl. X. 11.]

38 9'3 ZR '4 |

BRONZE.

Second Century as.

39 ]E '5 Gorgoneion with stream- KE Goat kneeling r., head re

ing hair. verted: border of dots.

[H. P. Borrell]

[Pl. X. 121]‘

First O'entm~y 13.0.

and Early Imperial Times.

Veiled and turretedfernale Apollo, nude, standing to 1.; in r.

bust (the City) r. ; laurel-branch, 1. elbow on column

behind, letters: border surmounted by tripod; in field r.,

of dots. inscription.

40 21] -85 I2 Bust interrupts KEAENAEPFT In field 1., /\E

border.

[Pl. X. 13.]

~ TUJN

41 [E -85 (D Bust interrupts KE/\ENAEP[l-] In field 1., [/1

border. AZ

Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 569; no. 161.
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43

44

45

46

Wt.
Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

'85

W75

'95

AZ Head instead of KE/\ENAEP|T.Q.[N] In field

bust. 1.
.7

Letters obscure;

instead of bust.

. head KEAENAEPIT . . In field 1., I:

A

[N]

 

Antiochus IV. of Commagene.

A.1>. 38—72. _

[For coin of Celenderis with the head of Antiochus IV.,

see Wroth, B. M. Catal. Galatia, &c., p. 108, no. 20.]

Imperial Ooinage.

Maximinus.

AYKFIOYH MAII K€/\€N A€P€lT(DN Bust

MINON Bust of Maxi- of Athena r., wearing aegis('i) and

minus r., laureate, wear- crested Corinthian helmet.

ing paludamentum and

cuirass. '

|<€/\ G N A€ PIT (LN

Demeter r. in car drawn by two

winged serpents; in each hand

flaming torch, peplos flying behind

her. [PL X. 14.]

Similar.

Otacilia Severa.

f\TAKl/\lA c eov Ke/\ €NA€PlTfiN Bust of

HPAC€ Bust of Ota- Athena r., wearing aegis and

 

cilia Severa r., wearing crested Corinthian helmet.

 

stephane. [PL X. 15.]



CELENDERIS. 59

N0. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Trajan Decius.

AVI<A|I¢VA€I<I¢l0N I¢€A €NA €[PI]T(.ON

TPAGIANON (sic) Poseidon, nude, standing to front,

Bust of Trajan Decius looking 1.; in r. dolphin, l. rests

r., laureate, wearing on trident; at his feet, 1., lighted

paludamentum and cui- altar. '

rass.

47 1E 1'1 [Pl. x. 17.]

48 113105 (K€A €NA [€P]IT(.0N)

. Same dies as preceding.

Herennia Etruscilla.

IE 1
€P€NNIA €TPOYC K€A\ GI/IA € PITWI/I

KIA/\A Bust of Tyche, wearing kalathos, standing

Herennia Etruscilla r., to 1.; in r. rudder, in l. cornu

wearing stephane; cre- copiae.

scent behind shoulders.

 

 



CILICIA.

Metal.

Size. Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

ZE '8 ¢AVC T€lNA_C€BA l<€CT P [H]N(L)N Tyche.

 

C E S T R U S.

Faustina Junior.

CT Bust of Faustina wearing kalathos, standing to 1.;

Junior r. in r. rudder, in 1. cornucopiae.

[P1. x. 16.]

Same dies as Z. f. N., xvii. (1890), pl. ii. 5.

 

CLAUDIOPOLIS (Mat).

Hadrian.

Z-E '95 AYTKAITP[A]AAP K/\AY AlOTTOAlT(L) Tyche

Hadrian r., laureate. holding in r. rudder, in 1. cornu

copiae. [W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

[PL x. 18.]

‘ Purchased at Laranda.

 

IANOCCQB Head of standing 1., wearing kalathos, and _

  



COLYBRASSUS. 61

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

[E 1

1111115

]E'7

]E 1

IE 1'2

 

DC Bust of M. Aurelius

1., laureate, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

-‘_

AVKAIC AN1-(UN

Head of M. Aurelius l.,

laureate.

AVT-K-AV CGA/\€ K0/\VB PACC€/IN

wearing kalathos, standing to 1.;

in r. rudder, in l. cornucopiae.

IANA PO ._

Severus Alexander r.,

ANTHN€ _ _

Bust of M. Aurelius r.,

laureate.

COLYBRASSUS.

. M. Aurelius.

ANT[(l)N]|N K0/\V BPACC€(.0N Athena,

wearing crested Corinthian helmet,

standing 1., r. resting on spear ;

behind her, olive-tree.

[Pl. XI. 1.]

 

[Pl. XI. 2.]

Severus Alexander.

Bust of

laureate, draped.

FN-C€|'CA'0PBA'0 KO/\VBP ACC GHN

Turreted female figure, wearing

chiton and peplos (the Tyche of

the city), Standing to front, look

ing r. ; in r. rudder, in 1. model of

[Pl. XI. 3.]

PBIANH-C€B1

of Orbiana r.

1 The name ”OpBa, which is quite clear and does not seem to be due

to an error, is otherwise unknown among the names of this Empress.

Orbiana.

Bust

temple.

KO/\YB P ACCG . .

figure (Athena '1) standing to 1.;

in r. phiale, in l. sceptre or spear

held transversely.

KO/\[VBP] ACCQCON Hygieia

standing r., feeding serpent from

phiale in 1. [Wigan.]

Female

Tyche,



62 OILICIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Maximinus.

6 as 1~2 AY-i<-r-lo-oY|+ MA KOAYB P ACC€flN Zeus,

1-|M€lNOC Bust of wearing himation about lower

Maximinus r., laureate, limbs, seated r.; r. resting on

wearing pal.udamentum sceptre, 1. extended towards eagle

and cuirass. at his feet.

Gordian III.

7 213 65 .__.._ ANT FOPAIA K0/\VBP ACCGTIN Hermes,

NO _ Bust of Gordian nude, walking 1.; in r. purse, in

III. r., laureate, wear- 1. caduceus and chlamys.

ing paludamentum and

cuirass.

Tranquillina.

8 E '9 CABTPANK Yl\/\€ K0/\VBPA CC€T\N Tyche,

INA[C'Z] Bust of wearing kalathos, standing 1.; in

Tranquillina r., wear- r. rudder, in l. oornucopiae.

ing stephane.

Trajan Decius. _

9 [E 1-2 AVT KAICFMGCC KO/\VBP ACC€fiN Zeus,

KV TPAIANAEK _ _ wearing himation about lower,

Bust of Decius r., lau- limbs, seated 1.; l. resting on

reate, wearing paluda- sceptre, r._extended [towards eagle

mentum and cuirass. at his feet].

Valerian Senior.

10 [E 1'2 AVTKAITTQ/\| KOV K0/\VBP ACC€HN

A/\€PIANONC€ Hephaistos, wearing pointed cap

Bust of Valerian Senior and exomis, seated r. on rock; with

r., laureate, wearing 1. holds shield resting on 1. knee,

paludamentum and cui- in r. hammer resting on rock.

rass 3 in front, IA [Pl. XI. 4.]

[Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 571, no. 169,

which is double-struck.]

 



COLYBRASSUS. ' 63

 
 

 

No Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

11 A312 Same die as preceding. KOAYB P A CCG/IN

Athena on 1. and Tyche on ,r.,

confronted; Athena stands r.,

wearing crested Corinthian helmet,

and resting (with both hands '1) on

spear; Tyche stands 1., wearing

kalathos, in r. rudder(’l), in l.

cornucopiae. [Pl. XI. 5.]

Salonina.

12 [E '9 KOPNHAIA CAAH KOAVBPA C C€flN Hermes,

NINAC G B Bust nude, standing to front, looking

of Salonina r., wearing 1.; in r. purse, in l. caduceus and

stephane; in front, F chlamys. [Pl. XI. 6.]

Cornelius Valerianus.

13 IE 1'15 ITOVAI K KO POVAA KQAVBPA CC€f\N Athena,

€ Pl ANON KA ICGB - wearing crested Corinthian helmet,

Bust of Cornelius Va- standing to front, looking 1.; in

lerianus r.,bare-headed, r. Phiale, l. resting on spear, at

wearing paludamentum foot of which, shield.

and cuirass; in front, [Bunbury Sale II., 384.]

IA; below, eagle to

front, head r., wings

displayed.

[Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 571, no. 170.]

[Pl. XI. 7 .]

14 [E1'3 Same die as preceding. [KOAV]B P A CC€f\N

   

 

Temple with four columns, three

steps leading up to it, eagle with

wings displayed in pediment;

within, Zeus standing to l., in r.

thunderbolt, l. resting on sceptre.

[Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 571, no. 17 0.]

 

 



64 CILICIA.

  

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

C O R A C E S I U M.

Caracalla.

1 4: 1-1 l<A-M-AYPH/\- AN KOPAKHC IS). T.QN

T.Q.N€|NOC Bust of Goddess r. on horseback, wearing

young Caracalla r., bare- long mantle ; in front, altar.

headed,wearing paluda- [PL XL 8.]

mentum and cuirass.

Maximus.

2 111 1'3 [F]I OYA-OYH POC KOPAKHC IHTHIIN] Male

   

MAIIMO[CK]

AP Bust of Maximus

r., bare-headed, wearing

paludamentum and cui

IRSS .

 

AIC figure (Zeus ‘1), drapery over 1.

shoulder and round waist, stand

ing 1.; in r. phiale, l. resting on

spear or sceptre.

[H. P. Borrell.]

 



coaorrssus. 65

  

 

No. Wt. Lé[1?zb:'_l' Obverse. Reverse.

C O R O P I S S U S.

Hadrian.

1 E '75 AAPIANOC KAIC KOPOI-ll CC _ _ Male head r.,

AP Head of Hadrian r., bare, sceptre on shoulder; before

laureate. ‘it, a tree.

[Pl. XI. 10.] [Devon.]

_ Maximus Caesar.

2 1zE1'O5 |'| OVHMAIIMQN KO[PO]1T|CC€(LNT HCKHT

K€CAPA Bust of UNMHTPO Apollo, laureate,

Maximus r., wearing nude, standing to front, looking

radiate crown, paluda- l. ; chlamys on 1. shoulder and

mentum and cuirass, arm ;_ holds in If. laurel-branch;

at his feet, small altar and crouch

ing animal.1 [Pl. XI. 9.]

3 [E '8 _ _ OVHMAZIMONK KO PQITIC C€.Q\| Bust of

AICAPA Similar bust. Athena 1. in crested Corinthian

g helmet. [Pl. XI. 11.]

Valerian Senior.

4 12-E 1'1 AYTOKP KAlCA[P KO:POT|'€|C€(.ON['F|C KIHT

  

I1 ._ _ OYA/\€]PlAN

OC Bust of Valerian

Senior r., laureate.

Same dies as Z. f. N.,. vol. Xiii., 1885, p. 73.

1 Cp. the coin described by Waddington, Rev. N-wm., 1883, p. 32,

no. 6=In/vent. WadcZ., 4753.

 

so, the type represents Apollo Smintheus.

 

(flNM—I TPOTTO] Perseus and

Andromeda; on r., Perseus, nude,

standing to front, looking 1., in

1. harpe and head of Gorgon; at

his feet, sea monster; with his r.

he grasps r. hand of Andromeda,

who stands to r., wearing long

chiton; between them, wreath.

[Pl. XI. 12.]

The animal is apparently a mouse; if

 

K



66 OILICIA.

No. Wt. l Obverse. Reverse.

C O R Y C U S.

First Century B.C.

Turreted female head (the Hermes, wearing petasos, chlamys

City) r.; behind, letters: fastened round neck, and winged

border of dots. sandals, standing 1.; in extended

r. phiale('i), in 1. caduceus ; in

field r. inscription, l. magistrates’

initials.

1 AZ '85 AN‘ [K].QPVKl.QT.QN AN

2 ZE '75 ,, [K]QPVKl.Q.[T.Q.N] »

3 E '85 ,, [K].Q.PVK|.Q.T.QN »

[Pl. XI. 13.]

[H. P. Borrel1.]

5 2E '9 AK K.QPVK|.QT[.Q.N] EP

ITO

‘ EP,

[Woodhouse.]

[P]. XI. 14.]

6 PE '9 » K.QPVK|.Q.T[.QN] EP

TTO

EP

7 IE '85 (letters off the flan.) KQ.PVK|.QTSl[N] ,,

[H. P. Borrell.]

8 E '8 AT [K]SlPVKLQTSl[N] H?”

|AP"z

[Wooclhouse.]

 



CORYCUS.

Metal.

I AAAC€B

Plautilla 1'.

 

Bust of ON[9.] N

No. Wt. Size_ Obverse. Reverse.

Imperial Times.

(a) Without heads of Emperors.

9 PE '75 K H AVTO [N]OM Winged

Aplustre. caduceus.

P V K I

[Pl. XII. 1.]

10 E 1 OPON Female head KHPYKI fiTf\N Hermes(‘l)

r., wearing wreath('l), standing to r., chlamys depending

hair in chignon ; in from shoulder; in extended r.

front, uncertain object pursel: border of dots.

I“ (‘I aplustre): border

of dots.

[Pl. X11. 2. Cf. Invent. Wadd., 4251.]

11 ill '75 KHPY KIHTHN AYTONO MHN Poseidon,

Veiled and turreted nude, standing to r., 1. foot on

bust of City r. prow ; r. hand resting on trident,

l. on 1. knee.

[P1. x11. 3.]

(b) With heads of Emperors.

Caracalla.

12 E 1 AYTM AYANT K.O.P YKI AYTO Hermes

Bust of Caracalla r., standing to 1., chlamys round

laureate, wearing palu- neck and hanging over 1. arm;

damentum and cuirass. in r. purse, 1. caduceus.

Plautilla.

13 IE 12 'I'OYABlA TTAAVT K[.Q.]PYKl.Q.T.Q.N [AYTON]

Hermes, wearing

petasos, chlamys fastened round

neck, and winged sandals, stand

ing to 1.; in extended r. purse(‘l),

in l. caduceus. [VVigan.]



68 CILIGIA.

possibly be a wreath.

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Severus Alexander.

Bust of Severus Alexander Female figure, wearing chiton and

r., radiate,wearing palu- peplos, standing to 1.; in r.

damentum and cuirass. aplustre, 1. resting on sceptre; at

her feet, prow; around, inscription.‘

14 E1'3 AVKMA[VP]C€OVH KIIPVKIHT n NAVTONQ

PAAGIANAP Mn \

O C N [PL XII. 4.]

15 [E125 AVKC€VHPO A/\e |<nPv|<|nTn N AVTONO

IANAPOC (bust lau- MO

reate.) V

Gordian III.

16 E 1'05 AVKMANTH FOP KHPVKIH T HNAVT

A|A[NO]C Bust of O NO

Gordian III. r., lau- Poseidon, nude but for chlamys

reate, wearing paluda- over 1. shoulder, standing to 1.,

mentum and cuirass. placing r. foot on prow ; in r.

dolphin, l. resting on trident.

[PL XII. 5.]

Philip Senior.

17 E 13 AVTK IOVAIOC KHPVKI nTn NAVTON

¢IAl'ITTl'OCC OM Thalassa standing facing;

- €B wears head-dress of crab’s claws,

Bust of Philip Sen. r., chiton and peplos; r. extended,

laureate, wearing palu- in l. aplustre and oar.

damentum and cuirass. [PL XII. 6.]

[Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 576, no. 190.]

18 1121-15 AVTKMIOV/\IOC<l>I |<nPv|<|n .. _ _ _ NOMO1

A[I'|Tl-[OCC] Female figure, wearing chiton and

CB peplos, standing to 1. ; in r.,

Same die as preceding. aplustre, 1. resting on sceptre ; at

her feet, prow.

1 What is here given as the last letter of the inscription may

 



CORYGUS . 69

N0- Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Otacilia Severa.

19 ]E1~25 MHTAKIAIAN C€ KHPVNAV A PXIC Hermes

OVH PAN Bust of standing 1., wearing chlamys

Otacilia Severa r.,wear- fastened round neck and on 1.

ing stephane. ‘ arm, winged sandals ; in r. purse,

in l. winged caduceus ; at his

feet, ram 1. [Pl. X11. 7

Valerian Senior.

.20 H1 l‘l5 AVKTIO/\K [BA/\€ Kr\PVK IHT n [N]AVTO

Pl]AN M O NO

OC (sic) V .

Bust of Valerian Sen. Female figure, wearing chiton and

r., laureate, wearing peplos, standing to 1. ; in r.

paludamentum and cui- aplustre, l. resting on sceptre ; at

rass. her feet, prow. [Pl. X11. 8.]

21 -/E1'25 AVKTIOAIK OVAA KIHTHN A VNAV [AP]

€PlAN XI

OC C

Bust of Valerian Sen. KnPV (in eX.)

r., wearing radiate Dionysos,1 nude, standing to front,

crown, paludamentum looking 1.; in r. grapes, l. resting

and cuirass. on thyrsos tied with fillet; at his

feet panther ; before him, on stand

of three legs (composed of lion’s

heads and legs), prize vase con

taining winged caduceus, palm

branch and aplustre, and inscribed

9[€M|A]. [Pl. X11. 9.]

22 E 1'3 Same die as preceding. KIHTHNA VNA VA

PX

C

KHPV (in ex.)

Similar type;

[MIA].

on vase, 9€

1 Cp. the somewhat similar group on the coin of Adana, no. 20,

p. 18.

 



'7’0 CILICIA.

25

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. ‘ Reverse.

 

23

26

E 1'25

E1-'15

[E 105

lflTfl__.'_.__.._

X[l]

C

KHPVK (in ex.)

Similar type, but amphora under

the stand, and inscr. on vase

obliterated. [Huber Sale, 685.]

Same die as preceding.

 

Gallienus.

Bust of Gallienus r., lau

reate, wearing pa1uda

mentum and cuirass.

Female figure, ‘wearing ehiton and

peplos, standing to 1.; in r.

at her feet, prow.

AVKTTO/\l K FAA/\ l<fiPV Klfl T HNAVTO

IH N MO V N0

 

OC

[Same dies as Mionnet, Supp. vii., p. 208, no. 233.]

AVKTTO/\'/Z I-A/\/\| KHP VKI [H] TT\NAV

HN N 0 M0 TO

OC

Salenina.

KONNH/\ CA/\fi KHPVKIH T[!\]NAVTNA

NIN V AP X IC

A N (sic) Hermes, nude, standing to 1.;

Bust of Salonina r., in r. purse, in 1. caduceus and

wearing stephane. chlamys; at his feet, ram 1.

[PL XII. 10.]

 

  

aplustre, 1. resting on sceptre;.

 



nroexnsxnna. 71

 

II t 1

No. Wt. S322’ Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

 

DIOC‘AESAREA.

Imperial Times.

(a) Without heads of Emperors.

Before Hadrian.

1 IE '8 Bunch of grapes and vine- AIOKAICAP€U.l N Bust of

leaf on stalk: border Herm-es, bare-headed, r. ; in front,

of dots. winged caduceus -. border of dots.

[Pl. xn. 11.]

Time of Hadrian.

2 PE '75 AAPI AIOKAICA .. AlOK€ C AP Eagle standing

Bust of City r., veiled to r. on palm-branch, head 1.,

and turreted: border of wings displayed: border of dots.

dots.

[Pl. xu. 12.]

(b) With heads of Emperors.

Trajan.

Head of Trajan r., lau- Thunderbolt.

reate.

3 ]E1 AYTOKPANEPTPA AIOKAU]

INOEKAIEEB FEPA [EAPEHN]

AKI (sic)

4 [E1 [AYT]OKPAN [EPT AIOKA[I]

PAI NO]I:KAI I: EBF [EZIAPEHN

[EPAAKI] (Same die [H. P. Borrell.]

as preceding.)

  



7'2 CILIGIA.

 

No. Wt. Obverse. I 1 Reverse.

Faustina Junior.

5 E 1'1 ANNlA<I>AV CT€lN AAPIANHN [A|]O[K]€CAP

ACGBACTH Bust of €nN Winged thunderbolt.

Faustina Junior r. [PL XII. 13.]

Septimius Severus.

Bust of Septimius Severus [A]AP-AIOKA ICA P€flN

r., laureate, wearing Temple with six columns ; two

paludamentum and cui- Nikai(’t) as acroteria; in pediment,

rass. Two counter- bucranium ; in central inter

marks: (1)eagleto front, columniation, thunderbolt; beside

head 1., (2) winged temple, on 1., altar in front of tree.1

thunderbolt.

6 in 1-3 AYTOKPl<AlC-/\- C [H XII- 14-1

€TTTlC€0YH [P O C]

lT€ PCGB

7 E 1'2 AYTOKPKAIC-/\' C (Same die as preceding.)

€TIT I C€OY H P[OC [Whittall.]

1-I]€PC€B (Same die

as preceding.)

8 E 135 AYTO K PKAI'CAC€ [AAPFIANHNAIO l<AlC'APj

IITIC€0[YHPOCTI €Lf\N] Tyche, wearing kalathos, '

GPCGB] Head of Sep- standing to 1.; in r. rudder, in 1.

timius Severus r., lau- cornucopiae. '

reate. Countermarks

as on no. 6.

[Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 577, no. 194.]

1 Or, tree in square vase; of. the shrub in a; pot beside the temple

of the Samian Hera (Catal. Ionia, p. 382, no. 294), and the type of

Selge, Catal. Lycia, &c., pl. xli. 6.

    

 



DIOGAESAREA. 7.3

  

 

 

NO- Wit Obverse. Reverse.

Julia Domna..

9 [E 1 IOY/\|A AOMNAC AAPA|0KA| CAP€HN

€B Bust of Julia Winged thunderbolt set upright

Domna r. on throne with back, on foreposts.

of which two lions.

[Pl. XIII. 1.]

Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 577, no. 195.

Caracalla..

10 ]E 12 AYTOK-KAIQ M-A [AAP]AI@I<AI €[AlP €l’\N]‘

YP[ANTT\N€| NOC] Athena in quadriga to 1.; in raised

CEB Bust of Caracalla r. thunderbolt, in extended 1. oval

r., laureate, wearing shield. [H. P. Borrell.1]

paludamentum and cui

rass. Two counter

marks as on. no. 6..

 

Philip Senior.

Bust of Philip Senior r., Herakles, laureate, nude, bow behind

wearing radiate crown, shoulder,seated l. on lion’s skin,

paludamentum and cui- r. resting on club.

rass. _

11 ZE 1'3 MIQYA I 0C<I> I /\[|TI AAP|A[|O]I<€C/-‘X. P€ FIN

'|T]OCC€B In front of M H K€N

head, AYTK AT

[Bunbury Sale-II., 384.]

12 ]El 1'35 M I QY/\ I QC<I>I/\ITI AAPIAA‘I0.I<€CAP€(\NN\HTi

. [TIOCCQ B] in front I.(€NNA

ofhead, AYTK Tfl

(Sa1ne die as preceding) _ [Pl. XIII. 2.]¢__

 

1‘ Borrell seems to have possessedtwo specimens of this coin from

the same dies. See Longpérier in Noun. Ann., ii. (1838), p. 355,

pl. E, no. 5. On the specimen here described there is no trace of the

snakes surrounding the shield (“aegis ” ).

 

L



74 CILI CIA.

 
   

No Obverse. Reverse.

13 E 1'25 AYTKIWIOY/\lOC<i>| AA _ _ _ -. _ NMH K€

_ _ _ Countermark, NAT

wheel with six spokes. [H. P. Borrell.]

Bust of Philip Senior r., Veiled and turreted female figure (the City)

wearing radiate crown, seated r. ; facing her, Tyche standing 1.,

paludamentum and cui- wearing kalathos, in r. rudder, in 1. cor

rass. nucopiae 3 at their’ feet, upper part of

river-god swimming.

14 E 1'4 AYTKMIOY/\|QC AAPI/\A[l]0K€CAP[€]nNIV\HTP 0

[¢] I /\ lIT|TOCC€ K G

B15 E 1'5 AYTK/VHOY/\|OC¢| AAP|A|O[K/\|C]AP€ n NMH%%

/\|T[TIQCC€ K€N

B NAT

f\N

Same die as Invent. Wadd., 4272, pl.

x. 10.

16 E 1'3 AYTKIWIOY/\lOC¢| AAPIAI[QK€CAP€H]NW\I-|TP7¢,1

/\|[TITIOCC€] K€N

B NA

Same die as preceding. TH

[Bank Collection.]

17 E 1'5 [AYTJK/V\|OY/\|QC AAP|AlOK€CAP € HNM

¢|/\|'|TT[0CC€ K€N

B NA

Same die as preceding. T/I

‘ [H. P. Borrell.]

1o1~A|[OKAlCAP€!\]N



DIOCAESAREA;

 
 

 
 

No. Obverse.‘ Reverse.

18 ZE1'35 AYTKM|OY[A|OC] AAPI ___ NMH

¢|A|TIlTOCC€ KGN

B NA

Same die as preceding. T

19 H1 1'5 AYTKMIOYAIOC¢I AAPIAIOKA|CAP€ H[NMHT]PO

AIITITOCCG K € N

B NAT

Same die as preceding. [IN

Countermark, wheel

with six spokes. [Pl. mil. 3.]

 

   
 



7c- ‘ \'0ILIC‘IA.

No.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

Date.

E 1'35

E 1'-35

  

EPIPHANEA.

Hadrian and Sabina.

_ ._ KAIETPAIAAPI EABEINAEEBAETH E1TI¢A

A Bust of N E . . Bust of Sabina r., wearing

laureate. stephane; in front,

male

Hadi'ia_.n r.,

Countermark,

head r.

Julia Mamaea.

I€0BVA/E!\I_'\'A‘MA|BAN(; €ITI<I>’A N€f\N

N ust o .
Julia Mamaea r., wear- H C (m field)

ing stephane. Dionysos, wearing himation about

lower limbs and 1. arm; pouring out

wine from keras inverted in r., in_

l. thyrsos ; at his feet, panther 1.

looking up. [Wigan.]

[PL XIII. 4.]

[I0]V/\-MAMAI _

ANC€BA [CTI-IN]

Same die as preceding.

€1TI¢A NGWN

H qC (in field)

Athena standing to 1. ; Ir. resting on

spear, l. on shield. [PL XIII. 5.]

 

Gordian III.

A'VTOK'1V\-AI/ITW -F €III¢AN'€ f\N-'€T-ST

OPAIAI/IOC Bust of Demeter standing -to front, head

Gordian III. r., wearing r., wearing kalathos, long chiton,

radiate crown, paluda- veil and peplos passing across front

mentum and cuirass. of body and over both arms; in

Cou-ntermark,1 wheel r. ears of corn, 1. rests on torch.

[PL XIII. 6.]

 

'1 Cp. the countermarks at Diocaesarea (nos. 13, 19) and Sagalassus

(Catal. Lycia, &c., p. 250, no. 51).

205 '1

=A.D.

138 Z

298

=A.D.

231-322

306

=A.D.

239-40$



EPIPHANEA. 77

Metal.

NO‘ Sizei Obverse. Reverse. Date.

5 All 1'45 AVTOK-M-AWTW-r €ITI ¢A[N]€ (IN 306

OPAIAI/I[0C] [€]T-ST (in ex.) ::A.D.

Same die as preceding. Asklepios and Hygieia. On r. 239-40'?

Asklepios to front, looking 1., in

r. serpent-staff, in l. laurel

branch (?)1; on 1. Hygieia to front,

looking r., feeding serpent from

phiale in r.

6 E 1-35 Same die as no. 4. 6'|"|'|¢A NEf\N ,,

€TST (in ex.)

Hades, wearing kalathos, seated to

front, head 1., on throne with back ;

1. resting on sceptre, r. on heads

of Kerberos seated l. at his feet.

[Pl. XIII. 7.]

'Otacilia Severa.

7 2E 1'2 (1)TA1<€I/\IA. C €0 €TI|¢ AN€. N 311

VI"IPAC€B Bust of A I . fi Id =A.D.

Otacilia r., wearing T (In 6 ) 244-45?

stephane. Apollo, nude, standing to front,

looking 1., legs crossed; in r.

laurel-branch, leans with l. on

lyre placed on pedestal.

[Pl. XIII. 8.] [Whittall.]

1 See Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Enc., ii., p. 1681.

 

  



78 CILICIA.

No.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

E 1'15

'75

FLAVIOPOLIS

Domitian.

[A]0M€T|ANOC

KAICAP Head of

Domitian r., laureate.

Countermark, helmeted

bust (of Athena) r.1

Head of Domitian r., lau

reate.

[AOM€T|]ANOC

KA ICA [P] Counter

mark, helmeted bust

(of Athena) r.1

<l>/\AY| OTTO/\€| T(ON GT

OYCIEII Two draped and lau

reate busts, confronted, each with

star on forehead (Dioskuri).

[Wigan.]

Female figure (Tyche of the City),

wearing turreted crown and veil,

seated 1'. on seat with low back; in

extended r. ears of corn ; at her feet,

half-figure of river-god swimming.

€TOY[C]Z l¢/\A YIOTI _ _

 

[Pl. XIII. 9.]

A0M€T|ANQC

[KAICA P] Counter

mark, as preceding?

[Same die as Mionnet,iii.,

p. 579, no. 203.]

AOM[€TI]ANOC

KAICAP Head of

. Domitian r., laureate.

€TOYCZl¢/\AY [IOTTO/\]€I

T‘-“N [Bank Collection.]

¢/\AY I OTTO/\€ IT

Tyche, wearing kalathos, standing

1.; in r. rudder, in 1. cornucopiae.

[H. P. Borrel1.]

 

'1 Of. the type of no. 9.

  



FLAVIOPOLIS.

  

 

 

No. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Antoninus Pius.

5 E 1'05 [AYI] KAITIAIAA <I>AA9VlO TIOA€I TI-UN € 83

_ AP ANTUN€I'7Z T0I"T[ Two draped busts con- =A.D.

Bust of Pius r.,laureate, fronted, each with star above head 156- 57

wearing paludamentum and wearing pileus with button

and cuirass; behind, at top (Dioskuri).

CEB [P1. run. 10.]

6 E '75 AYKAITIA _-_ El ¢/\AOYIO _-_ |'I Veiled Z

N QC? Head of Pius bearded bust r. (Kronos).

r., laureate. [P1, XIII. 11.]

Antoninus Pius and Faus-tina Senior.

7 E '9 AYTKAliil?AlAAAP 9€A¢AY--m IOITQ/\€IT.QN 67

ANTIINGINOC QT :A.D.

Head of Pius r., bare; Bust of Faustina Senior r.; in 140- 41

behind, CGB front,Macrinus.

8 E 1 AVTKMOTTC€ MA <I>AAOV IOIT OA €|Tl\N-'€T 144

KPINQC Bust of PM A (in field)‘ =A.D.

Macrinus r., laureate, Nike advancing 1.; in r. wreath, 217-18

wearing pal.udamentum in l. palm-branch. [Devon.]

and cuirass.

Elagabalus.

9 E '95 MAVPAN Tf\[N€] ¢AAVIOTTOA€IT[I'\N]€TS 146

INO CCGB Head of MP Bust of Athena r., wearing :A.D.

Elagabalus r., laureate. crested Corinthian helmet. 219- 20

10 E 1'35 _ _ AYPANTHNGIN <l>AAV|OTTOA ... _ HN €T% 146'!

_. _ Bust of Elagabalus M P1 Bust of Sarapis r., wearing :./4.1).

r., laureate, wearing kalathos, 219 -20

paludamentum and cui

rass.

1 Cf. Invent. Wacld., 4293.

  

 

 

  



80 ' GILICIA-.

 

Metal.

mentum and cuirass.

 

Tyche of City, wearing turreted

crown, seated 1. on rock; 1. rest

ing on rock, in r. uncertain object;

at her feet, half-figure of river

god swimming 1.

 

N0 Size_ Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Valerian Senior...

11 [E 1'2 AVTKTT/\l‘OVA/\€ 4.)/\AV I0 TFO/\€lT[U)N] 181

Pl-ANOc(:[e B-] Bust eTATT P =A-11

of Valerian Senior r., Bust (draped?) of Sarapis r., 254- 55

wearing radiate crown, wearing kalathos, [PL XIII. 12.],

paludamentum and cui

rass.

12 IE1 AVTKIITAIDVA/\€P| ¢/\AOV|Q ITO/\€|TWN 184

AN[O]i‘-E Bust of A 9 =rL.D.

Valerian r., wearing 11' T 257-58

radiate crown, paluda- q

 
 



GERMANIGOPGLIS. 81

 
 

R0 Obverse.. Reverse. Date.

GERMANIC’OP’OLl"S...

Hadrian.

1 A1 1-1'5 _ _ _ .. _ AAPI’-ANoc AAPIANH l"€PM'AN mono/\

 

Head of Hadrian r., IT

laureate, drapery on 1.

shoulder.

Laureate bust of Apollo

r., with formal curls, quiver('l) at

shoulder; in front, traces of

monogram’! .

[PL XIII. 13; cf. Archaeolog/aa,X.vii.,.

‘p. 218.]

 

 

   



82 cnncnr.

   

 

No. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

HIEROPOLIS-CASTABALA.

[For coins of the time of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, see Z. f. N.,

x., p. 267, Babelon, Rois dc Syria, p. cv. ; Invent. Wadd.,

4313.]

First Century B.C.

Head of Tyche r., tur- Goddess of Hieropolis, wearing kala

reted, wearing necklace. thos, seated 1. on throne with high

' back; in 1. sceptre,1 held trans

versely ; below seat, eagle l.

1 E '9 Behind, W [l]EPOTTO/\|T.Q[N]

T.QNTl'POZT.Q|

ITYPAMQI

[P1.-xrv. 1.]

2 E '85 Three curls on _neck, no [I] EPOTIO/\lT[flN]

necklace; beh1nd, W [T]HNTI-Po:-|.[n|]

' [IT]YPAMf\[|]

Head of Tyche r., wearing River-god Pyramos swimming to r.,

veil and turreted crown. upper half of his body above the

waves, head facing; on his r.

hand, eagle to r.

3 E -9 [l6P0l

I10/\lTQ[N]

T!) N T] PQCTQ

HYPAMQ

[Pl. XIV. 2.]

‘ 4 E '85 |€PO

' [I-l]O/\lTQN

TQN Fl POCT[Q]

|1YPAM[Q] [Devon.]

[For coins probably issued from Hieropolis circa B.C. 39

I A.D. 17, see below, “ Kings of Cilicia.”] '

j 1 A trace of the sceptre is visible behind her 1. shoulder. See

  

 

 

Imhoof-Blumer, Z. f. N., vol. x., 1883, p. 268, no. 3.

 
 



HIEROPOLIS-GASTABALA. -83.

Metal.
N0 Size_ Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Imperial Times.

(a) Without heads of Emperors.

Time of the Antonines.

5 E '9 IEPO‘ TTOAITHN THNTTPOCTH lTVPAM/\

Veiled and turreted River-god Pyramos as on no. 3,

head of City r.: border but holding in his r. torch instead

of dots. of eagle: border of dots.

[Devon.]

[Pl. XIV. 3.]

6 E '95 Bust of Artemis r., draped, IGPOTIO AITHN Bust of

hair bound with taenia; Hekate r., wearing kalathos and

behind shoulder, bow veil; in front, burning torch: bor

and quiver? : border of der of dots.

dots. [D. G. Hogarth, 1894.]

[P1. XIV. 4.]

(b) With heads or titles of Emperors. '

Antoninus Pius.

7 E '75 [AYTOKP]AT(l)P |€POl"|O __ Eagle1 with closed

A[NTU)]N€|NO[C] wings, standing 1. on club

Head ofAntoninus Pius [Procured at Mersina.]

r., laureate.

Faustina Junior.

8 E 1'1 C€BACTH ¢AYC I€POlTO AITHN Helios,

TINA Bust of Faustina nude, radiate, standing to 1.; in

Junior r., crescent on raised 1'. torch, in l. whip and

forehead. chlamys; at his feet, torch. In

countermark, T [Devon.]

9 El'15 Same die. Similar, but no torch in 1'. hand.

  

Same countermark.

[Pl. XIV. 5.]

 

([H. P. Borrell.]

1 Op. the type of the earliest coins of Hieropolis, Imhoof-Blumer,

Z. J‘. N., vol. x., 1883, p. 267, nos. 1, 2.

  



84
“UILICIA.

N0.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

10 ]E'9

[E1'6

[E 1'3

 

|€ POTTO/\l

shoulder ;

 

Lucilla.

r., wearing stephane.

/\‘OYK|/\/\A C€B/1 l€PO TI'OI\€ITHN

C[T]H Bust of Lucilla

Female

bust (Hekate) 1., with kalathos and

veil; in front, burning torch.

--Zeit. fiir Nwm., x., p. 275, no. 32.

Septimius Severus.

l€POTTO/\€IT(DNT(0NTI'PAVTKA I /\C€TTC€

‘V H POC'|T€P[C€]

Bust of Septimius Se

verus r-., laureate, wear

ing paludamentum and

cuirass.

1-(ON

KACTABA/\€(1)N

Bust of youthful Dio

nysos r., Wreathed with

ivy, thyrsos over 1.

in front,

bunch of grapes.

 

OCTUJITV

[Devon.']

PAMCO The Em

peror, in military dress, standing

1. l. restin on s ear receivinv
1 _ 2 _ c>

wreath from Nlke r. approachmg

him.

AVTKAIAC €lTC€ VH‘PO

CTT€ PCG The Emperor, in mili

tary dress, standing 1.; in r. Nike

r., standing on globe, and hold

ing wreath and palm

on spear.

[PL xrv. 6.]

Caracalla.

Bust of Caracalla r.,

laureate, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

; l. resting

AVTK AIMA‘PA‘V'PH IGPOITO/\[€lT(0]NKACTAB

ANT(DN€|NOC A/\€(l9N Tyche -standing 1.,

wearing kalathos ' in r-. rudder in
D ) 2

1. cornucopiae.

 

 

 



HOLMI. 85

 
 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

H O L M I.

Fourth Century B.G.

SILVER.

1 9'5 ZR3"5 . Head -of Athena r. in OAM Head of Apollo Sarpedo

    

crested Athenian hel

met: border of dots.

nios r., hair bound with taenia

with laurel-leaves’? in front: bor

der of dots.

.[Pl. XIV. 7.] ' [Pay-ne Knight]

 

 

 



86 CILICIA.

Size.

Metal.

Obverse. Reverse.

 

Date.

3 El'2

  

'75

IOTAPE.

Hadrian.

_ _ KAITPA AAPI l(.0TATT€

AN [0]C Head of

Hadrian r., laureate.

ITUJN Tyche,

wearing kalathos, standing to 1.;

in r. rudder, in 1. cornucopiae.

[Bank Collection.]

[Pl. XIV. 8.]

L. Verus.

Bust of L. Verus r., lau- IU) .. _ _

reate. Inscription

obliterated.

Female figure seated 1.

on chair; in extended r. phiale Z,

raised 1. resting on sceptre.

[Bank Collection.]

Valerian Senior.

AVTKAICAPA TIA ICOTATI €|T(ON

IKINNIONOV A/\€

PIANQN Bust of

Valerian r., laureate;

in front, H

Tyche,

wearing kalathos, standing 1.; in

r. rudder, in l. cornucopiae.

[Pl. xxv. 9.]

Similar to the coin described by Mionnet, Supp. vii., p. 216,

no. 254, after Sestini, Mus. Hederu. ii., in add., pl. vi.,

fig. 8, with a fanciful representation of Tyche.

 

  
 



IRENOPOLIS. 87

No.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

E'8

'85

IRENOPOLIS

Imperial Times.

(a) Without head of Emperor.

Time of Marcus Aurelius?

Bearded male bust r., IPHNOTTO/\ITfi [N] Male

laureate ; in front, date figure (Herakles?) reclining 1., hold

GIP?: border of dots. ing in r. kantharos; in exergue,

- ' club : border of dots.

[P1. xrv. 10.]

5

(b) With heads of Emperors.

Domitian.

AVTO K PATH PKAI IPH N01-|'OA€ IT.Q.N€TBM

Z AP AOM ITIA N Tyche, veiled and turreted, seated

02 Head of Domitian r. on rock; in r. ears of corn; at

r., laureate. ‘ her feet, river-god swimming r.;

in field r., star of six points.

Head of Domitian r., lau

reate.

Hygieia standing to front, looking r.;

in r. branch held downwards, in l.

phiale from which serpent feeds.

IPHNOITOA €IT.Q.N[€]T8M

[Pl. XIV. 11.]

AVTOKPATQPKAI

ZAP [AOMITIAN

oxa]

AVTOl<PAT.().[PKAl

ZAP AOMITI]AN

02%

I PH NOITOA €lT.QN€TBM

[Bank Col1ection.]

 

[Same dies as preceding.]

 

119?



88 CILICIA..

N-o .

Metal.

' Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Altl

/E 1'05

'8

AYTO K PATQ. PAC

MITIANOZAOM ITI

AZEBZ Head of

Domitian r., laureate,

and bust of Domitia 1.,.

confronted. Uncertain

countermark.

'OFM

points.

__.. /\l'O‘___

reate. field, G

Septimius Severus.

Septimius Severus r.,

laureate, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

Julia Domna.

ICAIANAO/V\NA[N]

C5B (sic) Bust of

Domna r. Uncertain

countermark.

City r.

IOV/\IA AOMNAC zPHNo

[€]B Bust of Domna r.

 

[AY],T~K-/\'C€'|T C€ €|PHNOTT O/UT . .

VHPONTI - - 1311511 Of V[C]AM P Female bust r., wear

ing stephane.

Domitian and Domitia..

[€]lPHNQ’lTO/\€l' TQN GT

Tyche, wearing kalathos,

standing to 1.; in r. rudder, in l.

cornucopiae; in field 1., star of six

[Bunbury Sale II., 384.]

[_Pl. XIV. 12.]

M. Aurelius and Faustina Junior.

Bust I PH N 0T[_O /\lTn N¢AYCT€ I

of M. Aurelius r., lau- NAC€B Bust of Faustina r.; in

IP [Wigan.]

[Pl. XIV. 13.]:

en-1o

€|PHNO'|T - - Tf\N€TO[V1C

AM P Veiled and turreted bust of

T10/\lT(UN Bust of

Athena r., in crested Corinthian

helmet, spear over 1. shoulder;

below, AIZP or AIP

 

43

119

144

161 or

164

 



IRENOPOLIS. 89

  

 

 

 

No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Caracalla.

10 A3 -9 [A]VT ‘ANTOQNIN lPH_NO[1T]O[A]lTO0N Head 161

O C Head of Cara- of bearded Herakles r., club be

calla r., laureate. hind shoulder; below, -AIP

[Pl. XIV. 14.]

11 A11 '95 A[VT]KA|/\AYPC€ €IPI-INOTIO _ _ Busts of 163

YANT(\N€|NOC Asklepios to 1., with serpent-staff,

Bust of Caracalla r., and Hygieia to r., confronted;

laureate, wearing palu- below, FZP

damentum and cuirass.

Valerian Senior.

12 lE1'l AVTKTT/\|0 - _ _ -. IPI-INOTI 0 AITIDNAC 204

  

ANOCC€[B] Bust of

Valerian r.,

radiate crown and cui

I‘3.SS.

r. on serpent-staff, and

'r.; in exergue, H

[Pl. XIV. 15.]

wearing

Asklepios standing 1., leaning with

Hygieia to

[Wigan.]

 
 



90 OILICIA.

Ne. w‘...
Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

LO

l64'6

157'4

1589

E '85

./R'8

E. '85

‘ISSUS.

Sixth Century B.C.

Persic Standard.

Staters.

' [Attribution to Issus conjectural.]

iForepart of lion to 1., Incuse square divided by a single

jaws open, 1. fore-leg diagonal bar into two triangles.

visible.

[P1.xv. 1.]

I

[P]. xv. 2.]

[Whittal1.]

[From India.]

Satrupul Coinage.

Persic Standard.

Tiribazus

(B.C. 386—380).

[UEEIK [ON] onl.,

'\\\j~\\-“'~ (7TIl”'U"l) on

r. Baal, himation on

1. shoulder and about

lower limbs, standing

Ahura-mazda to front, nude, head 1

r., his body terminated by winged

solar disk of Persian form; in

r. wreath, in 1. lotos-flower; in

field 1., AMI

 

to 1.; l. resting on [Bank Collection.]

sceptre, [r. holding 1

eagle]: border of dots.

[Pl. xv. 3.]

Time of Mazaeus.

361—333 13.0.

See under TARSUS.

 

 

1 Probably, as on the coin struck at Tarsus by Tiribazus (see below,

under Tarsus), he wears a polos.

 



LAERTES.

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

LO

UT

'75

% Q Q3‘!

  

LAERTES.

Trajan.

AYTOK _ _ _ _ AA

KIKOC Head of Trajan

r., laureate.

Zeus, wearing himaAA€PT€l

tion about lowerT(l)N

limbs, seated 1.;

in r. uncertain object (Nike ?), l.

resting 011 sceptre.

AYTOKPATIO P TP

A I ANQC Head of

Trajan r., laureate.

/\A€PT Male figure

(Apollo ?), wearing short chiton

and chlamys, standing to l.; in r.

phiale, l. rests on sceptre.

[P1. xv. 4.]

 

AYTOK PAT (OPT [A]A€PTI TIUN Demeter

PAIANOC Head of seated 1.; in r. poppy and ear of

Trajan r., laureate. corn, 1. resting on sceptre.

[Pl. xv. 5.]

 

Hadrian.

[AY] KAITPA AAP /\A€P T€I-I-(LIN Tyche, wear

IANOC Head of ing kalathos, standing to 1.; in 1'.

Hadrian r., laureate. rudder, in l. cornucopiae.

Valerian Senior ?

____.AA€PIAN?___ AA€PT €IT/IN. Ares, wear

Bust of Valerian? r., ing helmet and cuirass, standing

laureate, wearing palu- to front, looking r.; r. rests on

damentum and cuirass; spear, l. on shield. [Whittall.]

 

in front, H [P1, xv. 6.]

 



92 GILICIA.

 

N0. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Salonina.

6 1111 1'15 KOPNH/\[lAN '1] C /\A€ P T €lTf\N Athena

AAHNIN [AN 2] standing to front, looking r.; r.

Bust of Salonina r.; rests on shield, l. hangs down ;

in front, IA beside her, in r. field, spear.

Cornelius Valerianus.

7 [E 12 TIOV/\|KKO POVA/\ /\A€PT€| THN Nike: Carr)’

GPIANQN KA|C€B- ing wreath, in quadriga to r.

Bust of Cornelius Vale- [Biliotti, 1872.]

rianus r., bare-headed ;

in front, IA

8 2E '9 TTOV/\| KKOPOVAA AA€PT [€lTf\N] Dionysos,

€P|ANONK[A]|CC nude, standing to front, head 1.;

Bust of Cornelius Vale- l. rests on thyrsos, with r. pours

rianus r., bare-headed ; wine from kantharos to panther l.

in front, F at his feet.

 

 

 

 

Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 590, no. 246.

 

 
 



LYRBE. 93

 
   

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

L Y R B E.

Gordian III.

1 E 1'25 AV K-M-AN [F] AYP BGI T HN Apollo,

OP[A|A]N _ _ wearing short chiton, chlamys and

Bust of Gordian III. r., boots, standing to 1.; r. holding

laureate, wearing palu- phiale, l. resting on sceptre; in

damentum and cuirass. field r., lyre.

2 E '95 AY'K-M-ANT~ FOP AV PB€ I THN Apollo stand

A|ANOC- C€B- Bust ing to 1., chlamys fastened round

of Gordian III. r., lau- neck and hanging over l.arm, wear

reate, wearing paluda- ing boots ; in r. branch, in l. bow.

mentum and cuirass. [Pl. XV. 7 [Whittall.]

3 El AY-K-M-ANT~ FOP AYPB €|Tf\N Hades, wear

AIAN[OC- Cé] B- ing kalathos, seated 1.; l. resting

Same die as preceding. on sceptre, r. eXtended downwards

to Kerberos at his feet.

4 E '95 AY- l<-M-ANT- FOP AYP BGITHN Ares, Wearing

AIANOC- [CGB-] crested helmet and cuirass, stand

Same die as preceding. ing to r.; r. resting on spear, l. on

shield.

5 E '95 AY-K-M-ANT- FQP AV PBG I THN Goddess

 

 
 

A|ANOC- C€B

Same die as preceding.

 

(Aeternitasi) standing to 1., wear

ing long chiton and peplos over 1.

arm and round lower limbs ; r.

holding phiale, 1. resting on column

and holding globe’.Z

[P1, XV. 8.] .

 



94 CILICIA.

Metal.

No. Wt. SiZe_ Obverse. Reverse.

6 E '9 AY-K~N\-A%,l'0PA|A AYPB €|TnN Athena, wear

NOC-C€B Bust-of Gor- ing crested helmet, standing 1.;

dian III. r., laureate, with r. drops pebble into amphora ‘

wearing paludamentum at her feet, in 1. holds long palm

and cuirass. branch; in field r., star of eight

points. [Whittal1.]

[Pl. xv. 9.]

7 E '8 AY'K-M-ANT-To P AYPB € ITHN Nike

AIANQC Bust of advancing 1.; in r. wreath, in 1.

Gordian III. r., . lau- palm-branch. [Chaix, 662.]

reate, wearing paluda- ‘

mentum and cuirass.

Tranquillina.

8 E '95 CAB€ ITPANKV/\ _ Athena, as on no. 6 of Gordian III.,

_ _ Bust of Tranquil- with same symbol (same die).

lina r. _ [Whittall.]

Philip Junior.

1 9 an-1 AVT- K‘-MAPK-IOV AYP Ben THN Apollo ~

A-C €OVHP'<l>|/\|lT standing to 1., wearing short

T|'ON-C€B- Bust of chiton, chlamys and boots; in r.

Philip Junior r., lau~

reate, wearing paluda

mentum and cuirass.

phiale, 1. resting on sceptre.

[WhittaH.]

 

 
  



MALLUS. 95

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

185'3

181'2

176'5

ZR '75

[R '75

E'8

fR°7
UT

Beardless figure with

curved wings, running

to r. in kneeling atti

tude, head 1.; arms ex

tended, r. off the flan,

l. holding uncertain

object.

Similar, but object in 1.

hand off the flan.

Female figure with curved

wings on shoulders and

wings on feet, running

to r., head 1., hands

extended; wears long

chiton. '

Figure with curved wings

running to l. in kneel

ing attitude, hands ex

tended ; wears long

chiton ‘l

 

 

MALLUS.

Circa B.0. 520-485.

Aeginetic Standard.

Staters.

Conical baetyl, in rude incuse square.

Similar.

Similar.

[Pl. xv. 11.]

Conical baetyl in rude incuse square,

with surface granulated and show

Ing irregular markings. '

. . [Pl. xv. 12.]

[The attribution to Mallus of nos. 1—11 is doubtful.]

[Pl. xv. 10. From Naucratis, Num. Chron., 1886, pl. i. 5.]

I [From Persia.]

[From Smyrna.]

 



CILICIA.

Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

 

l80'l

1746

1737

173 Similar to preceding.

 

Circa B.G. 485—425.

Aeginetic Standard.

Staters.

Female figure with curved Conical baetyl, with two handles at

wings, wearing long top; in field, on either side, two

chiton with sleeves and granulated patches; above left

girdle, hair taken up handle, V: the whole in incuse

behind, running to 1. in square. On baetyl, uncertain

kneeling attitude, head countermark.2

r.; hands extended, in

r. caduceus,1 in 1.

wreath. '

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 664, no. 654.

 

[PL XVI. 1.]

Similar. Conical baetyl,3 with two handles at

top; in field, on either side, granu

lated objects resembling two birds

without feet, confronted: the whole

in incuse square.

[Pl. XVI. 2. Ann. dc Nam, 1883, pl. V. 5.]

Similar. Pyramidal baetyl, on which ‘V; in

field, on either side, bunch of

grapes; above, to 1., V: the whole

in mouse square.

Ann. dc Nam. 1883, pl. v. 9.

[Payne Knight]

 

[PL xvr. 3.]

Similar to preceding, but without

letter on baetyl.

[PL xvr. 4.].

1 Or a stafi terminated by a small globe (Imhoof, Ann. de Num.,

1883, p. 102). In the later specimens (nos. 10, 11) it is certainly a

caduceus.

2 The circular mark to the left of the V is due to a flaw in the coin.

)3 The mark on the baetyl is probably accidental.
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MItL

Wt. Si: ' Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

177 '4 [R '85 Similar to preceding. Pyramidal baetyl; in field l. V, r.

I" : the whole in incuse square.

[Bank Collection.]

 

[P1. XVI. 5.]

1802 IR '9 Similar to preceding. Similar, but 1. V, r. F

I [Daniell.]

[Pl. XVI. 6.]

177 ZR '9 Similar to preceding. Pyramidal baetyl, seen edgewise, a

plain moulding running down each

edge; in field LV, r. F : the whole

in incuse square.

[Pl. XVI. 7.]

Circa 425—385 BC.

Persic Standard.

Staters.

161 IR '9 Beardless male figure with MA[P] Swan standing to 1.; in

10118"_ Stmigllt Wings, front, grain of corn; behind, 2:

Welmng drapery from the whole in dotted incuse square.

waist downwards, run- ,

ning (in kneeling pos

ture) to r.; holding in

both hands before his

body circular disk, on

which, star of eight

rays : border of dots.

[Pl. XVI. 8.]

 

157'2 JR '9 Similar figure on exergual MAP Swan standing to 1. on

line, with plume on exergual line; in front, dolphin,

head, and similar star head downwards; behind, 2:

on disk: border of dots. border of dots, concave field.

[Wl1ittall.]

[Pl. XVI. 9.]

Similar to preceding. MAP ’ Similar to preceding, but in

front fish downwards, and border

of dots not visible.

U‘!1638 [R '8

   

[Pl. XVI. 10.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse. W

15 164 E '85 Similar to preceding. MAP Similar to preceding, but in

front fish upwards, and border of

dots not visible. -

[Montagu Sale I., 647.]

[Pl. xvr. 11.]

16 1596 E '85 Beardless male figure as MAP Swan standing to r.; in

on no. 12, but star on front, altar; below which, ear of’

disk not visible, and no corn and 2 : concave field.

exergual line; behind,

lotos-headed sceptre; in

front, caduceus: border

of dots.

[Pl. XVI. 12.]

17 162'2 E '85 Beardless male figure as M A /\ P Swan standing to 1.,.

1 on no. 13, but star on flapping wings; in front, locust.

disk not visible; be- [Bank Collection.]

hind, '10-\'-H (1‘>'m);

in front, grain of corn:

border of dots.

[P1. XVI. 13.]

18 153'8 E '85 Similar to no. 13, but star Inscription effaced. Swan standing

on disk not visible: 1., flapping wings; in front, fish

border of dots. upwards ‘Z; concave field.

Circa 385-333 13.0.

Persic Standard.

Staters.

19 l55'9 E '85 Youthful Dionysos, nude ,5‘*’1/RP/‘a_‘£ Male figure, in long

to waist, seated l. on a chiton, to 1.; r. extended (with

vine-trunk, from which goad?) over yoke of oxen, which he

issue branches bearing drives to 1.; in field above, winged

bunches of grapes; his disk; 1., grain of corn.

r. raised, his 1. on hip:

border of dots.

 

 
 

[P1. XVII. 1.]
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No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

20

21

22

23

24

l63'3

160

7'3

157

1597

ZR. ‘95

/R '35

'95

£R'9

Head ofKronos r.,bearded,

wearing decorated tae

nia; behind, fish with

long snout, upwards :

border of dots.

Same die as Z.f. N., Xii.,

pl. xiii. 13.

[Pl. XVII. 2.]

Same die as preceding.

One twenty-fourth of Stater.

Veiled head of Demeter Demeter as on preceding coins; but

r., wearing stephane,

earring and necklace:

border of dots.

[Pl. XVII. 3.]

Staters.

The King of Persia as

archer, bearded, wearing

kidaris and kandys,

running to r. ; he holds

in r. a lance terminated

by an apple, and in l. a

bow.

[Pl. XVII. 4.]

Similar to preceding, but

in field 1., grain of

corn.

‘[Pl. xvn. 5.]

 

M[A/\]

MA/\ Demeter, wearing sphen

done, stephane, long chiton, and

peplos hanging behind, moving to

r.; in r. flaming torch, in 1. cars

of, corn held downwards : concave

field.

Similar to preceding; but

in field 1., grain of corn.

moving to l., and torch in 1., ear

of corn in r.: concave field.

The King of Persia as archer, bearded,

wearing kidaris and kandys, run

ning to r.; with r. he draws arrow

from quiver at his back, in l.l1e

holds bow.

[Montagu Sale I., 655.]

MAA Beardless Herakles, nude,

to r., strangling lion; the group

stands 011 capital of a column; in

field 1., club: border of dots.

Same die as Babelon, Les Per-ses

Achém, pl. iii. 14, and Imhoof

Blumer, Arm. dc Nam, 1883, pl.

v. 24.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

One eighteenth of Stater.

25 89 IR '45 Similar to no. 23: border Head of bearded satrap r., wearing

of dots. Persian tiara: linear border, con

cave field.

[PL XVII. 6.]

Staters.

26 1593 /R '9 Athena seated 1.; r. rest- MA/\ Hermes and Aphrodite.

ing on spear, l. elbow On 1. Hermes, with chlamys fas

on shield beside her; tened at neck, stands to front; in

behind, trunk of olive- r. caduceus, 1. hand enveloped in

tree with two branches: chlamys and resting on hip; on r.,

border of dots. Aphrodite, wearing long chiton,

I - stands to 1., placing r. hand on

,4 Hermes’ shoulder, and resting l.

elbow on Ionic column beside her.

i [Whittall, 589.] _

1 [PL XVII. 7.]

27 1563 ./R '95'SiInilar to preceding. MAA Nike kneeling to l. on 1.

knee; 1. enveloped in peplos, in r.

pencil with which she traces the

Word N"(H

[PL XVII. 8.]

28 1583 /R '85 Bare head of Herakles r., MA/\ Head of bearded satrap r.,

bearded, lion’s skin in Persian tiara.

fastened round neck:

border of dots.

[PL XVII. 9. Same dies as Z. f. N., xii., pl. xiii. 12.]

For other coins of this time, probably struck at Mallus, see

under Tmsus.

C'1,'1'cct 332-306 13.0.

For coins with the types of Alexander the Great, perhaps

 

struck at Mallus, see Miiller, Nam. d.’Ale.r., l308——l318.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

306—145 13.0.

No coins.

145-125 B.o.

For Coins of the Seleucid Kings struck at Mallus under

Demetrius II., see Gardner, B. M. Catal. Sclcacicl Kings,

1). 59, no. 17, p. 77, no. 21 (pl. XViii. 1, XX.l. 5); Imhoof

Blumer, Ann. dc Nam., 1883, p. 114, nos. 50-52; Babelon,

Rois dc Syria, pp. cxxxii., 119, pl. xix. 1.

68--30 so.

29 2E -95 Head of Apollo r., two MA/\/\Q.TQ.N Athena seated

plaits on neck: border 1.; in r. [Nike], 1. holding spear;

of dots. beside her, shield; in field 1., SW

[PL XVII. 10.]

Imperial Ooinage. B.o. 30——A.D. 211.

See Imhoof-Blumer, Ann. dc Nam, 1883, p. 116, nos. 55 ff.

Colonial Ooinagc. 249--260 A.D.

(a) Without heads of Emperors.

SACRA SINATUS MAL L QC 0 LONIA

(sic) Veiled female bust Tyche, veiled and turreted, seated

r. (the Roman Senate): 1. on rock between two Roman

border of dots. Vexilla; at her feet, two river-gods

swimming in different directions:

l border of dots.

30 12191‘? [P]. XVII. 11.]

'31 ' ,E 1'2 From same dies as preceding.

'| [Imhoof-Blumer, Ann. dc

Nwm., 1883, pl. vi. 42.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

I
’ (b) With Imperial heads.

Herennia Etruscilla.

i Bust of Herennia Etrus-‘Athena (on 1.) and Amphilochos (on

i cilla r., wearing ste- r.). Athena to r.; in r. spear, ex

] phane; crescent at tends 1. towards r. hand of Am

‘; shoulders. philochos, standing to 1., nude but

i, for chlamys over 1. arm, and boots ; '

between them, boar to 1.

32 11111-1 €R€NlANCV[P]RlS CO[l\]ONlA

€TRVSC|LLA(sic) S C (in field)

MALLO (in ex.)

[Pl. xvn. 12.]

33 A-11~1 €R€Nl[ANCVPRIS SCCOLONIA

€TRV$C|]LLA(sic) [MALLO] (in ex.)

(Same die as preceding.)

Hostilian.

34 E12 SVALENOET|LME MALL O CO LONIA

EqVlNTVMC (Sic) Tyche seated between two vexilla,

Bust of Hostilian r., with two river-gods, as on nos. 30,

wearing radiate crown, 31; on one vexillum S, on the

paludamentum and cui- other C

rass.

Valerian I.

35 E 1'25 IMPCLICVALE RI MALLOCQLQNIA Amphilo

ANVS Pl F EAVG chos, chlamys round neck and over

Bust of Valerian r., lau- 1. arm, standing to front, head 1. ;

reate, wearing cuirass. in r., laurel-branch held down

wards; at his feet, bear 1.; to r.,

tripod on base, encircled by ser

pent; in ex., S C

[P1. xvn. 13.]
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No. Wt.
Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

/1*] '65

./E '8

 

Head of Zeus r., laureate:

border of dots.

 

M O P S U S (Morsunsrm).

Under Antiochus IV. of Syria.

(B.C. 175-164.)

Head of Antiochus IV. r., M 0‘? EAT 0 [N] (sic)

diademed :

dots.

border of THZIEPAZ

KAI

AVT' N -M'V

[Pl. XVIII. 1.]

[See also Gardner, Brit. Mus. Catal. Seleucid Kings, p. 40,

no. 58, pl. Xxviii. 5 (with MOYEATQN);

Blumer, Z. N., X., p. 295 (with ZEAEYKEQN TQN

TIPQZ TSZI ]TYPAM.Q.I).]

Second Century 13.0.

[Pl. XVIII. 2.]

THZIEPAZ

[K]Al

[K]Al

Lighted circular altar, on tripod

basis of lion’s legs.

MOY EATQN In field 1. W T. E

Similar to preceding.

MOYEATQN

[A]YTONOMO[Y]

[M0]YEATSlN Below, M H"

[TJHZIEPAZ

[AY]ToNoMoY

Tripod ; in

exergue,

Ml-F

Imhoof

Below, |EW
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No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

6 ./E '8 M0YEAT9[N] Below, P4 H‘

THZIEPAZ

KAI

AVTON[OMOV]

7 £51 -s5 [MJOYEATQN Below, $11

THZIEPAZ
[KAI] and -1%

[A]VTONOMOY

Imperial Ooinage.

(a) Without names of Emperors.

Time of C1audius.1

8 2E 8 Bust of City r., veiled and [T]ONOMOV Mopsos, nude

turreted; in front, ear MO YEATQN to waist,

of corn. TH EIEPAC standing to

K AIAY l. ; in r.,

laurel-branch; 1. elbow resting on

tripod, hand enveloped in hima

tion. '

[P1. XVIII. 3.]

(b) With heads or names of Emperors.

Claudius.

9 /E -95 ___ OC[K]/\AY AI MOY€ I10

OCKAI _ _ Head Of ATQN in wreath. =A.D.

Claudius r., laureate. LE5 IQK 42-43

I P

; I 1 A coin with the same types as no. 8 bears the date H I P (Combe,

I Mus. Hunter, 1). 204, no. 4, pl. 38, 9).
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M t 1. '
N0- $232: I Obverse. Reverse. Date.

 

10 E 1'15 Bust of Zeus r., laureate; K/\AYAI0l: The Emperor, 113

in front, eagle? KAl[_APN(OIk wearing toga, =A.D.

Same die' as Invent. MOYEA standing to 1. ; 4:5-416

Waclcl, 4380. TSIN in 1. roll, in r.

'f'-F5 Nike, who flies

towards him with a wreath.

Cf. Invent. Wacld., 4380 (different

die).

[Pl. XVIII. 4.]

 

Domitian and Domitia.

11331-4 AVTOKPATQPKAI AOMlTlA[E]E[BAETH]l M 162

EAPAOMITIA NOE OYEATQNETOBEP Bust of -_—.\..1>.

 

FEPM Head of Domi- Domitia r. [Traces of silver- 94;-95

tian 1., laureate. _ plating]

Hadrian.

SILVER.

12 2R1 A VTKAIGETPAI-IA AAPIMQYEATWNHOAEWE

PYIGE N EPYITPA Eagle to front, wings displayed,

APIANOEE and in head raised to r.; between its legs,

field r.,Tl"[1 Bust of Ha- small altar on stand, lighted.

drian r., laureate, wear- [lvanoff (1863), 507

ing paludamentum and

cuirass.

(Wt. 209 grs.)

[P]. XVIII. 5.]

 

BRONZE.

13 [E '65 .._ AAPl[A] NO _ _ [AAPlAN(L)N'l M]OY€ATU)

Head of Hadrian r., Artemis standing to front, wearing

laureate. short chiton; in l. bow, with r.

she draws arrow from quiver at

her back.

 

1 A?n(oxpdrwp) KaT(a'ap) ®e(o0) Tpa(l'cu100) IIap(6ucoii) vi(bs) ®e(0fi)

Ne'p(ova) vi(wvbs) Tp(a‘ia1/bs) ‘A5pwwbs 2(eBac¢bs) l'I(wri7p) I‘l(wrpl5os). 1

P
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No.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

14

15

./R 1'05

El

'95

IANQEEE and in r. '

Hadrian and Sabina.

field, I1 [1

Hadrian r., laureate and

draped.

YFH Bust of

SILVER.

AY - TKAIGTPI1 AP

YIGN EPYITPAAP

Bust of

(Wt. 192'9 grs.)

EABEINAEEBAAPIMQYEA

TWNFIOAEWE Bust of Sabina

r., as Artemis, wearing stephane,

with quiver behind shoulder.

Same die as Z. f. N., x., p. 293, 1,

pl. x. 18. '

[Pl. xvnr. 6.]

 

Antoninus Pius.

SILVER,

AYTKAI ETA IAAA‘ AAPIANWNMOYEATWN

ANTW N EIN DEE Eagle, with altar between legs, as

Pius r.,

laureate and draped.

(Wt. 2088 grs.)

[Pl. xvnr. 7.]

on no. 12.

BRONZE.

AYTKAI ETAIAAAP
ANTWNEINOEC _..

Head of Pius r., bare.

AYTKAI ['.TA[l]/\AA

PANTWN El NQEE.

EY1, and in field, TI 11'

Head of Pius r., bare,

with drapery on neck.

AAPIANWN ' MOYEATWN

Artemis, wearing stephane and

short chiton, standing to front,

looking r.; in 1. bow, r. draws

arrow from quiver at her back ; at

her feet, stag r., looking 1.: in

field, ET if

[P1. xvm. 8.]

__~AAPlANWNMO Y EATWN

chiton, standing tofront, looking

1.; in r., Nike r. with wreath; l.

rests on shield; beside which,

spear: in field, ET ZE

[PL xvm. 9.] -

 

I 1 Cr possibly ANTWNE|NONEY

Athena, wearing helniet and long -

207

=A.D.

139-40
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M t 1. .No. siezg. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

 

 

 

L. Verus.

18 123115 AVTKAIAAYPH /\| AAPIANQNM 0 Y€AT.QN 230

OYH P%*OCC€B (sic) Nike to r., on globe 5 carrying in 1. =A-D

Bust of L. Verus r., palm-branch over shoulder, in r. 162-3

bare-headed, wearing _ . ET .0

paludamentum and cui_ wreath. m field r., AC and lighted

rass. altar on stand. [Pl. XVIII. 10.]

Caracalla. '

19 E 1'35 AVTKAIM AVPAN AAPIANWN/v\OY[€AT(L)]N€

' T(L)N .. _ _ B Bust TOYC _ _ Mule to l., bridled,

of Caracalla r., bare- and wearing caparison decorated

headed, wearing palu- with fringe; between ears, three

damentum and cuirass. leaves; on his back, a wreath of

ivy, [bow and quiver].

Cf. Imhoof-Blumer, Monn. G12, p. 362, no. 40,

Invent. Wadd., 4394.

Macrinus.

20 A9 -85 AVTKMOCEMAKP AAPMoYeATnNeT~ 285

IN [OC]AVF Head E =A.D.

of Macrinus r., laureate. ‘IT C 217-18

Aequitas, standing 1. ; in r. scales,

U in 1. cornucopiae.

Julia Paula.

 

21 @105 [I] CY/\lA N KQPNH MA(?)AAPlMOY€A€TZHC 287

/\| ANTTAY/\AN River-god Pyramos, reclining 1., =A.D. ,

Bust of Paula r. looking up; in r. reed, 1. resting 219-20';

on overturned vase from which

water flows ; before him, nymph ('1),

nude to waist, seated r., looking

up.

[Pl. XVIII. 11.]

 

.-_--__._~____.—_.
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No Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Herennius Etruscus.

22 iEl'3 €'lTl¢K€CAPKYl€P AAPA€|<|AN (DNlV\0‘l’|-ll T 318

€AlTPMECA€KlON Male figure (Mopsos '1), nude, =A.D.

Bust of Herennius standing to 1. ; in r. phiale, in 1. 250-51

Etruscus r., wearing bow('l). ' [PL XVIII. 12.]

mdiate crown, paluda

mentum and cuirass.

Same dies as Invent. Wadd., 4395.

1

Valerian Senior.

23 A313 AVKAITTOAIOVA/\€ [AA]PlOVA'|'A/\[/\l]MOM‘Y€ 321

PIANOCCG Bust of ATM N Herakles 1., wrestling =A.D.

Valerian r., wearing with lion; in field 1. ET 253-4

radiate crown, paluda- ‘ AKT

mentum and cuirass.

i24 ZE 1'25 AVTKOVA/\€P|AN AAPO[VAArAA]MOY€ATSl 323

j QCCG Bust of Va- OIK OV [N =A.D.

1 lerian 'r., wearing ra- M€ NI 255-6

diate crown, paluda- KO C‘

 

  

mentum and cuirass.

 

(in ex.) €T 1' KT

Prize vase, on table with three

legs.1

1 Cf. Babelon, Iruventanlre WadcZ'£'n.gton, no. 4396.
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l. on throne with low

back and curved legs;

hair taken up in sphen

done; in r. phiale, over

which Eros approaches

to crown her; in field

r., astragalos(’l): border

of dots.

- [Pl. XIX. 2.]

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

N A G I D U S.

Circa 13.0. 420—400.

Persic Standard.

Staters

1 1638 [R '8 Aphrodite, draped, seated [NAl"]lAE_Q[N] Bearded

1. on throne with low Dionysos standing to front, look

back, the arms of which ing 1.; he is nude but for chlamys

terminate in lion’s thrown over his shoulders; in r.

heads(‘l)1; her hair falls kantharos, l. rests on thyrsos; in

in three long plaits on field 1., above, vine-leaf '1; below,

her shoulders; in r. K : traces of shallow incuse circle.

phiale, 1. elbow rests on

arm of throne; at her

left side, Eros standing

l., wings raised; behind

him, traces ofinscrip

tion : border of dots.

[Pl. XIX. 1.]

2 158 ZR '95 Aphrodite, draped, seated NAI-IA IKON Bearded Diony

sos standing to front, looking 1.;

he wears wreath (or taenia), and

himation over 1. shoulder and from

waist downwards; in r., vine

branch with leaves, tendrils and .

two bunches of grapes ; in l. thyr

sos: shallow incuse circle.

 

  

1 This feature has been mistaken by Sestini (Mus. Hedeonm, ii.,

p. 289=Neumann, ii., Tab. ii. 8) for the letters Mionnet,

S1!/_pp. vii., p. 236, no. 317, repeats Sestini’s description; the coin is

identical with the other piece défowrrée described by Mionnet, iii.,

p. 596, no. 270; see Imhoof-Blumer, Monn. G02, p. 363.
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(partly off the flan):

border of dots.

-' Wt Obverse. Reverse.

Circa B.C. 400-—380 and later.

Staters.

Series I. .

1602 E '8 Head of bearded Dionysos /\/AFlAEQ_[/V] Head of Aphro

r., wearing ivy-wreath : dite r., wearing hair in sphendone,

border of dots. and drop ear-ring : shallow‘ incuse

circle. [Devon i., 930.]

[Pl. xrx. 3.] 1

157 E '85 Similar to preceding, but NA-FIA [l‘ K ON] Type

of later style. similar to preceding, but of later

style; Aphrodite wears triangular

ear-ring and necklace : concave

field. , [Payne Knight]

[Pl. xxx. 4.]

1542 E '8 Same‘ die as preceding. AFIAIK O N Similar

to preceding.

[Montagu Sale 1., 648.]

[Pl. xxx. 5.]

Obols of the two previousv periods.

123 E '35 Head of Aphrodite r.'l [N]A|'IA Amphora with pointed

bottom: incuse circle.

[From Mersina.]

[Pl. xrx. 6.]

13-4 R '35 Head of Aphrodite 1., hair NAFIAI ‘ 1 Slightly bearded male

in sphendone: border head 1.; hair in curls on forehead,

of dots. and bound with taenia(Dionysos r4);

concave field.

[Pl. XIX. 7

12'3 E '35 Head of Aphrodite l. NAF! Bearded head (Dionysos) 1.,

hair rolled: incuse circle.

[H. P. Borrell.]

' [P1. xix. 8.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

9. 9'8 [R '4 Head of Aphrodite r., NAF I Bearded head (Dionysos) r.,

wearing triangular ear- hair rolled: border of dots.

ring and necklace; hair [Subhi.]

tied in bunch at top:

border of dots.

[Pl. XIX. 9.]

10 11-3 ZR '4 Similar; behind head, VI Similar, but inscription not visible.

(.tWi¢e [Payne Knight.]

pierced) .

0%» 13.0. 400-380.

Series II.

Staters

11 159 jR. -95 Aphrodite, draped, seated [N]Al' I Bearded Dionysos stand

1. on throne with low AESZN ing to 1., himation over

back; hair taken up in l. shoulder and from waist down

sphendone; in r. phiale, wards; in r. vine-branch with two

1. elbow on arm of bunches of grapes, 1. resting on

throne; at her side, thyrsos: border of dots.

Eros 1.: border of dots. Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 596,

Same die as Inc. Wadd., no. 268.

4399 ; and Mionnet, iii.,

p. 596, no. 268.

[Pl. XIX. 10.]

12 165 IR -9 Aphrodite, draped and NAl"IAE_Q[N] Type similar to

wearing low polos, preceding, but only one bunch of

  
 

seated 1. on throne with

back and footstool; in

r. she holds phiale over

circular wreathed altar ;

behind her, Eros 1.

with branch in raised

r.: border of dots.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 596, no. 269, before

grapes.

[Montagu Sale 11., 295.]

‘I

fracture.

[Pl. XIX. 1 1

 



CILICIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

13

14

154

494

1524

Same die as preceding,

after fracture.

Inscription nearly obliterated. Type

 

[P1. XIX. 12.]

Tetrobol

Aphrodite, draped, seated

l. on throne with low

back; hair in long plaits

on shoulders ; in r.

phiale, 1. elbow on arm

of throne; behind her,

Eros crouching 1., wings

raised: border of dots.

[P1. XIX. 13.]

‘Time of Pharnabazus.

(no. 379-374.)

Staten

Aphrodite, wearing low

polos, necklace and

bracelets, chiton and

peplos about lower

limbs; seated to 1.

on throne flanked by

two sphinxes, with

curved wings and low

poloi; her 1. elbow

rests on arm of throne;

with her r. she raises a

flower to her nose:

border of dots.

[Pl. XIX. 14. Same dies as Imhoof-Blumer, Mann. Gr.,pl. G, 15.]

NAI-IA Bearded Dionysos to 1.,
 

Athena Parthenos standing to front,

 

similar to preceding: traces of

border of dots. Illegible graflito.

[From Mersina.]

as on preceding coin, with thyrsos

and vine-branch with bunch of

grapes ; in field 1., uncertain

symbol or letter O : concave field.

[From Mersina.]

her weight resting on r. leg; she

wears triple-crested helmet, neck

lace and bracelets, aegis fringed

with snakes, and Doric chiton

schistos; on her r., which is sup

ported by olive-tree, is Nike flying

towards her with taenia held in

both hands ; her 1. rests on shield,

of which the inside and the snakes

fringing the gorgoneion on the

outside are seen: linear border.

[Double-struck.]

 



NAGIDUS. 113

Metal.

No. Wt. SiZG_ Obverse. Reverse.

OboL

16 108 ZR '45 Female head (Gorgoneion) Sphinx seated 1., with curved wings

facing, with curly flow- and polos on head: traces of in

ing hair; the neck not cuse square.

indicated; she wears

drop ear-rings: border

of dots.

[Pl. XIX. 15.]

Circa 13.0. 374—333.

SILVER.

Staters

Aphrodite, wearing polos, Bearded Dionysos standing to l.,

necklace and bracelets, wearing himation over 1. shoulder

chiton,andpep1os about and from waist downwards; in r.,

lower limbs, seated to vine-branch with leaf, tendrils and

1. on throne; in r. bunch of grapes; 1. rests on thyr

phiale, 1. rests on arm sos; in field 1., initials of magis

of throne; in field 1., trates, r. inscription: border of

Eros flying towards her dots.

with wreath in botl1

hands; before her feet,

plant with flower and

bud growing; under

throne, mouse 1.: border

of dots.

17 1538 [R -9 Pellet in exergue. Same NAl'lAIK[ON] A

die as Inocntairc Wad- I

clington, no. 4404. In field 1., TQNAQ: traces of

incuse circle.

[Pl. XX. 1.]

18 1543 ./R '9 Same die as preceding. NAFIAIKON AQH

EEP ‘.3

  

 

 

 

[Pl. XX. 2.]



114 CILICIA. \

 
  

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

19 157 E '9 Same die as no. 17. NAFIAIKON FY

[Montagu Sale I., 650.]

[Pl. xx. 3.] .

20 151'2 E '9 ,, :2 NAr[l]AIK0N FYI

(pierced) .[Pl. xx. 4.] -

21 157 E1 Similar. NAI-IAIKON EY

A90

[Pl. xx. 5.]

22 155'3 E '9 Same die as preceding. NA|"lA||<ON(sic) EY

7

[Bunbury Sale II//., 37 6.]

[Pl. xx. 6.]

23 1455 E 1 Same die as no. 21. NAFIAIKON 1

PO/\Y

[Payne Knight.]

[Pl. xx. 7.]

24 153 an Similar. NAFIAIl<[°N] 1

K/\

Below, uncertain symbol (vase

Countermark, eagle to r. ; in front

of which, trident. [Combe.]

[Pl. xx. 8.]

25 156 E '95 Similar. N[A_|_]|A|KON To/\

51

[Pl. xx. 9.]

  
  

1 PY is inscribed over AQH erased.

 



NAGIDUS. 115

28'

described as a club).

1 No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

26 1509 B '95 Similar, but no plant. Inscriptions purposely erased. In

countermark, bull r. ; above which,

uncertain symbol.1

[Pl. XX. 10.] '

BRONZE.

27 , [E '55 Female head r., hair rolled NA Kantharos.

‘ (Aphrodite 1). F I

[From Mersina.]

[Pl. XX. 11.]

PE '5 [From Mersina.]

 

For coins of the types of Alexander the Great supposed to

have been struck at Nagidus, see Miiller, Nam. d’AZea:.,

nos. 1330-1336.

1 Of. the countermark on the coin of Holmi (Imhoof-Blumer, Mov_zn.

' G02, pl. F l7=G9'. M/£1‘/nz., p. 710, no. 563, where the symbol is

 

 

  



116
CILIGIA.

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse.

)--l

[O

ZE 1'15

ZE1'05

.ZE1'4

[E 1'25

   
/1

Reverse.

NINICA.

[Colonia Iulia Augusta Felix Niniea Claudiopo1is.]

Trajan.

Head of Trajan r., lau

reate, drapery on 1.

shoulder.

IM[PNER]TRAlAN

a CAEAVGGED AC

Eagle standing to front, head r.,

wings displayed, between two

vexilla.

COL[lVL]AVGFELINlN|C c_

LVV

[P1. XXI. 1.]

IMPNERTRAICAES

AVGGERDA C

Septimius Severus

IMP-CA€C L'C€PT'

C€V€ _ _

CLAVAIOPO _ _

Bust of Septimius Se

verus r., laureate.

Countermarks: (1) six

pointed star, (2) Nike r.

 

IVLAVGFELININ IC

[George Finlay.]

COU-1

CLAVD

and Julia Domna.

__ DOMNAAVG-COL-IVL-A

VG-F€L-NINICA __ Bust of

Julia Domna r. 1

[H. P. Borrel1.]

Severus Alexander.

IMP-CAEF-M-AVR

F€V€R-AL€XAN A

€R(’1) Bust of Severus

Alexander r., laureate,

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass.

 

COL - IVL - AVG

F€L- NI

N IC'CLA

VA _ _

Dionysos, himation over lower

limbs; in r. kantharos, in 1. thyr

sos; seated on car drawn 1. by two

panthers and a Silenos.1

(in ex.)

[P]. XXI. 2.]

1 Of. the coin of Epiphanea, Imhoof-Blumer, Grqlech. MIL?/nz., pl. xi. 13.

 



NINICA. 117

  

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

5 ZE1'05 IM€F€V-A[L]€XANA C[F€ ‘l]LN INCLA Bust of

(‘1)€ R City r., wearing turreted crown.

Bust of Severus Alex

ander r., laureate, wear

ing paludamentum and

cuirass. Countermarks:

(1) @, (2) uncertain,

(3) star.

[Pl. XXI. 3.]

Severus Alexander and Julia Mamaea.

6 ZE1'3 IMP-C-M'AVR-FGV€ [lV]L-MAM€A-AVG-NINIC

R.A|_€ _ _ _ Bust of [A]CLAV Bust of Julia Mamaea

Severus Alexander r., r.

wearing radiate crown,

paludamentum and cui

rass. Countermarks :

(1) @, (2) star.

Maximinus.

7 ./E105 IMPMAX IMINUF COLNI N I CLA

P% Bust of Maximinus U A

r., laureate and draped. Nude male figure (Silence 2), wear

ing boots, standing to r.; r. raised,

1. holding wine-skin?

[Pl. XXI. 4.]

8 Zfl11'1 IMPCSIVLVGRMA - - N|N[l]

XIMIN _. ... Bust C

of Maximinus r., lau- CLAV (in ex.)

reate, wearing cuirass. Colonist ploughing to r. with yoke

Countermark, uncertain of oxen; in background, vexillum.

letter in circle. [Huber Sale, 880.]

9 £E1'05_. ... _ AXIMINVFP% COL N I NIC

 
 

 

AU Bust of Maximinus

r., laureate, wearing

paludamentum and cui

rass. Countermark as

on preceding.

 

CLAV (in ex.)

Temple, with four columns, con

taining male figure (the Emperor

standing to 1.; in r. phi-ale’l, 1.

resting on spear or sceptre.

 

UV. M. Ramsay, 1892.]



118 CILICIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

10 , E1'1 Same die as no. 8. N|N|~C OL CLA UAI

OPOLI (in ex.)

Similar type to preceding.

[Pl. xxr. 5.]

Head of Maximinus r., Turreted female bust (the City).

laureate. -

11 42-E '95 [H MPMAXIMINVF COLNI NIIICACLIIA1

12 E '95 [I] MPMAXIMINV COLN[|] NICAAU

|"P| (Same die as pre- [PL XXI-6-1

ceding.)

Maximus.

13 1T11'25_ - V€TTMAXIMUF COLNINIC

CA€ _ Bust of Maxi- CLAVA (in ex.)

mus 1 r., laureate, wear

ing paludamentum and

cuirass.

Wolf r., suckling twins under fig

tree. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

1 The head on this coin bears more resemblance to Maximinus than

to Maximus.
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No.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

'9

Throne

EP

Xii. ,

fittin

dots.

Al

dots.

quarters r.; in field 1.,

AIANTOZ r., TEYK

POV 1.

Hermes r.,

ear-ring and chlamys

on shoulders; in front,

caduceus :

[APXI EP]E[fiZ]

<1‘

TEVKPOY

Triskeles r.: border of

OLBA.

End of Fz'rst Oentary B.G.

of Zeus, three- O/\BE.Q.N Winged thunderbolt;

in field, IN

border of dots.

From same die as Z.f.N.,

p. 369.

[Pl. XXI. 7.]

HIGH-PRIESTS or OLBA, AND Govnnnoas or

LALASSIS AND CENNATIS.

Ajax.

A.D. 10/11—14/15.

(a) Without heads of Emperors.

/o\PX| EPEOE

T011/~\PXOY

<1’ /-\

KEN NAT

/\/-\/\/¢\ZZ

Triskeles 1.

Head of Ajax as

in close

g cap; he wears

border of

 

[Pl. XXI. 8. Nam. C'hr., 1899, p. 189 f., no. 1.]

T<>l'lAP

[KJENN/-\[T]
/\/~\/\/-\Z

€T I/~\1

Border of dots.

ANT[?\]Z

 

 

[Pl. XXI. 9. Nam. C'hr., 1.0., no. 2.]

Year



120 GILICIA.

 
  

 

 

N0 Obverse. Reverse. D8179

Year

4 E '85 Similar to no. 2. /.\PXlEPEQ[Z] Winged thunder- 2

TOFIAPXO bolt: border of

KEN N /~\T dots.

/\/1\/\/AZ

<T B

[Pl. XXI. 10. Nam. O'hr., l.c., no. 4.]

5 [E '6 APXIEP T0l"l/.\PX Border of dots. ,,

/-\I/-\NT[OZ] KENNAT

TEVKPOV A/'\A/AZ

Thunderbolt: border of <-T B

dots.

[P1. XXI. 11. Nam. Ch7‘., l.c., no. 7.]

6 [E '6 Head r., as on no. 2, but <T E Border of dots. 5

without caduceus or AIANTO

inscription: border of TEVKPO

dots. N %Y [Devon.]

[Pl. XXI. 12. Nam. Chan, Z.c., no. 10, pl. xii. 9.]

(b) With head of Augustus.

Head of Augustus r., lau- Thunderbolt; around, and in field,

reate; around, inscrip- inscription.

tion.

7 £11 '95 KAIZ/-\POZ r., ZEB/~\ KENN/-\TQNK/I\I/\/»\/\/-\[ZZE 1

ZTOV 1- UN]

/-\PXI EPE

OZ/-\I/¢\NT0Z

TEVKPOV

ToI1/~\XOV ($50)

<T /-\

[P1. XXII. 1. Nam. Ch1'., l.c., no. 3 3.]

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OLBA. 121

[Nam. Chr., l.c., no. 8 e.]

 

NO‘ Néii-’:.1' Obverse. Reverse. Date.

Year

8 IE '9 KAIZAPOZZE r., [KENN]/.\TONKA|/\A/\A\ZZ 1

[BAZTOY] 1. EQN

/-\ PXI EPE

OZ/.\l/.\NToZ

TEVKPOY

TOT]/1\PXOY

[€T /-\1
[Ramsay, 1892.]

[Same die as preceding, but after the

correction of TOFIAXOY to _TO

- FIAPXOY] [Pl. XXII. 2.]

[Nana Chr., l.c., no. 3 e, pl. xii. 7 (rev.).]

9 IE '9 [K/M2/.\POZZEB/.\Z] [KENN/.\TQN]KA|/\A/\AZZ ”

r., TQY l. EON

[/.\P]X| EPE

[OJZAIANTOZ

[TE]YKPOY

[To]Fl/.\[PX]oY

T A

[H. P. Borrell.]

[Nam Chr., l.c., no. 3 L]

10 [E '9 KAIZAPOZZE r., KE[NN/STQNK/1\|/\/.\/\/-\ZZE] 2

B/.\ZTQY 1. Same die ON

as no. 8- [A] PXIEPEOZ

[AIIIANTOZ

TEYKPOY

TOFIAPXOY

Q B

[Pl. XXII. 3.] [Ramsay, 1892.]

[Nam. Chr., l.c., no. 8 8.]

11 21$ '9 K/1\[|Z/RPOZEE r., [KENNATQNKAIA/:\AA‘2:]ZE n

B/.\Z]TOY 1. Same die [ON]

as no. 8. [/-\‘P]Xl EP[E]

[(112/~\l/~\NT0Z

[TE]YKPOY

[TO]r|/-\PXOY

[<-r B1

  



122

No. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

(0) With head of Tiberius.

Head of Tiberius r., lau- Thunderbolt; around, and in field,

reate; around, inscrip- inscription.

tion.

. I Year

12 E '95 [ZEB/-\ZTOZZ]EBA KENNATQNK/~\|/\A[/\/~\ZZE 5

' ZTOYKAIZ/~\P ON] ‘

APXIEPEQZ

/-\|/3\NTOZ

€-Er

TEVKPOY

TOFI/~\PXOY

- ' EFIIAIOAQ

[Pl. XXII. 4. Bunbury Sale II., 387 .]

[Num. Chr., Z.c., no. 12 e.]

13 E '95 ZEB/~\ZTOZZEB[/-\Z KEN[NATQNKA|AAAAZZE ”

TOYK/-\lZ/-\P] Same ON]

die as preceding. /~\PX|EPE[QZ]

AlAN(1é9Z

TEVKROV

TOTI/-\PX[OV]

EFIIAIOAQ

[Waddington.]

[Num. Chr., l.c., no. 12 L]

14 E '95 ZEB/-VZTOZXEB/-\Z [KENN]/-\THNK/0-\|/\/.\/\A[ZZ ,,

Pierced TOYK/MZAP Same EON] .

die as no. 12. APXIEPEQZ

Al/~\NTOZ

<-T
E

TEYKPOY

TO"/-\P[XOY]

[EHIAIQAQQ]

‘ [Waddington.]

[Num. Chr., l.c., no. 12 07.]

 



OLBA.

XIEPEOE Head of KAI

of dots.

[Pl. XXII. 6.

  

Polemo r., bare: border /\/-\/\/-\|:[E0

€-I

EFIINEQNO

Nam. Chan, 1899, p. 195, no. 2

1 From same dies as Nam. 0'72/r., 1.0., no. 13 7.

n0/\[EN\ONOE]/~\P EP/-\EK/~\lKENN/-\TO:1

Thunderbolt.

 

No. Obverse. Reverse. Date

’ Year

15 All ZEB/»\ZTOZZEB[/-\2 [KENN/-\TONK/-\|/\/-\/\]/-\ Z 5

TOY] K/-\lZ/-\P Same ZE[Q N]

die as no. 12. APXIEPEOZ

/-\|/~\NTOZ

TEYKPOY E

TO|'lAPXOY

E|1|A|0AO

[Pl. XXII. 5. Nam. 0h1'., l.c., no. 13 £9]

. 16 BE '95 ZEB/-\ZTOZZEB/AZ Outer inscription obliterated. 5

[TOYK/-\|ZAP] Same APXIEPEQZ

die as no.12. /~\l/~\NTOZ

TEYKPOYUE]

TO"/~\PXO[Y]

Erl|AlO[A0]

[H. P. Borrell.]

[Nam Chan, l.c., no. 13 e.]

17 211'‘ '85 [ZEB/-\ZT<>ZZEB/~\Z Outer inscription obliterated. 5

TOY] K/-\|[Z/~\P] Same APXIEPEOZ

die as no. 12. A IANTQZ

TEYKPOY[E]

TO"/\PX[OY]

Er||A|O[Afl]

M. Antonius Polemo.

Between A.D. 17 and 36.

18- [E1 M/-\PK/~\NTQNlOY- AYN/-\|.'.TOYO/\BEHNTH[EI 10

 



124 CILICIA.

No.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

IE1.

IE8

Head of Polemo r., drapery

on neck ; around, in

scription: border of dots.

[M/~\PI<ANTO]NlO

YFIO/\[E]MONOZ/-\

PXIE [PEOZ]

Sacred throne, seen three-quarters r.;

around, inscription in two circles.‘

AYNAZTOYO/\BE0NTI-I [Z]

IEP/~\[ZK/-\IKENN/-\T] I K/-\I'

AA/\/-\ZZEON [6 I]/-\ In field

1., triskeles 1'. [Bank Collection.]

[Nam. Okra, l.c., no. 3 ‘

 

[MAPKANT]ONlO AYNAZTO[YO/\BEONT]HZ

YTIOAEMONOZ/-\P IEPAZK/-\l[l<]ENN/-\T| K/-\I~

XIE [PEOZ] /\/-\/\/-\ZZEON€-I/-\

[P1. XXII. 7. Nam. O'hr., Z.e., no. 3 -y. Same dies as preceding.]

For coins of the Kou/<‘>v of Lalassis and Cennatis, issued between

A.D. 41 and 68, see Introduction.

Imperial Coiaage of Olba.

(a) 1/Vithout heads of Emperors.

Time of Hadrian.

Club tied with fillet : 0/\B€ Crenellated tower: border

border of dots. _QN of dots.

[P1. XXII. 8.]

(b) With heads of Emperors.

Hadrian.

/-\YTO[K]A|86TPA 0/\B€.QN Bust of Selene, wear

ITAP[Y]IAAPIANO ing stephane, to r., in crescent

Head of Hadrian, r., moon.

beardless, laureate.

 

[Pl. XXII. 9.]

 

Year



OLBA. 125

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. \ Reverse. Date.

23

24

25

./E1

1E '75

E9

Antoninus Pius.

O/\B€f\N Eagle 1., head r.,

wings half-displayed, standing on

thunderbolt.

[AVT]Ol<PATflP A

NT Head of

Pius r., laureate.

 

M. Aurelius.

AVTKAIMAYP AN O/\B€ HN Caps of the Dio

_ _ Head of M. Aure- skuri, surmounted by stars.

lius r., laureate. [Pl. XXII. 10.]

[H. P. Borrell, Catal. (1852), 299.]

Faustina Junior.

‘PAVCTINA CGBA O[/\B€] Q N

CTH Bust of Eaustina thunderbolt.

Junior r. '

Winged

L. Verus ?

AVTKAI _. ._

Bust of L. Verus r.,

laureate, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

_ _ _ [A]AP'ANT(.O‘0/\B€l-UN-N\H

_ _ _ Bust of Sarapis r., wearing

kalathos. [Pl. XXII. 11.]

[H. P. Borrell, Catal. (1852), 298 =

Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. llIitnz., no.

568.]

AVTKAI/\OV AVP

OVHPOC Head of L.

Verus r., laureate.

O/\B GHN River-god, reclining

1.; in r. reed, 1. resting on over

turned urn.

[_Pl. XXII. 12.]

 

   



126 CILICIA.

 

No. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

 

 

AYTOKAIAOYAY The Emperors M. Aurelius to r.,

PHOYHPOCCG holding in 1. roll, and L. Verus to

Bust of L. Verus r., 1., joining r. hands; between them

laureate, wearing palu- OMO _

damentum and cuirass. NOIA ’

28 El'2 . [A]AP|ANAN[Tf\] NINIA

[N]f\N0/\B€n[NM H ---]

' [Devon.]

around, inscription :

 

Same dies as Z. f. N., xii., p. 370.

29 E 1'15 (Uncertain countermark.) [AAPlA]NANTf\ NINIA

NHNO/\B€|I\NM H _ -]

Same dies as preceding.

Caracalla.

30 [E115 AYTO-KAIC-M AP- AAP ANT O/\B€.QNM H

ANT _ _ NOC-CGB KH Zeus, wearing himation over

Head of Caracalla r., 1. shoulder and lower limbs, seated

laureate. 1.; in r. globe, on which Nike r.

with wreath; l. rests on sceptre.

[H. P. Borrell (Num. Chr0n., viii.,

1846, p.

 

Geta.

31 E1 TIQC _ _ [FGTAC] O/\B[€l\N __]K€NN Diony

KAICAP Bust of sos, nude, standing to 1.; in l.

Geta r., wearing radiate thyrsos, in r. kantharos; at his

crown and cuirass. feet, panther 1. [Pl. XXII. 13.]

W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

 

 
 



PHILADELPHIA. 127

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

]E'9

PHILADELPHIA.

Trajan.

[TP]AlANO[CK]Al- ¢l/\A A6/\[<1> €](1)NTHCK|

I'€P-AAK-I-|A[P-] _ ._ HT Eagle to r. in temple with

Head of Trajan r., lau- two columns, in pediment of which

reate. eagle to front, wings displayed.

[Pl. XXIII. 1.]

Commodus.

AVT-K-M-A [K]0M ¢|/\AA€ --_ KIHTIA QC

OAOC E-B-(sic) Head Eagle to r., in temple with two

of Commodus r., lau- columns.

reate.

Maximinus.

[AV_T]Kl"l0YH MA <l>l/\AA G/\<1>€(1N KHTIAOC

[E]|M€|NON Bust Zeus, wearing himation over 1.

of Maximinus r., lau- shoulder and lower limbs, standing

reate, wearing paluda- to front, looking 1.; in r. phiale,

mentum and cuirass. 1. resting on sceptre.

[Bank Collection]

[Pl. XXIII. 2.]

 

  



128 . CILIGIA.

 

Metal.

SELEUCIA AD CALYCADNUML

Second and First Oentaries 13.0.

BRONZE.

1 E 1'2 AGH (1)1 Bust Of EE/\EYKE.Q[N] Nike advancing

Athena r., in crested 1.; in outstretched r. wreath, [in 1.

Corinthian helmet : palm-branch '1] ; in field 1., branch

border of dots. and EY

[P1. XXIII. 3.] '

 

Head of Athena r., in Nike advancing 1.; in outstretched

crested Corinthian he1- r., wreath; around, inscription;

met, wearing necklace; in field 1., magistrates’ initials or

behind, letters: border monograms.

of dots.

EY XE/\EYI<E!lNT!2NI"lPOZT!lIK

A/\YI<AANQI

L0
52 ab

AI-E

(Incuse circle.) [Devonshire.]

3 A2 -851-P2 _.__ NHPOZTQKAAVKAAN ~

_ _ 0 W

A

4 IE -85 '1 CE/\EYKE.Q.NT.Q.NI'lPO|lT.Q.

, KAAYKAANQI

A

W

 

1 Cf. Mionnet, iii., p. 599, no, 287.

No. Size_ Obverse. ' ' Reverse. Date. ,

 



SELEUCIA A1) CALYCADNUM. 1 2-9

 

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

10

'95

'95

IJQ1

EA

ZA.

ZA

ZA

Z9.

Inscr. as on no. 2.

AQH

[VV. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

ZE[/\EYKE!2NT]!2Nl'1 PQXTQI

YAAYKAANSZI (sic)

AQH

E

[R. Payne Knight]

Inscr. as on no. 2.

A|o<l>

HPA

[Pl. XXIII. 4.]

In front, branch '12

AAYKAANM

KA/\YKAA]NQl

N<l

KA/\

[W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

ZEAEYKEQNTQNFIPOXT-QIK

g.

1’-:M

Z[E/\EVl<EoNTs2NFlPOZ]Ts2K

AAVKAANI2Zn ~

 

/\_V

1 Cf. Mionnet, iii., p. 599, no. 288.

2 Cf. Mionnet, Sapp. vii., p. 240, no. 327.

ZE/'\EYKE-Q NTQ N H POZT[Ql
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13

14

Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Head of Apollo r., lau- Forepart of horse r. ; around, in

reate, hair in formal scription; infield, above and below

curls; behind, letters: type, magistrates’ initials.

border of dots.

E '75 %EY'1 ZE/\EYKEQNT9NTl'P0Z[T9]|

KAAYKAANQI

A9

. /\A

[P1. XXIII. 5.]

E '75 3 ZIIE/\EY|<E9] NTQNTIPOZTQ

KAAYKAAN91 '

‘ Al

A6)

[R. Payne Knight.]

E '7 EY ZE/\EYKE9[NTQNT|']P0ZT-Q1

KAAYKAANM

Al

HPA

E '7 ZA ZEAEYKEQNTQNI-|'P0Z[T5l|]

KAAYKAANM

i“<K| 1

KA/\

E '95 Bust of Artemis r., lau- XQY Athena standing to

reate ; at shoulder, bow I10/\€M/»\P2 1.; 1. resting on

and quiver; in front, SIN shield, in r. Nike

branch; behind, HGA [E/\€VKE tor.withwreath.

border of dots. [H. P. Borrell, Catal. 300.]

[Pl. XXIII. 6.]

 
 

people.

1 Cf. no. 8 above, and Mionnet, Supp, p. 240, no. 328. _

2 Read in Borrell’s Catalogue no/\EMA| CQAQYKQIQN.

The third letter in the first line is badly made (like all the rest) but

somewhat resembles Y. There is no trace of I in the name of the

Both forms E and e are used.

 



SELEUCIA AD CALYCADNUM. 131

 

No Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Imperial Times.

(a) Without heads of Emperors.

16 E -8 CE/\€V KG Bust Inscription obscure [AIOC K]O

of Athena r., wearing VPIAZ1 Owl to 1., on olive

crested Corinthian hel- branch.

met and aegis: border

of dots.

(b) With heads of Emperors.

Hadrian.

17 ZE1'15 ETOYE K-AYTKAI [E/\EYK E.QN[T].QTIPKA/\

T PAAP I A N 0[Y] I: YTH [1 EPKAIAEAYT Athena

EB[I"l [1] 2 Busts of to r., with shield and spear (1) strik

Apollo r., laureate, and ing down serpent-footed giant.

Artemis l. with quiver [Sabatier Catal., 1853, no. 29.]

at back, confronted.

Antoninus Pius.

BILLON.

Billon

18 188'4 1'2 AYTKAIAAPIA AN C€/\€VK€ RN T.Q.N|-IPQC

    

 

and TS), and below throne, AN

KAAVKA

Zeus, wearing himation about

lower limbs, seated 1.; in r. eagle

r., 1. resting on sceptre.

[Pl. XXIII. 7 . Apparently the same coin as Rev. Nam., 1859,

p. 286, pl. iX., no. 2.]

T.QN|NOCC€B

under head, 'I"lr'I

Head of Pius r., lau

reate: fillet border.

 

1 Of. Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. Miinz., p. 712, no. 573.

2 Of. Imhoof-Blumer, Grwlech. MiLnz., p. 713, no. 575; Babelon,

Invent. WadcZ., 4457. Year K=A.D. 137. The type of the obverse,

may represent Hadrian and Sabina disguised as Apollo and Artemis. 1



CILICIA.

‘No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

22

198

186

(pierced)

Billon

1 '05

[E '75

Billon

1-1

 
 

AYTOKAIAAPIA

I:/\NTT\N‘I NCCCG B]

and under head, TTIT

-Head of Pius r., lau

reate: fillet border.

AYPHAIOC KAICA

Bust of M. Aurelius

1., bare-headed.

P

AV-K-/\-CG C€OVI-I

PCCIT €PT-AVI"V

(sic) Head of Sept. Se

verus r., laureate.

 

Zeus,

CG/\€YI<€fl[N - _. TI] POCTH

KA/\YI<AANl'\I wearing

himation-about lower limbs, seated

1.; in r. Nike r. with wreath, 1.

resting on sceptre.

BRONZE.

_.__ AAPIANTHNI C€/\€VKT TIK/\/\T I€P

NOCC€B Head of Athena standing to 1.; in r. Nike

Pius r., laureate. r., l. holding spear and resting on

shield.

M. Aurelius.

 

C€/\€Y I<€(L)N KA/\

Laurel-branch, with pendent fillets.

[W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

[P1. XXIII. 8.]

(Same dies as preceding.)

Sept. Severus.

BILLON.

C6/\€Y l<€(0N [KAI/\] 1

CG/\€VK€fiNTf\N TIP 0

CTHKA/\V K and in inner

circle A A N H

Nike to 1., r. foot on globe, wings

raised; in r. wreath, in 1. palm

branch; in field l. C r. €

[P1. XXIII. 9.]

1 B. M. Catal. Galatia, &c., p. 275, no. 48,p1.xxxiii. 5.
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No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

24

25

IE 1'2

 

POC

(Same dies as preceding.)

Sept. Severus and Julia Domna.

AVTKAI/\C€lTC€O

VHPOCIOVAIAAO

MNAC€BAC Busts

of Severus r., laureate,

and Domna 1.,

fronted.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 601, no. 301.

Same die as preceding.

Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 601, no. 301.

BRONZE.

AV'K-/\'C- CGQVH

Head of Sept.

Severus r., laureate.

Tyche standing 1., wearing kalathos ;

in r. rudder, in l. cornucopiae.

C€/\€VK€f\NTf\N TIPOCK

A/\VKA and in inner circle ANH

C€i/\€V[K€f\N]T(\N TTPOC

KA/\V KA and in inner circle

ANH

 

[Bunbury Sale II., 387.]

C€/\ € VK € HNKA /\V K

Athena to front, head r., in quad

riga (horses to r. and 1.); in r.

spear, in 1. shield; in foreground,

below, two serpent-footed giants,

one on 1. prostrate, the other on r.

about to hurl a stone.

[Pl. XXIII. 10.]

TT\ N H POCKA/\VKA A

in inner circle N {'1

and in ex. C€/\€VK€

H N

Dionysos r., in car drawn by two

panthers ; he carries thyrsos as

goad in r., panther’s skin over out

stretched l. arm ; with 1. he pours

wine from kantharos over panthers’

heads ; in front, nude male figure

(Silenos), kneeling on 1. knee, look

ing up and stretching out r. hand

to catch wine-drops.

 

[P1. XXIII. 11.]

 



134 ~CILICIA.

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Julia Domna.

BILLON. '

- Billon

28 139 1 IQV/\|AAO MNC€ C€/\€VK€T\NTHN1TPOCTH

BAC Bust of Domna r. KAAVKAANH and in field C 6

Tyohe standing 1., Wearing kala

thos; in r. rudder, in 1. cornu

copiae. _

[P1, XXIII. 12. Apparently the same coin as Rev:Num., 1859,

p. 286, pl. iX., no. 5.]

Caracalla.

‘ BILLON.

Billon

29 l95'5 1'1 AVKMAVP ANTH CG/\GVK€F\NTT\NTTPQCTT\

NINOC Bust of Cara- KA/\V in inner circle K A A

calla r., laureate, wear- N n and in field C 6

ing cuirass. Herakles standing to front, head r.,

wearing lion’s skin fastened round

throat and hanging over 1. arm; in

r. bow with arrows in case, in 1.

club.

[Wigan.]

[PL XXIV. 1. Apparently the same coin as Rev. Nam., 1859,

p. 286, pl. ix. 6.]

Macrinus.

30 £11115 AVKMOTTCGQ VH THNTTP QC T/1 KA/\VK

PMAKPI N OC and in ex. C€/\€VK€|:f\]

Bust of Macrinus r., [N]

laureate, wearing cui- Infant Dionysos, nude, seated to

rass. front on throne, attended by three

Korybantes, one on each side and

one behind, each wearing helmet

and beating shield with sword.

[PL XXIV. 2.]

[Num. Chvz, 1895, p. 103, pl. V. 16; J. H. S., 1897, p. 90,

pl. ii. 18.] I



SELEUCIA AD CALYGADNUM. 135

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

31 ]E1'15 AVKMO1TC€OV HP KA/\V [K] AANH

M/\|<P|NQ Bust of and in ex. C€/\€VK€

Macrinus r., laureate, HN

wearing cuirass. The Emperor and Tyche. Em

peror, wearing military dress,

stands to 1. ; holds in l. spear;

with r. he crowns Tyche, who

stands to 1., wearing kalathos; in

her r. rudder, in 1. cornucopiae.

Diadumenian.

32 ZE '7 M QITAIAAOVA NT C€ /\€ VK€!\ Humped bull

HNK Bust of Diadu- in ex. N walking 1.;

menian r., bare-headed. above, star and crescent.

[Wigan.]

[Pl. XXIV. 3.]

Severus Alexander.

33 E 1'25 AV'K-M-AVP-C €O C5/\€Y K€ Athena r., with

VI-IPA/\€Z[A] (INK shield in l.

NAPOC A/\ and spear in

Bust of Severus Alex- r., striking

ander r., wearing radiate down serpent-footed giant, who

crown, paludamentum hurls stone with r.

and cuirass. In counter- [Pl. XXIV. 4.]

marks, K and A

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 603, no. 308.

Bust of Severus Alexander Nike to front, wings raised, holding

r., laureate, wearing pa- ansate tablet inscribed G/\€V

ludamentum and cui- €€PAC

rass.

34 [E13 AV-K-MAVPCGOVH C6/\€VK€f\N THN 1TP[O

PAI:/\€ _ - -] CTf\K]A/\V

Uountermarks, A and and in field K A

K? AN n

[\V. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

 



136 CILICIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

35 IE 1'3 AV-K-MAVP]C€OV C€/\€VK€nN THN TIPQC

I-I PA/\€ _ _ _] Tf\[K/-\/\V]

Countermarks, A and and in field K A

K AN H

[Same dies as preceding.]

Gordian III.

36 ]E13 [AN]Tf\NIOC FOP C€/\€VK€f\NTf\TIP OCT/'\

AIANOCC€ KA/\V in inner circle KA

BAC in ex. €/\€V9€P

Bust of Gordian III. r., under throne AC

laureate, wearing palu- Zeus, wearing himation over 1.

damentum and cuirass. shoulder and lower limbs, seated

Countermark, A 1. on throne with back ; in r. Nike

Same die as Mionnet, iii., r. with wreath, l. rests on sceptre.

p. 604, no. 312.

37 [E 1'3 ANTHN ICC TOPA C€/\€VK€H NTH ITPOCT

IANOC HK

CQBA and in inner circle A/\V KAA

Bust of Gordian III. r., Nfl

laureate, wearing palu- Athena standing to 1. ; iII r., Nike

damentum and cuirass. r. with wreath and palm-branch;

Countermark, A 1. resting on shield, beside which,

spear.

[Bunbury Sale II., no. 386.]

Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 604, no. 314.

38 IE 1'2 [ANT]f\N|OC I-01) C€/\[€VK €f\ 1] NTHTTP CC

AIANOC[C€BATOC and in inner circle KA/\V

(sz'c)] Bust of Gordian Athena r., with spear in r., shield

III. r., wearing radiate in 1., striking down serpent-footed

crown, paludamentum giant, who hurls stone with r.

and cuirass. Counter

mark, A

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 604, no. ‘313.

1 The division of this part of the inscription is not clear.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

39 ZE1'35 [A]N[T]!\N|0C I-[O C€/\€VK€f\ NTf\lTP[0CT]

PA|ANOCC€] n . KA/\V ‘

BAC and in inner circle KAANH

Bust of Gordian III. Female figure (turreted Z, Tyche),

[Same die as no. 36.] seated 1. on throne; in 1. cornuco

' Countermark, A piae, r. placed on summit of small

distyle shrine inscribed CVN '11

T€!‘: Z

%Ofi?

40 213‘. 1'3 ANT/’\N|0C FOPA C€/\€VK€f\N TITITPO

|ANOCC€ ' CTIWKA/\V

[B]AC in inner circle K A AN

Bust of Gordian III. and in field €/\€ A

[Same die as no. 36.] V9€ C

Gountermarks, A and P

K Nike, moving to r.; in r. wreath,

in 1. palm-branch.

[W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

41 [E135 A[N]T/\N|OC [l"]O C€/\[€]V K€(\ NTHUTPO]

PAIANOC CKA AVKA

CGBA in inner circle ANH

Bust of Gordian III. and in field €/\

[Same die as no. 37.] €V9 A

Countermark, A €P

. Nike, moving to 1.; in r. wreath,

in 1. palm-branch.

[H. P. Borrell.]

42 /' ]:E1'45 [A]N[T]f\N|0C |'-O C€/\€VK€f\ NT ITITPQCT

PA|ANOCC€ HKAA (Sic)

BAC and in field, GAG N

Bust of Gordian III. V96 n

[Same die as no. 36.] PA

 
 

 

Countermark, A

1 Cf. Mionnet, iii., p. 604, no. 315, with which,

however, cannot be read here.

 

C

Nike to 1., 1. foot on globe; in r.

wreath, in 1. [palm-branch].

[Pl. XXIV. 7.]

 

T



138 oILIcIA.

     

mark, A

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

43 E 1'4 ANTHNIQC FOPA CG/|\€VK€ HN THTIPOCT

I IANQC » HKA in inner circle AV

CGBA and in field €/\€

Bust of Gordian III. V95

[Same die as no. 37 PA

Countermark, A C

Nike to 1., 1. foot on globe; in r.

wreath, in l. palm-branch.

44 [E 1'3 ANTUINIOC |"]0P C€/\€VK€ [HN TT\IT]PQC

- Al/\NOC THKA in inner circle AV

C€BA and in field €/\€

Bust of Gordian III. V9€

[Same die as no. 37.] PA

Gountermark, A C

Same type; from same die as pre

ceding. P. Borre1l.]

45> [E 1'3 ANTHNIOC FOPA K€ HNTHITPQC TH

IANOCC€ in inner circle K A /\V

BAC and in ex. C€/\€VK

Bust of Gordian III. Two Nikai r. and l. confronted,

[Same die as no. 36.] placing with both hands on a

Countermark, A three-legged table a wreath, within

which [€]/\€

[VG]€

PAC

[PL XXIV. 5.]

[From the same dies as Mionnet, iii., p.' 604, no. 312.] .

46, ZEl'15 ANTHNIOC FOPA K€[f\ NT]f\1TP QC [TH]

I/—\NOCC€BA[T]OC KA in inner circle /\VK_

(sic) Bust of Gordian III. and in ex. [CE/\]€[V]

r., wearing radiate The Emperor 1., crowning Tyche 1.,

crown, paludamentum as on no. 31.

and cuirass ; from same

die as no. 38. Counter

 



SELEUCIA AD CALYGADNUM . 139

N0- WIL Obverse. Reverse.

Gordian III. and Tranquillina.

47 1ZE1'4 Busts of Gordian III., Busts of Apollo laureate, r., with

wearing radiate crown, laurel-branch behind him, and

paludamentum and cui- Tyche 1., wearing kalathos, with

rass r.,andTranquillina, cornucopiae behind, confronted;

wearing stephane 1., around, in three circles, inscrip

confronted; around, in tion:

three circles, inscription. C€/\€VKGHNTHITP OCTH

MANTHNIOCFOP KA/\V

AIANOCCE KAICA and in inner circles

BINIA N I TPANK G/\€V9€ KAAN

VA/\I NAN I C€B PAC n

(sic) Gountermark, on

neck of Gordian, A

[Pl. XXIV. 6. Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 606, no. 320;

slightly tooled('I).]

48 B115 Busts of Gordian III. r. Busts of Apollo laureate, 1., with

and Tranquillina 1., as quiver at shoulder and branch in

on preceding; around, front, and Tyche r., wearing kala

inscription. thos, with cornucopiae behind,

[M A NTH]N IOC F0 confronted; around, inscription:

PAIANOCCG [KAI C€A€VK€HNTTI[N]TIPQCT

CABINIA N] I TPA H KAAVK

NKV[/\AI N]AN I in inner circle AANH

[C€]B(sic) Oounter- and under busts [G]/\€Ve€

mark, on neck of Gor- PAC

dian, A

Same die as preceding.

49 ZE 1'5 Busts of Gordian III. r., Similar to preceding, but Apollo has

and Tranquillina 1., the branch behind him, and no

confronted, as on no. quiver; inscr.:

47; around, inscription. CE/\€VI<€l'\NTf\TI'POCT

. MAN[T(\]N|0CFO n KA/\V

[PA|A]NOCC€ KAI KA

[C]ABINI[A N] I T and below, ANH

[PA]NKVA/\I NAN I €/\€V9€PA[C]

C€B (sic) Oounter- [Devonshire, Catal. 967.]

mark, on bust of Tran

quillina, A

Same die as no. 47.
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Metal.

No. Wt. Size_ Obverse. Reverse.

Philip Senior.

50 ZE1'5 AVTKN\IOV/\IOC<I>I C€/\€VK€n[NTnNlT]POC[T

/\ITT'|TOCC€ n] in inner circle KA/\

B below €/\€V9€P

Bust of Philip Sen. r., AC

wearing radiate crown, Busts of Apollo laureate, 1., and

paludamentum and cui- Tyche, wearing kalathos and with

rass. Countermark, K cornucopiae behind her, r., con

Same die as Mionnet, iii., fronted. ‘

p. 606, nos. 323-325.

Trebonianus Gallus.

Bust of Gallus r., wearing Busts of Apollo r., laureate, with

radiate crown, paluda- branch in front, and Tyche 1.,

mentum and cuirass ; wearing kalathos, with cornucopiae

around, inscription. behind, confronted; around and

in field, inscription.

51 IE 1'45 AV[K]I'AIOVA[IT]P C€A[€]VK€I\NTI\NlTPOC

€ B[l'\]|'A/\A0C1 THK '

Same die as Mionnet, iii., and in field AAVK

p. 607, no. 327. AA

('\ (sic)

52 ZE1'35 AV[KI"AIO]VAI [TP K€nN[T]nN'ITPOCKA/\V

€ BHI']A/\/\0C in field KAA

Same die as preceding. 1 N

~ n

and below C€/\€V

53 E 1'4 [AV K] I'AICV [AITP TnNTTP[0 C]Tl\K[A] AVKA

€ B]flI'A/\AOC in field AN

Same die as preceding. ' n

and below C€/\€VK€

' [IN

 

1 O\/Al for Vibias?
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54

55

56

Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Volusian.

ZE 1'15 AV'K'I'-A‘OVlB -AB C€/\€VK€ [fl] NTHN

INTA/\/\O[C] Bust TTPQCK

of Volusian r., wearing AAN (sic)

radiate crown, paluda- Athena r., with shield on 1. arm,

mentum and cuirass. spear in r., striking at serpent

legged giant who hurls stone with

r. [Pl. XXIV. 7.]

[Bunbury Sale II., 386, “ Galli

enus.”]

. Valerian I.

E 1‘2 A[V]K - - _ A/\€PI ._ _ ... TIPOCKA/\V

AN Bust of Valerian I. K AA

, OC r., wearing radiate N

crown, paludamentum H

and cuirass. and below C5/\€

Busts confronted of Apollo r., lau

reate, with branch in front, and

Tyche 1., wearing kalathos, with

cornucopiae behind.

[Bunbury Sale II., 386.]

ZE1'1 AVKTIQAIK OVA/\ C€/\€VK[€] 1HNKA

€P|AN[0C] Bust of KA (sic)

Valerian r., laureate, and in ex AV

wearing paludamentum Goddess('l), wearing long mantle,

[and cuirass Z]. on horseback to r. ; before her, cir

cular altar, garlanded and burning.

[Pl. XXIV. 8.]

Gallienus.

ZE 1'1 AV KIT/\K(sic) FA/\ C€/\€VK. € nNKA‘

/\lHN Bust of Galli- AVKA

OC enus r., lau- AN

reate, wearing paluda- and below, H I

mentum and cuirass. Athena r., with shield on 1. arm,

spear in r., striking at serpent

legged giant who hurls stone with r.

1 Or x.r.A. Of. Mionnet, Sapp. vii.,

 

 

 

p. 246, no. 354.

 

 

With the type, of. Coracesium, no. 1, Pl. xi. 8.

 



I42 GILICIA.

Invent. Wadd. , 4481.

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.‘

58 ZE1'1 Bust and titles of Gal1i- C€/\€\/K € flN[K] A

enus, from same die as /\VKA

preceding. AN

Athena and giant, as on preceding

coin. [H. P. Borrell.]

59 /E12 - -TIC/\IKINFA/\/\| C€/\€VK € HNITKA/\[V]1'

_ _ _ Bust of Gallienus K A A N H

r., wearing radiate Nike, moving to front, head 1. 3

crown, ipaludamentum in r. wreath, in 1. palm-branch.

and cuirass. '

1 Or Possibly CE/\€VK€[flN]TflNTT K-'r-N

 

 

Gf. Babelon,

 



SELINUS-TRAJANOPOLIS. 143

'No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

SELINUS-TRAJANOPOLIS.

Septimius Severus. -1

1 Z.E1'3 AVTKAI ACGTTTC TPAI ANO CG/\ INO

€OV Bust of Severus and in ex. THCIGPAC

r., laureate, wearing Temple with four columns, within

paludamentum and cui- which the Emperor Trajan as

rass. Zeus enthroned 1.; in r. thunder

bolt, 1. resting on sceptre; in

pediment, 96

OVTPAI

Severus Alexander.

2 IETQ5 A-KMAVP- C€VHA TPAI AIN CG/\ INO(sic)

/\€ [I]ANAPOC and in ex. THCIQ

Bust of Severus Alex

ander r., laureate, wear

ing paludamentum and

cuirass.

[Pl. XXIV. 9.]

 

Type similar to preceding, but in

pediment, (95

TPA.

[Ivanoff Catal., 525.]

 



144 CILICIA.

   
  

 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

S O L I.

Circa 450-386 13.0.

Persic Standard. 1

Staters.

1 1633 /R '8 Archer, nude, kneeling 1. E Bunch of grapes on stalk: the

on 1. knee, wearing () whole in dotted incuse

pointed cap; at his 1. square.

side quiver and bow- [R. Payne Knight.]

case containing strung .

bow and arrows; he

looks along an arrow

which he holds in both

hands: border of dots.

[PL XXV. 1.]

Same dies as Babelon, Perses 11072., no. 147, pl. iii. 8.

Archer, kneeling 1. on 1. Bunch of grapes on stalk: in dotted

knee, wearing garment incuse square.

about loins, and cap

decorated with curved

wing; at his 1. side,

quiver and bow-case

with cap terminating

in a crook; he‘ looks

along the string of his

bow, which he holds

in both hands: border

of dots.

2 165'5 XR '85 in field r., Athenian E0/\ E5‘1N' in field l.,lau1-e1

helmet 1. branch with berry obliterating the

Q. [R. Payne Knight.]

[Pl. XXV. 2.] ‘

Cf. Babelon, l.c.,'no. 148, pl. iii. 9 (fro1n different dies). I
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No.

Metal.
Wt. SiZe_ Obverge, Reverse.

160'6 ZR '9 the archer’s cap pointed E0/\EQN tendrils -attached to

and decorated with the stalk; in field r., a fly.

wing; in field r., un

certain symbol.1

[Pl. XXV. 3.]

161 ZR '9 As preceding; symbol (if EOAEQN As preceding, but

any) off the flan; ex- above, A

ergual line.

[P1. XXV. 4.]

157'3 ZR '9 As no. 3, but without E0/\ES1N

symbol; exergual line. and above, J7

Type and symbol as on no. 3.

[Pl. XXV. 5.]

1633 ./R '8 As preceding; no symbol EG/\[E.Q]N and above, A G)

or exergual line visible. tendrils attached to the stalk ; in

field r., No dotted incuse

square.

[P1. XXV. 6.]

161'2 ZR '8 As preceding; exergual E0/\E.Q/V and above, N I

line. Type and symbol as preceding,

no incuse square : border of dots ;

concave field.

[Pl. XXV. 7.]

Tetrobols.

47 -6 ZR '5' Archerkneelingl.,examin- EOAEQN Bunch of grapes on

   

in field r., laurel-branch

the whole in dotted

stalk ;

downwards :

incuse square.

[Bunbury Sale II., 37 9.]

ing bow, as on staters,

but apparently nude;

around, in field, four

ivy-leaves: border of

dots.

[P1. XXV. 8.]

 

1 Described as ‘osselet(?)’ by Babelon, Pcrses Ache’m., p. 20, no. 150.

U



CILIGIA.

Wt.

Metal.

Size.

 

Obverse. Reverse.

 

10

ll

13

'14

'15

56

Q3! L0

1454

1494

£R'5 U1

[R ’35

ZR .

/R'8

./R '85

 

Archer kneeling 1. exam Bunch of grapes on stalk, in dotted

ining bow, as on staters. incuse square.

details of type obscure. 3/\O tendril attached to stalk.

in field r., same symbol E0/\E.Q N in field 1’-I fi.Y- ‘

as on no. 3; exergual

line : border of dots ('1).

E0/\EQN two tendrils attached to

stalk; in field r., 2 : border of dots;

no incuse square; concave field.

[Pl. XXV. 9.]

exergual -line: border of

dots.

 

Obols.

Head of archer 1., wearing E O Bunch of grapes on stalk.

pointed cap decorated

with curved wing and

circular ear—ring.

dotted incuse square.

[PL XXV. 10.]

tendril attached to stalk: border of

dots ; concave field.

[Pl. XXV. 11.]

Staters.

Head of Athena r., wear

ing necklace and crested

Athenian helmet, on

which griffin r.

diagonally in dotted square within

incuse square.

no inscription; the stalk extends

one tendril and one leaf.

[Bunbury Sale II., 377

 

[Pl. XXV. 12.]

 

50/\|O the stalk has two tendrils.

 

[Pl. XXV. 13.]

Bunch of grapes on a stalk placed ‘

beyond the dotted square, and has ,

 



-sou. 147

  

 

  

No. Wt. né[iezt:'_1' Obverse. Reverse.

16 148'4 ZR '8 border of dots. traces of E0/\IK0N’.l on the flan

outside the incuse square, which

is not dotted; the stalk has one

tendril: in corners of incuse

square, T I1

Similar head r.: border Bunch of grapes on stalk, with two

of dots. tendrils and vine-leaf.

17 149'2 IR '95 2°/\I concave field.

[Pl. XXV. 14.]

18 156'2 ./R '8 IEO/\IO

' [Pl. XXV. 15.]

19 l53'2 [R '85 EOAION the stalk has two ten

drils and two leaves; in field r.,

crescent: border of dots; concave

field.

[Pl. XXV. 16.]

Obols.

20 11'6 [R '35 Head of Athena r., in \I\O Bunch of grapes with tendril:

Athenian helmet (with- the whole in incuse square.

out crest 1).

[Barbarous.]

21 12 ZR -4 Head of Athena r., in SO/\EflN Bunch of grapes with

crested Athenian hel- tendril ; concave field.

met. [Bunbury Sale II., 379.]

[Pl. XXV. 17.]

22 8'2 B '35 Similar to preceding: 20/\E.QN Bunch of grapes with

border of dots. tendril ; slightly concave field.

[Wigan.]

23 9'5 ZR '35 Similar to preceding: 5 O/\IKO Bunch of grapes with

 

 

 

border of dots. tendril; in field r., star of eight

points_. [Bank Coll.]

[Pl. XXV. 18.] ~

 

 

1 Cf. Oombe, Mas. Hanicn, pl. 51, 30; Leake, Nam. HcZl., p. 123.
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No. Wt. Obverse. | Reverse.

Tetartemorion ?

24 33 IR '25 Similar to preceding: Bunch of grapes in 1i11ear circle;

border not visible. . concave field.

Circa RC. 400. .

(Attribution to Soli uncertain.)

Tetr ob 01.

25 51'5 /R '6 Battlemented walls of a King, wearing Persian tiara with

city with three towers; plume standing out behind, and

above, seated to l. on long cloak, riding to 1. on horse

throne, a king (of back ; his bow-case seen above

Persia), holding in both crupper of horse; in front, vine

hands spear; behind branch with bunch of grapes: the

shoulder, bow-case or whole in dotted square; traces of

end of sceptre’? ; facing incuse square.

him, draped figure r.

(king of Cilicia ‘1), rest

ing both hands on scep

tre; in field above, 2:

linear border.

[P]. XXVI. 1.]

Babelon, Perses Ache'm., p. xxvi., fig. 4.

Tiribazus.

13.0. 386-380.

Stater.

26 158'9 IR '9 E0 on 1., traces of Ahura-mazda to front, head r. wear

'\\\j '\\-“~ (lill”"l.l'l) on ing polos, nude to waist, his body

r. Baal, himation on terminated by winged solar disk of

1. shoulder and about Persian form; in r. wreath,'[in 1.

lower limbs, standing lotos-flower]: the whole in incuse

to 1.; l. resting on circle. [R. Payne Knight.]

sceptre, r. extended be

neath eagle flying 1.:

[border of dots].

[P1. XXVI. 2.]
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No. Wt.

Metal

Size.

Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

28

27

29

30

1523

141'8

1453

1523

A1'9

A1 1

A19

A19

Later Satrapal Coinage.

Head of bearded Herakles [E0/\] I KO N Head of Satrap

r., wearing lion’s skin r., bearded, wearing Persian head

fastened round neck: dress; concave field.

border of dots. [R. Payne Knight.]

[Pl. XXVI. 3.]

[For other Satrapal coins of this time probably issued for

Soli, see under TARSUS.]

Circa 385-333 13.0. or later.

Staters.

Head of Athena r., in

triple- crested Corin

thian helmet; she wears

ear-ring and necklace

and drapery round

neck; her flowing hair

confined by a cord:

linear border.

Bunch of grapes on stalk, with two

tendrils and vine-leaf.

in field, 1. APO, r. owl to r.; below,

E0/\ED.N

in field, above E0/\E.Q[N], 1.

AI'‘()/\ and rose on stalk, r. owl

r.: linear border.

[R. Payne Knight]

 

[P1. XXVI. 4.]

in field, above E0/\E.Q.N, 1. AP

O/\/\.Q[Nl]1 and star of seven

points, r. owl r.: linear border.

[Pl. XXVI. 5.]

 

1 Of. Babelon, Ince-nt. Waclcl., 4500.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse. ‘

31 1512 IR. '9 in field, 1. kantharos and IHNOZ,

below [E0/\E] Q, r. owl r.;

slightly concave field.

[Bunbury Sale II., 379.] ' .

[Pl. XXVI. 6.]

32 1295 ZR '9 in field, l. rose and <I>l/\, below 50

/\E_()_N, r. owl r.; slightly con

cave field.

[Montagu Sale I., 652.]

[P1. XXVI. 7 .] '

O b 0 1 ?

33 89 A1 '4. Head of Athena r., in so/\E _Q_[N] Bunch of grapes, '

crested Corinthian hel- with tendril and leaf (7); in field,

met: border of dots. A I"

[Pl. XXVI. 8.]

For coins of the types of Alexander the Great, supposed to

have been struck at Soli, see Miiller, Nam. d’AZew., nos.

13l9—1329.

BRONZE.

34 ]E '5 Head of Athena r., in E0/\E9N Bunch of grapes on

crested Athenian hel- stalk, with two tendrils and leaf;

met. in field, A G)

[Pl. XXVI. 9.]

Circa B.C. 300-80.

35 ZE1 Aegis with winged gorgo- Z0/\E.QN Goddess (Aphrodite),

neion in middle: border wearing turreted crown, riding r.

of d0l5S- on bull; in field, above, H; 1.,

behind the bull, an eagle standing

1., head r. : border of dots.

[Imhoof-Blumer, Journ. Hellen. Stud, xviii., p. 165, no. 10,

pl. Xii. 9.]

I

36 [E -9 Same dies as preceding.

[Pl. XXVI. 10.]
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Metal.
N0 Wt. Size_ Obverse. I Reverse.

37 [E '75 Head of Athena r., wear— Z0/\E.QN Bearded Dionysos,

ing crested Corinthian with bu1l’s horns, standing to front,

helmet: border of dots. wearing long chiton; in r. kantha

- ros, 1. rests on thyrsos ; in field 1.,

above &, below IVE: border of

dots. ‘ [Bank Co1l.]

[Pl. XXVI. 11.] _

Cf. Leake, Nam. HelZ., p. 123.

38 [E '8 Similar to preceding. Z0/\E.QN Similar to preceding,

but in field 1., above [Sf], below H’

JHead of Artemis r., Athena, wearing long chiton, fighting

wearing stephane, bow to r.; on 1. shield, in r. thunder

and quiver at shoulder: bolt.

border of dots.

39 A1 -9 Behind head, fie Xo/\EnN In field 1., W B6

[Pl. XXVI. 12.]

40 ./E '85 Z0/\EflN In field 1., N(

border of dots. K

41 2E '85 Head of Athena r., in Z0/\ E§1[N] Owl standing three

crested Corinthian hel- quarters r., head facing, on ex

me-t: border of dots(’1). ergual line; in field, E

>

.

[Pl. XXVI. 13.]

Head of Tyche r., lau- Caps of the Dioskuri, each sur

reate, veiled and tur- mounted by a star, and having a

reted : border of dots. cord attached.

42 [E '8 Below, Z0/\E.QN

 

 

 

[Pl. XXVI. 14.]

 

APT [Blacas.]

 



152 CILICIA.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

43

44

45

46

47

48

E '75

E .

'9 U1

E

E '55

'9
01

Below, Z0/\EO.N

[R-. Payne Knight]

Below, Z0/\EQ[N]

W ?

Beardless radiate male

head r. (Helios)1: bor

der of dots.

ZOAEQN Athena, seated 1., in

r. Nike; beside her, shield.

[Pl. XXVI. 15.]

Head of Athena r., in

crested Corinthian hel

met: border of dots.

Z0/\ EQ N Eagle r., on thunderbolt;

in field 1., NE : [border of dots I].

 

[H. P. Borrel1.]

With title POMPEIOPOLIS.

Circa 13.0. 66.--Imperial Times.

I1 0 M I1 H I between rays of

six-pointed star: border of dots.

Two bunches of grapes

on a stalk; below, 4’:

border of dots.

 

[P1. XXVII. 1.]

With head of C11. Pompeius Magnus.

I'IONI"IHIOI'l0/\IT.QNET0YC

IC, Athena, standing to 1. ; in r.

Nike r. with wreath and palm, in

1. spear, at foot of which shield ;

in field, r. AP* (I), 1. NI: fillet

border ('1). GE

NA

Head of Pompeius r.; be

hind, uncertain object ;2

in front, star of eight

points and lituus: fillet

border.

 

[Pl. XXVII. 2. Imhoof-Blumer, Z. f. N., x., 297

 

16 I

=B.C.

51-50

 

1 Of. the coins of Rhodes, B.C. 166-88, B. M. Catal. Oaria, 810.,

pl. X1. 17.

2 Possibly the sacrificial ewer, wrongly called praefericulum, which

sometimes accompanies the head of Pompeius on Roman coins of his

family (Babelon, Mann. Re'p., ii.,“p. 353, no. 25, p. 354, no. 26;

of. p. 342, no. 6).
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No. Obverse. Reverse. Date.

49 2121 Similar head r.; behind, FIOMFIHI - _ _ N/-\AP 96

same symbol: fillet Athena 1., as on preceding (but =A.D.

border. spear not visible); in field, 1.. H, 30-31

r. ‘IR-G)I('l): fillet border. 2

50 A11 Similar head r.; in field I1OM|-|H|O|'lO/\€|T(UN 149

r., star: border of dots. QM P Athena 1., as on preceding =A-D.

coin ; in field, 1. [TA/\|<, r. MH 83-84

N€MA

[Cf. Babelon, Invent. Wadd., 4514.]

51 [E105 |'N1I0M TTHl°C TTOMTTHIOUTO] /\e|'r.o[~ 229
Similar head r.: fillet GKC] Tyche seated to 1., wearing =A.D.

border. turreted crown and veil, on seat 163-64

decorated with sphinx; [at her

feet 1., river-god swimming 1.:

border of dots].

[Same dies as Imhoof-Blumer, Joar. Hellen. 8’tad., 1898,,

p. 166, no. 15, pl. xii. 14.] -"

52 AL '8 Similar head r. TIOMIT-I-IIOITO/\I _ _ Athena

seated 1.; in r. Nike r. with wreath,

1. resting on spear, at foot of which

shield; in field 1., KHZ; in ex

ergue, A?

With other types.

53 [E 1 Male portrait head r. I'IOMI'lHlO Athena seated 1.;

' (M.Antonius’l): border I10/\lT.Q.N, in r. Nike 1'.

of dots. with wreath, in l. spear; her shield

leans against her seat; in field

1., above I, below Z

A

[Pl. XXVII. 3. Cf. Mionnet, iii., p. 613, no. 356.]

51- IE '8 Similar head r.; behind, [10 MI-IHIOTIO/\E|T.QN

 

 

trace of letterslz ‘border

of dots.

[Same die as Paris speci

Nike advancing r.; in r. wreath,

in 1. palm-branch; in field r., R

 

S

X

men, no. 424.]

 



154 GILICIA.

0.!‘ Obverse. Reverse. Date

55 [E1 GKC Bust of Chrys- TTOMTTH[lO] ITO/\€lTf\N 229

ippos to r., wearing Bust of Aratos r., wearing cloak, =A.D.

cloak, 1. hand touching looking upward. 163-64

his beard.

[Pl.XXV1I.4. Imhoof-Blumer, Journ. Hellen. S'tud., 1898,

p. 167, pl. Xii. 17.]

56 All '6 TTOM'HlO ITO/\ElT 6 K C Star of eight points: ,,

HN Bunch of grapes border of dots.

on stalk: border of dots.

[Pl. XXVI1.Imperz'aZ C'oz'nagc.

Domitian.

57 ]E '95 AOl"\[|T|]A[NOH FIO/Y\FIHIQFIO/\E|TLUN 152

__._] Head ofDon11t1an BNP/V\|,|’Z Athena, Stmlding 1_; ::A.D. .

1‘-a laureate, in r. Nike r. with wreath, 1. rest- 86-87

ing on shield ; in field 1., AH

A/\

KA

Commodus.

58 1E1'35 AVT-KAI-AVP -__ TION\1-IHIQITC)/\€ . . . N _ _ '1

Bust of Commodus r., Female figure (the fountain Su

laureate, wearing palu- nias) reclining 1.; in r. cornucopiae,

damentum and cuirass. l. resting on overturned amphora;

in exergue, FIHFHCO

[V]N|AC

[Pl. XXVII. 6.]

[Devonshire Catal., 425.]

Julia Domna.

59 ./E1'3 [|]OV/\|AN AOMN ITQMTIHIO IT ()I\ _ _ _ 263

A[NC€]B Bust of Zeus, wearing himation over 1. =A.D.

Domna r. shoulder and lower limbs, seated 197-98

1.; in r. phiale?, 1. resting on

sceptre; at his feet, eagle to front,

wings spread, head r.; in field,

FE [C]

 



SOLI-POMPEIOPOLIS.

  

 

   

AIANOCC€B and in

field, TI TI Bust of

Gordian III. r.

[Same die as no. 62.]

 

 

INo Obverse. Reverse. I Date.

60 E125 IOV/\|AN AOMNA ITOMTIHIOTIO /\€ITwN 263

NCQB Bust of Domna r. Zeus seated 1., as on previous coin, ==A-D

[Same die as preceding] but without eagle; in r., phiale ; 197 -98

in field, ['2 C

Geta. .

61 1121-1 [__ C€]l'1TlMl [F] [TI]0[M]1THIOTTO/\€l . . N I

GTACKAI Bust of Bust of Aratos r., wearing cloak,

Geta r., bare-headed. looking upward.

Gordian III.

62 ]E1'25 AYTKMANTFOPAI ITO/WITH IO [1T]O/\€|Tf\N 306

ANOCC€[B] and in Poseidon, nude but for chlamys ::A.D.

field, TI TI' Bust of over 1. arm, standing to 1., r. foot 240-41

Gordian III. r., wear- on prow; in r. dolphin, 1. resting

ing radiate crown and on trident; in field, 9' T

cuirass. K S.

63 Ai]1'3 AYTK/V\ANTI-OPA ITO/W1-IHIOTIO /\€IT(\N ‘TA ,,

IANOCCGB and in Apollo, laureate, nude but for

field, ‘IT ‘IT Bust of chlamys over 1. arm, and boots,

Gordian III. 1'. with quiver over 1. shoulder,

[Same die as preceding] standing to 1. ;' in r. laurel-branch ;

before him, burning altar; in field

1., S‘

[Same die as Imhoof-Blumer, Joarn.

Hellen. Start, 1898, p. 168, no. 21.]

64 ZE1'25 AYT[KMAN]T|-0P TI[OM] ITHIOIT O/\€lTf\N ,,

AI/\NOC[C€]B and in 91' Similar type, but without

field, TT TI Bust of altar; in field, K

Gordian III. r.

[Same die as no. 62.]

65 Z-E1'25 [AYT]KMANTI_OP ITQMTIHIO TI 0/\€ITf\N

Dionysos, bearded, wearing hima

tion (over 1. shoulder and middle

_ of body) and boots, standing to 1. ;

1. resting on thyrsos, in r. kantha

ros; at his feet, panther 1., head

r.; in field, "A' 9‘
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Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse. Date.

66

67

E1'2

E 1'15

Iannp

AYTI<l0Y(I>I/\lITl'IO

NEYCCGB and in

field, [IT] IT Bust

of Philip Sen. r., wear

- ing radiate crown, palu

damentum and cuirass.

Ianup

/V\I0V/\(I>I/\ITI' _ _ _.

[K]AICA PC€ Bust

of Philip Jun. r., bare

headed, wearing palu

damentum and cuirass.

Senior.

TIOMTIH I 0 ITO/\IAT

Helios, nude but forichlamys over

1. arm, radiate, standing to 1.; r.

hand raised and open, in 1. torch;

in field 1., §

[Pl. XXVII. 7.]

Junior.

[TT0M]TTHIOlT 0/\IATA[§ I]

Artemis huntress to r., wearing

short chiton and boots; on her

head, two horns; with r. draws

arrow from quiver at her back, in

1. how; beside her, stag r.

[P1. XXVII. 8.]

 

 

 

311

=A_.D.

245-46

   



SYEDRA. 1 57

 

No. Wt.
Metal.

Size.

 

Obverse. _ Reverse.

 

  

A31 '75

ZE 1'3

 
 

SYEDRA.

‘ Trajan.

KAICAPNGPO VA CY€AP€(.ON Demeter, wearing

CTPAIA _ _ _ Head long chiton and peplos, kalathos

of Trajan r., laureate. on head, standing to 1.; in r. ears

of corn and poppy, 1. resting on

long torch. [Pl. XXVII. 9.]

[KA|C]APN[€P] OY

TPAIANOC Head

of Trajan r., laureate.

CYGA P€U.)[N] across field.

Demeter, wearing long chiton,

standing to front, head 1.; in r.

phiale, l. resting on sceptre or torch.

[Pl. XXVII. 10.]

 

Hadrian.

AYTAAPIANOCKA CY GA P€(1)N Demeter,

IC[A P] Bust of Ha- wearing long chiton, standing to

drian r., laureate, wear- front, in r. phiale, l. resting on

ing cuirass. sceptre.

M. Aurelius.

[AYP]H/\lOC KAI CY €AP €(DN Male figure

CAP Head of M. Aure- (Apollo 2), wearing short chiton,

.lius r., bare. chlamys and boots, standing to

front, head 1.; in r. phiale, 1. rest

ing on sceptre.

AYTKAIMA AYPA

NTHN I NOC Bust of

M. Aurelius r., laureate,

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass. In counter

CV GAP € HN The Em

peror, with spear in r., charging to

r. on horseback over fallen enemy.

 

mark, A



158 CILICIA.

    
  

No. Wt. “ Obverse. Reverse.

6 E '7 - _ - OKANTCO CY[€] A P€(U N Female

Bust of M. Aurelius r., figure (Aphrodite Z), wearing long

laureate. chiton, standing to front, head r. ;

in l. mirror ('5), r. lowered.

[H. P. Borrell.]

Septimius Severus.

7 E '9 AYKAI/\ ...._._ Bust CY€A P €HN Nike ad

of S. Severus r., lau- vancing to 1. ; in r. wreath, in 1.

reate, wearing paluda- palm-branch.

mentum and cuirass.

Maximus.

8 /E 75 F IOYQYH MAI‘ CY€A P€(L)N- (corrected from

MOC KAI Bust P€N%) Prize vase containing

of Maximus r., bare- two palnrbranches.

headed, wearing palu- [Pl. XXVI1. 11.]

damentum and cuirass.

Philip Senior.

9 ZET3 A[Y] KM-IOYA-<1’ C Y€A P€f\N Demeter,

IAITTTIOCCGB Bust wearing long chiton and peplos,

of Philip Senior r., lau- standing 1.; in r. ears of corn, 1.

reate, wearing paluda- resting on sceptre.

mentum and cuirass.

Trajan Decius.

10 ]E12 AVTKAIC _ _ _ CKV CV €AP€fi N

TPAlANA€Kl0CC€ and in ex. FYMNACI

B Bust of Decius r., APXIA

laureate, wearing palu- Gymnasiarch’s oil-basin ; above

damentum and cuirass. it, three one-handled cylindrical

' vases, of unequal sizes; on each

side, palm-brancl1.

 

 



SYEDRA. 159

  
   

 

 

No.’ Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Volusianus.

11 [E '9 AVKI-A/\OVO/\O V CV€

CCIANOCCG Bust of AP€ in laurel-wreath.

Volusian r., laureate, HN

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass.

Valerian Senior.

12 2111-2 AYTKAITIO/\lKOVA CY €A P € TIN Aphrodite on

A6PIANO N C G 1., Ares in middle, and Hermes on

BA Bust of Valerian r., all standing to front ; Aphrodite

r., laureate, wearing wears long chiton and peplos, and

paludamentum and cui- looks r., 1. on hip, r. lowered ;

rass; in front, IA Ares, wearing helmet and cuirass,

[Same die as Mionnet, iii., looks 1.; Hermes, wearing boots,

p. 618, no. 382.] caduceus in 1., looks 1.

- [Pl. XXVII. 12.]

Gallienus.

13 ZE1'25 AVTKAITIO/\IK|_A CV€ AP€FIN Bearded male

AAIHNOCCG [B] figure, nude to waist, seated r. on

Bust of Gallienus r., rock ; r. resting on spear, 1. on

laureate, wearing palu- shield.

damentum and cuirass;

in front, IA

Bust of Gallienus r., lau- CY GA P € /IN Aphrodite,

reate, wearing paluda- Ares and Hermes as on no. 12, but

mentum and cuirass; Aphrodite holds uncertain object

in front, IA in r.

14 ]E1'2 AVTKAITIQAIKFAA Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 618,

/\[|]HNQCC€ B no. 384.

Same die as no. 13.

15 [E 1'2 AVTKAITIOAIKFAA Same die as preceding. _

AIHNQCC [€]B [Devonshire I., 46.]



160 CILICIA.

 
  

 
 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

16 1'15 [AVTKAITIC]/\[I]KI' C€

(pmcedl AA/\IHNOCC€ MNHC /’

Bust of Gallienus, and QNAQZO in laurel-wreath.

IA as on no. 13 (same T€P[A]C

die). CY€ A [P]

[€]fiN [Devonshire I., 46.]

Salonina.

KOPNHAIA CA/V1 CV€A P€T\N. Bearded male

N INAC € B Bust of figure, nude to waist, seated r. on

Salonina r., wearing rock; r. resting on spear, L on

stephane; in front, IA shield.

17 E 1 2 [P1. XXVII. 13. Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 619, no. 386.]

[Bunbury Sale II., 386.]

18 E1'2 [Same dies as preceding.]

19 E 1'2 KOPNH/\A (850) CA CV€ APGHN Ares, wearing’

/\f\N I NA C E B helmet, cuirass and boots, standing

Bust of Salonina r., to front, head r. ; r. resting on

wearing stephane; in spear, 1. on shield.

front, IA [Same die as Mionnet, iii., p.619,

[Same die as Mionnet, iii., no. 387.]

p. 619, nos. 386, 387;

Catal. VVa1cher de Molt

hein, 2620a.]

20 E1'15 K0[P]NH/\A(8i0) CA CV€A P€ nN Demeter,

/\f\NI[N]A C € [B] wearing long chiton, kalathos on

Bust of Salonina, and head, walking r. ; in each hand,

IA as on preceding large torch. '

(same die). [P]. XXVII. 14. Same die as Catal.

VValcher de Molthein, 2620a.]

[Wigan.]

21 E1'l KCPNHAIA CA/\n CV€A P€nN9€

NINAC E B Bust of in ex. MIC

Salonina, and IA as on Two wrestlers engaged.

no. 17 (same die). [P1. XXVIII. 1.] -

[Bunbury Sale 11., 386.]

 



SYEDRA. 161

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

LO
L0

23

A313 KOPNH/\|A CA/V1

NINAC € B Bust of

Salonina, and IA as on

no. 17 (same die).

KOPNHAIA CA/\f\

NINAC Q B Bust of

Salonina, and IA as on

no. 17 (same die).

 

CV€AP€ HN

I"VM NA[CI]

APXl[A]

Gymnasiarch’s

which three one-handled cylindri

cal vases of unequal sizes, as on

no. 10; on each side, palm-branch.

[Pl. XXVIII. 2.]

[Bunbury Sale 11., 386.]

in ex.

CE

MNHC

GNAOIO

TGPACC

V€AP€

[IN

 

oil-basin, above

in wreath.

[Pl. XXVIII. 3.]

 

Y



162 GILICIA.

 
  

 

 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

T A R S U S.

Girca B.C. 450-380.

Persic Standard.

Staten

1 162 IR '9 King (of Cilicia?) on horse- HI‘ (ND) Hoplite, nude, kneel

back, galloping to r., ' ing to r., wears Corinthian helmet ;

head to l. ('1) ; he wears on 1. arm shield, in r. spear: the

Persian headdressi; 1. whole type placed diagonally in

holds reins, r. uncertain dotted incuse square.

object. [VVhittall Sale, 1884, 1271.]

[Pl. XXVIII. 4.]

Tetrobol.

2 507 [R '6 Similar type, but head r. ]Similar to preceding.

[Pl. XXVIII. 5.]

Staters.

3 1637 At 1 King, wearing Persian HI‘ (FWD) Hoplite, nude, kneel

headdress, onhorseback, ing to r. on dotted exergual line,

galloping to r., holding wears crested Corinthian helmet;

reins with both hands: on 1. arm shield, in r. spear;

border of dots. behind him, the whole type

placed diagonally in dotted incuse

square.

[Pl. XXVIII. 6.]

4 154-5 /R '9 Similar to preceding. rWI (I'M retrograde) Hoplite,

nude, kneeling to 1. on dotted

exergual line, wears crested Corin

thian helmet; on r. arm shield,

in l. spear; behind him, the

whole type placed diagonally in

dotted incuse square.

[The type and legend have been re

versed, owing to unintelligent

copying from a specimen like no.

[Pl. XXVIII.‘7.]
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No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.

Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

*1

10

164

158'6

163'5

l60'5

159'0

49'0

fR'9

'85

ZR '85

'85

Mb (I'll?) Hoplite, wearing

crested Corinthian helmet and

drapery about loins, kneeling to r.

on dotted exergual line; on 1. arm

shield, in r. spear; behind him,

: the type is placed, inclined to

1., in dotted incuse square.

[Hoffmann Sale, 656.]

Same dies as Babelon, Perses Achéménides, pl. iii. 1.

From same dies as preceding.

[Pl. XXVIII. 8.]

King, wearing Persian

headdress, on horseback,

galloping to r., holding

reins with both hands;

in front, Q : border of

dots.

 

Hoplite, nude, wearing crested Corin

thian helmet, kneeling to 1. on

exergual line, short sword in

sheath at 1. side fastened by strap

over shoulder; in r. spear, on 1.

arm shield.

ulnh (W1)

flymg.

King, wearing Persian

headdress and cloak, on

horseback, galloping r. ;

in 1. reins, in r. short

sword'1: linear border.

Same die as Babelon, On shield, eagle

Perses Achéménides, pl.

iii. 3.

[Pl. XXVIII. 9.]

MI‘ (I"I.I"I) On shield, facing head

(Gorgoneion I) : concave field.

[Pl. XXVIII. 10.]

Same die as preceding.

 

Inscription off the flan. From same

die as preceding.

[Borrell Sale, 1852, 314.]

Nam. C’hr., 1884, pl. V. 4.

)7 J)

 

Tetroboh

Archer, wearing long chiton with

girdle, kneeling to r., quiver at

shoulder, shooting with bow; in

field 1. Q, r. head of eagle: the

whole in dotted incuse square.

Same die as Imhoof-Blumer, Monn.

g1'., pl. G, 7.

Forepart of Pegasos 1.,

with curved wings;

above, head of eagle:

border of dots.

 

 

[Pl. XXVIII. 11.]

 



164 CILICIA.

  

 

 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Staten

ll 162'7 E '85 Lion r., attacking bull, ILII‘ (I'll?) Ear of corn, diago

which kneels 1. on dot- nally in linear square: the whole

ted exergual line: bor- in shallow incuse circle.

der of dots. [Woodhouse.]

[P1. XXVIII. 12. Nam. O‘hr., 1884, p1. v. 3.]

Tiribazus.

(no. 386-380.)

Staten

12 155'7 E '85 ‘II‘.I‘“~IIJ (1l'J”'l.I'l) Ahura-mazda to front, nude, head

Baal, himation on 1. (which is crowned with po1os)r.,

shoulder and about his body terminated by winged

lower limbs, standing solar disk of Persian form; in r.

to 1.; 1. resting on wreath, in 1. lotos-flower: traces

sceptre, r. extended be- of incuse circle.

neath eagle; in field 1.,

T: border of dots.

[Pl. XXIX. 1.]

Pharnabazus.

13.0. 379-374.

Staters.

Female head with stream- Bearded male head (Ares in crested

ing hair, nearly facing, Athenian helmet decorated with

inclined to 1., wearing floral scroll, chlamys fastened

sphendone, earrings and round neck.

necklace.

(Copied from Arethusa of

Kimon on coins of Sy

racuse.)

13 155 ./R -35 border of dots. type 1. [H]LH1I9H1 (Tm 'n:ms)1

behind ; in front, - linear

border.

[Montagu Sale I., 659.]

1 The third letter from the end sometimes approaches "I (J) in

form, and as such is clear on nos. 20, 21.

  
  

 



mnsus. 165

  
    

 

 

 

N0- Wit Obverse. Reverse.

14 157 A1 '8 linear border. type r. ['4LHIl]H$‘I1 behind

15 155 A1 '85 same die as preceding. type 1. [H]LH1I9I‘I[1] in front.

[Pl. XXIX. 2.]

16 159'7 A1 '9 linear border. type 1. HLH'l|‘J$[‘I1] behind, S?

in front: linear border.

17 145'7 A1 '9 border of dots. type r., three olive-leaves on frontal

of helmet. [HLH‘I]I'dI‘-I’) be

hind, g in front: border of dots.

[Pl. XXIX. 3.] A

18 164'7 A1 '9 linear border. type r., three olive-leaves in frontal.

HLI-|‘1IHI‘-1'} behind, 9 in front:

linear border, concave field.

[Subhi Sale, 1874, 3199.]

[Pl. XXIX. 4.]

19 165 A1 '9 linear border. type r., three olive-leaves on frontal.

[HLH] ‘I|‘:JI‘I‘I behind. 8? in

front: linear border, concave field.

|L|r~i~'9 (ru-bra) n9s'n qu-| nuns 17:)

Baaltars, seated l. on Bearded male head (Ares I) 1., in

- diphros, wearing hima- crested Athenian helmet decorated

tion over 1. shoulder with floral scroll, chlamys fastened

and about lower limbs; round neck: linear border.

r. resting on sceptre:

linear border.

20 164 A1 -95 below diphros, bunch of [Montagu Sale I., 658.]

grapes.

21 l6l'5 A1. '9

[P1, XXIX. 5.]



166 CILICIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Time of Pharnabazus.1

Staten

22 165 A11 am (1511) Head of [TEJPEIKON Bearded male

young Herakles, three- head (Ares 1., wearing crested

quarters r., wearing Athenian helmet decorated with

lion’s skin with paws floral scroll. [From Mersina.]

fastened round neck:

border of dots.

[Pl. XXIX. 6.]

Obols.

Female head with stream- Bearded male head (Ares '1) l.,wearing

ing hair, nearly facing, crested Athenian helmet decorated

inclined to 1.: linear with floral scroll.

border.

23 13 ZR '4 concave field.

[Pl. XXIX. 7.]

24 114 [R -35 necklace on neck. concave field.

25 127 ./R ‘4 on each side of neck, fish. \-|LH (‘[7l'T) Concave field.

[Pl. XXIX. 8.]

26 1l'5 XR '35 ,, ,, traces of HLH ('[‘7I‘I)

[H. P. Borrell.]

27 10 ZR '4 type r. [Bank Collection.]

perhaps showed the name of Pharnabazus.

1 The left-hand part of the design of no. 22, which is ofi the flan,
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Datames.

12.0. 378—372.

Staters.

Female head with stream- Bearded male head (Ares '1), wearing

ing hair, nearly facing, crested Athenian helmet decorated

inclined to 1., wearing with floral scroll, chlamys fastened

earrings and necklace, round neck: border of dots.

as on coins of Pharna

bazus (nos. 13—19): bor

der of dots.

28 1599 /R '9 same die as Mionn., iii., 'Hfl1 .. (‘$7.33. .) type r. Counter

p. 666, no. 666 = Ba- mark, bull to r.; above, L"9 (7171)

belon, Perses Ach., no.

182.

29 157'0 £8. '9 ‘WP-|HI~ ('IDJ'I.I'I) type r.; on

helmet, AM

[Pl. XXIX. 9.]

30 1669 E1 '9 same die as Babelon, '|l+|*| '-||~ (1DJ'IJ"I) type 1.

Perses Ach., pl. iv. 11.

[Pl. XXIX. 10.]

31 1 1.7 [R .95 I1‘-I-|‘1‘-I|'\ (IDJWD) type 1.

6 Same dies as Babelon, Pea-ses Ach., pl. iv. 12.

I‘-IN-"E1 (I"I.I'15l73) Satrap, wearing Persian headdress,

Baaltars,himation about under-garment with sleeves, cloak

lower limbs, seated r. and anaxyrides, seated r. on di

on diphros; in r. trans- phros; on his knees, quiver; holds

Versely sceptre sur- in both hands an arrow, which

mounted by eagle with he examines; before him, bow; in

wings spread, in 1. ear field, above, winged solar disk:

of corn and bunch of border of dots: behind him, in

grapes ; beside him, scription.

thymiaterion : the whole

in circle surrounded by

projections resembling

battlements.

32 159'5 ZR '95 below diphros, pomegra- 1‘-IM '-I|'~ (1733711)

nate flower; same die [Sir A. Cunningham.]

as Babelon, Perses Ach.,

pl. iv. 15.

  
 

 

[Pl. XXIX. 11.]

 

 



168 GILICIA.

     

 

 

No. Wt. 1\S{fzt,:"1' Obverse. Reverse.

33 1522 E '9 below diphros,bu1l’s head inscription as preceding, partly off

nearly facing, inclined the flan.

to r. ‘

[R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 8.]

[Pl. XXIX. 12.]

34 157-6 ,/R -9 l1elowdiphros,forepart of 1‘-1-|"1H|~ ('IDJ'I.l'l)

humped bull r.

[R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 9.]

[Pl. XXIX. 13.]

I‘-"'\I§"j (I'l.l'1'717.'1) Datamest and Ana. On r. D'atames '1,

Baa1tars,himation about wearing long chiton and himation,

lower limbs, seated r. on standing to 1., r. hand raised before

diphros (seen in three- his face (in adoration II); in front

quarters view), his head of him, his name. On 1. Ana,

and upper part of body nude, standing to r.; r. raised

to front; in r., trans- pointed towards Datames, l.1ow

versely, sceptre sur- cred ; behind him, usually, his

mounted by eagle with . name Between them,

wings spread, in 1. ear thymiaterion. The whole enclosed

of corn and bunch of in a linear square, bordered with

grapes ; beside him, dots along the top and two sides,

thymiaterion: the whole and antefixa on top.

in circle surrounded by

projections as on no. 32.

35 1727 ./R -85 1'+1'4Hr (warm) Name 51 Ana

not visible.

[P1. XXIX. 14.]

36 l56'6 [R '9 ‘l‘\‘I\I"I" (1733711) Name of Ana

not visible.

[R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 11.]

[P1. XXIX. 15.]
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I No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Mazaeus.

B.G. 361-333.

Statere

N1;-Lug (;-m5y3) -|'—||l+| (W73) Lion 1., head in

Baaltars, wearing hima- profile, attacking stag kneeling 1.:

tion about lower limbs, the whole in incuse square.

seated to 1. on diphros;

in r. ear of corn and

bunch of grapes, 1. rest

ing on lotos-headed

sceptre: linear border.

37 l65'6 A1 '9 under diphros, &(I). (4‘1[I‘+I])

[Montagu Sale I., 662, pl. iX.]

[P1. XXX. 1.] .

38 1681 A1 '95 ,,

[Pl. XXX. 2.]

39 1623 A1 -95 9 in field r., below, 0(1))

40 1667 A1 '9 ,, helmeted (-I‘-I[I'+I]) in field r., below, 0 (1))

head r.‘I [Devonshire Sale, 938.]

[Pl. XXX. 3.]

|L||\IJ-'9 (I‘I.I‘I5172) -N-||'+| ("TID) Lion attacking stag

Baaltars, as on preced- as on preceding series, but head of

ing series: linear border. lion facing; in field r., below, ‘-1-!

(TJ): dotted incuse square.

41 168 ' A1 '95 under diphros, bunch of

‘ grapes. [Pl. XXX. 4.]

42 167 A1 '95 in field 1., I-I’ [Montagu Sale 1., 663.]

43 165'3 A1 '95 under diphros, V’ [Bunbury Sale 11., 395.]

[P1 XXX. 5.]

Z



170 CILIGIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

|~||~L~19 (i-mtrn) -HI’-Ii (~-rm) Lion attacking

Baaltars, as on preced- stag as on nos. 37 if. (head of lion

ing series: border of in profile); in field r., below, ‘H

dots. (72): linear circle.

44 170 B '9 under diphros, $ [Montagu Sale I., 664.]

[P1. XXX. 6.]

45 169'6 ZR '95 ,, ram’s head r. [Bunbury Sale 11., 398.]

[Pl. XXX. 7.]

46 157'3 R '95 ,, uncertain [R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 10.]

symbol or letter (cf.

no. 37).

47 1647 ./R1 ll“-l."H (TWDEUJ) -l‘il‘+| ("‘TTD) Lion attacking stag

Baaltars, as on preced- as on nos. 41 ff. (head of lion

ing series: border of facing); in field r., below, ‘I-,l+|

dots; in field 1. 2 , (pm): linear circle.

under diphros, uncer

tain symbol or letter

(cf. no. 37

[Pl. XXX. 8.]

Mazaeus,

as Governor of Trans-Euphratesia and Cilicia.

48 171-2 an Hl\'~"9 (i'm$r:1) "lLH1--I’-‘1‘4l“l‘dvL" nr1r+1

Baaltars seated l. on
diphros, himation over (jam Njnjjny 537 9‘ mm)

1. arm and lower limbs, Two lines of wall, each with four

r. holding before him towers, one above the other;

lotos-headed sceptre; in above, lion 1., head facing, attack

field 1., ear of corn, ing bull which kneels r.: border

bunch of grapes and of dots.

';(J); under diphros,

‘H (D): border of dots. [R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 7

[Pl. XXX. 9.]

Nam. Chm, 1884, pl. vi. 1.

 



TARSUS. 171

No Wt.' Obverse. Reverse.

49 141-8 za -9 I‘-IM."9 (:'m5r:I) -mm (I-rm) Lion 1., head in

Baaltars, wearing hima- profile, attacking bull which kneels

tion about lower limbs, 1.: border of dots.

seated l. on diphros; in

r. ear of corn and bunch

of grapes, l. resting on

sceptre : linear circle.

Same die as Babelon,

Perses Ach., pl. V. 3

and 12.

[Pl. XXX. 10.]

50 155 AR. '95 Baaltars, wearing hima- §[\-II]\H (”"IID) Lion 1., head

tion over 1. shoulder facing, attacking bull which kneels

and lower limbs, seated 1.; below, S (I): linear circle.

1. on diphros, r. resting

on lotos-headed sceptre; [Subhi Sale, 1878, 27 9.]

in field, 1. car of corn

and bunch of grapes, r.

ivy-leaf: border of dots.

[Pl. XXX. 11.]

Nam. Chan, 1884, pl. vi. 3.

I‘jhLv9 (hflI7y1) ~I'-II‘-II (WID) Lion 1., head facing,

Baaltars, wearing hima- attacking bull kneeling 1.

tion about lower limbs,

seated 1. on diphros,

head and upper half of

body to front ; in r.

eagle, ear of corn and

bunch of grapes, 1. rest

ing on lotos-headed

sceptre.

51 167'6 1R1 in field, 1. I"; (DJ), under in field, grafiito Al” (J51): border

diphros HI (D): linear of dots.

border. [R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 5.]

[Pl. XXX. 12.]

Nam. Chm, 1884, pl. V. 13.

52 l65'l R '95 in field 1., (ID): bor- border of dots.

 

der of dots.

 

 



172
GILICIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

53 1651 [R105 infield, 1."+'1q (D1), under in field, below, ear of corn and ‘M

diphros ‘+1 (73): border (T): linear border.

of dots.

[P1. xxx. 13.]

54 1683 2R 1 in field 1., Q‘) (233): bor- in field, below, ram’s head 1.: border

der of dots. of dots.

55 l66'6 ZR. '9 in field 1., (DJ): bor- infield, below, H11‘ (DD); both in

der of dots. scriptions dotted : linear border.

[R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 4.]

[P1. XXXI. 1.]

Num. C'hr., 1884, pl. v. 14.

56 1668 ./R '95 in field 1., ‘P5 (17.3): bor- in field, below, l-l-H7 (DD); both in

der of dots. scriptions dotted: linear border.

lqrtvy (1-m‘ayn) -|\1[|]~u (rim) Lion and bull as

Baaltars as on preceding on preceding series ;_ in field, be

series, but without ear low, (“:1 (D D): linear border.

of corn and grapes :

border of dots.

57 1696 R '95 in field 1., O (17) [R. Payne Knight, p. l65, 2.]

58 165 [R '95 in field 1., 1] (21) [R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 1.]

[Pl. XXXI. 2.]

I‘-IFLUH (l"U‘l5173) -|\-"ll-| Lion walking 1.-; above,

Baaltars, himation over star of 16 rays; below, large cres

l. arm and lower limbs, cent: linear border.

seated l. on diphros, r.

resting on sceptre before

him ; under diphros, un

certain symbol: border

of dots.

59 1664 12-R '9 [PL XXXI. 3.] [Montagu Sale I., 667,3 pl. ix.]

60] l62'6 /R ‘85 (same die as preceding.)
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No. Wt. Obve1~se_ Reverse.

|q|.Lv5 (nn'7y;1) -|L||\t| (mm) Lion walking 1.:

Baaltars, himation over linear border.

1. arm and lower limbs,

seated 1. on diphros, r.

resting on sceptre1 be

fore him.

61 161'9 A1 '9 border of dots. [Sir A. Cunningham.]

62 161'6 A1 '85 behind diphros, round lion walks on dotted exergual line;

shield: border of dots. below which, ’) (3).

[Bank Collection.]

[P1. XXXI. 4.]

63 1656 A1 '9 in field l.,bipennis; under rough ground represented below

seat, uncertain letter: lion.

border of dots.

[Pl. XXXI. 5.]

64 168 ' A1 '9 in field 1., eagle on thy— ground indicated by scroll below lion.

miaterion: linear bor- [Subhi Sale, 1878, 276.]

der.

[Pl. XXXI. 6.]

Time of Mazaeus.

ILIl"L“‘:J ' (I'Ifl5J]J) Two lines of wall, one above the

Baaltars, himation over other, each with four towers;

1. arm and lower limbs, above, lion 1., head facing, attack

seated l. on diphros, r. ing bull which kneels r. ; above

resting on lotos-headed them, club: border of dots.

sceptre; in field 1., car

of corn: border of dots.

‘ 65 170 /R -95 under diphros, | [R. Payne Knight, p. 165, 6.]

[Pl. XXXI. 7.]

66 166'2 A11 under diphros, M

1 On no. 61 the sceptre appears to be surmounted by a bird, on the

others it is lotos-headed. . 1



174 CILICIA.

 

M .

No. Wt. S‘;-1:’? Obverse. Reverse.

 

Baaltars seated 1. on di- Bust of Athena in triple-crested

phros, himation over 1. Athenian helmet, nearly facing,

shoulder and about inclined to 1.; wears earrings and

lower limbs, r. resting necklace, bust draped; in field, r.

on lotos-headed sceptre; and 1., usually letters or symbols:

in field before him, border of dots.

large ear of corn and

bunch of grapes; under

diphros and in field r.,

letters and symbols :

border of dots.

 

67 168 JR '9 under diphros I, r. B [R. Payne Knight, p. 170, A 3.]

[Pl. XXXI. 8.]

68 1638 ZR '9 under diphros CI, 1 1., helmet('l) r. and bunch of grapes ('1);

r., T

[Bunbury Sale II., 402.]

[P1. XXXI. 9.]

 

69 1694 A1 1 under diphros M, r. B [R. Payne Knight, p. 170, A 2.]

[Pl. XXXI. 10.]
 

70 1682 A11 under diphros 2 [R. Payne Knight, p. 170, A 4.]

[Pl. XXXI. 1 1.]

71 1697 R '95 under diphros 5(7), r. B

[Pl. XXXI. 12.]

72 166'5 ./R '9 under diphros E, r. B; l. I, r. 2

above which, crested [It Payne Knight, p. 170, A 5.]

Corinthian helmet 1.

[Pl. XXXI. 13.]

 

73 168'3 fR.1 under diphros T, r. B; r., ivy-leaf.

below which, ivy-leaf. [H. Payne Knight, p. 170, A 7.]

   

[Pl. XXXI. 14.]

 



mnsus. 175

 

Wt.
Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

166'3

l63'4

165'3

167'9

165'4

113

159

143

(pierced)

ZR 1'05

[R1

ZR '95

'95

'95

R1

ZR'9

under diphros T, r. ivy

leaf.

 

[Pl. XXXII. 1.]

under diphros T, r. B;

above which, crested

Corinthian helmet 1.

under diphros T, r. ivy

leaf.

1. grapes, r. T

 

[Pl. XXXII. 2.]

under diphros IT‘, r. B;

above which, ivy-leaf.

[Pl. XXXII. 3.]

[R. Payne Knight, p. 170, A 6.]

under diphros IT‘, r. B;

above which, ivy-leaf.

1., crested Corinthian helmet r.

 

OboL

Head of Athena, nearly Shield of oval shape, incurved at

facing, as on reverses sides, surrounded by row of dots;

of previous series : bor- on it, thunderbolt; in field, star:

der of dots. linear border.

[Pl. XXXII. 4.]

Staters.

[Of different style from the staters nos. 67-78, and perhaps

struck in Phoenicia.]

Similar type to nos. 67- Type similar to nos. 67-78: border

78; under diphros T, of dots.

in field r. O) (:1); above

which, uncertain symbol

(butt of apple-headed

lance '1): border of dots.

[Pl. XXXII. 5.]

[Montagu Sale II., 304.]

As preceding, but no 1et- As preceding.

 

ters.

[Pl. XXXII. 6.]



176 CILICIA.

 

Metal.

NO. Size. Obverse. Reverse.

 

' Fourth Century 13.0.

is conjectural.]

Baal,himation about lower Eagle 1., flapping wings, standing on

limbs, seated l. on di- plough-share: dotted square.

phros ; in r. ear of corn

and bunch of grapes, l.

resting on sceptre : bor

der of dots.

82 137 AR. '45

83 12 ZR '5 [Pl. XXXII. 7. Same dies as preceding.]

Baal seated 1., as on pre- Forepart of wolf r.; above, crescent

ceding series: border with horns downwards: dotted

 

of dots. square.

84 9'3 R '45 traces of incuse square.

(pierced)

85 9'3 ZR '4

(pierced)

86 9'3 ZR '4 [Pl. XXXII. 8.] [R. Payne Knight, p-. 166, 17

I

87 6'7 R '45 (Quadrangular flan.)

[P1. XXXII. 9.]

88 8'7 R '5 double border of dots. in front of wolf, pellet.

(pierced)

89 6'4 /R '55 double border of dots. above crescent, pellet (circular border

of dots).

90 9'7 /R '45 Male head r., with _formal Forepart of Pegasos r., with curved

hair and beard, wearing wing: linear border. -

 

stephane and circular

earring: border of dots. [Lawson, Smyrna]

[Pl. XXXII. 10.]

 

[Small denominations, of which the attribution to Tarsus '

 



TARSUS. 177

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

93

9'9

(pierced)

 

[R '45

[E '9

  

Bearded male head (of

Herakles Z) facing, co

vered from chin down

wards by lion’s scalp:

border of dots.

[P]. XXXII. 11. Num. O'hr., 1878, p1. vi. 6.]

behind,

E'41

 

Head of City r., turreted;

border of dots.

 

Time of Antiochus Epiphanes.

C'z'rca 13.0. 175-164.

With title ANTIOOHIA an CYDNUM.

monogram :

 

lKY]AN.Ql

[PL XXXII. 12.]

T.Q.I KYAN.Q.|

obliterated.

1 Ci‘. Eckhel, Sylloge, pl. v. 3.

Male head 1., with formal hair and

beard, Wearing turreted crown, ear

ring and necklace: linear border.

Zeus, seated l. on throne with back,

wearing himation over lower limbs,

in r. long sceptre; in field, l. E,

r. H; around, inscription.

ANTIOXE.QNT.Q.N I-|[POZT.Q.

border of dots.

border of dots obliterated. [ANTIOXEQNT.Q.N Fl POZ]

border of dots

For coins of the Seleucid Kings with the Tarsian type

(Sandan on lion), see Brit. Mus. Catal. Seleucid Kings,

pp. 72, 78, 89, 112; Babelon, Rois dc Syria, pp. clvi. fi°.;

Imhoof-Blumer, Journ. Hellen. Stud., 1898, p. 169, no. 25.

 



178 CILICIA.

  

 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Circa B.C. 164 to early Imperial Times.

SILVER.

Attic Drachm.

94 587 ./R. '65 Head of City r., turreted: TAPZES1[N] Sandan standing

fillet border. to r. on horned animal with body

of lion and straight wings, closed; _

he wears tall headdress,-is draped ‘

and carries bow-case and sword; r.

raised and extended, in 1. axe; in

field 1., *

Al

[Pl. XXXII. 13. Cf. Imhoof-Blumer, Manor. gr., p. 366, no. 55,

pl. F, 24, with similar monograms.]

BRONZE.

4’ Head of City r., turreted Sandan standing to r. on horned

and veiled. animal __ with lion’s body and

straight closed wings ; he wears

tall headdress, bow-case and sword;

r. raised, in l. bipennis; in field r.,

TAPZEQN

95 E '9 fillet border. in 1. wreath, as well as bipennis; in

field 1., E

[W. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

[Pl. XXXII. 14.]

Cf. Combe, Hunter Catal., p. 315, 8, and coin of Alexander II.,

Babelon, Rois de Sg/rie, 1295, pl. xxiii. 6.

96 211 '85 fillet border; countermark, in field 1., [\E [Woodhouse.]

radiate (1) head r.

97 E '65 head not veiled; behind, ([T]APZE[.QN]) in fie1d1., W

A : border of dots. Al

Cf. Babelon, Rois de Syria, 1425 and 1427 (Antiochus VIII.).

   

 

 



TARSUS. 179

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.

 

Obverse. Reverse.

98

99

100

101

103

1.04

Z.E'6 Q3!

'75

ZE'7

head not veiled: border

of dots.

fillet border.

fillet border.

 

[Pl. XXXII. 15.]

Sandan wears tiara, and holds in r.

branch; in field 1., AZK

([T]APZE.Q[N])' in field 1., {Q}

border of dots.

[Pl. XXXII. 16.]

 

([T]APZESZN)

tiara; object in r. not visible; in

field 1., AIO

GEO

([T]APZESZN)

Sandan and object in-r. not visible;

in field 1.,

no object in r.; in field 1., GT"

Cf. Combe‘, Mas. Hanten, pl. 56, 2.

Head of City r., veiled

and turreted:

border.

(border obliterated.)

fillet

[Pl. XXXIII. 1.]

 

[T]A[PZE]

Same dies as preceding.

Sandan on animal to r. as on preceding

coins, but nude ; in r. flower with

three petals, in 1. bipennis ; behind

him, star of eight points; around,

inscription: border of dots.

TAPZE SIN

[Same die as Imhoof-Blumer, Mona.

g')'., p. 366, no. 56, pl. F, 25.]

.Q.N

Sandan wears

A

I‘/\Y

headdress of

st



180 CILICIA.

No.

105

106

107

108

110

lll

Wt.
Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

109

./E'9

A3 '85

ZE '8

Eu] -8

[E '8

[E '75

 

Head of City r., turreted.

Head of City r., veiled

and turreted.

linear border’.Z

border of dots.

1424, 1425.

border of dots; counter

mark, radiate male head

(of Seleucid king '1) r.

border of dots.

border of dots.

 

 

Monument or pyre consisting of basis

on which is a pyramidal structure

containing figure _of Sandan, as on

preceding series, standing r. on

animal; in field r., [T]/-\PZE

[SIN], 1. AZ

Monument or pyre consisting of gar

landed basis on which is a pyra

midal structure containing figure

of Sandan, as on preceding series,

standing r. on animal between two

small ‘altars; on top of pyramid,

eagle with wings spread; in field, .

r. inscription, 1. monograms etc.

eagle not visible; F°>|_, [T]/\PZE

-Q-[N]

2, TAPZE.Q[N]

[Pl. XXXIII. 2.]

Cf. monograms on coins of Antiochus VIIL, B. M. Catal.

Seleucid Kings, p. 89, nos. 22, 23; Babelon, Rois dc Syria,

g , TAPZE.O.[N]

'/

\\\

monograms obscure; eagle not visible;

TAP2E.Q.N

AN , TAPZE.O.[N]

st

KA , TAPZES2[N]

fig

 



TARSUS. 181

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

ZE'8

border of dots.

[P]. xxxm. 3.]

border of dots.

Head of City r., veiled

and turreted: fillet

border.

Head of City r., turreted:

border of dots.

behind, A

[PL xxxm. 4.]

countermark, bow in case.

Tyche of the City, veiled

and turreted, seated r.

on seat without back,

decorated with lion’s

leg; in her r., ears of

corn; at her feet, river

god Kydnos swimming

r.

[Pl. XXXIII. 5.]

 

i, TAPZE.O.[N]

IF?

TA’?//-5 TAPEEQN no altars:

H /\ 2 border of dots.

TAP ZEQN Monument of

Sandan surmounted by eagle, as

on preceding series, but without

altars. -

Zeus, wearing himation over lower

limbs, seated 1. on throne; in r.

sceptre surmounted by eagle.

1. [T]APzi=.s2[N], L K

[H. Payne Knight, 154.]

r. TAPZELQN], in ex. traces of

letters. [H. P. Borrell.]

Zeus, wearing himation about lower

limbs, seated l. on throne with

back; in r. Nike 1'. holding wreath,

1. rests on sceptre; on r., inscrip

tion; in field 1., magistrate’s name

or monogram.

T/-\PZESZ[N],

 



1 82 CILICIA.

  

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

119 ZE1 IITIIAPZEHN, A fillet border.

[Bunbury Sale II., 387.]

120 ./E1 [T]APZE.QN, [A1110/\/\[-Q1

[N] IAHZ

121 A] 1'1 fillet border. TAPZEQN , ¢l

A0

Tyche of the City, veiled Zeus, seated 1. on throne, himation

and turreted, seated r. about lower limbs; in r. Nike with

on seat with back, de- wreath, 1. resting on sceptre, as on

corated at side with preceding series ; on r., inscrip

eagle and leg of lion ; tion; in field 1., magistrate’s name:

in her r., ears of corn; border of dots. .

at her feet, river-god

Kydnos swimming r.

122. [E '95 behind, APC TAPZERN 7 [T]GN

AKO [()]N

Y [T]OC

fillet border.

[Pl. XXXIII. 6. Same dies as Z. f. N., iii., pl. ix. 4.]

123 ]-E 1'05 seat decoratedwith sphinx [T]APZE.Q.[N], [MAEI

instead of eagle ; NIKO]

behind, [0 P]TY AA

[l"]O[G]H under throne, eagle.

PA

fillet border.

[Same dies as Invent. Wadd., pl. xii. 5.]

124 [E 1'05 OPTYFOGH PA T/~\P|:E.Q.Nr [MJAEIMOY

Tyche holds poppy, as [NIKJO

well as corn; no eagle [/\A]OY

on seat: border of dots. under throne, eagle.

[Pl. XXXIII. 7.]

 



Tnnsus. 183

 

No. Wt. 1g§zb:'_1' Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

125 All OP[TYI'O9HPA] [T]APEES2[NL II:\I;A<%lM0Y

As preceding.

[/\]AOY

under throne, eagle.

[Same die as preceding.]

[Devonshire I., 915.]

TAPZEQN Zeus, Club tied with fillet, in oak-wreath.

wearing himation about

lower limbs, seated 1.

on throne; in r. Nike r.

with wreath, l. resting

on sceptre; in field 1.,

star of eight points :

border of dots.

 

126 [E -65 below club, AYZIA

[Pl. XXXIII. 8.]

127 [E "55 (inscr. obliterated.) linear border.

Early Imperial Times.

(a) Without heads of Emperors.

Before Hadrian.

Bust of the City r., veiled TAPEEQN (on r.) Monument or

and turreted: border of pyre of Sandan, as on nos. 106 f. ;

dots. without altars, surmounted by

eagle; in field 1., MH bord

TPO er of

I10 dots.

/\E

91:

128 E '85

  

129 [E '85



184 GILICIA.

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

130 2E '65 ([T]APC€.Q[NL MH

TPO

T10

/\€

(0

N sic)

131 2E '75 Similar, but fillet border. TAPEEQN (r.), MHTPO[HO .

/\E.Q.|:] 1. Figure of Sandan r., on

horned animal, as on nos. 95 f.;

r. raised, in l. bipennis.

132 E '65 TAP 1., COV r. Veiled MHT (1.), POl'|0/\€f\Cfemale bust (the City) 1.: Similar type to preceding ; fillet ('1)

fillet ('4) border. border.

TAPZEQN Zeus, Club tied with fillet; to l. and r.,

wearing himation. about monograms (M H TPO) = the

lower limbs, seated 1. whole in oak-wreath.

on throne; in r. Nike r.

with wreath, 1. rests

on sceptre ; in front,

star and crescent (the

latter often not visible).

133 [E '65 H -F

M [H. P. Borrell.]

H

134 E '7 M -F0 [C. T. Newton.]

[P1. xxxm. 9.]

135 E -75 I'_' in inscription : border H

of dots. M -F0 [Bunbury Sale 11., 387

136 E '7 E in inscription: border H

of dots. M F-O

 
  

 
  



TABSUS .
185

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

137

_ 138

139

140

141

'75

'75

Bust of City r., veiled and

turreted ;

seription :

dots.

around, in

border of

TAPCOVM HTPO

HO/\€

TAPCOV

F10/\€

Time of Hadrian or later.

AAPIANHC

TAPCOV

Zeus, wearing himation

about lower

MHTPO

[P1. xxxnr. 10.]

limbs,

seated 1.; in r. Nike r.

with wreath, l. rests on

sceptre: border of dots.

Head of bearded Herakles

r., wearing wreath of

oak-leaves,1 club behind

shoulder; around, in

 

scription :

dots.

border of

¢APlANHETAP[.O

[A]APlA NHETAP MH TPO TTO/\€.Q.E

EESZN

1 See Imhoof-Bluiner, Jomm. Hellen. Start, 1898, p. 175, no. 41.

The nature of the wreath is clearest on no. 143.

[P1. XXXIII. 11.]

 

Faeade of decastyle temple ; in pedi

ment, eagle with wings spread ;

on arehitrave and in field, inscrip

tion: border of dots.

KOINOCKIAIKI

[A] C

KOINOCKI/\I K[l]

[A] A C

[TA]PC[€]flN Tyche of City,

MHTPCHQA€ veiled and

{\C turreted,

seated r. on chair decorated with

sphinx; in r., ears of corn and

poppy; at her feet, river-god Kyd

nos swimming r.: border of dots.

Perseus, wearing .winged sandals,

standing to 1.; in r. statuette of

Apollo holding wolves, in l. harpe

and cl1lamys; in field 1.,and lion 1., bringing down bull

kneeling 1. ; around, inscription:

border of dots.

MH TP 0 ['ITO/\E].Q.E

 

BB



186 CILICIA.

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

 

143

144

145

146

2234

l45'6

134'6

E 1'15

E1'2

1‘R1'1

Billon

Billon

AAP[|A] N H[TAP

EEQN (the head resem

bles Antoninus Pius.)

[AA]P[l]ANHCTAP

C[0Y]

(Same die as preceding.)

MH TPJ-lo no___ No

inscription or symbol in field.

 

(1)) With heads of Emperors.

Domitian.

SILVER.

AYTOKAIGEYIAO MHTPOTTOAEQZ Tyche of

MI TIA NOZZEI"E City, veiled and turreted, seated r.

P 1 Head of Domitian on rock, holding palm-branch in

r., laureate : fillet bor- r. ; at her feet, river-god Kydnos,

de1"- crowned with sedge, swimming to

r.; in field r., X P

[Pl. XXXIV. 1.]

Hadrian.

BILLON on SILVER.

AYTKAIGETPATIA TAPEEQN MHTPOTIQAE

PYIGEN EPYITPAIA QC Sandan, wearing tall head

APIANQEEE2 Head dress and long cloak, standing to

of Hadrian r., laureate, r. on horned lion with straight

drapery on shoulder. wings closed; he wears on his left

side bow-case, sword, and quiver

crossing the bow-case; r. raised,

in 1. bipennis and wreath.

[Pl. XXXIV. 2.]

[Bunbury Sale II., 382.]

 

1 Both forms A, A are clear.

 

2 Afiroxpdrwp Kaiaap @605 Tpa2'a1/oi) Hapfiucoii vibs, @605 Ne'pBa viwvbg

Tpaiavhs ‘A6pwu/bs Eefiaards.

 



TARSUS. 187

148

149

150

Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Billon

1675 1 AVTKAIGETPTIAP MH T POITOAEWC around,

YIGENEPYITPAAP and in field 1. TAP

|ANOCC€ Head of [EWN

Hadrian r., laureate: Tyche of the City, veiled and tur

fillet border. reted, seated 1. on diphros; in r.

palm-branch, in 1. cornucopiae ;

at her feet, river-god Kydnos,

crowned with sedge, swimming 1. :

the whole in wreath.

[Pl. XXXIV. 3.]

Billon

155-7 '9 _ _ _ KAIGETPATTA TA PEESIN MHTPOTTO/\

PYIGENEPYITPAI EDI: Tyche of the City, veiled

AAPIANOE ... _ and turreted, seated l. on seat

Head of Hadrian r., lau- decorated with foreleg and wing

reate. of sphinx or griffin ; in r. palm

branch ; at her feet, river-god

Kydnos, crowned with sedge,

swimming 1. .

Billon

1515 1 AYTKAIGETPATTA TAPEEQNMHTPOTIO/\E.QE

PYIGEN EPYI T PAI Lion 1., attacking bull kneeling 1.

AAPIANQEEE Head

of Hadrian r., laureate,

drapery on shoulder.

[Pl. XXXIV. 4.]

206 1ZR1'1 AVKA|9€TPAITAP AAPIANf\NTAPC€(\NMH

VGCNCPVTPAAAP TPOITOAGHC Eagle to front,

  

IANOCC€0/\VN\TII

OC and in field, IT IT

Bust of Hadrian 1., lau

reate, wcaring paluda

mentum and cuirass.

[Pl. XXXIV. 5.]

 

head 1., wings spread, standing on

harpe.

 



188 CILICIA.

No.

151

152

153

154

155

Wt.
Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

209

191'5

E 1'05

Billon

1 '15

Billon

.ZE1'15

BRONZE.

AYTOKAIAA PIA N

O[Cl

_ _ Head of Hadrian r.,

bare, drapery on shoul

der.

AAPIANHETAPEO

V 1., AAPIANOEEE

BAETOE r. Head of

Hadrian r., laureate,

drapery on shoulder.

 

AH MOETAPEEQN

OTTO/\E.QE

himation over 1. arm and lower

limbs, seated l. on throne; in r.,

wreath. '

[AAPlANHC]TAP MHTPO

CG BO/\YMTl' TIC) Tyche of City, veiled and

turreted, seated r. on rock; in r.,

ears of corn (2) ; at her feet, river

god Kydnos, swimming r.

MHTP

Demos, wearing

[Pl. xxxrv. 6.]

[Bunbury Sale II., 387.]

Hadrian and Sabina.

BILLON.

Bust of Hadrian r., wear

ing radiate crown, palu

damentum and cuirass; Y

below neck, club; in

field, TI‘ TT; around,

inscription.

AYTKAIGETPATTA

[PYIGEN EPYlTP]A

IAAPIANOEEE

 

[Pl. xxxrv. 7.]

AYTKAIGETPATTA

PYl9E[NEPYlTP]A

IAAPIANOEEE

 

Bust of Sabina r., wearing stephane,

crescent at shoulder; in field, A

EABEI NAEEB[AETHA]API

TAPEMHTPOTIO/\EOE

EABEINAE E BA[ETHAA]Pl

TAPEMHTPOTTOAEOE

(Same dies as preceding.)

Sabina.

AAPIANHETAPEO [BOY/\HTAPE]EflN MHT
Y 1., [AB _ _ r. Bust POIT _ _ Boule, seated l. on

of Sabina r., Wearing throne, dropping pebble into vase

stephane. before her.

[Cf. Imhoof-Blumer, Gr. Mitnz., p.

715, no. 587.]

 



mnsus. ' 189

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Antinous.

156 £E1'45 ANTINOOC 1., HP AA[PlANHC]TAPCOYMHT

nc r. -Head of Anti- POTTOAEHC and in ex. [KYA

nous 1., ‘bare: fillet NQC] River-god Kydnos, re

border. clining to 1.; in r. cornucopiae, 1.

holding reed, and leaning on over

turned vase.

157 A313 AN]:-HNOOC] r., HP [AAPUANHCTAPCOYMHT

QC 1. Head of Anti- POTIO/\ _ _ Lebes, on tripod

nous r., bare. encircled by serpent.1

158 ' E1-35ANTlNOOC1., HPH AAPlANHCTAPCOYMH[T

C r. Head of Antinous P]O Tl'ON€.Q. KOPOY

1., wearing uraeus- Female panther walking 1., r.

croWn’Z.2 foreleg raised and resting on

thyrsos.

[P1. XXXIV. 8.]

159 E13 ANTINQOC 1., HPH AAP[lA]TAP COYM HT

 
 

 

C r. Head of Antinous

1., wreathed with ivy.

1 In the present condition of this coin it is not possible to say

whether it bore in the exergue the words N€_(1'|"|'Y(-BIS} (cf.

Mionnet, iii, p. 625, no. 425).

2 On the coin described by Mionnet (iii., p. 625, no. 427) Antinous

appears to wear the hem-hem crown.

 

PO TTON€OKOP CY and

in ex. NGQIAKXQ. Temple,

with four columns; in pediment,

phiale; garlands hang from outer

capitals to centre of epistyle;

lower part of outer interco1umnia

tions barred with grille ; in centre,

amphora on circular basis.

 



190 CILICIA.

160

161

163

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

'95

E 1'2

E 1'25

E1'4

Antoninus Pius.

AVTKAI TIAI AA

PANT/\N|NOCC€B

G\/ and in field, TI' ‘IT

The Emperor (as Zeus),

seated l. on throne,

wearing himation about

lower limbs; in r. Nike

r. with wreath, 1. rest

ing on sceptre.

AVTKAITIAIAAPIA

ANTnNlNOCC€

BEV andinfield, TT TI

Head of Pius r., lau

reate.

 
AA PIA?»E 1'-,

TAPC€.Q[N] 1

MHTPOTIO/\[€:|.Q.[C] '

Tyche, turreted and veiled, seated

r. on seat decorated with animal’s

leg ; in r., ears of corn and poppy

head ; at her feet, river-god Kyd

nos, crowned with sedge, swim

ming r.

AHMO AAPIA TAPCGHN

MHTPOTTO/\€HC Demos,

wearing himation over 1. arm and

lower limbs, seated l. ; in r. wreath;

in field 1., star.

[P]. XXXIV. 9.] [Wigan.]

Cf. Rev. Nam., 1859, p. 290, pl. X. 2 (probably the same

 

specimen).

AVTK_-_ ANTS). AAPIA N/IN TAP CEHN

N|NOCC€B€V and and in ex. MHTPOTIO

in field, TI' TI Bust [/\€fi]C

of Pius r., laureate, Facade of decastyle temple; in

wearing paludamentum pediment, phiale or shield ; KOi

and cuirass. NOCKI/\|KlA[C] on architrave.

M. Aurelius.

AYTKAIMAYP

_ CC€ Bust of M. Au

relius r., bare-headed,

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass.

 

AAPIANHCTAP COYMHT

POI-I0/\€ nc Monument or

pyre of Sandan, surmounted by

eagle. It is placed on a large base,

upon which, to either side, stands

a draped male figure looking to

wards it, and with one hand hold

ing palm-brancl1(’l); with the other

and on their heads they support a

semicircular canopy which covers

the monument.

[P1. XXXIV. 10.]

 



TARSUS. 191

No. Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

164

165

166

167

168

ZEl‘2

'75

'65

ZEl'l5

E 1'5

 

AYTKAICMAPAYP

H/\ _ _ ._ OCCGB

Head of M. Aurelius r.,

laureate.

 

AAPIANHCTAPCO _ _ _

M. Aurelius and L. Verus, wearing

togas, grasping right hands, hold

ing rolls in 1.; between them, above

star, below ,

C€ BACTS).N

and in ex.

Annius Verus and Commodus.

KO P0|C€BAC[T]OV

Busts of Annius Verus

and Commodus, bare

headed, confronted; be

tween them, club and

caduceus in saltire.

[Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 636, no. 487.]

Facade of decastyle temple; in pedi

ment, eagle; on architrave, [K]O

INQCKI/\[|:|K - -3 in field,

[TAP] CQY; in ex., [MH]

TPQTT

[Pl. XXXIV. 11.]

[K]OPO[|]

[C]€BACTO[V]

Busts of Annius Verus

and Commodus, hare

headed, confronted 3

between them star, and

club and caduceus in

saltire.

 

Facade of decastyle temple ; in pedi

ment, eaglel; on architrave, [K]

OINQCKI/\|[K ._ _; in field,

TAP C[OY]; in ex., MHTP

OUT]

Commodus.

AYTI<[M]AVPH K

OMOAQCC € B

Head of Commodus 1.,

laureate.

AVT'KA|C-/—‘\VP- K

OMOAOCC€B- Bust

of Commodus r., wear

ing crown and under

and over garment of

demiourgos.

 

AAPIANHCTAPCOVM H

TPOTTO/\€f\C Athena, wear

ing crcsted Corinthian helmet,

standing to front, looking 1.; in 1*.

owl, 1. holding spear and shield.

AAPIAN-KOMOAIANH CT

AP[C]OVIV\[HTP:|OT|'O/\€

RC and in ex. A|C[N€.Q]KOP

[OVJ
Facades of two decastyle temples 3

on architraves, KOINOI Kl/\|

KIAC ; above, crown of demiourgos.

[Pl. xxxv. 1.]

 



CILICIA.

169

170

171

172

173

Wt Obverse. ‘ Reverse.

E 1'2 /\‘A|/\'AVPH KQM TAPCQV MH [TP]O ITO

OAOCCG Bust of /\€.QC and in ex. AICNGQKO

Commodus r., laureate, - POY -

wearing paludamentum Facade of decastyle temple ; in

and cuirass. central intercolumniation (which

is wider than the others), statue’! ;

on architrave, KQMOAGIOC

ZE145 AVT' KA|C-AVP- K TAPC'MHTPO'K0MOAe|O

OMOAOC[C€B -] C0! KOYMGN I K0 Ra-diate

Bust of Commodus r., crown with ties; between which,

wearing crown of demi- AIC

ourgos, and under and N€.Q

ggegr garment as on no. KOPOV [Pl. XXXV. 2.]

Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 628, no. 439.

Crispina.

f-E 1'2 KP|CTT€lNAN r., C€ AAPIANHCTAPCQVM H

BACTHN 1. Bust of TPOTTO[/\]€f\C Athena, wear

Crispina r. ing crested Corinthian helmet,

standing to front, looking 1.; in r.

owl, l. holding spear and shield.

[Wigan.]

Septimius Severus.

ZE1'5 AVTKAIC/\C€1T T [AAP]C€VH[PIAN]HCT

C€VHPOClT€PC€ APCOVMHTP01TOA€\UC

B and in field, [TT] TT and in field, F B Zeus, Wearing

Bust of S. Severus r., himation about lower limbs, seated

wearing radiate crown l. on throne; in r. Nike r. with

and cuirass. wreath, l. resting on sceptre; at his

feet, eagle 1. [Bank Collection.]

Bust of S. Severus r., Nike r. in galloping quadriga; in r.

laureate, wearing palu- palm-branch, in l. reins.

P damentum and cuirass

with gorgoneion.

[E 1'4 AVTKAI/\C€lT [C [A]APC€YHP|AN HC

€]YHP[0C]TT€P and TAPCQVMHTP - ex
in field, n [n] orro/\ewc m '

[Same die as Mionnet, iii., and in field, F B

  

p. 629, no. 449.]

 

 



TARSUS. 193

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

174 /E14 [AVT]KAl/\C€'|T C AAPC€YHPlANH C; in 8X.-,

‘ €VHP0CTT[€]P and TAPCOVMHT[P]

in field, 1T Tl Same OTTO/\€wC '

die as preceding. and in field, [F B]

[Devonshire 1., 974.]

Bust of S. Severus r., Tyche of Tarsus, veiled and turreted,

laureate, wearing palu- seated 1.; at her feet, river-god

damentum and cuirass, Kydnos swimming 1.; approaching

her from 1., two veiled and turreted

female figures (Isauria and Cilicia),

each holding wreath in raised r.,

in 1. uncertain object ; behind her,

a third similar figure (Lycaonia),

advancing l. with wreath in raised

r.

175 fE1'35 ___ C€ZHP[0CC] AAP|C€YHP|ANH -___.

EB [and in field, TT TM] in ex ICAY _ _

" P IA] _ _

in field above, Kl/\l KIA

176 ZE1-45 A[Y]TKAI[C]/\C€T[T AAPICGYH P _ _ _ rermPX€

C€VH[P]QCC€B ICON in 6,, ICAV /\YKA

[andin field, TI TTZ] ‘ °’ PIA ONIA

' in field above, Kl/“KIA

Caracalla and Domna.1

17?’ ~ AVT-KAI-M-AVP.C€ IOV/\lANAOMNANC€BAC

  

ZE1'35

YHPOCANTQNGIN

OC and in field, TI’ TI

Bust of Caracalla r.,

wearing crown and gar

ments of demiourgos;

below, crescent.

Same die as no. 182.

1 The attribution of these coins to Tarsus is rendered certain by

their fabric and style, by the use of TI‘ T[ in the Emperor’s title,

and in the case of no. 177 by the Emperor’s dress.

are also common to coins of Caracalla with the name of Tarsus.

 

THN Bust of Domna 1., crescent

at shoulders.

The obverse dies

 

CC



194 CILIOIA.

No Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

178 E 1'25 [AYT.KAlM]AYPC€ Same die as preceding.

YH POC[AN]T.Q.N€| -

N [0]CC[EB] and in

. field, TI TI Bust of

Caracalla r., laureate,

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass.

Same die as no. 199,and

Mionnet, iii., p. 632,

no. 463 ; 634, 476.

Caracalla.

BILLON.

Head of Caracalla r., Tyche of City, veiled and turreted,

laureate. seated 1. on rock ; l. resting on

rock, in r. uncertain object ; at her

feet, river-god Kydnos swimming 1.

B-illon

179 107 '9 AVKMAVPCGOVH TVXH TAPCOVMHT and

PANTHNINOCCG in field, AM K

[Pl. XXXV. 3.]

Billon »

180 987 '95 AVKMAVPCGOVHP TVXH TAPCO VMHTP

- ANTf\N€ |NOCC€ and in field, AM K

and in field, TI TI [Bank Collection.]

[Pl. XXXV. 4.]

BRONZE.

181 E1'4 AVTKMAVP C€V _ _ OTTO l\€ _ _ Athena,

H P O C ANTfi N€| wearing crested Corinthian helmet,

NOCC €B and in field standing to front, looking I. ; in r.

TI TI Bust of Cara— Nike, 1. resting on spear, at foot

calla r., laureate, wear- of which shield.

ing paludamentum and

cuirass.

 



TARSUS.

No.

182

183

184

185

Wt.
Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

_/El'2

ZEl'35

ZE1'3

11fl1'3

AVT-KAI-[ M -AVP-C

€]VH PQCANTQN€

INCC and in field, TT TT

Bust of Caracalla r.,

wearing crown and gar

ments of demiourgos ;

below, crescent.

Same die as no. 177.

AVT- KA 1- M - AVP-C

GVHPOCANTQN GI

NOC- and in field, TI TI

Bust of Caracalla r.,

wearing crown of demi

ourgos and garments as

on preceding coin.

Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 631, no. 460;

632, 461, 465; 633,

471.

AVTKAI MAV PC €V

HPOC/\NTf\N€lNO

CCGB and in field, TI TI

Head of Caracalla 1.,

laureate; below, star.

Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 632, no. 462.

AVTKAlMAVPC€ O

VHPOCANTHNGI N

OCCG and in field, TI TI

Bust of Caracalla r.,

wearing crown and gar

monts of demiourgos

as on no. 182.

 

ANT.QN€|N|ANHC C€VH

PIAAPI; in ex. TAPCOV, in

field 1 A r [F]? Perseus

. MK , . B . ,

wearing winged sandals, standing

to l.; in r. head of Medusa, in l.

harpe and chlamys.

A NT.Q.N€| NIANH CC€

VA’//4; in ex., TAPCQV; in field

(centre), A Perseus, wearing

K winged san

I‘ B dals, standing

to r., in r. harpe ; and Herakles

standing to l., in 1. club and lion’s

skin; they support between them

bust of the Emperor 1.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 633,

no. 471.

ANTHNIAN _ _ _; in ex., TA

PCOV; in field 1. 9, r. A, below

>I Herakles l._, raising Ant-aios

from the ground, clasped round

the waist; behind him, club up

right and lion’s skin.

[Pl. xxxv. 5.]

[VVigan.]

Cf. Leake, Nam. HcZZ., As. G12, p. 129.

ANTHN IA NHCCQVHPI

AN; in ex., TAPCOV5 in field,

r. above I" B, 1. AM

K

Triptolemos r., in car drawn by

two winged serpents, yoked; 1‘.

arm extended sowing, in 1. seed

bag.

 



196 CILICIA.

  

 

  

‘No Wt Obverse. Reverse.

186 ]E1'4 AVTKAIMAVPCGQ [A]NTf\N|ANHCC€VHPAA

(gilt) VHP ANTHNGIN PIAN; in eX., TAPCOV; in

OCC€B and in field, field, above AMK, 1. F, r. B

‘IT TI’ Bust of Cara- Triptolemos l., in car drawn by

calla r., laureate, and two winged serpents, yoked; r.

wearing garments as on arm extended sowing, in 1. seed

no. 182. bag.

187 [E14 AVT-KAI-M'AVP-C AN[T.Q.N]€|N|A N H[C]C

GVHPQCA NT.QN€| GVH in ex., [T]APCOV;

NOC- and in field,Tl' T|' infield, l. A, r. M Nike ad

(Same die as no. 183.) K B vancing

1., on

globe, holding with both hands

on her head ansate tablet with

uncertain inscription.

188 E 1'15 AVTKAIMAVPAN TAP COYMHTPOIT; in ex.,

[T.Q.N€lN]0CC€ and KVANOC; in fie1d.1.A/v\|<.

infield, ‘IT 11' Bust above I" B River-god Kydnos

of Caracalla r., wearing reclining 1.; in extended r. cornu

crown and garments of copiae, l. resting on overturned

demiourgos as on no. vase from which water flows.

182.

Same dies as Mionnet, iii., p. 635, no. 483.

189 ]E 1'4 AV-KAI-M-AV-CGQV AAPC€OVHANT[H]N €|N

HP‘ -ANTf\N€|N0 QVTTOAMHTP; in ex., TAPC

CC 6- and in field, 0V; in field, l. KOI , r. I"

TI' TI' Head of Cara- NOB[OV] B

calla r., laureate. /\|ON '

Same die as Mionnet, Female figure (the Koinoboulion),

iii., p. 633, no. 468. wearing kalathos [and veil], stand

ing to 1.; in l. cornucopiae, in r.

phiale over flaming altar.

[Pl. xxxv. 6.]

 



TARSUS. 197

Metal.

No. Wt. Size_ Obverse. Reverse.

I

190 21914 AVT-KAI-M-AVP'C€ - - - n N€|NOV1TO/\

VH POC- ANT.Q.N€| below, TAPCOV MHTP

___. and in field, TI' TI OKO INQB

Head of Caracalla r., OV/\|ON

laureate. Female figure (the Koinoboulion),

wearing kalathos and veil, stand

ing to r. between two temples;

that on 1. is surmounted by an

eagle; in field above, F B

[Pl. xxxv. 7.]

191 ZE1'35 AVT-KALM-AVP.C€ A[N]Tf\N| AN H CC€VA

VHPOC/\NT.QN€lN AP-MH; in ex-, TAPCOV

0C and in field, TI' TI' AM|<

Bust of Caracalla r.; and in field, I" B The Em

below, crescent. peror, laureate, wearing cuirass, to

(Same die as no. 177.) front (head 1.), in quadriga to front;

in r. Nike, in 1. short sword.

[Pl. xxxv. 8.]

192 1E1'35 AVTKA| MAVPCQV ANTQNIANHC C€YHAAP

HPQC/\NTnl\J€|NO MHT; in ex., TAPCOY; in field

](.:|.Ce.ri'. a]]:;[déad1I:)f 32:2: 1., g The Emperor, laureate and

calla 1.; below, star. cuirassed, standing to front head

(Same die as no. 184.) r.; r. resting on spear, in 1. short

sword; to r. trophy,1 at foot of

which two captives back to back.

193 ZE1'4 AVT-KA[|- M-AV]P. [A1NTf\N[|A]NHCC €VH-A

€:€\6E'|C|?|OCANT.QN€ AP~MHT;/i\11 BX-, TAPCQV; in

N and in field I‘
TI TT Bust of Caracalla field’ 1' MK’ r’ B The Em

r. ; below, crescent.

(Same die as no. 177.)

 

peror, wearing toga, standing to 1.,

r. extended over altar before him.

1 The trophy is decorated

with the usual armour.

with the stern of a galley as well as

 



198 CILICIA.

   
  

No. Wt. 1\é?Zt:.1' Obverse. Reverse.

194 E1'3 _ _ KA|MAVPC€VH ANTHNIANHC C€VHA[A

tI?1OdCT/§I,_l\II:I'_l_|'_j_ _Band ix; P]MI-I; inAeX., TAPCO[V]:; in

re , ust o I‘

Caracalla 1., wearing field’ 1' MK’ T‘ B The Em

crown and garments of peror, laureate, in military dress,

demiourgos, as on no.- standing 1.; in r. Nike 1. with

182. Uncertain counter- ‘wreath, l. resting on spear.

mark. '

195 E 1-35 AVTKAI M AVPCGO [A]NTflN _ _ _ _; in ex-, [T]

VHPOCANTr\[N€I APCO[V]; in field, above [A]?

NOCCG] and in field, M K

TI TI Bust of Cara- l. I", r. B Two nude athletes,

calla 1'. confronted ; between them, tall

(Same die as no. 185.) table supporting prize vase; below

the table, amphora.

196 E 1'3 AVTKAIMAVPC€V [AN T]SZN|ANHCC€VHAA

HPOCANTHNGIN PMHT; in ex., TAPCQV; in

OCCQB and in field, field, I’ B Elephant (Indian)

TI TI Head of Cara- walking 1. ; on its back, crown

calla 1.; below, star. surrounded. by letters OMAKK

(Same die as no. 184.) [Pl. XXXV. 9.]

197 E13 Inscription obliterated, ___H(:(:6VHPAAP-A-M-K-1

except IT TI in field; Archieratic crown, decorated with

bust of Caracalla r. eight heads; between them, the

with crown and gar- letters A M K [F] YZ2 B B N ;

ments of demiourgos. within crown, KQI

NOCK

IAIKI

AC

[Devonshire I., 427.]

1 The last three letters are not quite clear, but as there are stops

after each they seem to be as given rather than Ml-IT, in spite

of the repetition of AM K round the crown.

2 This may be not a letter, but merely the branching ties of the

O1'OWIl.

 
 



TARSUS. 199

No.

198

199

200

201

202

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

]E1'35

]E1'3

ZE 1'5

 
 

AVT-KALM-AVP.C€

VH POCANT-.Q.N€lN

OC- and in field, TI TI

Bust of Caracalla r.

(Same die as no. 183.)

AYTKAIMAYPCQV

HPO[CANTQ.N€I]

N OCC€B and in

field, TI TI Bust of

Caracalla r.

(Same die as no. 178.)

AYTKAI MAYPC€V

H POCANT.QN€ I N

OCCQB and in field,

TI TI Bust of Cara

calla r.

(Same die as no. 178.)

[AVTKAI MAV]PC€

VHPOCANTIIHN €l

N]OCC€B and in field,

TI TI Head of Cara

calla l. ; [below, star.]

(Same die as no. 184.)

Plautilla.

¢OY/\OYlA [TI/\AY AAP[C]€VHPlANHCTAPC

TIA]/\A C€BACTH OVMHTPO; and in field, F B

Bust of Plautilla r.,

veiled.

1 The prow of the galley is directed to the r., but the sail is

bellied out to the l. !

 

ANT.QN|ANH[C] C€VH

AAP; in ex., TAPCO Y

C€lTQC

in field, above F B, l. A, r. M

K

Galley sailing to 1.; below, fishes.

' [Pl. XXXVI. 1.]

ANTHNI _ _ C€VHAAPM

HTP; in ex., TAPCOV; in field,

C€ITOC

l. I‘, r. B Galley sailing to r.1

A

MK

ANTQNIANH C C[€VA]A

PMH; in ex., TAPCOV

CGITOCA

in field, above I’ B, r.

MK

Galley sailing to r.1

ANT.Q.N|[N|ANH]C€V HA

APMHTP-AM;iI1 6X‘, TAPC

[()]V; in field, above [B], below

I‘ K Galley sailing r.; below,

waves.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 632,

no.462.

Caracalla (on r.) and Plautilla. (on

1.), grasping r. hands; Caracalla l.

wearing toga, Plautilla r.

 



200 CILICIA.

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Geta.

203 ZEL45 lTC€T|'TlMlO Cl'€T AAPCGVHPIANHCTAPCO

ACKAICAP Bust of VMHTPOTTOA; in ex., uncer

Geta r., bare-headed, tain -letters; in field, I“ B

wearing paludamentum Dionysos, standing to front in at

and cuirass; behind, titude of repose, looking r., r. arm

star of eight points. on head, drapery about lower part

of body; beside him on r., satyr 1.;

in l. pedum over shoulder, in r.

thyrsos held transversely; on 1.,

panther seated 1., head r.

[Pl. XXXVI. 2.]

Macrinus.

AYTKAM 0TT€C€Y Apollo, laureate, nude, standing to 1.,

MAKP€lNOC Bust quiver at shoulder, chlamys on 1.

of Macrinus r., laureate, arm ; in lowered r. laurel-branch;

wearing paludamentum around, inscription ; in field,letters.

and cuirass. -

204 ZE 1'35 C€VH[M]AKP€| NIANHC

[MH]TP; in ex-. TAPCO[V];

in field, l. A, r. I‘

M K B

205 £E1'3 [C€]VHMAKP€l NIANHC

MHTP; in ex., [T]APCO[\/];

in field, l. A, r. I’

M[l<] B

[Devonshire 1., 236.]

Same dies as preceding.

Elagabalus.

206 ZE1'2 ._.__ ANT(1)N€|N0 KOlN0CTWNTP|wN€T|'AP

CC Bust of Elagabalus XEHUN Archieratic crown deco

r., laureate, wearing rated with eleven busts, divided

paludamentum and cui- into three groups of 5, 3 and 3 by

rass. \_ the ties (below) and the letters B

(on 1.) and F (on r.); in upper

group, two heads look to 1., three

to r.; in 1. hand group all three

look to 1., in r. hand group to r.

In centre of crown, TAP

C€(1)

[P1. XXXVI. 3.] N

 



TARSUS.

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

209

210

[E 1'15

1E1'2

ZE 1'3

ZE1'2

AVTKAIMAYPANT

.QN€|N()[C] Bust of

Elagabalus r., laureate,

wearing paludamentum

and cuirass.

[Cf. Imhoof-Blumer, J. H. 8., 1898, p. 180, no. 55, pl. xiii. 22.]

Julia Paula.

Bust of Paula r.

IOVAIANKOPNH/\

l€ANBTTA[V]/\AN

lO[V/\IA]N KOPNH

é\IQN[TTAJV/\ANC

(Same die as preceding.)

IOVAIANKOPNH/\|

ANTTAVAANC [€ B]

Bust of Paula (same

die as no. 208).

 

[TAP]COV[THCM HTPOTIO

/\€.QC] Altar [garlanded], sur

mounted by plain crown (of demi

ourgos) ; tor. beside it, archieratic

crown decorated with seven heads,

divided into three groups (of 3, 2

and 2) by the ties (below) and the

letters I“ (on 1.) and B (on r.); in

upper group, two heads look to 1.,

one to r.; in other groups, all

to r.

Elagabalus (on r.) and Paula (on 1.)

grasping r. hands; Elagabalus

stands to 1., wearing toga, Paula

to r.

TAPCO[YT] HCM-TPQTTO/\€

Q; in ex., AM K and star; in field,

between figures, FB

[T]APCOVTHCMHTP01TO/\

€’%/,; in ex., [AM]KFB

[T]APCOVTHCMl-I TPO1T

O/\__; in field, l. I‘, r. A

B M

. . 1K1
Elagabalus, wearing military dress,

standing to front, looking 1.; in r.

Nike r. with wreath, 1. resting on

 

spear. [Bank Collection.]

1) D



GILICIA.

 
 

 

 
  

€IANAPOCC€B

and in field TI TI

Bust of Severus Alex

ander (same die as no.

211 Countermark,

eagle to front, head r.

 

  

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Severus Alexander.

211 E 1'45 A-K-M-A-C€QV-AAG A/\€[IAI/IAP']AI/I-C €O-A

IANAPOCC€B and A-l“\HT~TAPCOV1

in field TI" TI Bust in field, 1. F, r. A

of Severus Alexander r., II M

wearing crown of demi- B K

ourgos and draped. Cultus-image of Apollo Lykeios,

Same die as Mionnet,iii., laureate, nude, to front, head 1.,

p. 638, nos. 496, 498. standing on low omphalos, holding

in each hand a wolf by fore-legs.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 638,

no. 496, and J. H. S., 1898, p. 173,

no. 33, pl. xiii., no. 5.

212 E 1'55 A-K-I*‘\~A-C€0V~A/\€ A/\€IANAP-AN -CGO -AA~M

IAN[APOCC€B] HT-TAPCQV

and in field TI IT in field, l. A, r. I'

Bust of Severus Alex- M II

ander (same die as pre- K B

ceding coin). Athena, wearing crested Corinthian

helmet, standing 1.; in l. spear and

shield on shoulder, in r. phiale ; at

her feet on 1., burning altar.

[Bank Collection.]

213 E 1'4 [A-K-M-A-]C€OV-AA AUJPE AAAEXA N[AP]

OV TA MH (sic)

in field, l. A , 1'. [K]

M I" [B]

Galley, sailing rfi; below it, two

dolphins r. and 1. with their heads

to a circle between them.

[Cf. Rev. Nam., 1859, pl. X. 6; Ba

 

belon, Inn. Wadd., no. 4656.]

1 I.e. ’A2\e§ax/5p(Iam'is) ’Au(1'cou2/10:1/1'59), cf. J.H.S.,1898, p. 173, note 1.

2 As on nos. 200, 201, the sail appears to be represented wrongly.

 



TARSUS.

Wt.

Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

214

215

216

217

218

E 1'45

E1'5

E 1'55

E14

E14

A-K-M-[A-CGOV-A/\

€IANAPOCC€B]

and in field IT IT

Bust of Severus Alex

ander (same die as no.

211).

Maximinus.

AVT~ K. I_- IOV-OVH

MAZIMGINOC and

in field TI TI Bust of

Maximinus r., wearing

radiate crown, paluda

mentum and cuirass.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 640, no. 511.

(Same die as preceding.)

As no. 215 (same die).

AVT-K-[F-lOV'OVH

MJAZIMGINQC and

in field TI IT Bust

of Maximinus (same die

as no. 215).

AHM-A/\€IANAPOV _ ... _

Crown of demiourgos ; within

which, MH ‘

1 TPOTIU.)(sz'c)

/\€(L)CA

rw;|<z

 

\\/

[Devonshire 1., 1132.]

Cultus-figure of Apollo Lykeios,

nude, standing to front on low

omphalos, head 1.; in r. wolf held

by fore-legs, in 1. bow and arrow;

in field, l. A, r. I‘ ; around, in

. M B scription.

K

TAPCQVTHCMHTPOITO/\

€(D

[Pl. xxxvr. 4.]

Same die as Imhoof-Blumer, J.H. S.,

1898, pl. xiii. 6.]

TAPCOV[THCMHTP]OTIO

/\€(L) (Same die as preceding.)

TAPCOV -THC- [MHTPOTIO

/\]€(UC and in field, l. A, r. F

M B

K

Apollo, nude, standing to front,

head 1.; in r. branch, in l. chlamys

and bow.

TAPCOVTHCIV“-|TP0TIQ%

and in field, 1. F , r. A

B M

K

Male figure (Apollo ‘1), standing to

1.; in r. branch, in 1. chlamys and

bow (2) ; at his feet, animal

 

 

(wolf 2), 1.



204 CILICIA.

 
 

(Same die as no. 219.)

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

219 1E1'35[AV]T-K-I--IQV-OVH' TA P COVM HTP OTT

MAZ|M€’|NOC-C€- and in ex. AMKFB Athena,»

and in field TT TT wearing crested Corinthian helmet,

Bust of Maximinus r., head 1., in quadriga to front; in r.

laureate, wearing palu- ' javelin, in l. shield. ‘

damentum and cuirass. M. Ramsay, 1892.]

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

pp. 640-41, nos. 512,

514,515,517.

220 E 1'5 As no. 215 (same die). TAPCOV[THC] MHTPOTT

O/\E(1) in field, 1. AM , r. I’

K B

Athena, wearing crested Corinthian

helmet, running r., head 1.; in r.

Nike 1. with wreath, in l. shield

and javelin.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 640,

no. 511.

[Devonshire I., 7 68.]

Bust of ‘MaXiminus r., Athena (on 1.), Tyche (in middle)

laureate, wearing palu- and Neniesis (on r.), all to front:

damentum and cuirass. Athena, wearing crested Corinthian

helmet, head r., r. resting on spear,

l. on shield ; Tyche, wearing kala

thos, head 1., in r. rudder, in l.

cornucopiae; Nemesis, head 1., r.

hand plucking at chiton, in 1.

cubit-rule, at her feet griffin 1.,

with r. fore-foot on wheel.

221 ZE 1'45 AVT-K-[F-]lOV-O[V] TAPCQV; in ex., MHTPO; in

H-MAZIMQINOC-C field, above A K, r. F

G- and in field TI TI' M B

(Same die as no. 219.) [PL XXXVI. 5.]

222 -/E1‘45 AVT-K~ l"- IOV-OVH - (Same die as preceding.)

MAZlME|NOC-C€

5 and in field TI' TI'

I

 



TARSUS.

Metal.

No. Wt. Size_ Obverse. Reverse.

223 119145 AVT-K-[I--IQV-]QV TAPCQV; in ex., MHTPOTT;

- HMAZ|M€|NOC ‘O

and in field TI’ 'IT in field, above A[M]K F, l’- B

Bust of Maximinus Judgment of Paris. On r. Paris,

(same die as no. 215). wearing Phrygian cap, seated 1.

on rock, in r. apple, in l. crook;

before him Aphrodite, standing

nude to front, head r., both hands

raised and holding her hair; be

hind her Hera, veiled and draped,

seated r. on okladias; behind

her Athena, standing r., wearing

crested Corinthian helmet, 1. rest

ing on spear, r. on shield before her.

[P1. XXXVI. 6. Same die as Jahrb.

, d. Inst., iii., p. 293, pl. iX. 21.]

Bust of Maximinus r., Dionysos (with thyrsos in r.) and

laureate. Ariadne, in biga of centaurs to r.;

both centaurs have their r. hands

raised and look to 1., and that on

the off side carries a lyre in 1.

224 it 1-15 AVT- |<-r-|ov-ovH- AMK- , in THCMHTP
MAZIMGINOC-CG -TAPCOV-’ ex- one/v

and in field TI‘ 'IT in field 1. 1'

(Same die as no. 219.) B

[Bunbury Sale II., 387

225 [E14 [AVT-]K-I--IOV-0V [A]MK- _ ex THCMH[TP]

H-MAZ|M€|NOC'C -TA[PC]OV-’ ' [O1TO/\-]

[G-] and in field TI T1’ in field 1., [F] (Same die as pre

(Same die as no. 219.) B ceding.)

226 [E 1'5 As no. 215 (same die). TAPC CV. THC MHTPQTTO

  

 

/\€(1); in field, 1. A, r.

M

K

Herakles, nude, standing to 1. ; r.

extended, in 1. club over shoulder.

[P1. XXXVI. 7.]

I.

B

 



206 CILICIA.

 
  

 
  

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

227 E1'5 AVT-K-I_-|[QV:]OVH- TAPCOV.THCMH TPQITO

MAZ|M€|NQC'C€- A€(l)[C]; in field, l. A, r. I‘

and in field TI TI M B

Bust of Maximinus [K]

(same die as no. 219). Herakles, nude, standing to front,

head r.; r. on hip, 1. resting on

club with lion’s skin.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 641,

no.517.

228 E 1'45 As no. 215 (same die). TAPCOVTH CMHTPQTTOA

in field, l. A, r. I‘

M B

K

Perseus, nude, wearing winged

sandals, standing to front, head 1.;

in r. head of Medusa, in l. harpe

and chlamys.

[Pl. XXXVI. 8.] [Wigan.]

229 E 1'45 AVT.K.I'.IOV-OVH- [T]APCOV-THC MHTPOTI

MAZlM€INOC and 0/\€(OC; in field, l. I‘, r. A

in fieldIT IT Bust of M

Maximinus r., wearing K

radiate crown, paluda- B

mentum and cuirass. Sandan, wearing tall head-dress,

Same die as Mionnet, iii., short chiton, cloak and boots,

p. 640, no. 508. quiver at his back, standing to 1.

on horned lion; r. raised, in 1.

wreath. [Pl. XXXVI. 9.]

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 640,

no.507.

Bust of Maximinus r., Nike, on globe, advancing 1.; in l.

laureate. palm-branch, in r. archieratic

crown decorated with four heads.

230 E 1'5 [AVT~]K-|"-lOV-OVH- TAP[COVT] HCMHTPOTIO

MAZIM€lNOC-C€- /\€(L)C infield, l. [A]M, r. F

and in field TI '|T [K] B

Same die as no. 219. Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 641,

no.5l6.



TARSUS. 207

Metal.

No. Wt. Size_ Obverse. Reverse.

231 E1'5 AVT-K-I‘-IOV-OVI-‘L TAPCO[VT] HCM[HT]P0

MAZ|M€lNOC-C€- TIO/\€U)C in field 1. AM, r. I

and in field TI TI . K B

Same die as no. 219. Same die as preceding.

232 E 14 AVT- K- I'. IOV. 0VH- TAPCOVTHCMHTPOTIO/\€

MAZIMGINOC and (,0 in field 1. I‘, r. A

in field IT IT Bust of B M

Maximinus r., wearing

radiate crown, paluda- Veiled and turreted bust of the

mentum and cuirass. City r.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 640, no. 509.

Bust of Maximinus r., The three Graces, in usual attitude,

wearing radiate crown, those on the outside holding

paludamentum and cui- flowers or fruits.

rass.

233 E15 AVT.K.|".IOV-OVH TAPCOV M HTP O ITO

MAZ|M€|NOC and AMK and in ex. I’ B

in field TI TI (Same ‘

die as no. 215.)

234 E 1'45 Same die as preceding. TAPC OVMH T POTIO

in ex. F B; in fieldr. A

M

[Pl. XXXVI. 10.]

235 E 1'5 [AVT-K'I_-|]OV-OVI-I TAPC O VMH T PQTIQ

MAZ|M€|NOC-C€- in ex. AMKF-; in field r. B

   

and in field TI TI

Bust laureate;

die as no. 219.

SHJIIIB

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 640,

no. 512.

 



208 CILICIA.

 
  

  

 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

MaXimus.

236 .ZE1'35 I‘- IOV-OVH'MAZlM TAPCQV THC MHTPOTT

OC- KAlC- Bust of O/\€(1) in field 1. AM, 1'. I‘ B

Maximus r., laureate, K

wearing paludamentum Athena, wearing crested Corinthian

and cuirass. helmet, running 1.; in r. Nike 1.

with wreath, in l. spear and shield.

237 ‘ ZE1'4 I" l0V-OVl-I- MAZI TAP[C]OV.TH CM HTPOTI

MOC-KAIC- Bust of ()/\€- in field l. A, r. I‘

Maximus r., laureate, [M] B

wearing paludamentum K

and cuirass. Dionysos, draped, standing to 1.;

in r. kantharos, l. resting on thyr

sos; at his feet, panther 1. looking

up. [Bank Collection.]

238 ./E13 [I‘-ICV]-OVH-MAZI TH CM H TP 0

' MOC- KAIC- Bust of TAPCQV

Maximus (same die as Archieratie crown decorated with

no. 236). six heads, divided into two groups

by the ties (below) and a figure of

Nike 1. holding wreath (above);

the three heads on the 1. look to

r., those on the r. to 1.; within

the crown, ETTA

PXIK

(ON I

[PL XXXVI. 11. Same die as Babelon,

Invent. Wacld., 4661, pl. vii. 11.]

[H. P. Borrell Sale, 1852, 305.]

Balbinus.

239 [E 1'45 AVT- K€C- KAI/\- BA TAPCOV/*'\HTP01TO/\€(U C

/\B€INOCC€B and in field 1. A r. I‘

in field TI TI Bust M

of Balbinus r., laureate, K . B

wearing paludamentum Apollo, nude, standing to front on

and cuirass. low omphalos, head 1.; in r. wolf

Same die as Mionnet, iii., held by fore-legs, in 1. how and

p. 642, nos. 520, 521. arrow.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 642,

no. 520. I



TARSUS.

N°- Wit Obverse. Reverse.

240 E 1 5 AVTK€CK€/\ BAA [T]APCOVMHTPO 1Tf\/\€

B€|NOCC,€B and in OC/\(sic) in field, 1. A, r. M

field ‘IT Tl' Bust of I‘ K

Balbinus r., laureate, ' B

wearing paludamentum Athena, wearing crested Corinthian

and cuirass. helmet, seated 1.; in r. Nike r.

with wreath and palm-branch, 1.

resting on spear, at foot of which

shield.

241 E 1'45 AVTK[€]CK€/\ BA TAPCOVM ___ OAGHCAM

[/\B€l]NOCC€B and in field, 1. K, r. B Nike, stand

infield TT TT Bust of F ing to

Balbinus (same die as front, head 1.; in raised r. wreath,

preceding). in 1. palm-branch.

242 IE14 AVTK€CK(A|/\)BA/\ TA PC OVM HTP

BGINOCCGB and in in ex. AMK, in field I’ B

field TI' TI' Bust of The three Graces, as on nos. 233i.

Balbinus (same die as

no. 239, but the letters

Al/\ have been altered

by tooling to AS2).

[Pl. XXXVII. 1.]

Balbinus, Pupienus and Gordian III. Caesar.

243 2111135 AV[T]K€CK€/\ BA [T]APCOVMHT P01TO/\€

/\[B€|NOCC€]B and [HC]. in field above K TT %

in field TI' TI Bust Three busts, all laureate; on r.,

of Balbinus r., laureate, Ba1binus1.; in centre, Gordian III.

wearing paludamentum Caesar r. ; on 1., Pupienus r.

and cuirass. [Northwick, 1197 =Thon1as, 2382.]

Same die as no. 240.

‘The right hand part of the obverse, i.e. the space covered by

the letters BElNOCC€, and the corresponding left hand

portion of the reverse, including the back of the head of

Pupienus, were restored in modern times, but the compiler

of the Thomas Catalogue is wrong in supposing that a

piece of an ancient coin was used for the purpose. The

restored portion reads D€IN_OC€ on the obverse.

BE



210 GILIOIA.

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Pupienus.

244 E1'45 AVTKGCMAOATIQ [TAPCOVM]HT POITO/\€

IT/\HNIOC[C€ B](sic) [(\CA?] and in field l. M, r. K

and in field TI TI B F1

Bust of Pupienus r., Athena, wearing crested helmet,

wearing radiate crown, running r., head 1.; in r. Nike, in

paludamentum and cui- 1. shield and spear.

rass.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 643, nos. 526, 527.

245 E 1'4 [AVT-KAIC-M-K]Aw TA PCQVM HTPOTIO/\€

A-ITQVITIHNON C HC and in field 1. A, r.~ M

E B and in field TI K B

TI Bust of Pupienus r., I

laureate, wearing palu- Perseus, nude, wearing winged

damentum and cuirass. sandals, standing to front, head 1.;

Same die as Mionnet, iii., in r. head of Medusa, in 1. harpe

p. 642, no. 523. and chlamys.

246 E 1'5 AVT- KAIC-M - K/\w As preceding (same die).

A-ITOVTIIHNQN C [H. P. Borrell.]

€ B and in field II

TI Bust of Pupienus

(same die as preceding).

247 E 1'4 AVTK€C[M]AQA TAPCOV; in ex. MHTPO; and

I-|'OVITHNCOCC€ in centre field A K, r. [I']

B? (sic) and in field IT M [B]

TI Bust of Pupienus r., Athena (on 1.), Tyche (in centre)

laureate, wearing palu- and Nemesis (on r.), all to front:

damentum and cuirass. Athena, wearing crested helmet,

head r., r. resting on spear, 1. on

shield ; Tyche, wearing kalathos,

head 1., in r. rudder, in l. cornu

copiae; Nemesis, head 1., r. pluck

ing at chiton, [in l. cubit-rule], at

her feet grifiin l. with r. fore-foot

  
  

 

on wheel. [Bank Collection.]

 



TARSUS. 211

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

248 E 1'45 AVTK€CM/\OATIO TAP[C0]VT|-IC MHTPOTIO

TI/\HN|QCC€ B(sz'c) /\€(UCA and in field l. MK, r. B

and in field IT IT I‘

Bust of Pupienus (same Male figure, bearded, standing 1.,

die as no. 244). wearing chiton, himation and

boots; in raised r. branch, in

lowered 1. short sceptre.

[Devonshire I., 976.]

[Pl. XXXVII. 2.]

249 E 15 AVT-KAIC-M-K/\w TAPCQV M HTPOTIO/\

A-TIO[VTI|H]NON C in field, l. A, r. M

5 B and in field II II K B

Bust of Pupienus (same I‘

die as no. 245). The Emperor, in military dress,

standing to front, head 1.; in r.

Nike r. on globe with wreath, l.

resting on spear reversed.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 642, ‘

no.523.

250 E1'4 AVTKGCMAOATIQ TAPCOV[MH]TPOTIO/\€T\C

VTIHNIOIC C]€B A; in field, l. M, r. K

(sic) and in field IT II B I‘

Bust of Pupienus r., The Emperor, wearing toga, stand

laureate, wearing palu- ing to front, head 1.; r. lowered

damentum and cuirass. over flaming altar.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 642, no. 524.

Gordian III.

251 E14 AVTKMANTQNIO TAPCOVMHTP 0TIO.___

[CFOPAIANO]CC infield, 1. F, [r. B]

GB and in field II II Apollo, nude, laureate, standing

Bust of Gordian III. r., to r.; in l. bow, in lowered r.

wearing radiate crown, uncertain object.

paludamentum and cui- [Devonshire I., 975.]

rass. Countermark :

eagle, head 1.?

[Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 646, nos. 551,

552.]
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No Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

252 E 1'35 [AVT KA I MANTH] TA PCOVMHTPOTIO _ _ _

N[I]0C I‘OPAIA NO Apollo, nude, laureate, standing

CC€[B] and in field to 1.; in lowered r., laurel-branch,

[TI TI] Bust of Gor- in 1. chlamys.

dian 111. r., wearing

radiate crown, paluda

mentum and cuirass.

Same die- as Mionnet,

iii., p. 646, no. 550.

253 E 1'35 AVTKMANTQNIQ TA PCUVMHTP OTIO/\€

CFOPAIANOCCQB fiC in field above A, below MK

and in field TI TI I‘B

_ Bust of Gordian III. Selene, crescent on head, wearing

(same die as no. 251). chiton, and peplos flying behind,

to r. in car drawn by two bulls;

in her Lflaming torch, in r. reins.

[Devonshire 1., 53.]

[PL XXXVII. 3.] Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 646, no. 552.

254 E 1'4 Same dies as preceding. [Bank Collection.]

255 [E14 [A]VTKANTI‘OP AI TAPCOV[MHTP] OTIO/\€!'\

ANO[C]C€B and in CAMKB and in field, 1. B, r. I‘

field TI TI Bust of Artemis, wearing short ,chiton,

Gordian 111. r., wear- peplos, and hunting boots, stand

ing radiate crown, palu- ing to front, head r.; in l. bow

damentum and cuirass. and arrow, r. taking arrow from

Same die as Mionnet, quiver at her back.

iii., p. 648, no. 565. [Devonshire 1., 1133.]

256 E 1'4 AVTKANTFOP AI TAPCOVM HT P OTIOV€

ANOCCGB and in (UC(sz'c) and in field, l. A, r. I‘

field TI IT Bust of M B

Gordian III. r., wear- K

ing radiate crown, palu- Athena, wearing crested helmet,

damentum and cuirass. running to r., head 1.; in r. Nike

Same die as Mionnet, r. with wreath, in l. shield and

iii., pp. 645 f., nos. 547, spear.

557, 569.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

257 213145 [AVTKMAN]TFOP _ - VMHT PO _ _ Within

AIANOCCGB and in distyle arched temple, Sandan,

field [T|' TT] Bust draped, and wearing tall head

of Gordian 111. r., dress, quiver at back, standing to

wearing radiate crown, r. on horned lion; in raised r. un

paludamentum [and cui- certain object, in 1. radiate crown;

rass], carrying shield to 1. M to r. above A, below B

(decorated with gorgo- K F

neion between two ser- Same die as Mionnet; iii., p. 644,

pents) and spear. nos. 535, 536.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

pp. 644 f., nos. 535,

536,544.

258 21311-4 As no. 253 (same die). TAPCOVM HTPQTTOA €

[sit on [H] C in field 1. M, r. A

v.]

K F

B

Mithras, radiate, wearing short

chiton and chlamys flying behind,

kneeling to r. on bull ; with 1. he

holds it by the nose, in 1?. he

raises knife.1 [Pl. XXXVII. 4.]

[Northwick, 1198.]

259 AE 1'5 Inscr. obscure; IT ‘IT in TAP[COV]MHTPOT[OA6[(fl

field; bust of Gordian C] and in field 1. above A, r. M,

111. r., wearing radiate K

crown, paludamentum below B F Herakles r., nude,

and cuirass. (Probably wrestling with lion; in field

same die as no. 271.) behind him, club.

260 [E 15 As no. 256 (same die). TAPCOVMH TPO TI'O/\€

(DC and in field, 1. A, r. F

B

K

Herakles r., nude, subduing Cretan

bull ; with r. he holds its nose,

with 1. its 1. horn.

[Devonshire 1., 768.]

1 Cf. Cumont, Temtes et Mon. fig. rél. aaw M'ysté/res dc Mt'th1'a., ii.,

p. 189.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

/

261 E15 AVTKANTFQPAIA TAPCQVMHT PQTIO/\€nC

NOCCQB and in field and in field, l. A, r. I"

IT IT Bust of Gor- M B

dian III. r., wearing K

radiate crown and cui- Herakles, nude, standing to r;

rass. r. hand on hip, leaning with l. on

Same die as Mionnet, iii., club, over which lion’s skin.

pp. 646, 647, nos. 553, [Bank Collection.]

558, 559, 562.

262 E 1'45 _ _ MANTHNIOCF TAPCQV/“\HTPOIIOA€f\CA

OPAIANOCCEB and MKFB Herakles, nude, standing

in field IT IT Bust to front, looking 1. at tree round

of Gordian III. r., which serpent twines; r. rests on

wearing radiate crown, club, in l. apples and lion’s skin.

paludamentum and cui

rass.

263 E 1'4 AVTKAIMANTQNI T[A] PCOVMHTPOIIO/\€Q.C

OCFO PAI AN OCC AMK in field l. I’ Similar type to

GB and in field TI II B preceding.

Bust of Gordian III. [PI.XXXVII.5.] Same die as Mionnet,

(same die as no. 252). iii., p. 646, no. 550.

264 E 1'5 AVTKMANTFOPAI TA PCOV[M HTPQITO/\€

ANOCC[€]B and in {\]C and in field, l. A, r. M

field IT IT Bust of K B

Gordian III. r., wear- I“ ~

ing radiate crown, palu- Perseus, nude, wearing winged

damentum and cuirass, sandals, standing to front, head 1.;

carrying shield, deco- in r. head of Medusa, in l. harpe

rated with gorgoneion, and chlamys.

and spear. Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 644,

no.534.

265 ]E1'45 [AV]TKANTI'0P A TAPCOVMHT P OTIO/\€

IANQCCEB and in (DC and in field, l. A, r. I‘

field TI TI Bust of M B

Gordian III. (same die K

as no. 256). Perseus, nude, standing to front,

head 1.; in r. small cultus image

of Apollo Lykeios('I), in l. harpe,

  

chlamys, and fishing-basket(‘l)

 



TARSUS. 215

266

267

268

Wt.
Metal.

Size.
Obverse. Reverse.

E1'5

E 1'45

E1'45

AVTKANTFQP A

[l]ANOCC€B and in

field IT IT Bust of

Gordian III. (same die

as no. 255).

AVTKANTI‘OP AI

ANOCCEB and in field

TI TI Bust of Gor

dian III. (same die as

no. 255).

AVTKANTFOP Al

ANO[CC€B] and in

field II II Bust of

Gordian III. (same die

as no. 256).

 

TAPCO vm HTPOITO [/\€

HC] and in field above A

I‘ MK

B

An altar with humped bull lying

before it; behind the altar, upper

parts of two draped figures with

heads r., between them a tall

column with the cultus image of

Apollo Lykeios holding wolves;

on the r., Perseus stands to 1.,

wearing drapery about lower part

of body and over 1. arm, and winged

sandals; in l. harpe, in r. phiale;

on 1. the City goddess r., both

arms raised towards the cultus

image, holding torches?

Same die as Brera specimen, J.H.S.,

1898, p. 176, no. 46, pl. Xiii. 13.

[Bank Collection.]

[TAPC]OVM H TPO ITO

/\€f\C in field l. B, in middle A

F M

K

Perseus, wearing chlamys at back,

and winged sandals, standing to

front, looking r.; in r. harpe, in

l. cultus-image of Apollo Lykeios

holding wolves; in front of him,

fisherman wearing short chiton,

head 1., holding transversely fish

ing rod with fish at lower, basket

at upper end. [H. P. Borrell.]

TAPCO[V]MHTPO TI Ol\€

WC and in field l. A, r. I‘

B ,

Skylla to front, head 1. ; her body

terminates in two long dolphin’s

tails and is surrounded at the

waist by foreparts of four dogs;

in l. trident, r. extended.

 

[Pl. xxxvn. 6.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

269 E1'5 AVTKMANTFOPA TAPCOVM HTPQTIO/\ €

|ANOC€B (sic) and in and in field l. A

field TI TI Bust of M

Gordian 111. r., wear- KI‘

ing radiate crown(?), - B

paludamentum and cui- Winged female figure (Tyche

rass. Panthea)1 draped and wearing

Same die as Mionnet, iii., crested helmet, standing to front,

p. 648, no. 563. _ head 1.; in r. rudder, in l. cornu

copiae.

270 E1'4 AVTKANTFO P A TAPCQVMH T P OTIO/\€

IANOCCEB and in WC and in field l. A, r. I‘

field TI TI Bust of M B

Gordian 111. r., wear- K

ing radiate crown, palu- Nike to l. on globe; in r. wreath,

damentum and cuirass. in l. palm-branch.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 644, no. 531, p. 647,

no.560.

271 E 1'4 AVTKMANTI‘ OP TAPCOVMH T T POITO/\

A|ANOCC€B and in QHC (sic) in field l. A, r. I‘

field TI TI Bust of M B

Gordian 111. r., wear- K

ing radiate crown, palu- Similar type to preceding.

damentum and cuirass.

Same die as Mionnet, iii.,

p. 643, no. 530, p. 649,

no.570.

272 E145 AVTKMANTFOPAI TAPCOVMHT POTTO/\€[f1]

ANOCCGB and in field "C and in field l. A, r. B

TI TI Bust of Gor- M I‘

dian III. (same die as K

no. 257). Elpis walking to 1.; in r. flower,

with l. raises skirt of chiton.

[Devonshire 1., 97 4.]

 

1 1 See Drexler in Roscher, Lewikon, i. , col. 1557.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

273 ZE 1'45 AVTKMANTSZN I O TAPCOVMHT POTIO/\€.Q.C

cro PAlAN[OC]C AMK and in field 1. r, r. 8

GB and in field TT TT Female figure, wearing chiton and

Bust of Gordian III. peplos leaving breasts exposed,

(same die as no. 251.) standing to front, head 1. ; in r.

wreath.

[Pl. XXXVII. 7 Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 646, no. 551.

274 E14 AVTKMANTFO PA TAPCQVMHTPOITO/\€fi

IANO[CC]€B and in and in field 1. A, r. M

field TT TT Bust of ' K B

Gordian III. (same die F

as no. 264). Male figure (Genius of the City '1),

wearing short chiton and himation,

standing to front, head 1.; in 1.

cornucopiae, in r. phiale over

flaming altar.

275 E 1'4 AVTKMANTFO PA TAPCOVMH[T P]0TIO/\€

IANOCCEB and in HC and in field 1. A, below B F

field TT TT Bust of M

Gordian III. (same die K

as no. 264). Veiled and turreted bust of the

City r.

276 ZE1'45 AVTKMANTFQPA TAPCQV MHTPQTIOA and

|AN[0C]C€B and in in field 1. A, r. B

field TT 11' Bust of M F

Gordian III. (same die K

as no. 264). Type similar to preceding.

277 [E1 55 [AVTK]/WANTF 0 T[APCQVMHT]P OITO/\€()

 
  

PA|ANOCC€B and in

field TI' TI' Bust of

Gordian III. (same die

as no. 271).

 

CAMK and in field 1. F, r. B

Type similar to preceding.

[Devonshire 1., 1133.]

 

FF
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279

  

282

Wt Size_ Obverse. Reverse.

E 1'5 As no. 270 (same die). TAPCOVMH T P0110/\€

(QC and in field l. A, r. F

M B

K

Tyche standing to 1., wearing

kalathos; in r. rudder, in l.

cornucopiae.

£E1‘45 AVTKANTl'[O P] TAPCOVM HTPOTIO/\€f\C

. AIANOCCGB and in Type and letters in field as on

field 11' TI’ Bust of preceding coin.

Gordian III. (same die [Devonshire I., 976.]

as no. 270).

P3 1'55 AVTKANTFO PAIA TA PCO[V]MHT P |:0]'|TO

N[OCC€B] and in field /\E(,0C Type and letters in field

TT TI Bust of Gor- as on preceding coin.

dian III. (same die as [Bunbury Sale II., 387.]

no. 261).

E 1'5 AVTKANTFOPAIA TAPCOVM [HT] POTIO/\

NOCCEB and in field €I\C and in middle field A

' TI' 11' Bust of Gor- ‘ l M

dian III. r., wearing K

radiate crown, paluda- r

mentum and cuirass. B

The Emperor, wearing toga, stand

ing l., and Tranquillina standing

r., joining r. hands.

[Bank Collection.]

Bust of Gordian III. r.,' The Emperor, wearing radiate crown,

wearing radiate crown, on horse galloping to r., thrusting

paludamentum and cui- spear at lion beneath him; around,

rass, holding shield de- inscription; in field, letters.

corated with gorgoneion

between two serpents,

and spear; around, in

scription; in field,'|T TT

E1-4 AVTKMANTFOPAI [TAJPC OVMH TPOIT 0
ANOCCEB (same die /\ G; in field l. A, below, B I"

 

as no. 264).

 

M

K
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(same die as no. 284).

 

 No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

283 E 1'4 As preceding (same die). TAP COVM H TP 0 IT;

in field above A, below K I‘

M B

284 E1'4 [AVT]KA|CMANT --HT P0 TIQ A€; in field

FOPAIANOCCGB above}/v\\, [l. K2], below B I‘

285 E14 AVTl<MANTI'0PAl TAP COVM H TP 0 ["1

ANOCCGB Same die 0 ; infield above A, l. K, below B I"

as Mionnet, iii., p. 644, M

nos. 532, 533, 538. Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 644,

nos. 532, 533.

[Bunbury Sale II., 387

Bust of Gordian III. r., Lion r. bringing down bull on knees

wearing radiate crown, to r.; around, inscription; infield,

paludamentum and cui- letters.

rass, holding shield de

corated with gorgoneion

between two serpents,

and spear; in field,

TI TI; around, in

scription.

286 E 1'6 AVTKMANTFOPAI TA PCOVMHT POTI O/\

ANOCCGB (same die €!\C; in field above AMKB,

as no. 257). below r. [F] [Wigan.]

287 E 1'5 AVTKAICMANTFO TAP COVMHTP OTI O/\

PAIANQCCGB (same €f\N (sic); in field above AMK

die as no. 284). below r. I‘ B

288 ,E1'45 AVT[KA|CMA]NTI‘ As preceding (same die).

[OPA|AN]OCC€B
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

289 ZE1‘4 [AVTK]A[|]CMAN [TAP CO]VMHTPOTI O[/\]

TI‘O PA[lANO]CC G (1)[N]; in field above AMKB

GB (same die as no. 284). _ I‘

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 645,

no. 545.

290 E15 AVTKMANFOPAIA [TAP]CO V MHT POTT

NOCC€B and in field and in field below O/\ €(L)

TI TI Bust of Gor- C

dian III. r., wearing Archieratie crown with double

radiate crown, paluda- series of heads placed on table

mentum and cuirass. with three legs; in outer series,

Same die as Mionnet, six heads, in the spaces between

iii., p. 646, no. 548. which are A, M, Nike r. with

wreath, Nike 1. with wreath,

K, I", B; in inner series five

heads separated by supports con

necting the two bands of the

crown. [PL XXXVII. 8.]

291 E 1'45 As no. 271 (same die). TAPCOVMH T [P]OTIO[/\]

€HC On table, large prize vase

containing two palm-branches and

inscribed 0|KOVM€NlKOC

Tranquillina.

29:2 E13 CABlN€lAN(sic) [T TAPCOVM H T[P]0'|T0/\

P]ANKV/\/\€lN and €l\C and in field l. M, r. A

in inner circle AN ' K B

CEB Bust of Tran- I‘

quillina r., wearing Dionysos, himation overl. shoulder

stephane, crescent at and lower part of body, standing

shoulders. to 1.; r. resting on thyrsos, in

r. kantharos, at his feet panther

1., looking up.
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Metal.

1TON€VT€VCC€ and

in field TT TT Bust

of Philip Senior r.,

wearing radiate crown,

paludamentum and cui

rass.

Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 650, nos. 576,

 

578,579.

No. Wt. Size_ Obverse. Reverse.

Bust of Tranquillina Monument or pyre of Sandan (who

r., wearing stephane; stands on lion to 1.), surmounted

around, inscription. by eagle, and covered _by canopy

supported by two figures wearing

Phrygian caps and short chitons;

around, inscription ; in field, under

canopy, letters.

293 A31 1'15 CAB€ I N IA NTPAN TAPCOVMHTP01TOA€f\C

K VIA/\€|NANC€B B A

F M

K

294 ZE 1'1 CAB|N€IANTPAN [TAPCOVM]HTPOITQA€HC
- A KV/\[/\€I]NANC€B B A

(sic) F M

K

(same die as preceding.)

295 [E 1'1 CAB€ I N IA NTPAN TA[PCO]V MH TPOTI O/\€

K VI/\[/\€lNANC M F [fiCA

Q B] (same die as no. 293). K

1 [P1. XXXVIL 9.]

Philip Senior.

296 E 1'4 AVT~KAI -M- IOV-¢I TAPCOVMHT[PO~r1 0 /\€](\

/\ITITION€VT-[€V]- CAM and in field 1. K, r. above F,

and in field TI' TI' below B Artemis huntress r.,

Bust of Philip Senior r., wearing short chiton, peplos flying

wearing radiate crown, behind, and hunting-boots ; in 1.

paludamentum and cui- bow, r. fetching arrow from quiver

rass. at her back.

297 ZE1-4 AVTKAI I OV<I> I AITT TAPCOVMHT POITO/\€flC

and in field 1. A, r. K

M E

Hermes, wearing winged petasos

and sandals, chlamys fastened

round neck and hanging over 1.

arm, standing to front, head 1.;

in r. purse, in 1. caduceus.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Otacilia Severa.

298 ZE 1'25 flTAK[I/\C€]VHP TAPCOVMH [TPOITO] /\€

AN€VT€VCC HC and in field l. A, r. F

e3 M [B]

Bust of Otacilia Severa K

r., wearing stephane. Athena standing to l. ; r. resting

Same die as Mionnet, on spear, 1. on shield.

iii., p. 651, nos. 583, Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 651,

584. no. 583.

299 2131-2 f\TA[Kl]/\C€VH _.._ TAPCOVMH TPOTIO/\€flC

Bust of Otacilia Severa and in field 1. A, r. F

r., wearing stephane. - M B

K

Dionysos, draped, standing to

front, head 1.; l. resting on

thyrsos, r. holding kantharos ; at

his feet, panther 1. looking up.

Philip Junior.

300 ].E14 AVTKAI [IOV] /\<l>l/\ TA PCOVMH T PO'lTO‘

lT[T|'ON €VT€VCC and in field above AM, below B

EB and in field IT IT K F

Bust of Philip Junior r., Selene, crescent on head, veil

wearing radiate crown, flying above, to r. in car drawn

paludamentum and cui- by two bulls.

rass. Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 650,

no.575.

Trajan Decius.

301 E 1'35 AVKGFM€CK 0VA€ [TAPC]OVMH TPOTIO/\€

KIOCTPAIANOCGV HC and in field l. A, r. above F,

€VC€B and in field M below B

‘IT ‘IT Bust of Decius K

r., wearing radiate Apollo standing to front, head 1.,

crown, paludamentum chlamys round neck and over 1.

and cuirass. arm; in 1. bow, in lowered r.

Same die as Mionnet, laurel-branch.

iii., p. 652, no. 590. [Bank Collection.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

302 E1'35 AVKAII‘M€[CK]V| TAPCOVMHT[PO]ITO/\€f\

N [A€K I 0 CT PA] IA [C] and in field 1. above A, below K,

N0[C] and in field

IT IT Bust of Decius r. above I‘, below B

r., wearing radiate Apollo, nude, standing to front,

crown, paludamentum head 1.; in r. laurel-branch, in l.

and cuirass. chlamys.

Same die as Mionnet,

iii., pp. 651, 652, nos.

586, 587, 589.

303 E 1'35 AVKAII‘M€CKVINA TAPCOVNIHTPOTIO/\€OC

GKIOCTPAIANOC and in field l. A, r. above I‘,

and in field TI IT M below B

Bust of Decius (same K

die as preceding). Artemis huntress, wearing short

chiton and hunting boots, running

to 1., head r.; in l. bow, r. fetching

arrow from quiver at her back;

before her, stag 1. with head turned

back.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 651,

no.586.

304 E 1'4 As no. 301 (same die). TAPCOV MHTPOTIOAQHC

and in field above A, in ex. I‘ B(’l)

MK

   
  

Altar, in front of which humped

bull lying 1.; behind it, upper

part of male figure, head 1., r.

resting on spear, in l. uncertain

object; beside it, on 1., tall column

surmounted by cultus-figure of

Apollo Lykeios holding wolves.

On r., Perseus 1., in r. phiale(‘Z),

in l. harpe and chlamys; on 1.,

City-goddess r., both hands hold

ing torches’? and raised towards

the cultus-figure.

Same die as J.H.S., 1898, pl. xiii. 14,

p. 177, no. 47.

[Pl. xxxvn. 10.]

[Bank Collection.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

305 E 1 AVK€I‘M€C KVA€K TAPCOVMHTPOITOAGHC

|TP[Al]ANOC and in Monument or yre of Sandan

field TI TI Bust of (who stands to l. on horned lion),

Decius r., wearing ra- surmounted by eagle, and covered

diate crown, paluda- by a canopy held by two male

mentum and cuirass. figures wearing Phrygian caps and

short chitons; to 1. of monu

ment A, to r. I‘

M B

K

306 E 1'35 As no. 301 (same die). TAPCOVM H TPQTIQAGO

[C] and in field l. A, r. I‘

M B

K

Tyche, wearing kalathos, standing

to 1. ; in r. rudder, in 1. cornu

copiae. [Bank Collection.]

Herennia Etruscilla.

307 E 1'15 ANNIAN AITPQVC T APCOVMH TPQTIO/\€

KI/\/\ANC€ (sic) HC and in field 1. A, r. I‘

Bust of Etruscilla r., M B

wearing stephane, cres- K

cent at shoulders. Cultus-statue of Apollo Lykeios,

Same die as Mionnet, nude, standing to front on om

iii., p. 653, nos. 594-— phalos, head r., holding in each

596.1 hand a wolf by the forelegs.

[Devonshire 1., 593.]

308 E 1'25 €P€NNlANAlTPOV TAPCOVMH TPOTIOAGHC

CK _ _ N Bust of and in field 1. above A,below K,r. I‘

Etruscilla r., wearing M B

stephane, crescent at Dionysos, standing to front, head

shoulders. r., wearing himation over r. arm

and about lower part of body, and

boots; 1. rests on thyrsos, in r. un

certain object; at his feet, panther

1. looking up. [Devon. 1. 1132.]

1 No. 594 reads E §3‘3,‘§_-‘NM I AN, the second 6 being much blurred.

On nos. 595, 596 and on nos. 307, 309 of this Catalogue the name is

clearly ANNIAN, A correction seems therefore to have been

1 made in the die before Mionnet’s no. 4 was struck.
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lNo. Wt. O-bverse. Reverse.

309 A111 As no. 307 (same die). TAPCOVM'rH TPOTTO/\€f\

‘ _ C and in field 1. A, r. F

M B

K

Dionysos standing to front, head

r.,. wearing himation over 1.

shoulder and about lower part

of body; 1. rests on thyrsos, in

r. bunch of grapes; at his feet,

panther 1.. looking up.

[Devonshire 1., 55.]

Herennius Etruscus.

31101 E113 K)/'IN€P€NN|0€TP TAP COVMHTPO" O/\€

OVCA€K|ONC€ FIC Monument or pyre of

Bust of Herennius Sanda-n (who stands to 1. on lion)

Etruscus r., laureate, surmounted by eagle; it stands

wearing paludamentum on basis and is covered by a

and cuirass.1 canopy supported by two male

figures wearing Phrygian caps,

also standing on the basis; to 1.

of it A, to r. F

M B

K

[Devonshire I., 55.]

Trebonianus Gallus.

311 ZE1~3 AVKAIFOVI Bl[ON TAPCOVMH [TPOTIO/\]€

TPI BHFAA/\]ON n C in field 1. A, in ex. F B

and in field TT IT M

Bust of Trebonianus

Gallus r., wearing ra

diate crown, paluda

mentum and cuirass.

Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 654, nos. 599,

600.

1 Cf. Leake, Nam. Hcl-Zen-. .4s., p. 130, but the letters AVTK

are not apparent on the specimen iii the text.

 

K

Apollo, nude, standing to front, legs

crossed; r. hand on head, which

is to r., 1. resting on tripod-lebes

round which serpent twines.

 

G G
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

312 £El'25 AVKAIFOVI BION TAPCOVMH TPOITO/\€F\C

TPIBHFAAAON and and in field l. A, r. F

in field TI TI Bust of M B

Trebonianus Gallus r. K

(Same die as preceding.) Artemis huntress moving to l.,head

r., wearing short chiton and hunt

ing boots; in l. bow, r. fetching

arrow from quiver at her back.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 654,

no. 600.

313 A2125 AVK€FOVlBl TP€ TAPCOV [-.- - /\€]nC, in

BHFA/\ _ .. Bust of ex. AMK, in central field [F]

Trebonianus Gallus r., B

wearing radiate crown, City-goddess (on 1.) and Emperor

paludamentum and cui- (on r.). The Emperor stands to

rass. 1., wearing military dress; in 1.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., spear held transversely, in r.

p. 654, no. 601. [crown decorated with heads]

which he offers to City-goddess

who stands r. facing him.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., p. 654,

no.601.

[Devonshire I., 767.]

314 H11 1'3 AVKAIFOVI BION TAPCOV M HTPOITO/\€

TP|BF\FA[/\/\ON] n C and in field l. A, 1*. F

and in field ‘IT IT — M B

Bust of Trebonianus

Gallus (same die as no. Helios, radiate, moving to 1.; r.

311.) raised, in l. Whip.

[Bunbury Sale II., 387.]

315 [E12 A\/KAIFOVI [B]|0 [M]HTPOIT 0/\ € nC,inex.

NTPIBAFA/\/\[ON] TAPCQV, in field l. A, r. F

and in field TT TI' M B

Bust of Trebonianus K

Gallus (same die as no. Tyche of City, veiled and turreted,

31]). seated 1. on rock; at her feet,

river-god Kydnos swimming 1.,

head r.; behind, Nike flying 1.

towards her, with wreath in r.,

palm-branch'in 1.
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radiate crown, paluda

mentum and cuirass.

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Volusian.

316 El'2 AVTKI‘OV€IBA¢II‘ TAPCOVM HTPOTIOAQHC

AAONCEB (sic) Bust and in field 1. [A], r. K

of Volusian r., laureate, M B

wearing paludamentum I

and cuirass. Dionysos, wearing himation over

1. shoulder and lower limbs, stand

ing to front, head r. ; 1. resting

on thyrsos, r. holding bunch of

grapes; at his feet, panther 1.

Valerian Senior.

317 53 1'35 AVT-K-TI-/\- OVA/\€ TAPCMHTP OTIO/\AMK

PIANO N C and in and in field 1. I‘, r. B Artemis

field IT IT Bust of huntress, two stag’s horns on her

Valerian r., wearing head,1 standing to r., wearing short

radiate crown, palu- chiton, peplos and hunting boots;

damentum and cuirass. in l. bow, 1'. fetching arrow from

Same die as Mionnet, iii., quiver at her back.

p. 655, nos. 604, 606. [Pl.xxxvm.1.] Same die as Mionnet,

iii., p. 655, no. 606.

318 E1'45 AVK-/\I-TIOAIOVA/\ TAPCOVMH TP OTIO/\€

EPIANONEV (sic) {TC and in field 1. above A, below

CG M, r. I‘

and in field TI TI K B

Bust of Valerian r., Hermes, wearing winged sandals,

wearing radiate crown, and chlamys round neck and over

paludamentum and cui- l. shoulder and arm, standing to 1.;

rass. in r. purse, in l. winged caduceus.

Same die as Mionnet, iii., [Pl. XXXVII1. 2.]

p. 655, no. 607.

319 E14 AVKAITIQVA/\€ PIA As preceding (same die), but letter

NON€V€VC€ and in M in field obliterated.

field TI TI Bust of

Valerian r., wearing

1 Cf. the representation of Artemis at Pompeiopolis, above, p. 156,

no. 67, Pl. xxvii. 8.

 



2'28, crucm.

    

 

 

No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Bust of Valerian r., wear- Tyche standing 1., in r. rudder, in

ing radiate crown, palu- l. cornucopiae; around, inscrip

damentum and cuirass; tion; in field, letters.

around inscription, in

field TI’ TI

320 All 1'45 [AVK]-/\|-TFO/\|OVA TA,PCOVM Hi TPO-TTQ/\ -

[/\€P|A]NON€[Vl in field l. A, r. I"

[C€] (W) M B

Same die as no. 318. K

' (Tyche wears veil and turreted

crown.)

321 ]E 13 As no. 317 (same die). TAPCMHT PQITQAAMK;

in field l. [F]

B

(Tyche wears kalathos.)

322 E 1'4 » n TAPCMHT POTIOAAMK; in

field 1. F

B

(Tyche wears kalathos. Same die

as preceding.)

3'23 /E13 AVKAITTOVA/\€P|A TAPCMH TPOTTOAAM; in

NON€V€VC€ field l. K, r. B

F

(Tyche wears kalathos.)

324 115125 AVKAITTQVAIOVA TAPCOVMHTP O ‘ITO/\€

/\€PlANOCC€ and in HC and in field 1. above A, below

field 11' ‘IT Bust of M, r. F

Valerian r., wearing K I‘ Tyche-Panthea,

radiate crown, paluda- winged and draped, standing to 1.;

mentum and cuirass. she wears crested helmet, sur

Same die as Mionnet, iii., mounted by crescent; in 1. cornu

pp. 655 f., nos. 610, copiae; in r. two ears of com,

611, 613——616. sistrum and rudder; at her feet,

behind, wheel.

[Pl.xxxvm.3.] Same die as Mionnet,

iii.,' p. 656, no. 614.
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Gallienus.

325 E12 AVKAIITHFFAAAI TAPCMHTIP] QITQAAMK

HN ... _ (sic) and in field and in field 1. F, r. B Dionysos,

TI TI Bust of Gal- wearing kalathos ('1), himation over

lienusr.,1aureate, wear- 1. shoulder and round lower part

ing paludamentum and of body, and boots, standing to

cuirass. front, head 1.; 1. rests on thyrsos

tied with fillet, in r. oenochoe;

at his feet, panther 1. looking up.

326 E13 AVKAITIH F FAA TAPCQVMH T PO TIC/\€

/\IHNOCC€B(sic) and {'\C and in field 1'. A, r. F

in field TI TI Bust M F

of Gallienus r., wearing K

radiate crown, paluda~ Artemis huntress, wearing short

mentum and cuirass. chiton and hunting boots, stand

ing to front, head r.; in 1. bow,

r. fetching arrow from quiver at

back.

327 ./E 1'2 As preceding (same die). TAPCOV/VIHTPQTIO/\€nCA

MK and in field F F Nike r.,

nude to waist,1. foot on globe ('1),

supporting on knee and with 1.

hand oval shield; with r. she points

to inscription thereon EIC

AI/INA

TOVC

KVPI

OVC

328 E 1'3 As no. 326 (same die). TAPCQV M HTPOTTOA €

HC and in ex. AMKFF Goddess,

helmeted, seated r. on lion walk

ing r.; in r. phiale; on r. Nike

flying towards her with wreath.

[P]. XXXVIII. 4.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Salonina.

329 ]E1'2 KOPNHAIANCA /\ TAPCOVM HTPOITO/\€

HNINANC Bust of HC and in field 1. A, r. F

Salonina r., wearing M F

stephane, crescent at K

shoulders. Kybele, wearing kalathos, seated

r. on throne, at sides of which are

lions.

330 E11 KQPNHAIANC A/\ TAPCOVMH TPO1TO/\€f\

‘ F\[NIN]AN Bust of [C] and in field 1. A, r. F

Salonina r., wearing M F

stephane, crescent at K

shoulders. Aphrodite (of the type of the

Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles)

standing to front, head r. ; r. hand

before her body, with 1. she lays

drapery on hydria beside her.

[Pl. xxxvm. 5.]

331 A312 KQPNHAIANC A/\ TAPCOVMH TP 0... and

    

HNINAN Bust of in field 1. A, r. M

Salonina r., wearing K

stephane, crescent at Helios, radiate, standing to r.;

shoulders. r. raised, in 1. whip. Overstruck

on coin of same type, of which

upper half and the letters APCO

VMH TP are visible.

[P1. xxxvm. 6.]
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OY[H POC]C€B'I (UN Distyle arched temple, within

Bust of L. Verus r., which Tyche standing to 1., wear

bare-headed, wearing ing kalathos, in r. rudder, in l.

paludamentum and cui

T388.

' No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

T I T I O P O L I S.

L. Verus.

1 E 1'2 AYTO[K’I K]AI/\AY €TOVCI" TITIO TIC/\€IT

cornucopiae.

[Pl. xxxvm. 7.]
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turreted crown; behind,

I-\ border of dots.

 

I No. Wt. ‘ Obverse. Reverse.

' !

Z E P H Y R I U M. i

First Century B.G. to Imperial Times.

i 1 E95 X in wreath of laurel. IE¢YPl in wreath of laurel.

.Q.T.Q.N .

‘A FP

[PL xxxvm. 8.]

2 IE '7 Head of City r., wearing I E4>VPl _ .. Goddess, wearingé

turreted crown: border turreted crown, seated 1.; in r.3

of dots. Nike‘l ; at her side, leaning against}

seat, shield; in field 1., N ,

[Pl. xxxvm. 9.]

3 IE -7 Head of City r-, wearing IE4>YPl.QT.().N Athena, wear-I

turreted crown. ing crested helmet, seated 1.; in‘

r. Nike; at her side, leaning»

against seat, shield; in field 1.,

uncertain letters, Tl A’!

4 [E -7 Similar type to preceding: ZE<t>YPl_(Z[T_QN] Similar type

border of dots. ' to preceding; in field 1., A

Z’E

[PL xxxvm. 10.]

5 E -8 Head of City r., wearing IE<i>YP| QTQN Goddess,

turreted crown: border _wearing turreted crown, seated

of dots, l. on throne with back; in r.

lotus-headed sceptre; in field

1., E

W)

2

‘.6 ]E -8 Head of City r., wearing ZE¢YPlQ.T.Q.N Similar type to

preceding; in field 1., A

Cf. Mionnet, iii., p. 657, no. 622.

 

[PL xxxvm. 11.] l



ZEPHYRIUM .

 

Wt.
Metal.

Size.

 

Obverse. Reverse.

10

E 1'05

E11

Imlcerial Times.

Time of Hadrian or later.

AAPIA NOTIO/\IT Z€¢VP IHTHN B11‘-"ning 31198-I‘,

garlanded: border of dots.FIN Bust of City r.,

veiled and turreted:

border of dots.

[P1. XXXIX. 1 .]

Hadrian.

AAPlANOCC[€ BA EABINAEEBAE TH ZE<I>V

Bust of Sabina r.,

wearing stephane.

C] TQCAA_--- PIHTHN

Head of Hadrian r.,

laureate.

Antoninus Pius.

_ _ KAITIAIAAPIA

AN[T]F\N|NOCC

€B€V and in field TI TI

Head of Pius r., lau

reate.

VPIHTFIN1

_ _ .... AAPIA ANTI)

N I NOCC€B€V and

in field TI TI Head

of Pius r., laureate.

¢VPlQ.]T.Q.N

l. resting on so

[P1. XXXIX. 2.]

 

1 The first 0 seems to coincide with the circle of the phiale.

 

AAP|AN[O]TIO/\IT f\NZ€¢

Zeus (or Demosl),

wearing himation over lower limbs

and 1. shoulder, seated l. on throne;

in r. phiale (011 wreath '1).

[H. P. Borrell.]

AAPIA NOTIO /\ITF\N[Z€

Zeus, wearing

himation over lower limbs and 1.

shoulder, seated 1. on throne with

back; in r. Nike r. with wreath,

tre.

[Wigan.]

[VVhitta 11.]
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

INSULA CILICIAE.

ELAEUSSA - SEBASTE.

First O'en~tury (before 20) B.C.

Head of Zeus r., with Nike advancing 1., in r. wreath; in

taenia. field 1., name of city and letters

or monograms.

1 A4] -85 Behind, A: border of EAA IOVZLQN X

dots. 2

[Bunbury Sale II., 387

2 _/E '9 Behind, E: border of EAAIOYZZIQN AIO

dots. [Subhi.]

3 ]E '8 Behind, uncertain letters: [E]/\AlOYZZI.QN IZI

border of dots. GE

[PL xxxrx. 3.]

I .

4 [E -8 Behind, EP: border of E/\A IOVZ|.Q.[N] A

dots.

/§’(

[Subhi.]

[PL xxxux. 4.]

5 1E -85 Behind, @: border of E/\A IOYZIQN Z

dots. A

6 2E -85 Behind, ,, border of EA AIOVZI .. Z

dots. AU

[H. P. Borrell.]
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Metal.

No. Wt. S,-ze_ Obverse. Reverse.

7 E '85 Behind, uncertain letter: EA AIQYZZ . . 2

border of dots.

[Subhi]

s E -9 Behind,‘ letter off the EAA IQVZLQN Z

flan I: border of dots. Q

[H. P. Borrell.]

9 E '8 Head of Zeus r., lau- EAA IOVZIIZN Nike advancing

, reate ('1): border and 1., in r. wreath ; in field 1., W

letters behind oblite- EP

rated. .
[Subhn]

Head of City r., turreted: Hermes, nude but for chlamys

border of dots. fastened at neck, standing to 1.;

in l. caduceus, in r. phialei; in

field, name of city and letters or

monograms.

10 E '75 Behind, EA? On 1. [E]/\AIOVZZI.QN, [IJZI

[Pl.Xxx1x. 5.] tel

11 E '7 Behind, EA? On 1. EAAIOVZZIIQN], [I]ZI

IN
[H. P. Borrell.]

[Same dies as preceding.]

12 E '7 Behind, GY On 1'. [E]/\AIOVXIII[N], on 1. Z?

/§’<

Imperial Coinage (with name Sebaste).

Commodus.

13 E105 AYTKAIAYPH K0'C€BACTH [I€]PACAVTN

   

MO[A]O[C]

hind head, € YTY

Bust of Commodus r.,

laureate, wearing palu

AV1and be

giant.

damentum and cuirass.

‘ Apparently not C€BACTH I

gives it, Rev. Su-i-s.-e, viii., p. 39.

Athena, helmeted, to r.,

shield on 1. arm, with spear in

raised r. attacks a serpent-footed

[Pl. xxxix. 6.]

€P K.'r.é. as Imhoof-Blumer
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

Geta.

14 in 1-1 no.cen _._ _ Bust C[€BA]CTHI€ PACA[VTN]

of Geta r., bareheaded, AV/XPXIIIC] Zeus seated l. on

wearing cuirass. Un- throne with back; in r. phiale(‘l),

certain countermark. l. resting on sceptre.

Gordian III.

15 [E 1'35 AVTKMAN [FOP] C€BACTH|€PA ..__ and in

A|[A _ _ Bust of Gor- held 1. 'IT, r. A

dian r., laureate, wear- C €

i-ng paludamentum and P T

cuirass. Countermark: Asklepios standing to front, head

aplustre. 1., r. on serpent-staff.

[PL XXXIX. 7.] V
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No. Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

KINGS OF CILICIA.

TARCONDIMOTUS.

Ciro. B.C. 39——31.

[Mint, Hieropo1is.]

Head of Tareondimotus Zeus, wearing himation over lower

r., diademed: border limbs, seated 1. on throne with

of dots. back; in r. Nike r. with wreath,

1. resting on sceptre.

1 E '85 [BAZIII/\E.Q[Z] I’-1

TAPKoNAIMo 1

TOV "

[<I>l/\A]NT _ -. in ex

[Montagu Sale II., 310.]

[Pl. XXXIX. 8.]

2 E '85 Countermark: anchor. [B]AZI/\E_Q,[Z] r.,

TAPKONAI[/W0] 1

T0[V] "

[¢I/\ANT _ _] in ex.

3 E '9 Countermark: anchor. [BA]ZI/\E.Q.Z r.,

[T]APKONAIMO 1

TOV "

[<91/\ANT ... _] in ex.

4 E '7 Countermark: anchor. [BAZIAEQZ] r.,

  
 

 

[TA]PKONAlM[o] 1

Tov -1

[$1/\A]NT.Q.[N - ...] in ex.

[R. Payne Knight.]
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Wt. Obverse. Reverse.

PHILOPATOR (II. '1)

died A.D. 17.

[Mint, Hieropolis.]

JE -9 Veiledand turreted female BACI/\€fiC r., $1/\0|'IA 1.

  

head r. (Tyche of Hiero

polis) : border of dots.

TOPO[C]

Athena, helmeted, standing to 1.;

in r. Nike r. with wreath, 1. rest

ing on shield.

[PL xxxm. 9.]
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M t 1.

Wt. S‘,-2: Obverse. Reverse.

 

 

LO

UNCERTAIN oonvs.

Fourth Century B.G'.

PROBABLY or CILICIA.

Female bust facing, wear- Bearded bust (of Herakles '4) to 1.,

ing veil and necklace: head bare, chlamys (or lion’s skin '1)

border of dots. , fastened round neck: border of

dots.

10'2 ZR. '4

[Pl. XXXIX. 10.]

6'6 E. '3 (Necklace not visible.) [Lawson, Smyrna.]

10 /B. '4 Female head facing: bor- Female bust r., wearing taenia, hair

der of dots. in plaited queue. [Subhi.]

[Pl. XXXIX. 12.]

 

2-7 at LG: King of Persia running Female head facing.

to r., in extended 1. [Lawson, Smyrna.]

bow.

[Pl. XXXIX. 11.]

Janiform head, beardless, Bust of Herakles 1., beardless, lion’s ‘,

wearing crested helmet skin fastened in front of neck.

and earring: border of

dots.

(Cf. Imhoof-Blumer, Mona. Gr., p. 371, no. 70, pl. G 11.)

106 JR. '4

[Pl. xxxrx. 13.]

10 E'4

 

(Linear border.) P. Borrell.]

[Pl. XXXIX. 14.]

 

9'3 E '4
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INDEX I.

 

GEOGRAPHICAL.

N.B.—Where more references than one are made to the Introduction, the

more important references are in heavy type.

A.

Ace-P_tolemais (Galilaea), cxvi.

Adana, xcviii., 15, 69 (note 1). 7*

Adraa (Arabia), xxvi. (note 2).

Aegeae, xiii., xlix., cxii., cxxxii., 20.

Alexandria (Egypt), cxvi.

Alexandria ad Issum, xxviii., cxxviii.,

29.

Anazarbus, xxxiv., xxxvi., xcii., xciii.,

cii., 31.

Anchiale, cxviii.

Anemurium, xxxvii. (note 6), xl., 41.

Anthemusia (Mesopotamia), xli. (note

2).

Antiochia (Pisidia), xxvi. (hote 2).

Antiocbia (Syria), lxx. (note 4).

Antiochia ad Cydnum (Tarsus),

lxxxv., 177.

Antiochia ad Sarum (Adana), xcviii.

Antiochia 1-fie 1rapaMmr, ad Cragum,

xxxviii.

Aphrodisias, l.

Aspendus (Pamphylia), xcvii.

Augusta, cv1ii., 44.

 
B.

Barata, xvii., xix., 2

Beroea (Macedon), 18 (note 2).

C.

Caesarea ad Anazarbum.——See Ana

zarbus.

Caesarea (Cappadocia), lxx., xcv.

Carallia, xxxi., 47.

Casae, xxxi., xxxii., 49.

Castabala.—See Hieropolis.

Celenderis, xl., KlVi., cxxxii., 51.

Cennatis, xxix., xxx., lii., lv., lvi.,

119.

Cestrus, xxxviii., 60.

Cetis, xl., Ii.

Charadra, xxxix. (note

Cibyra Major (Phrygia), xxxiii.

Cibyra Minor, xxxii.

Cietis.—-Sec Cetis.

Cilicia, xvii., xviii., xxviii., 15.

Citium (Cyprus), lxxxii.
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Claudiopolis (Mat), 1vii., 60.

Claudiopolis Ninica.—-See Ninica.

Codrigae, xciv. I

Colybrassus, xxxiii., xxxvi., 61.

Coracesium, xxxv., 64.

Coropissus, lvi., 65.

Corycus, lxvii., 67.

Cotrigae, Xoiv.

D.

Dalisandus (Cilicia Tracheia), xix.,

lii. (note 1).

Dalisandus (Lycaonia), xvii., xix.,

xxi. (note 4), 3.

Derbe, xvii., xviii., xx.

Diooaesarea, lv., 71, 76 (note 1).

E.

Elaeussa.-Sebaste, xviii., xxx., xxxvii.

(note 1), 1xviii., cxxxii., 234.

Epiphanea, cxxv., 76, 116 (note 1).

F.

Flaviopolis, cvii., cxxxii., 78.

G.

Gaza (Judaea), lxxii.

Germanicopolis, 1ix., lxiii. (note 4),

81.

H.

Harnaxia, xxxiv. (note 3).

Hieracome (Lydia), ci. (note 5).

Hierapolis (Phrygia), oi. (note 5).

 

Hieropolis-Bambyce (Syria), 1xxxv.,

oi. (note 3).

Hieropolis-Castabala, xviii., xxix., 0.,

cxxix., 82, 237, 238.

Himera (Sicily), oxxii.

Holmi, 1., lxiv., 85, 115 (note 1).

Hyde, xvii., xx., cxxxii.

I.

Iconium, xvii., xviii., xxiii., cxxxii.,

4.

Idalium (Cyprus), xlii. (note 4).

llistra, xvii., xi., 8/

Iotape, xxxvi., lxx. (note 2), 86.

Irenopolis, 1xi., lxxvi. (note 2), 87.

Isaura, xxvi., xcvi;, cxxxii., 13.

Isauria, xviii., xxvi., xxx., xcii., 13.

Issus, lxxiii. (note 1), lxxxi., lxxxiv.,

exxvi., 55 (note 1), 90.

J.

Juliosebaste, lviii.

L.

Lacanatis, lxi., lxii.

Laertes, xxxiv., 91.

Lalassis, xxix., xxx., lii., lviii., 119.

Lamotis, xxxix.

Lamus, xxviii., xxxix.

Laodicea (Phrygia), lxviii. (note 2).

Laodicea Combusta, xvii., xviii., xxii.

Laranda, xvii., xviii., xxi., 3, 9.

Lycaonia, xvii., xcii., l.

Lycia, cxx.

Lyrbe, xxxiv., xxxv., 93.

Lystra, xvii., xviii,,.xxv., '10.
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M.

Magarsus, lxxxv., cxxiv.

Mallus, lxxxi., lxxxiv., lxxxv., cxvii.,

cxxxii., 95.

Mopsus, cix., 103.

Myus, xlvi-.

N.

Nagidus, Xiii., x1i., cxxxii., 109.

Ninica Claudiopolis, lviii., 117.

O.

Olba, xxix., xxx., 1ii., lvi., 119.

Olbiaf (Pamphylia), cxix.

P.

Parlais, xvii., xviii., xxv., ll.

Pautalia (Thrace), xcv.

Pella (Macedon), xxii. (note 5).

Perinthus (Thrace), lxviii. (note 2).

Philadelphia, lix. (note 3), lxiii., 127.

Pompeia, lxxiv.

Pompeiopolis, lxxiv., 152.

1

S.

Sagalassus (Pisidia), civ., 76 (note 1).

Samos, xli. (note 7), 72 (note 1).

Savatra, xvii., xxi., 12.

Sebaste.—-See Elaeussa.

Seleucia ad Calyeadnum, 1v., lxiv.,

128.

Seleucia ad Pyramum, cix.

Selge (Pisidia), 72 (note 1).

Selinus-Trajanopolis, Xxxvii., 143.

Side (Pamphylia), xxxiii.,

xxxvi., 1., 55 (note 1).

Sisia, Sision, cvii.

Soli, lxxi., lxxxi., lxxxiv., 144.

Syedra, xxxii., xxxiv., xxxvi., 157.

xxxvW

T.

Tarsus, XXVII.’ (note 5), lxxii. (note 5),

lxxvi., cxxxii.; 90 (note 1), 162.

Titiopolis, lx., 231.

Trajanopolis.——See Selinus.

Tralles (Lydia), lxviii. (note 2).

Z.

Zephyrium,1xi. (note 3), 1xxv., 232.
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INDEX II.A.

 

TYPES.

A.

Acropolis of Anazarbus, with bust of

Zeus in front.——Anazarbus, cvi.

Aegis with gorgoneion.-—Soli, lxxiv.

(note 1), 150.

Aequitas standing.——Mopsus, 107.

Aeternitas? standing.—Lyrbe, 93.

Afrinus, M. Annius, head of.-

Iconium, xxiv. (note 5).

Agonistic vase, wreath, &c.—S'ee

Vase, Wreath, &c.

Ahura-mazda.-—Issus, 90; Mallus,

cxxii.; Soli, lxxiii., 148; Tarsus,

lxxviii., 164.

Ajax of Olba, head of, as Hermes.—

Olba, 119, 120.

Alexander the Great, head of,

as Herak1es.—Alexandria ad

Issum,29. Diademed.—Aegeae,

cxvi.

Altar.—l\/Iopsus, cx., 103 ; Zephy

rium, 233. Supporting crown.—

Tarsus, 198. In front of tree

beside temple.—Diocaesarea, 7 2.

With crab. — Mopsus, cxii.

Perseus and City-goddess before,

——Tarsus, 215, 223.

 

Amalthea holding infant Zeus.-

Aegeae, cxv.

Amphilochos standing. '—- Mallus,

cxxiii. (note 6), 102; Tarsus,

xcvii. With Athena.——Ma1lus,

102.

Amphora.——Nagidus, 110.

Ana, Datames standing before,.-—

Tarsus, lxxx. 0

Anchor between two cornuacopiae.—

Lacanatis, lxii. (note 4), lxiii.

(note 4). '

Andromeda.——See Perseus.

Antaios and Herak1es.—'1‘arsus, 1-95.

Antiochus IV of Commagene, head

of.-——Aegeae, cxiii.; Alexandria

ad Issum, cxxix. ; Anemurium,

xl. [See also Index IV.A.]

Antiochus IV. of Syria, head of.—

Adana, xcviii.; Alexandria ad

Issum, 29 ; Hieropolis, ci. ;

Mopsus, 103. [See also Index

IV..A.]

Antonius, M/1, head of.——Soli-Pom

peiopolis, lxxiv. (note 6), 153.

Aphrodite, figure of :

Standing : dressing her hair.——

Carallia, 47. Holding mirror '1-—
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Syedra, 158. At the bath

(Cnidian type).-—‘Tarsus, xcvi.,

230. Holding cornucopiae, with

Eros.-—Adana, c. (note 1). With

Hermes.—-Mallus, 100. I/Vith

Hermes and Ares.--Syedra, 159.

At the Judgment of Paris.

Tarsus, 205.

Seated: on throne, holding flower.

-—Nagidus, xlii., x1vi., 112.

“With Eros beside or behind

her.——Nagidus, xlii., 109, 111 f.

VVith Eros flying towards her.—

Nagidus, xlii., 109, 113 f.

Riding on bull.-——Seleucia, lxvi.

(note 6); Soli, lxxiv., 150.

Aphrodite, head or bust of.—-Mallus,

cxxii. ; Nagidus, xliii.,

110, 111, 115. Tarsus, lxxxi.

Aplustre.-——Gorycus, 67.

Apollo, figure of :

Standing: holding branch.—Soli

Pompeiopolis, 155; Tarsus, 200,

212, 223. Holding branch,

mouse(?) at his feet (Smitt

Uzeus?).——Coropissus, 65. Hold

ing branch and bow.———Lamus,

xl. ; Lyrbe, 93 ; Tarsus, 203,

222. Holding branch, with

lyre.——Anazarbus, 38; Epi

- phanea, 77; Pompeiopolis, lxxv.

Holding long branch and phiale

(Sa-rpcdonios).—Holmi, li.; cf.

Issus, cxxvii. Holding branch,

with tripod.—-Celenderis, 57, 58.

Holding bow, leaning on column.

' --Anemurium, xl. Holding bow

and uncertain object.——Tarsus,

211. Holding bow, with stag.——

Laertes, Xxxiv. (note 4). Resting

on tripod.-Tarsus, 225. Wearing

short chiton and chhamys, hold

x1vi.,

ing sceptre and phiale (Sidetes).

——Laertes, xxxiv., 91; Lyrbe,

(note 1), 93,

94; Selinus, xxxviii.; Syedra,

xxxvi. (note 3), 157. Stand

ing, with Caracalla.—- Isaura,

13, 14.

Cultus image, standing on om

phalos, holding one or two

wolves (Lylceios).——Tarsus, 202,

203,208,224.

Apollo, head or bust of :

Adana, 16; Gerinanicopolis, 81;

Mallus, 101; Mopsus,

Sarpcdoniosr-Holmi, li., 85;

Seleucia, lxiv., 130. Confronted

with bust of 'I‘yche.—Seleucia,

lxvi., 139-141. Hadrian iden

tified with, confronted with

bust of Sabina as Artemis.-—

Seleucia, 131.

Apollo Lykeios, altar of, Perseus

and City-goddess before,——Tar

sus, 215, 223.

Aratus, portrait of.——Pompeiopolis,

lxxiv., 154, 155.

Archelaus of Cappadocia, head of.-—

Elaeussa-Sebaste, [See

also Index IV.A.]

Archer, kneeling, shooting.-—T-arsus,

163. Testing arrow.—Soli,

lxxi., 144. Testing bow-string.

—-—Soli, lxxii., 144—l46.

Archer, head of.——Soli, 146.

Ares, standing, with spear

shield.———Laertes, 91 ; Lyrbe,

xxxv. (note 1), 93; Syedra, 160.

With Hermes and Aphrodite.——

Syedra, 159.

Ares, head of.~Nagidus,

Tarsus, lxxviii., 164-167.

Arethusa, head of, facing.--Tarsus,

xxxiv., xxxv.

0J(i.

lxix.

and

xlii . ;
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lxxviii., 164 f. [See also Head,

female]

Armenian tiara in wreath.——-Laca

natis, lxii. (note 3).

Artemis, figure of :—

As huntress, standing or running,

with bow.—Aegeae, 27; Au

gusta, 45; Mopsus, cix., cx.,

105, 106; Tarsus, 212, 221,

223, 226, 229/ With tree,

and stag in thicket.—Seleucia, _

lxvi. (note 5). ‘Vearing horns on

head.—-Pompeiopolis, ]xxv., 156;

Tarsus, xovi., 227. Wearing

long chiton.—-Anemurium, xl.,

41; Selinus, xxxvii. (note 6),

XXXVHL

Standing : holding

sceptre.—~lsaura, 14. Holding

two torches. — Casae, xxxii.

(note 3).

Cultus-statue, in temple.—Ana

zarbus, 36 (note 1).

two stage browsing on trees.—

Flaviopolis, cvii. (note 5).

Mummy - shaped, with two

branches, stag and doe.——Ane

murium, xli.., 42, 43.

VVith Hermes and sleeping figure.

—Seleucia, lxvi. (note 5).

Seated;-—-Anazarbus, 37.

Artemis, head or bust of.—Adana,

15; Hieropolis, cii., 83; Mopsus,

106; Seleucia, 130; Soli, 151.

Sabina as Artemis.—Mopsus,

cx., 106. Confronted with bust

of Hadrian as Apollo.—Seleucia,

131.

Artemis Perasia, types relating to.——

Hieropolis, cii.

Asklepios, figure of :-

Standing.--Elaeussa.-Sebaste, 236.

how and

Between

With Hygieia.—-Epiphanea, 77;

Irenopolis, 89; Mopsus, exii.;

Tarsus, xcvi. With Hygieia

and Telesphoros.—Parlais, xxvi.

(note 2); Pompeiopolis, lxxv.

With Telesphoros in temple.———

Aegeae, cxv.

Asklepios, bust of.——Aegeae, 23.

With bust of Hygieia.———1reno

polis, 89. ''

Astragalizousa.—Tarsus, lxxx.

Astragalos.—Celenderis, xlviii., 53.;

Mallus, cxxi.

Athena, figure of :

Standing: with shield and spear.

-—Alexandria ad Issum, cxxix.;

Augusta, 46; Carallia, 48;

Epiphanea, 76; Laertes, 92;

Polemo II., liv.; Tarsus, 222.

VVith serpent twined round

spear.—Iconium, 6. Olive-tree

beside her.—Colybrassus, 61.

Holding phiale.—-Aegeae, exiv.

(note 4) ; Barata, 2; Casae, 49;

Colybrassus, 61 (spear or sceptre

held transversely), 63; Ilistra,

8 ; Savatra, xxii. (note 1), 12 ;

Tarsus, 102. Holding ow1.-

Tarsus, 191, 192. Between two

stags.—-Aegeae, cxvi. Armed

with aegis and javelin, serpent

twined round tree.—Carallia,

xxxii. (note 1). Voting. ——

Carallia, xxxii. (note 1) ; Cora

cesium, xxxv. (note 6) ; Lyrbe,

xxxv. (note 1), 94; Savatra,

xxii. (note 1); Syedra, xxxvi.

(note 3). Holding Nike [see

also Athena rnnning:|.———Aegea.e,

21; Carallia, 48; Holmi, li.;

Mopsus, 106; Philopator, 238;

Seleucia, lxv. (note 1), 130, 132,
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136; Soli-Pompeiopolis, 152

154; Tarsus, 194. Holding

Nike, serpent beside her.——

Iconium, 5. Holding Nike

(copy of the Parthenos).—Nagi

dus, Xlii. (note 4), 112. Holding

Nike, crescent at shoulders.-—

Po'mpeiopolis, lxxv.

Standing: with Amphi1ochos.——

Mallus, 102. WVith Aphrodite

and Hera, at the Judgment of

Paris.—Tarsus, 205. 1/Vith

Tyche.——Colybrassus, 63. VVith

Tyche and Nemesis.—-Tarsus,

204, 210.

Running, holding Nike.—Tarsus,

204, 208, 210, 212.

Fighting on foot: with aegis, javelin

and thunderbolt.--Isaura, xxvii.

(note 5). With shield and thun

derho1t.———Soli, 151. Opposed by

giant.-—Elaeussa-Sebaste, 235;

Seleucia, lxv., 131, 135, 136,

141, 142.

Cultus-figure (Athena Magarsis).

—Mallus, cxxiii.

Seated: with olive-tree behind

her. —Mallus, 100; Tarsus,

lxxx. Holding phia1e.—Casae,

49. Holding Nike.—Isaura,

xxvii. (note 5); Mallus, 101;

Soli, 152, 153; Tarsus, 209;

Zephyrium, 232.

In quadriga: Diocaesarea, 73.

Opposed by two giants.——-Se

leucia, lxv., 133. In quadriga

to front.—Tarsus, xevi., 204.

Athena, head or bust of :

Nearly facing, in triple-crested

helmet: Magarsusi, cxxiv. (note

5); Tarsus, &c., lxxxiii., lxxxv.,

174,175.

 

In profile: Adana, 16; Aegeae,

cxiv., 22, 26; Anemurium, 41 ;

Celenderis, x1viii., xlix., 53,

58; Coropissus, 65; Elaeussa

Sebaste, lxx.; Flaviopolis, 79;

Holmi, li., 85 ; Iconium, xxiv.

(note 6), 5; Irenopolis, 88;

Lystra, xxv. (note 3); Mallus,

cxxi.; Mopsus, ex. ; Nagidus,

Xlii. (note 4); Olba, lv.; Seleucia,

lxiv., 128, 129, 131; Soli,

lxxii., lxxiii., 146-152; Zephy

rium, lxxvi.

Athlete seated on table, crowning

himself.—Augusta, cix.

Athletes, two, with prize vase on

table between them.—Tarsus,

198.

B.

Baal, standing, holding eagle.-—

Issus, cxxvii., 90; Mallus,

cxxii.; So1i,lxxiii., 148; Tarsus,

lxxviii., 164.

Baaltars seated.—-—Magarsus ‘Z, cxxiv.

(note 5) ; Tarsus, &c., 165-176.

In temple.—-Tarsus, lxxx., 167,

168.

Baetyl.—Ma1lus ‘I, cxvii. f., 95-97.

Basin for oil, gymnasiarch’s. —

Syedra, xxxvi., 158, 161. In

temple.——Colybrassus, xxxiv.

Biga of bulls, with Selene.—Ana

zarbus, 35; O1ba,lv.; Tarsus,

xcvi., 212, 222.

Of centaurs, with Dionysos and

Ariadne.-—Tarsus, 205.

Of horses: with Helios.-Mopsus,

ex. .1/Vith Nike-.-—Anazarbu's‘,

36 ; Augusta, 46.‘ ‘

K K
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Of panthcrs: with Dionysos.——

Epiphanea, cxxvi.; Ninica, 116;

Seleucia, 133. Seen to front,

with Dionysos. —— Irenopolis,

lxiii.

Of serpents : with Demeter.——

Celenderis, 58; Coracesium,

xxxv. (note 6). \Vith Tripto

lemos.—-Tarsus, 195, 196.

Birds, baetyl between two,——Mallus '1,

L'XlX., 96.

Boot.—~Aegeae, cxvi., ‘26.

Boule seated, dropping pebble in

vase.~—Tarsus, 188.

Bow.—-See Club and bow.

Branch.-~See Laurel-branch, Olive

branch.

Bridge over river.—Aegeae, cxv.;

Mopsus, cxii.

Bull, humped.—Seleucia, 135. But

ting.—-Tarsus, lxxxv.

Bull, forepart of.—Uncertain, xli.

(note 7).

Bull.—See also Herakles,

Mithras, Selene.

Bust.——Sec Head.

Lion,

C.

Caduceus. Corycus, 67; Elaeussa

Sebaste, lxix. Between two

cornuacopiae.——Irenopolis, lxii.,

lxiii.

Capricorn.——Anazarbus, 35, 37, 39;

Augusta, 44.

Caps of I)ioskuri.——Olba, 125; Soli,

151. With harpe.--Olba, lv.

Car.-—See Biga, Quadriga.

Cariawsupposred ptzrsonification 0f.— -

Tarsus, xcii.

 

1

Centaurs.—See Dionysos.

Chariot.-—See Biga, Quadriga.

Chrysippus, bust of.--Soli-Pompeio

polis, lxxiv., 154.

Cilicia.-—See Eparchiae.

Cista mystica between two standards.

Seleucia, lxvi. (note 4).

City, walls of, with lion. and bull

above.——Tarsus, lxxxii., lxxxiii.

170,173.

City, personifieat-ion of.—-See Tyche.

Club.—Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxix. ; La

lassis, liv. ; Seleucia, lxv. (note

1); Olba,liv.,124. In wreath.—

Elaeussa-Sebaste, 1xix.; Tarsus,

lxxxv., 183, 184. With bow

in case.—-Aegeae, 21. With

olive-hranch.—l\'I agarsus 2, exxiv.

(note 5).

Colonist ploughing.—Iconium, 5;

Lystra, xxv. (note 3), 10;

Ninica, 117.

Conical stone.--Mallus '1, cxvii. f.,

95 f.

Corn, ear of.—Tarsus, 164.

Cornuacopiae, two, with anchor.——

Lacanatis, lxii. (note 4). With

cad uceus.--Irenopolis, lxii.

Cornucopiae.—L-alassis '4, liv. ; Tar

sus, lxxxv., lxxxvi.

Crab and altar.——Mopsus, cxii.

Crescent.——Soli-Pompeiopolis, lxxv.

See also Selene.

Crescent and scorpion.~Cetis, xl.

Crown decorated with heads.——

Tarsus, xcvii., 198, 208. VVith

double row of heads, on table.

~—Tarsus, 220. I/Vith crown of

demiourgos on altar.-—Tarsus,

198.

Crown, plain, of de_miourgos.-—Ana

zarbus, 34; Tarsus,.xeviii., 198
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‘203. On altar, with crown

decorated with heads.—Tarsus,

198.

Crown, radiate.--Tarsus, 192.

Crown.—-See also VVreath.

Cultus-image.——-See Apollo, Artemis,

Athena.

D.

Datames and Ana.---Tarsus, lxxx.,

168.

Demeter, figure of :

Standing: with ears of corn and

sceptre.-—Barata, 2; Coracesium,

xxxv. (note 6) ; Syedra, 158

With ears of corn and torch.——

Mallus, cxxii., 99; Epiphanea,

76; Syedra, 157. With phiale

and sceptre or torch.-——Syedra,

157. With long torch.—~Carallia,

48. With two torches.——Syedra,

160. Standing before Hades

seated.-——Syedra, xxxvi. (note 3).

Seated, with ears of corn and

sceptre.-—Laertes, 91.

In biga of serpents.——Celenderis,

58; Coracesium, xxxv. (note 6).

Demeter, head or bust of.——Adana,

15; Aegeae, cxiv.; Anazarbus,

31; Mallus, 99.

Demos seated, holding wreath.-—

Tarsus, 188, 190; Zephyrium,

233.

Dionysos, figure of :

Standing: Nagidus, xliii. Vt-’ith

thyrsos and kantharos.—Adana,

17 , 18; Anemurium, xli.; La

ertes, 92; Nagidus, 109; Olba,

126; Soli-Pompeiopolis, 155;

 

Syedra, xxxvi. (note 3); Tarsus,

208, 220, 222. With thyrsos

and keras. -— Epiphanea, 76.

\Vith thyrsos and grapes. —
iNagidus, 109, 111 f. With

thyrsos and uncertain object.——

Tarsus, 2 24. VVearing kalathos ‘I,

with thyrsos and oenochoe.—

Tarsus, 229. In attitude of re

pose, with satyr.——Tarsus, 200.

Standing before prize vase on

table.——Corycus, 69. Wearing

bu1l’s horns.—Soli, lxxiv., 151.

In biga drawn by panthe1-s.—

Epiphanea, cxxvi.; Ninica, 116;

Seleucia, 133. Seen to front.——

Irenopolis, lxiii. Drawn by cen

taurs, with Ariadne.-—-Tarsus,

205.

Seated in vine-tree.-—Mal1us, 98.

With satyr.—Adana, c. (note 1).

Reclining on panther. —- Ana

. zarbus, 38, 39.

Infant, enthroned, with Kory

bantes.—-Seleucia, 134.

Dionysos, head or bust of :—

Bearded .—--Issus,cxxviii. ; Nagidus,

110, 111 ; Soli, lxxii. (note

Beardless.—-Aegeae, 24; Augusta,

44, 45 ; Epiphanea, cxxvi.

(note 1) ; Hieropolis, c. (note 3),

cii., 84; Iconium, xxiv.

Dioskuri, figures of, with crescent

between them. —- Flaviopolis,

cvii. (note 5).

Dioskuri, heads of.—Cibyra Minor,

xxxiii.; Flaviopolis, 78, 79.

Dioskuri, caps of.—Olba, 125; Soli,

151. VVith harpe.—Oll»a, lv.

Dolphin.—Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxix.

Dolphin and pomegranate.-Holmi

and Side, 1.
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Dolphin between crescent and ro

sette. — Magarsus rl, cxxiv.

(note 5).

E.

Eagle standing.—Adana, 17 ; Aegeae,

27 ; Antiochia ad Cragum,

xxxix.; Hieropolis, oi. ; Mopsus,

105, 106. On altar.~—Lamus,

xl. On arrow. -—Aegeae, 23‘.

On club'l—-Hieropolis, 83. On

ear of corn.——Adana, 16. On

harpe.—Tarsus, 187. On lion.

——Tarsus, xcix. (note 1). On

palm-branch.-—Diocaesarea, 71 .

On plough-share.-—Tarsus, xcix.

(note 1), 176. On stag’s head.

‘ Tarsus, xcix. (note 1). On thun

derbolt.—~Olba, 125; Soli, 152.

Between two Vexilla.--Ninica,

116. In temple.-——Aegeae, cxv. ;

- Philadelphia, 127.

Ear of co_rn.-—-Tarsus,-164.. ‘

Eirene-Nemesis.——Irenopolis, lxiii.

Ekklesia personified.—.-Aegeae, cxvi.

Elephant carrying wreath.~— Tarsus,

. xcv, (note 7), 198.

Elpis..—-—Aegeae, 24; Anazarbus, 32;
A Tarsus, 216. I

Eparchiae, the three‘ (Lycaonia, Isau

ria and Cilicia), and Tyche.——

Anazarbus, ovi. ;' Tarsus, _xcii.,

193.

Er.os.*—-See Aphrodite..

F..

Figure, female :

Standing: holding infant Zeus.—-—

Aegeae, cxv. \/Vearing kala

 

thos, holding prize vase.—-Ana

zarbus,- 40. Wearing kalathos\

and veil, holding cornucopiae

and phiale over altar.-—Tarsus,

196. Wearing kalathos and veil,

standing between two temples.

-—Tarsus, 197. Holding wreath.

—-Tarsus, 217. Holding wreath

and cornucopiae.— Anazarbus,

31. Holding aplustre and

sceptre, prow at feet.——Corycus,

68-70 (see also Thalassa). Hold

ing phiale and sceptre.-Lao-'

dioea Combusta, xxiii. Holding

phiale and arrow.—Co1ybrassus,

xxxiii. Holding mirror ’l—-Sye

dra, 158.

Seated : wearing kalathos.-—Ana

zarbus, 37. Holding phiale (Ek

klesia).-—-—Aegeae, exvi. Holding

phiale (1) and sceptre.— Adana,

19; Iotape, 86. With amphora

at feet.-—Anazarbus, 32, 33, 37 .

Kneeling, playing with astragali.——

Tarsus, lxxx. - '

Reclining, holding cornueopiae.—

- Soli-Pompeiopolis, 154.

See also Goddess.

Figure, male :— ..

Standing: r. raised, in l. spear or

' staff. -— Carallia, 47. Holding

branch and sceptre. — Tarsus,

211. Wearing short chiton and

chlamys, holding sceptre and

phiale. -—See Apollo. Holding

spear or sceptre and phiale.——

Coraeesium, 64. Holding phi-alé'

and bow rI--—Mopsus, 108. Hold

ing phiale and. eornucopiae.—

Tarsus, 217. Holding phiale

and raising garment.—Adana,

c. (note 1). Holding branch and
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"bow, animal at feet.—Tarsus,

203, cf. Xcvii. (note 5). -Holding

reed, fish at feet.—Savatra, xxi.

(note 5), 12. Holding wine

skin ('l).——Ninica, 117. Slaying

1ion.—Issus (’.l), cxxvi. Before

basin.—Anazarbus, 40. On

prow. -— Elaeussa- Sebaste, lxx.

(note 1). At foot of tree.-—

Laertes, xxxiv. (note 4). In long

chiton, driving yoke of oxen.

Mallus, 98. ~

Seated, with spear and shield.

Syedra, 159, 160. Sacrificing.

—-Flaviopolis, cvii. V On table,

crowning himself. -- Augusta,

cix.

Reclining, holding kantharos.—

Irenopolis, 87.

Figure, mummy-shaped, standing

on spherical base. —— Elaeussa

Sebaste, lxx. (note 5). See also

Artemis. ‘

Figure, winged :—

Fema1e.—-Mallus ‘l, cxviii. (note 1),

-95. \Vearinghelmet and holding

attributes, see Tyche-Panthea.

Ma1e.—-Mallus, cxviii., cxix., 97,

98. With four wings.~—-Mallus,

cxx. '

Half-figure.—-Mallus, cxxi.

Fisherman and Perseus.-—-Tarsus, 215.

Fortress with three towers. —- Uh

certain, xli. (note 7).

Fortress of Thebes, Kadmos before.

Aegeae, cxvi.

Fountain .—-Scc Sunias.

G.

Galley.-—Aegeae, 26; Augusta-, cix. ;

Tarsus, Xcvii., 199, 202.

 

Gateway, fortified, with Tyche seated

beneath.—Isaura, xxvii. (note 5) .

Surmounted by figures.-——Dio

caesarea, lvi.

Genius, holding cornucopiae and

sacrificing: seated.-—Flaviopolis,

cvii. Standing.—Tarsus, 217.

Giant.—See Athena.

Goat :

Knee1ing.—Celenderis, xlvii., 51

57.

Lying. -— Aegeae, 22, 25, 26.

Within wreath.—Ibid., 24.

Springing.——Celenderis, 51.

Standing.——Aegeae, 22. Torches

attached to horns.—Aegeae, 25.

W'inged.—Celenderis,xlix.(note4).

Bird on erupper.—Celenderis,

54.

Goat, forepart of.—Ce1enderis, x1vii.,

56.

God, oriental, standing on lion.——

See Sandan.

Goddess :—

Standing: holding phiale and

globe (I).—Lyrbe, 93. Holding

til1er.——Elaeussa, lxix. Wielding

spear.—Lyrbe, xxxv. (note 4).

Winged and helmeted. -——See

Tyche-Panthea.

Seated : wearing kalathos, holding

sceptre. — Hieropolis, ci., 82.

Turreted, holding sceptre. -

Zephyrium, 232. Turreted,

holding Nike, shield beside her.

Zephyrium, lxxvi., 232.

Riding: on horse.—Coracesium,

64; Seleucia, 141. On bull.-—

Seleueia, lxvi. (note 6). Soli,

150. On lion.-—Isaura, xxvii.

(note 5); Tarsus, Xcvi.,229. See

also Kybele.
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Goddess, cultus-figure of.—-See Arte

mis, Athe11a, Figure (mummy

' shaped).

Goddesses, two, standing on basis.—

Selinus, xxxviii. (note 2).

Gorgoneion. — Celenderis, xlviii.,

xlix., 53, 57; Nagidus, xlii.

(note 4), 113. On aegis.—Soli,

lxxiv. (note 1), 150. See also

Medusa.

Graces, the three. —- Iconium, 6;

Mopsus, cxii. ; Tarsus, 207, 209.

Grapes, bunch of.—-Diocaesarea, 71;

Soli-Pompeiopolis, lxxi., 1xxii.,

144-150, 154.

Grapes, two bunches of, on stalk.——

Soli-Pompeiopolis, 152. Flank

ing baety1.——Mallus ‘Z, cxix.

Griffin.—Lycia, cxx.

Gymnasiarch, standing before oil

basin. -- Anazarbus, cvi., 40.

Oil-basin of.—Syedra, xxxvi.,

' 158, 161. Oil-basin in temple.

——Colybrassus, xxxiv.

H.

Hades, seated, Kerberos at feet.

Epiphanea, 77; Lyrbe, 93.

Demeter before him.— Syedra,

xxxvi. (note 3).

Hades.——See also Sarapis.

Harpe.—Lalassis, liv. Between caps

of Dioskuri.—Olba, lv.

Head or bust :—

Female: Corycus, 67 ; Nagidus,

115. Wearing stephan'e.—-Ire

nopolis, 88. Veiled.—Adana,

17. Turreted. -—— See Tyche.

I/Vearing taenia, hair in queue.

--Uncertain, 239. Facing.~—

 

Tarsus, lxxviii., 164 —-168; 'Un

certain, 239.

Male, bearded: Issusl, cxxvii.

(note 2); Uncertain, 239; Lau

reate.-—Irenopolis, 87. WVearing

stephane and earring.—Tarsus,

176. Wearing turreted crown,

earring and necklaee.——Tarsus,

177. Facing, chin covered by

lion’s sca1p.——-Tarsus, 17 7. Hel

meted.—-Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxx.

See also Ares.

Male, beardless: Aegeae, 22; Na

gidus, xlii. (note 4). Laurea1e.—

Celenderis, xlix. Diademed.—

Aegeae, cxvi., 22, 25. Ra-diate.

—Soli, 152. Sceptre on shoulder.

—Coropissus, 65. In pointed

cap (archer).—Soli, 146.

Janiform, helmeted, beard1ess.—-

Uncertain, 239.

On column, in templo.——Isaura, 1 2.

Hekate, figure of, holding two

torches.—Casae, xxxii. (note 3).

See also Selene.

Hekate, bust of. — Hieropolis, cii.,

83, 84.

Helios, figure of :-

Standing: holding cornucopiae.—

Lyrbe, xxxv. (notes 1, 4). Hold

ing globe.—Epiphanea, cxxvi.

Holding torch.—Soli-Pompeio

polis, 156. Holding torch and

whip. -—— Hieropolis, cii., 83.

Holding whip. -—— Flaviopolis,

cvii. (note 5); Hieropolis, cii.,

83; Tarsus, 227, 231.

In car.——l\/Iopsus, cx.

Helios, head or bust of.——Hieropolis,

cii.; Seleuci-a, lxv. (note 1); Soli

Pompeiopolis, lxxiv. (note 1);

lxxv., 152
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Hephaistos, seated, with shield and

hammer.-——Co1ybrassus, 62.

Hera, at the Judgment of Paris.—

Tarsus, 205.

.Herak1es, figure of :—

Standing: Flaviopolis, cvii. (note 5).

VVith club over shou1der.——Tar

sus, 205. Resting on club.—

Iconium, 6; Ilistra, 8; Laranda,

9; Tarsus, 206, 214. VVith

club and how.-—Issus, cxxvii. f.;

Seleucia, 134. With club and

app1es.—Augusta, 46; Casae,

50; Dalisandus, xix., 3; Derbe,

xx. With club and apples,

before tree with serpent. ——

Tarsus, 214. VVrestling with

Antaios. ——Tarsus, 195. Sub

_duing bu11.—Tarsus, 213. Sub

duing hydra. —— Tarsus, Xcvii.

\Vrest1ing with lion.-—Mopsus,

108; Tarsus, lxxxi., 213.

Wrestling with lion, group on

capital of column.——Mal1us, 99.

Shooting Stymphalian birds.——

Tarsus, xcvii. 1Vith Apollo.

Aegeae, 28. VVith Hermes.

Isaura, 13 (note 1). With Per

seus, holding bust of Caracalla.

——Tarsus, 195.

Seated: Diocaesarea, 73; Savatra,

xxii. (-note 1).

Reclining: Irenopolis, 87.

Herakles, head of, bearded.—-Aegeae,

21; Iconium, 4; Irenopolis, 89 ;

1ssus?, cxxviii.; Mallus, cxxi. ;

Olba,1v. ; Soli, lxxiii. VVearing

oak-wre-ath.—-Tarsus, 185. In

1ion’s skin.—Ce1enderis, xlviii.

In lion’s skin, nearly facing.—

Tarsus, 166. Lion’s skin fas

tened round neck.——Ma11us, 1O0 ;

 

 

Soli, 149; Uncertain, 239. Chin

covered by lion’s sca1p.—-Tarsus,

177. -

Beardless, in lion’s skin.-—A1ex

andria ad Issum, 29; Isaura,

xxvii. (note 5); Nagidus, xlvi.

Lion’s skin fastened round neck.

. ———Uncertain, 239.

Hermes, figure of, standing :

Cibyra Minor, XXXiii.; Olba, lv.

With purse’l—--Corycus, 67.

With caduceus and purse.—

Adana, 16; Aegeae, 25; Au

gusta, cix.; Colybrassus, 62,

63; Corycus, 67, 69. 70; Hyde,

xx.; Tarsus, 221, 227. VVith

caduceus and phia1e’!——Corycus,

66 ; Elaeussa, 235. With cadu

ceus and palm-branch, before

vase on tab1e.—Adana, 18.

VVith caduceus and uncertain

object. —Adana, 16. With

Aphrodite.-—Mal1us,100. VVith

Aphrodite and Ares.-Syedra,

159. With Artemis and sleeping

figure.—Se1eucia, lxvi. (note 5).

With Herakles. — Isaura, 13

(note 1).

Hermes, head of.—-Diocaesarea, 71 ;

Olba, liii. See also Ajax.

Hoplite kneeling.-——'1‘arsus, 1xxvii.,

162, 163.

Horse :-— _

Standing.—Adana, 16 ; Anazarbus,

36.

VVa1king.—Adana, 17 .

Prancing.—-—Celenderis, x1viii., 57.

Horse, forepart of.-—Aege-ae, cxiv.;

Seleucia, 130.

Horse, head of.—Aegeae, 20, 21.

Horseman riding sideways.—-Ce1en

deris, x1vii., 52-56. _
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Horseman.——See also King, and

Index 1I.B.

Horsewoman.——-See Goddess.

Hygieia, figure of :—

Standing .——Aegeae, exvi., 23 ;

Colybrassus, 61 ; Irenopolis, 87.

See also Asklepios.

Seated.——Aegeae, cxvi. (note I).

Hygieia, bust of. —-Aegeae, cxvi.

See also Asklepios.

I.

Inscription.-—Olba, 119, 120.

Inscription in wreath or crown.—

'Aegeae, 23, 24; Anazarbus,

34; Anemurium, 42, 43; Ireno

polis, lxii. (note 4) ; Mopsus, 104 ;

Syedra, 159-161 ; Tarsus, I98,

203, 208; Zephyrium, 232.

Iotape seated. —Elaeussa - Sebaste,

lxx. (note 1).

Isauria.-—See Eparchiae.

Isis, Tyche as,—Lystra, 10. Faus

tina II. as,—Ibz'cl. See also

Sarapis.

J.

Janiform head, beardless, helmeted.

—Uncertain,‘ 239.

Judgment of Paris.—-Tarsus, 205.

K.

Kadmos before fortress of Thebes.—

Aegeae, cxvi.

 

Kantharos.-—Nagidus, 115.

King of Persia, running, holding

bow.—Mallus, 99, 100; Un

certain, 239. Holding spear

and bow.-—Magarsus ‘l, cxxiv.

(note 5); Mallus, 99, 100.

Seated, with another king before

him.—-Soli('l), 148.

King on horseback.——('l)Soli, 148;

Tarsus, lxxvii., 162, 163.

King, head of.—Aegeae, cxiii., 22,

25. See also Index IV.A.

Koinoboulion, figure of.—-Anazarbus, -

33, 37; Tarsus, xcii., 196, 197.

Korybantes and young Dionysos.

Seleucia, 134.

Kronos, with four wings, carrying

disk.—Mallus, cxx. Head or

bust of.—F1aviopolis, cvii., 79 ;

Mallus, cxxii., 99.

Kybele seated.—Laodicea Combusta,

xxiii.; Tarsus, 230. Riding on

lion.-—Alexandria ad Issum,

cxxix.

Kydnos, River, reclining.—Tarsus,

189,196.

L.

Laurel-branch with fillet.—Seleucia,

1_xvi., 132.

Lighthouse and vessels.—Aegeae,

cxv.

Lion :—

Running.--Anemurium, 42. Walk

ing.--Tarsus, 172, 173. Attack

ing bull.—-Tarsus, lxxxii. f.,

xcviii., 164, 171, 172, 187, 219.

Attacking stag.—'l‘arsus, lxxxii.,

169, 170; Citium, lxxxii. God
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dess riding on,——Isaura, xxvii.

(note 5); Tarsus, xcvi., 229. See

also Kybele. Sandan standing

on,—-See Sandan. Man slaying,

—-—Issus‘l, cxxvi. See also He

rakles.

Lion, forepart of.——Issus ‘l, cxxvii.,

90.

Lycaonia, figure of.-—See Eparchiae.

M.

Male figure, &c.‘--See Figure, &c.,

male. -

Medusa, head of.—-Iconium, xxiv.

(notes 4, 6). Surrounded by

Zodiac.—-Aegeae, xiii. See also

Gorgoneion.

all/Ién, standing, holding spear and

pine-cone.—Parla'is, 1 1 .

Mithras sacrificing bull.-—-Tarsus,

213.

Monument of Sandan.-—Sec Pyre.

Moon.——-See Crescent.

Mopsos, figure of.—Mopsus, cx., cxi.,

-104, 108.

Mule carrying bow, quiver and

I wreath.-——Mopsus, cxii., 107.

Mummy - shaped cultus - figure. -

Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxx. (note 5).

See also Artemis.

N.

Nemesis with Athena and Tyche.

Tarsus, 204, 210. Temple of

Nemesis 2 -- Anazarbus, cvii.

(note 1).

 

Nike, figure of :

Standing or advancing.--—Laodicea

Combusta, xxiii. With wreath.

———(?)Alexandria ad Issum, 29;

Elaeussa - Sebaste, 1xix., lxx. ,

234, 235; Seleucia, lxiv., 128,

129. With wreath and palm

branch.—Aclana, 16; Aegeae,

22; (Z) Coropissus, lvii. ; Flavio

polis, 7 9; Lyrbe, 94; Mopsus,

107; Myus, x1vi.; Seleucia,

132, 137, 138, 142; Soli

Pompeiopolis, 153; Syedra,

158; Tarsus, 209, 216. With

palm-branch and crown de

corated with h.eads.—-Tarsus,

' 206. Writing on shield.—

Derbe,xx. ; Tarsus, 229. Hold

ing tablet.—— Seleucia, 135

Tarsus, 196. Crowning trophy

Cibyra Minor, xxxiii. Crown

ing Septimius Severus.--Hiero

polis, 84. Crowning City

goddess.-—Irenopolis, lxiii.

Kneeling, writing her name.-—

Mallus, 100.

In biga.—-Anazarbus, 36. Au

gusta, 46.

In quad-riga.——Laertes, 92; Tarsus,

192.

Nilce, two figures of, placing wreath

on table.——Seleucia, 138.

Nike, wingless, with wreath and

palm-branch.—Barata, 2.

Nymph seated before river-god.-—

Mopsus, 107.

O.

Oil-basin.—-—See Basin.

Olive—branch and club in saltire.-—

Magarsus Z, cxxiv. (n.ote 5).

L L
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Owl.-—-Celenderis, 54; Soli, 151.

On olive-braneh.—Seleueia, 1 31 .

Oxen, yoke of, ploughing.—Iconium,

5; Lystra, xxv. (note 3), 10;

Mallus, cxxii., 98 ; Ninica, 117.

P.

Paris, Judgment of.—Tarsus, 205.

Pegas0s, forepart of.—Celenderis,

xlviii., 53, 56; Tarsus, 163.

Perasia.—Hieropolis, c‘ii.

Persephone, rape of.—Syedra, xxxvi.

(note 3).

Persephone, veiled bust of.—-Ana

zarbus, 31.

Perseus, figure of :—

Standing, holding harpe.-Carallia,

47 (note 1). Holding head of

Gorgon.—-—Anemurium, xli.; Ico

nium, xxiii., 4, 6 ; Iotape, xxxvii.;

Tarsus, 195, 206, 210, 214.

Holding cultus-image of Apollo

Lykeios. —- Tarsus, 185, 214,

215. With Andromeda.-—Coro

pissus, lvii., 65. With City

goddess before altar of Apollo

Lykeios.~—Tarsus, 21_5, 223.

With fisherman.——Tarsus, 215.

With Herakles, holding bust of

Caracalla.—Tarsus, 195.

Perseus, head of.—Aegeae, cxiv.;

Iconium, xxiv. (note 6).

Philemon, portrait of.—Pompeio

polis, lxxiv.

Ploughing-scene.——Seo Oxen.

Polemo of Olba, portrait of.—Olba,

123, 124.

Pomegranate and dolphin.--—Side and

Holmi, 1.

 

1

Pompeius, portrait of.—Soli-Pom

peiopolis, lxxiv., 152, 153.

Poseidon standing. —— Anemurium,

41; Celenderis, 59; Corycus,

68; Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxx.-;

Zephyrium, lxxvi. With foot

on prow.—Corycus, 67; Soli

Pompeiopolis, 155.

Priest ploughing.-—S'ee Oxen.

Prow, with nude beardless figure.—

Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxx. (note 1);

with standard.—lbz'cl. (note 4).

Pyramidal monument.—See Pyre.

Pyramidal stone.—See Baetyl.

Pyramos, River, reclining.—-Ana

zarbus, 35. Reclining, nymph

seated before him.——Mopsus,

107. Half figure of,—Ana

zarbus, cvi.; Hieropolis, cii.,

82, 83; Mopsus, cix. (note 6).

Pyre of Sandan.——Tarsus, lxxxvi.,

180, 181, 183, 190, 221, 224,

225.

Q.

Quadriga of Athena.-—Dioeaesarea,

73; Seleucia, lxv., 133. Of

Nike.——Laertes, 92; Tarsus,

192. Of the Emperor (Tre

bonianus Gallus).-—-Augusta, 46.

Quadriga to front, of Athena.—

Tarsus, 204. Of the Emperor

(Caracalla) .—-Tarsus, 197.

R.

Ram.——Magarsus '!, cxxiv. (note 5).

River-god, reclining. -—— Anazarbus,

35; Mopsus, 107; Olba, 125;
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Tarsus, 189, 196. See also

Sunias. Half - figure of, —

Adana, 17; Anazarbus, cvi. ;

Hieropolis, cii., 82, 83; Mopsus,

cix. (note 6). At feet of Tyche.

——See Tyche.

Rose.—-Soli, lxxiv. (note 1).

Rosette or wheel in temple.

Anazarbus, cvii.

S.

Sandan standing on lion.——Tarsus,

lxxxv. f., 178, 179, 184, 186,

206. In temple.——Tarsus, 213.

See also Pyre.

Sarapis, figure of :—

Standing.——O1ba, lv.

Seated.-—Anazarbus, cvi.; Iconium,

xxiv. (note 6). See also Hades.

Sarapis, head or bust of.—Adana, c.

(note 1) ; Anazarbus, cvi.; Flavio

polis, 79, 80; Olba, 125. With

bust of Isis.——Aegeae, 23 ;

Seleucia, lxvi. (note 1).

Saros, river-god, half-figure of.—

' Adana, 17.

Satrap, seated, with quiver and

arrow.—Tarsus, 167.

Satrap, head of.—-Mallus,

1OO ; Soli, lxiii., 149.

Satyr.—Sec Dionysos and Silenos.

Satyr, head of'.—-Nagidus, xliii.

Scorpion in wreath.—-Lacanatis, lxii.

(note

Scorpion and crescent.——Cietis, xl.

Selene, figure of :—

Standing, holding long torch.——

C-arallia, 47. See also Hekate.

In biga of bulls.—-Anazarbus, 35 ;

exxii.,

Olba, lv.; Tarsus, xcvi., 212,

222.

Selene, head of :—

In crescent moon.—-Olba, 124.

Faustina II. as,—Hieropolis, cii.

See also Artemis.

Senate (Roman), bust of.—Mallus,

101.

Serpent.—Aegeae, cxvi. In basket,

between two torches.—Ibz'cl.

(note 1).

Shield, Macedonian, with head of

Antiochus IV.——Alexandria ad

Issum, 29.

Shield, oval, incurved at sides, with

thunderbolt device. — Tarsus,

175.

Ship.—See Galley.

Silenos standing, holding wine-skin.

—Ninica, 117. Drawing car

of Dionysos with pantherc.-—

Ninica, 116. See also Satyr.

Skylla holding trident.—'I‘arsus, 215.

Sphinx seated.——Nagidus, 113.

Stag.—See Lion.

Standard on prow.——Elaeussa-Se

baste, lxx. (note 4).

Standards, two.—-Iconium, 5.

also Vexillum.

Star.—Soli-Pompeiopolis, 152, 154.

Stone, baetylic.-—Mallus Z, cxvii. f.

Sunias, the fountain, reclining.-—

Soli-Pompeiopolis, lxxv., 154.

Swan.——Mallus, cxvii. f., 97 f.

See

T.

Table, agonistie :—With crown deco

rated with heads.—~Tarsus, 220.

VVith vase.—-Anazarbus, 35 ;

Tarsus, 198, 220. Athlete
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sitting on. -— Augusta, cix.Hermes standing before. -—

Adana, 18.

Tarcondimotus, head of.—237.

Telesphoros.--See Asklepios.

Temple.——Anazarbus, 36.

Temple (two columns) : With simu

lacrum of Artemis.—Anazarbus,

36(note 1). 'With eagle.—-Aegeae,

cxv.; Philadelphia, 127. With

Sandan on lion.—Tarsus, 213.

With rI‘yche standing.-—Titio

polis, 231. With Tyche seated.

-—Carallia, 47.

Temple (four columns). —- With

amphora on basis.-—Tarsus, 189.

With bust on column.--Isaura,

13. With figure of Maximinusl

---Ninica, 117. With oil-basin.

-—-Colybrassus, xxxiv. With

rosette or wheel.——Anazarbus,

cvii. With Tyche standing,

-—Anemurium, 42. With Tyche

seated. -— Antiochia, xxxix. ;

Coropissus, lvii. ; Isaura, Xxvii.

(note 5). With Zeus standing.—

Colybrassus, 63. With Zeus

seated.--Lamus, xxxix. ; Seli

nus, XXXViii,, 143.

Temple (six columns).—-With Askle

pios and Te-lesphoros.—Aegeae,

cxvi. With thunderbolt. -—

Diocaesarea, 72.

Temple (ten columns).——Anazarbus,

33, 36; Tarsus, lxxxvii, 185,

190, 191. Containing statue’!

—-Tarsus, 192.

Temple, seen three-quarters r.—Ni

' nica, lix.

Temple, Valerian sacrificing before.

-—Aegeae, 27.

Temples, two.—-Tarsus, 191. ,With

 

figure of Koinoboulion between

them.——Tarsus, 197.

Thalassa standing, wearing head

dress of crab’s claws.—-Corycus,

&c.,1xviii., es.

Throne.‘ —— Olba, lii. f., 119, 124.

Supporting thunderbolt.— D10?

caesarea, lvi., 73.

Thunderbolt.—Diocaesarea, lvi., 71,

72; Olba, lii., 119-125. On

throne.—-Diocaesarea, lvi., 73.

Tiara, Armenian, in wreath.—-—Laca

natis, lxii. (note 3).

Torohesl, two, in saltire.—Zephy

rium, lxxvi.

Torches, two, with serpent in basket.

-—Aegeae, cxvi. (note 1). With

vase.—Hieropolis, cii.

Tower, Olba, liv., 124.

Tree in vase (l), beside temple of

Zeus.—Diocaesarea, 72 (note 1).

Tree with serpent of Hesperides.—

See Herakles.

Tripod.-—Mopsus, cx., 103. Encircled

by serpent.—-Tarsus, 189.

Triptolemos in car of winged ser

pents.—Tarsus, 195, 196.

Triskeles.—-—Olba, liii., 119.

Tyche of City, figure of :

Standing 2-

Holding rudder and cornucopiae.

-—Aegeae, 27; Alexandria ad

Issum, 29; Carallia, 48; Casae,

50; Celenderis, 59 ; Cestrus, 60;

Claudiopolis (Mat), 60 ; Coly

brassus, 61, 62 ; Coropissus,

lvii.; Derbe, xx. ;, Diocaesarea,

72; Flaviopolis, 78; Hieropolis,

84 ; Iotape, 86 ; Irenopolis, 88 ;

Laertes, 91 ; Parlais, ll ; Se

leucia, 133, 134; Tarsus, 218,

224, 228.
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Holding rudder and cornucopiae,

in temp1e.——Titiopolis, 231.

Holding rudder and model of

temple.—Colybrassus, 61.

Holding rudder and palm-branch.

—E1aeussa-Sebaste, lxx. (note 1).

Holding cornucopiae and standard.

-—Parla'is, xxvi. (note 2).

Holding cornucopiae and statuette.

——Carallia, 48.

Holding cornucopiae and wreath.

—Anazarbus, 31.

Holding vase.-—-Anazarbus, 40.

Crowned by Emperor.—Seleucia,

135, 138. Receiving crown from

Emperor.-—Tarsus, 226.

Before Tyche seated.——Augusta,

cix., 46 ;_ Diocaesarea, 74.

With Perseus before altar of

Apollo Lykeios.—-Tarsus, 215,

223.

VVith Nemesis and Athena.

Tarsus, 204, 210.

Seated :—

With rudder and cornucopiae.

Savatra, 12.

River-god at feet. —— Adana, c.

(note 1); Anazarbus, 31; Au

gusta, 44, 45; Barata, 2; Flavio

polis, 78, 80; Iconium, 5, 7;

Irenopolis, 87 ; Laranda, 9 ;

Lystra, 10; Mopsus, cix. (note 6);

Soli-Pompeiopolis, lxxiv., lxxv.,

153; Tarsus, lxxxv. f., 181-190,

194.

Between two vexilla, two river

gods at feet.———Mallus, cxxiii.

(note 6), 101, 102.

Holding statuettes of the three

eparchiae.-—Anazarbus, cvi.

Holding cornucopiae and Nike.——

Laertes, XXX1V. (note 4). Hold.

 

ing cornucopiae, r. on shrine.

Seleucia, 137.

In temple.—-Antiochia, xxxix. ;

Coropissus, lvii. ; Isaura, xxvii.

(note 5).

In fortified gateway. — Isaura,

xxvii. (note 5).

Confronted by female figure

(Tyche) standing. -— Augusta,

cix., 46; Diocaesarea, 74.

Approached by Nike.——Irenopolis,

lxiii.; Tarsus, 226.

Crowned by turreted figure (Ly

caonia), and approached by two

others (Isauria, Cilicia).——Ana

zarbus, cvi.; Tarsus, Xcii., 193.

Tyche of City, head or bust of,

wearing turreted crown (often

veiled).—-Adana, 16; Aegeae,

20, 21, 2 6; Alexandria ad. Issum,

29; Anazarbus, 32, 33; Ane

murium, 41, 43; Celenderis,

57, 58; Corycus, 66, 67; Dio

caesarea, 71; Elacussa, lxix.,

235; Hieropolis, ci., 82, 83;

Iconium, xxiv. (note 6); Ireno

polis, 88; Mopsus, 104; Ninica,

117, 118 ; Philopator, 238;

Seleucia, lxv. (note 1), lxvi.;

Soli, 151 ; Tarsus, lxxxvi., 177

185, 207, 217; Titiopolis, lxi.;

Zephyrium, 232, 233.

Tyche-Isis seated, riveregod at feet,

disk and horns on head.-—Lys

tra, 10.

Tyche-Panthea, winged andhelmeted.

-—Tarsus, 216, 228.

V.

Vase, prize,-—--Adana, 18; Anazarbus,

35 ; Syedra, 158.
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Vases, five prize,——Anazarbus, 38.

Vases, six prize,——Anazarbus, 40.

Wreath containing type: club. —

Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxix. ; Tarsus,

lxxxv., 183, 481. Goat.-—Vase, prize, between two torches.—

Hieropolis, cii.

Vase, prize, on tablet.—1VIallus, cxxiv.

On table. — Anazarbus, 35 ;

Mopsus, 108; Tarsus, 220. On

table, with Dionysos standing

before it.—Coryeus, 69, 70.

Between two athletes.—Tarsus,

198.

Vexilla, two, with eagle.—Niniea,

116. With Tyche. — Mallus,

101, 102.

Vexillum.—Ninica, 117.

Walls of city: above, lion and bull.

--—Tarsus, lxxxii. f., 170, 173.

Above, two kings.——Soli (1), 148.

Warrior.-—See Hoplite.

Water-deity.—Savatra, xxi. (note 5),

12. See also River-god, Sunias.

"Wheel or rosette in temple.—Ana

zarbus, cvii.

Winged figure.—-See Figure, winged.

VVolf and twins.—Ieonium, 7; Ni

nica, 118.

Wolf, forepart of.-—Tarsus, 176.

Wreath or crown containing inscrip

tion. -- Aegeae, 23, 24 ; Ana

zarbus, 34; Anemurium, 42, 43;

Irenopolis, lxii.(note 4); Mopsus,

104; Syedra, 159-161; Tarsus,

198, 203, 208; Zephyrium, 232.

Containing letter X.-—Zephy

rium, 232.

'00:

Aegeae, 24. Scorpion.—-Laca

natis,1xii. (note 3). Tiara.-—

Ibirl. Tyehe.—-Anazarbus, 31.

Zeus.—-Alexandria ad Issum, 29.

Wreath.—-See also Crown.

Wrestlers, two.—Syedra, 160.

Zeus, figure of :—

Standing: on basis, holding Nike

and sceptre. — Colybrassus,

xxxiii. Eagle at feet.—Coro

pissus, lvii. Holding phiale.-—

Coracesium, 64; Philadelphia,

127. Holding phiale, eagle at

feet.-——B-arata, xix. ; Germanico

polis, lx. Holding wreath.

Alexandria ad Issum, 29. Hold

ing thunderbolt and sceptre, in

temp1e.—Colybrassus, 63.

Seated: Philadelphia, lxiii.; Tar

sus, 177, 181. Eagle at feet.—

Colybrassus, 62 ; Coropissus,

lvii. Holding eagle.—Savatra,

xxii. (note 1); Seleucia, 131.

Holding Nike.—Adana, xeviii.,

15, 16 ; Hieropolis, cii.; Isaura,

xxvii. (note 5); Laertes, 91;

Mopsus, xc.; Olba, 126; Pom

peiopolis, lxxv.; Seleucia, 132,

136 ; Tarcondimotus, 237; Tar

sus, 181, 182, 184, 185, 190,

192; Zephyrium, 233. Holding

phiale.—'—Adana, 19; Dalisan

dus, 3; Elaeussa—Sebaste, 236;
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Ilistra, 8; Soli-Pompeiopolis, 31, 34; Cibyra Minor, xxxiii.;

154, 155. Holding phiale or Elaeussa, 234,235; Iconium,4;

wreath.—Zephyrium, 233. In Mopsus, ex., 103, 105. Bust

temple.—Lamus, xxxix. ; Seli- in front of aeropolis.—-Anazar

nus, xxxviii., 143. bus, cvi.

Zeus, head or bust of.-—-Adana, 16, Zodiac surrounding head of Medusa.

 

17; Aegeae, 21; Anazarbus, -—Aegeae, xiii.
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PORTRAITS, &c., OF

IMPERIAL

MEMBERS OF THE

FAMILIES.

 

[Where not otherwise stated,

Augustus. Lystra, 10; Olba, 120.

Livia. Augusta, 44; Tarsus, xc.

Tiberius. Augusta, 44; Olba, 122;

lSeleucia, lxv. (note 3).

Claudius. Aegeae, 23; Anazarbus,

31, 32; Mopsus, 104.

, standing, holding Nike.

Mopsus, 105.

Nero. Anazarbus, 32; Augusta, 44;

Iconium, 4.

Poppaea, seated. Iconium, 4.

Galba. Polemo II., liv.

Vespasian. Laodicea

xxiii.

Titus. Lystra, xxv. (note 3).

and Domitian. Laodicea

Combusta, xxiii.

Domitian. Anazarbus, 32; Anemu

rium, xli. (note 2); Augusta,

45; Flaviopolis, 78 ; Ireno-'

polis, 87 ; Lalassis, liv.; Mopsus,

105; Myus, xlvi.; Soli-Pom

peiopolis, 154; Tarsus, 186.

 

Combusta,

 

Domitian and Domitia. Irenopolis,

88.

Domitia. Anazarbus, 32; Mopsus,

105.

the type is a bust or a head.]

Trajan. Anemurium, 41; Augusta,

45; Diocaesarea, 71 ; Elaeussa

Sebaste ‘l, lxx. (note 3); Iotape,

xxxvii. (note 3); Laertes, 91;

Ninica, 116; Philadelphia, 127;

Savatra, xxii. (note 1); Selinus,

xxxvii. (note 7), xxxviii. (note

2); Syedra, 157; Tarsus, xc.

seated in temple, as Zeus.

Selinus, xxxviii., 143.

Hadrian. Aegeae, 23; Claudiopolis

(Mat), 60; Coropissus, 65;

Epiphanea, cxxvi. (note 3), 76;

Germanioopolis, 81; Iconium,

4; Iotape, 86; Laertes, 91;

Mopsus, 105, 106 ; Olba, 124;

Syedra, 157; Tarsus, xc., 186 ;

Titiopolis, lx. ; Zephyrium, 233.

and Sabina, as Apollo and

Artemis. Seleucia, 131.

Sabina. Epiphanea, cxxvi. (note 2),

76; Mopsus, 106 ; Tarsus,

lxxxix., 188 ; Zephyrium, 233.

Antinoiis. Tarsus, 189.

Antoninus Pius. Anazarbus, 33;

Antiochia, xxxix.; Flaviopolis,

 

 

79; Hieropolis, 83; Iconium, 5;
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Mopsus, 106; Olba, 125; Sa

vatra, xxii. (note 1), 12; Seleucia,

131 ; Tarsus, 190; Zephyrium,

233.

Antoninus Pius (c0nt.), seated, hold

ing Nike. Tarsus, 190.

Faustina Senior. Flaviopolis, 79.

M. Aurelius. Anemurium, 41; Au

gusta, 45; Colybrassus, 61 ;

Irenopolis, 88; Lyrbe, xxxv.

(note 3) ; Lystra, xxv. (note 3);

Olba, 125; Parlais, xxvi. (note

2); Savatra, xxii. (note 1) ;

Seleucia, 132 ; Syedra, 157 ;

Tarsus, 190.

on horseback, charging over

prostrate enemy. Syedra, 157.

and L. Verus, standing.

 

 

Anazarbus, 33 ; Olba, 126 ;

Pompeiopolis, lxxv. ; Tarsus,

191.

Faustina Junior. Antiochia, xxxix. ;

Barata, 2 ; Carallia, 47; Cestrus,

xxxviii., 60; Derbe, xx. ; Dio

caesarea, 72 ; Hieropolis, 83;

Irenopolis, 88 ; Lystra, 10 ;

Clba, 125.

Annius Verus and Commodus.

Tarsus, Xc., 191.

L. Verus. Barata, 2; Casae, xxxii.

(note 2) ; D-alisandus, 3; Derbe,

xx.; Hyde, XX.; Iotape, 86;

Laertes, xxxiv. (note 4) ; Mopsus,

107; Olba, .125, 126; Titiopolis,

231.

on horseback, charging over

prostrate enemy. Barata, 2.

and M. Aurelius, standing.

See M. Aurelius.

Lucilla. Derbe, xx. ; Hieropolis,

84 ; Ilistra, 8; Selinus,x;xxvii.

(note 7).

 

 

Commodus. Aegeae, 23; Elaeussa

Sebaste, 235; Philadelphia,

127; Soli-Pompeiopolis, 154;

Tarsus, 191.

and Annius Verus.

Annius Verus.

Crispina. Anazarbus, 33; Tarsus, 192.

Septimius Severus. Diocaesarea, 72;

Hieropolis, 84 ; Irenopolis, 88;

Isaura, xxvii. (note 5) ; Lamus,

xxxix.; Nagidus,xlvi.; Ninica,

116; Parlais, xxvi. (note 2) ;

Seleucia, 132; Selinus, 143;

Syedra, 158; Tarsus, 192.

standing, holding Nike.

Hieropolis, 84.

standing, crowned by Nike.

Hieropolis, 84.

and Domna.

See 

 

Seleucia, 133.

Domna. Adana, 17; Diocaesarea,

73; Irenopolis, 88; Isaura,

xxvii. (note 5); Ninica, 116;

Parlais, 11; Seleucia, 134;

Selinus, xxxvii. (note 9); xxxviii.

(note 2); Soli-Pompeiopolis,

154; Tarsus, 193.

Caracalla. Alexandria ad Issum,

30; Augusta, 45; Carallia, 47;

Colybrassus, xxxiii.; Corace

sium, 64; Corycus, 67; Dio

caesarea, 73; Hieropolis, 84;

Irenopolis, 89; Isaura, xxvii.

(note 5), 13; La1nus, xxxix., X1. ;

Mopsus, 107; Clba, 126; Se

leucia, 134; Selinus, xxxviii.

(note 1) ; Tarsus, 193.

standing, holding

Tarsus, 198.

standing, holding phiale and

spear. Alexandria ad Issum, 30.

standing, sacrificing at altar.

Tarsus, 197.

 

 
Nike.

 

 

MM
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Caracalla (cont), standing, trophy

beside him. Tarsus, 197.

in quadriga to front. Tarsus,

197.

and Geta. Titiopolis, lxi.

and Plautilla, standing.

Adana, 17; Tarsus, 199.

and Apollo, standing. Isaura,

13, 14.

Plautilla. Adana, 17; Corycus, 67;

Tarsus, 199.

and Caracalla,

See Caracalla.

Geta. Aegeae, 24; Elaeussa-Sebaste,

236; Isaura, 14; Olba, 126;

Soli- Pompeiopolis, 155; Tarsus,

200.

and Caracalla.

calla.

Macrinus. Aegeae, 24; Anemurium,

42; Flaviopolis, 79; Mopsus,

107 ; Seleucia, 134; Selinus,

xxxviii. (note 1) ; Tarsus, 200.

standing, crowning Tyche.

Seleucia, 135.

and Diadumenian.

 

 

 

 

See Cara
 

 

 
Aegeae,

24.

Diadumenian. Aegeae, 25;

zarbus, 34; Seleucia, 135.

and Macrinus. See Macrinus.

Adana, 18; Anazarbus,

civ., 34; Flaviopolis, 79 ; Tarsus,

200.

Ana

_
 

Elagabalus.

 
standing,

Tarsus, 201.

standing, sacrificing at altar

before trophy. Anazarbus, 34.

on horseback. Anazarbus,

holding Nike

 

 

34.

 
and Paula. Anazarbus, 35.

and Paula, standing. Tarsus,

201.

standing.

_ Gordian III.

 

Maesa. Anazarbus, 35.

Paula. Anazarbus, 35; Mopsus,

107; Tarsus, 201.

—--—-— and Elagabalus. See Elaga

balus.

Severus Alexander. Aegeae, 26;

Anazarbus, 36; Colybrassus,

61 ; Corycus, 68 ; Lyrbe, xxxv.

(note 3); Ninica, 116; Seleucia,

135; Selinus, xxxviii. (note 1),

143; Tarsus, 202.

Mamaea. Anazarbus, 36; Epiphanea,

76; Isaura, 14; Ninica, 117.

Orbiana. Carallia,47; Colybrassus,

xxxiii., 61.

Maximinus. Anemurium, xli. (note

3), 42; Augusta, 46; Carallia,

47; Celenderis, 58 ; Colybrassus,

62; Flaviopolis, cvii. (note 5);

Ninica, 117; Philadelphia, 127;

Tarsus, 203.

('1), figure of, standing in

temple. Ninica, 117.

1\/Iaximus. Adana, 18; Coracesium,

64; Coropissus, 65; Ninica,

118; Syedra, 158; Tarsus, 208.,

Gordian I. and II. Aegeae, cxiv.

Balbinus. Tarsus, 208.

, Pupienus and Gordian III.

Tarsus, 209.

Pupienus. Tarsus, 210.

, standing, holding Nike.

Tarsus, 211.

, standing, sacrificing at altar.

Tarsus, 211.

, Balbinus and Gordian III.

Tarsus, 209.

 

 

 

 

Adana, 18; Ana

zarbus, 37; Casae, 49; Coly

brassus, 62; Corycus, 68;

Elaeussa-Sebaste, 236; Epi

phanea, 76; Iconium, 5; Lyrbe,
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93; Seleucia, 136; Soli-Pom

peiopolis, 155; Tarsus, 211.

Gordian III. (com‘.),standing, crown

ing Tyche. Seleucia, 138.

, on horseback, spearing lion.

Tarsus, 218.

, Pupienus and Balbinus.

Tarsus, 209.

and Tranquillina.

139.

-—-——- and Tranquillina, standing.

Tarsus, 218.

Tranquillina. Adana, 18 ; Coly

brassus, 62; Iconium, 6; Lyrbe,

94; Tarsus, 220.

——-—— and Gordian III.

dian III.

Philip Senior.

Anemurium,

 

Seleucia,
 

See Gor

Anazarbus, 37;

42; Antiochia,

xxxix.; Barata, xix. (note 2), 2 ;.

Carallia, 48 ; Casae, 49 ; C01-ycus,

68; Dalisandus, 3 ;* Diocaesarea,

73; Ilistra, 8; Laranda, 9;.

Savatra, xii. (note 1) ; Seleucia,

140; Selinus, XXX-.V1l1. (note 1,

2); Soli»Pompeiopolis, 156;

Syedra, 158; Tarsus, 221-.

Otacilia Severa. Barata, 2; Celen

deris, 58; Corycus, 69; Epi

phanea, 76; Laranda, 9; Tarsus,

222.

Philip Junior. Anazarbus, 37;. Casae,

xxxii.; Ilistra, 8; Lyrbe, 94;

Soli-Pompeiopolis, 156; Tarsus,

222.

Trajan Decius. _ Anazarbus, 38;

Anemurium, 42; Casae, 49 ;

Colybrassus, 62 ; Mallus, CXX1V.;

Syedra, 158; Tarsus, 222.

Herennia‘. Etruscilla. Aegeae, 26;

Anazarbus, 38 ; Celenderis, 58;

Mallus, 102; Tarsus, 224.

 
Herennius Etruscus- Casae, xxxii. ;

Mopsus, 1.08; Tarsus, 225.

Hostilian. Mallus, cxxiv., 102.

Trebonianus Gallus. Augusta, 46;

Seleucia, 140 ; Tarsus, 225.

in quadriga. Augusta, 46..

with City-goddess, standing.

'I'arsus, 226.

Aemilian. Aegeae, cxvi.

Cornelia Supera. Aegeae, cxv

Volusian- Adana, 18; Anazarbus, 38 ;.

Anemurium, 43; Augusta, 46 ;

Seleucia, 141; Syedra,. 159;.

Tarsus, 227.

Valerian Senior. Adana, 19; Aegeae,

27; Anazarbus, 39; Anemu

rium, 43; Antiochia, xxxix. ;

Augusta, 46; Carallia, 48 ;

Casae, 50; Colybrassus, 62;

Coropissus, 65; Corycus, 69;

Flaviopolis. 80; Iotape, 86 ;

Irenopolis, 89 ; Laertes, 91 ;

Lamus, xl.; Mallus, 102 ; Mop

sus, 108; Seleucia, 141; Syedr-a,

159; Tarsus, 227.

, standing, sacrificing at

altar before temple.

27.

 

 

Acgeae ,.

 
and Gallienus, seated. Ana

zarbus, 39.

Gallienus. Adana, 19; Aegeae, 28;

Corycus, 70-; Iconium, 6; Se

leucia, 141 ; Syedra, 159 ;

Tarsus, 229.

and Valerian, seated.

zarbus, 39.

Salonina. Garallia, 48; Colybrassus,

63; Corycus, 7O ; Laertes,

xxxiv. (note 4), 92; Syedra,

160; Tarsus, 230.

Cornelius Valerianus. Golybrassus,

xxxiv., 63; Laertes, 92..

Ana
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INDEX III.A.

 

SYMBOLS.

A.

Altar. Isaura, 14; Mallus,

Mopsus, 105, 106, 107.

98;

Altar in front of tree. Diocaesarea,

72.

Amphora. Anemurium, 42, 43.

Aplustre. Corycus, 67 ; Elaeussa

Sebaste, lxix.

Arrow. Hieropolis, ci.

Astragalos. Celenderis, xlix. 52 ;

Nagidus, 109.

Athena, head of.

(note 5).

Magarsus ‘l, cxxiv.

B.

Bipennis. Tarsus, 173.

Birds, two. Mallus, cxix., 96.

Branch. Aegeae, 25; Seleucia, 128

130, 139-141; Soli, 144, 145.

See also Ivy-spray, Olive-spray,

Palm-branch, Vine-branch.

Bull attacked by lion. Tarsus, 185.

Bull, humped, forepart of. Tarsus,

168.

 

Bu1l’s head nearly facing. Tarsus,

168.

C.

Caduceus. Diocaesarea,7 1; Mallus,

98; Olba, 119.

Caduceus and club in saltire.

sus, 191.

Club. Irenopolis, 87; Tarsus, 173,

188.

Club and caduceus in saltire.

sus, 191.

Corn, ear of. Mallus, 98; Mopsus,

104; Tarsus, 170-174.

Corn, grain of. Mallus, 97-99.

Tar

Tar

Cornucopiae. Lystra, 10; Seleucia,

139-141.

Crescent. Adana, 17 ; Flaviopolis,

cvii. (note 5, no. 4); Magarsus '1,

cxxiv. (note 5) ; Nagidus, xliv.

(note 1); Soli, 147; Tarsus,

176,193, 195, 197.

Crescent and pellet. Tarsus, 176.

Crescent and star. Anemurium, 42;

Seleucia, 135; Tarsus, 184.
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Crown of demiourgos. Tarsus, 191.

Gram Zmsata. See p. 271.

D.

Disk, winged. Mallus, 98; Tarsus,

167.

Dolphin. Ho1mi,1i.; Mallus, 97.

E.

Eagle. Adana,15; Colybrassus, 63;

Hieropolis, ci., 82 ; Mopsus, 105;

Soli, 150; Tarsus, 182, 183.

Eagle on thymiaterion. Tarsus, 173.

Eagle, head of. Tarsus, 163.

Ewer ‘Z Soli-Pompeiopolis, 152 (note

2), 153.

F.

Fish. Mallus, 97—99; Savatra, 12;

Tarsus, 166.

Flower. Tarsus, 167.

Plant.

Fly. Soli, 145, 146.

See also

G.

Goat. Aegeae, 23-25, 27.

Grapes. Aegeae, 24; Hieropolis, 0.

(note 3), 84; Mallus, cxix., 96 ;

Tarsus, 165, 169-171, 174, 175.

H.

Harpe. Iconium, 5.

 

Head, helmeted. Tarsus, 169cxxiv., note 5).

Helmet. Soli, 144; Tarsus, 174,

175.

Hind. Isaura, 13, 14.

Ivy-leaf. Soli, lxxiii.; Tarsus, lxxxiv.,

174, 175; four leaves, Soli, 145.

Ivy-spray. Celenderis, 52.

K.

Kantharos. Augusta, 44, 45 ; Soli,

150, lxxiii. (note 4).

L.

Leaf. See Ivy, Vine.

Lion attacking bull. Tarsus, 185.

Lion seated. Soli, lxxiii. (note 3).

Lion, head of. Nagidus, xliv. (note

1, nos. 19, 20).

Lituus. Soli-Pompeiopolis, 152.

Locust. Mallus, 98.

Lyre. Lyrbe, 93.

M.

Mouse. Coropissus ‘I, 65 (note 1);

Nagidus, xliii., xliv., 113.
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0.

Olive-spray. Celenderis, 55; Soli,

149,150.

Owl. Soli, lxxiii. (note 4), 149, 150.

P.

Palm-branch. Colybrassus, xxxiv.

(note 2); Syedra, 158, 161.

Pellet. Mallus '1, cxix. ; Nagidus,

xliv. (note 1), 113; Tarsus, 176.

Pellet and crescent. Tarsus, 176.

Pellet in circle. Celenderis, 53.

Plant growing, with flower and bud.

Nagidus, 113 ; Tarsus, lxxx.

Pomegranate. Side (Pamphy1ia),1i.

R.

Ram, head of. Tarsus, 170, 172;

cf. cxxiv. (note 5).

Rose. Soli,lxxiii. (note 4), 149,150.

Rosette. Magarsus Z, cxxiv. (note 5),

cxxv.; Mallus exxiii.; Nagidus,

xliv. (note 1, no. 15).

S.

Sceptre, lotos-headed. Mallus, 98.

Serpent-staff. Aegeae, 23, 27 .

Shield. Celenderis, 53 (note 2);

Tarsus, 173.

Spear, butt of '1 Tarsus, 175.

Star. Adana, 17; Anazarbus, 32;

Augusta, 44; Irenopolis, 87,

 

88 ; Lyrbe, 94; Magarsus '1,

cxxv. ; Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

no. 22); Olba, lv , lxxiii. (note

4); Soli, 147, 149, 152, 153;

Tarsus, 175, 179, 183, 190, 195,

197-201.

Star and crescent. Anemurium, 42 ;

Seleucia, 135; Tarsus, 184.

T.

Thymiaterion. Tarsus, 167, 168,173.

Torch. Anazarbus, 31; Hieropolis,

ci., 83, 84.

Anazarbus, 33, 37; Coro

pissus, 65 ; Diocaesarea, 72.

Tripod. Mallus, 102.

Triskeles. Lalassisi, liv.; Olba, 124.

Tree.

V.

Vase. Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no.

18), 114; Soli-Pompeiopolis,

152 (note 2).

Vine-branch with grapes. Soli, 148.

Vine-leaf. Nagidus, 109; Soli,

lxxiii. (note

W.

Wheel. Iconium, 5.

Wreath. Coropissus, 65. See also

Crown.
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Mallus, cxxi., 97, 98 ; Soli, 145,

146, 148; Tarsus, 162-165,

169, 170.

Celenderis, 54; Tarsus, 163.

Issus, cxxviii. ; Mallus, 98.

Tarsus, 165.

Issus, cxxvii.

 

-IO Magarsus 2, cxxiv. (note 5).

9,’? Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 22).

2:} Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 15).

:1; Seleucia, 128.

LP Soli,145.

4' Soli, 152.
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INDEX III. B.

 

COUNTERMARKS.

A.

Anchor.—-Tarcondimotus, 237.

Aplustre.-—Elaeussa-Sebaste, 236.

Athena, bust of.—Flaviopolis, 78.

B.

Bow in case.—Tarsus, 181.

Bull: with L°9.—Tarsus, 167. VVith

lflv. Celenderis, 55 ; Issus,

cxxvii. f. VVith uncertain sym

bol.——Nagidus, 115.

C.

Circle containing letter.—Ninica,

1ix., 117.

E.

Eagle.-—Diocaesarea, lvi., 72, 73 ;

Tarsus, 202, 211.

Eagle and trident.-Nagidus, 114.

 

H.

Hcad.—Aegeae, 25 ; Epiphanea, 76.

Head, radiate.-—Adana, 15; Aegeae,

32 ; Anazarbus, 32; Tarsus,

178,180.

N.

Nike.—Adana, 17 ; Ninica, 116.

S.

Star.—Ninica, 1 16, 11 7.

T.

Thunderbolt.-—-Diocaesarea, lvi., 72,

73.

V.

Vase.-Hieropolis, cii.

W.

Wheel.--Diocaesarea, 74, 75 ; Epi

phanea, 76.
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A‘; Syedra, 157. (‘"9 and bull.——Tarsus, 167.

A Seleucia, lix., lxvii., 135-139. I'M and bull.-—Ce1enderis,55; Issus,

@ Ninica,1ix.,lxvii., 117. cxxviii

|< Seleucia, 136.

K Seleucia, lxvii., 135, 137,140.

T Hieropolis, 83 * Epiphanea. 76.

 



INDEX III.G.

 

ERAS.

B.C. 312 Aegeae, cxiii.

,, 68 Mopsus, cxi.

,, 68 or 67 Mallus, cxxiv.

,, 67 Alexandria ad Issum, cxxix.

,, 67-65 Epiphanea, cxxvi.

,, 66 Pompeiopolis, lxxiv.

,, 47 Aegeae, cxiii.

,, 19 Anazarbus, cii.

A.D. 10/11 '1 Olba, liii.

., 20 Anazarbus '1, cii. (note 6); Augusta, cviii.

,, 52-53 Irenopolis, lxi., lxii.

,. 74 Flaviopolis, cvii.

GT. IEPOY OAYMTT. Anazarbus, cv.

Uncertain. Cibyra Minor, -xxxiii.; Tarsus (Antiochia ad Cydnum),

lxxxv.

Regnal (dynastic). Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxix.; Olba, lii., liii.

Regnal (Imperial). Anemurium, xli.; Irenopolis, lxii. (note 4) ;

Titiopolis, lxi.



Ca

V

INDEX IV..~1.

 

KINGS AND RULERS.

Ajax, son of Teucer. Olba, Lalassis

and Cennatis, xxix., lii., 119.

Alexander the Great. Aegeae, cxvi.;

Hieropolis - Bambyce, lxxxv. ;

Mallus, cxxiii. ; Soli, lxxiii.

Alexander I. of Syria. Tarsus, lxxxv.

Amyntas of Galatia. Cilicia, xxix.;

Derbe, Isaura, xxvii.;

Laranda, xxi. ; Lycaonia, xvii.

Antiochus IV. of Commagene.

Aegeae, cxiii. ; Alexandria ad

Issum, cxxix. ; Anemurium, xl.,

xli., 41 ; Celenderis, xlix., 58 ;

Cietis,xl.; Cilicia, xxix.; Cory

cus, lxviii.; Elaeussa-Sebaste,

lxix.; Irenopolis ?, lxi.; Laca

natis, lxii. ; Laranda, xxi. ;

Lycaonia, xviii. ; Ninical, lviii.

Antiochus IV. of Syria. Adana,

xcviii , 15; Alexandria ad

Issum, cxxix., 29; Cilicia,

xxviii.; Hieropolis, ci., 82;

Mopsus, cix., 103; Seleucia,.

lxiv. ; Tarsus, lxxxv, 177.

Antiochus IX. of Syria- Tarsus,

lxxxv.

xx. ;

 

 

Antipater of Derbe.

Laranda, xxi.

Antonius, M/l Soli-Pompeiopolis,

lxxiv. (note 6), 153.

Archelaus I. of Cappadocia. Cilicia,

xxix. ; Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxix. ;

Laranda, xxi.; Lycaonia, xviii.

Archelaus Il. Cilicia, xxix.; LL

randa, xxi.; Lycaonra, xviii.

Derbe, xx. ;

B.

Belesys, lxxxi., lxxxiv. (note 1).

C.

Gallinicus. See‘Epiphanes.

D.

Datames. Tarsus,.lxxviii., 167, 168.

Denietrius I. of Syria? Celenderis,

xlix.

Demetrius II. of Syria.

cxxiii. 1.01..

Mallus,
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E.

Epiphanes and Callinicus of Comma

gene. Lacanatis, lxii.; Laranda,

xxi.; Lycaonia, xviii.; Selinus,

xxxvfi.

Euagoras II. of Salamis, lxxxii.

I.

Iotape, daughter of Antiochus IV.

of Commagene, xxx, xxxvii.

(note 1), lxx. (note 2).

Iotape, wife of Antiochus IV. of

Commagene, Xxxvi.; Elaeussa

Sebaste, lxix. ; Selinus, xxxvii.

M.

Mazaeus. Issus, cxxviii. ; Magarsus ‘I,

cxxiv. (note 5); Soli, lxxiii.;

Tfl1‘St.S, &c., lxxxi., 169 ff.

 

P.

Pharnabazus. Nagidus, xlii. ; Tarsus,

lxxviii., 164-166.

Philopator. xxix., ci., cxxx., 237.

Polemo I. of Pontus. Lycaonia,

xvii. ; Cilicia, xxix.

Polemo II. of Pontus. Cilicia, xxix.,

xxx. ; Lalassis and Cennatis, liii.

Polemo, M. Antonius. Olba, Lalassis

and Cennatis, xxix., liii., 123.

Pompeius, Gn.—-Soli-Pompeiopolis,

lxxiv., 152.

S.

Syennesis IV. Tarsus, lxxvii.

T.

Tarcondimotus. xxix., ci., cxxx.,

237.

Tiribazus. Issus, cxxvii. f., 90;

Mallus, cxxii.; Soli, lxxiii.,

148 ; Tarsus, lxxviii., 164.
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MAGISTRATES’ NAMES ON AUTONOMOUS COINS.

 

A.

A IH Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

no. 1), 113.

AG) Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 13),

114; Seleucia, 130; Soli, 145.

AG/\ Soli, lxxiii. (note 3).

ASH Nagidus, 114 (note 1);

Seleucia, 128-130.

AQH Al Nagidus, xliv. (note

1, no. 4).

AGHNAIOY Seleucia,1xiv. (note

2), lxv. (note 2).

AGH l"‘Y Nagidus, xliv. (note

1, no. 5).

AGH EEP Nagidus, xliv. (note

1, no.3), 113.

AGH Tl’?

no. 6).

A9 /\A Seleucia, 130.

AK Corycus, 66.

A/\K MHNGMA Soli-Pompeio

polis, 153.

AM Tarsus, 167.

AMI Issus, 90.

AN Corycus, 66; Tarsus, 180.

Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

 

ANT Aegeae, 22.

AF’ or |"A Celenderis, 53.

APO Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no.

15); Soli, 149.

[A]|"O/\ Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

no. 16).

Al-'0/\ Soli,149.

Al-'0/\/\.Q.N| Soli, 149.

A ["0/\ AD. N IA H X

lxxxvi. (note 6), 182.

Tarsus,

APIETQY Epiphanea, cxxvi.

(note 1).

APCAKOY Tarsus, lxxxvi. (note

6), ms.

AZ Celenderis, 58; Tarsus, 180.

AZK FAY Tarsus, 179.

1'.

FA |_EM|NOY Adana, XClX.

F6 Tarsus, 179.

FEMINOY, A10. FA- Adana,

>:cix.

I‘/\Y Se1cuda,129’~.’; Tarsus, 179.
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A.

AH, ETTI Corycus, lxvii. (note 5).

AHMHTP1OY Seleucia, lxv.

(not/91); EFII AHMHTPI

OY_ ibicl. (note 2).

AI Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 4).

Al A6) Seleucia, 130.

Al, E1-1| Corycus, lxvii. (note 5).

Al HPA Seleucia, 130.

Al N1 AN Corycus, 66.

AIO Adana, xcix.; Elaeussa,234; ‘

Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 11).

A10 GEO Tarsus, 179.

AIOCKOYPIAOY Seleucia,lxv.

(note 2). ‘

A101) HPA Seleucia, 129.

A T Corycus, 66.

E.

EM '1 Aegeae, 21.

€1TI FG Tarsus, 179.

EP Aegeae, 21, 22; Olba, 119;

Elaeussa, 235.

EP, EFII Corycus, lxvii. (note 5).

EP ITO EP Corycus, 66.

EY Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 12),

114; Seleucia, 128, 130.

EY AG Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

no. 13).

EY AIO Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

no. 11).

EYMA Adana, xcix., 16.

Z.

ZHNQN GE Adana, xcix.

IO P¢A Nagidus, xliv. (note

1, no. 22 .

[A]l"O/\ Nagidus, xliv.

(note 1, no. 16).

IS). K/\ Nagidus, xliv (note 1,

no. 18), 114.

ID. MO Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

no. 10). ‘

IQ

w IQ PAP Nagidus, xliv. (note

1, no. 17).

III PO/\Y Nagidus, xliv. (note

1, no. 9), 114.

H.

HGA (=A@H '1) Seleucia, 130.

HA1 1 Tarsus, 181.

HPA Seleucia, 129, 130.

HP? lAP'1 Corycus,66.

9.

GE Adana, xcix.; Elaenssa, 234 ;

Soli-Pompeiopolis, 152.

GEO Tarsus, 179.

GH Nagidus, xliv. (note 1., no. 7),

114.

IA Adana, 15.

' IN (or NI) Olba, 119.

IH Nagidus,x1iv. (note 1, no. 1), .

113.

I2 Celenderis, 57.

IZI Adana, 15; Elneussa,IXI GE Elaeussa, 234.
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K.

KAA Seleucia, 129, 130.

KA MI Tarsus, 180,

KATIITSINOC Seleucia, lxv.

(note 1).

K/\ Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 18),

114.

KPITI(I<)OY Tarsus, lxxxvi.

(note 6).

KYNTI _ _. ._, €TT| Seleucia, lxv.

(note

A.

AA Seleucia, 130.

/\E Celenderis, 57.

/\YCAN Adana, Xcix., 16.

AYZIA Tarsus, lxxxvi. (note 6),

183.

M.

MA:-".IMOY NIKOAAOY

Tarsus, lxmivi. (note 6), 182,

183.

MAEI NIKO/\A Tarsus, 182.

M€N€AI-IM. [T|M]09€OY

Iconium, xxiv.

MQNG. TIMO. Iconium,xxiv.

MHN€/WA?

153.

Ml Tarsus, 180.

MO Nagidus, Xliv. (note 1, nos.

8, 10), I14.

MOYI Adana, I6.

Soli-Pompeiopolis,

N.

NA Soli-Pompeiopolis, 152.

NI or IN Olba, 119.

NI Soli, 145.

NI GE NA Soli-Pompeiopolis,

152.

NIKA Adana, xcix.

NIKOAADY Tarsus, 182, 183.

N IKOMH Aegeae, cxiii. (note 6).

N“ KA/\ Seleucia, 129, I30.

IENAPXOY Seleucia, lxiv. (note

2), lxv. (note I).

0.

OKITIPE? Celenderis, xlviii.

(note I).

OPTYFOGHPA? Tarsus,lxxxvi.,

182.

n.

PA or AP Celenderis, 53.

PAP Nagidus, Xliv. (note 1,110.

17).

"0 EP Corycus, 66.

FIOAQMAPXOY Seleucia,lXv.

(note 2), 130.

no/\EM.QNOZ Seleucia,l1na

(note 2).
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PO/\Y Nagidus, Xl1V. (note 1,

no. 9), 114.

l"'Y Nagidus, Xliv. (note 1, nos. 5,

14,

TTY Celenderis, XllX.

FY GH Nagidus, Xliv. (note 1,

no. 7), 114. '

FY MO Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

no. 8), 114.

P.

P¢A Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 22).

2.

IA Seleucia, 129, 130.

ZAN, [AN Celenderis, 1., 57, 58.

EEP Nagidus, xliv. (note 1, no. 3),

113.

El Nagidus, Xliv. (note 1, no. 19),

114.

 

C l KYOC Tarsus, lxxxvi. (note 6).

Zfl Seleucia, 129.

T.

T/YZZ H/\I'l Tarsus, 181.

T€ AIC) Adana, xcix.

TQNONTOC

(noua6),l82.

Tl Nagidus, Xliv. (note 1, no. 6) ;

Soli, 147.

TIMO Iconium, xxiv.

[TI M]O9€OY Iconium, xxiv.

T0/\ PY Nagidus, Xliv. (note

I, no. 20).

TO/\ Zl Nagidus, xliv. (note 1,

no.19% 114.

4’.

‘P I /\O Tarsus, 182.

Tarsus, lxxxvi.
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INDEX IV. 0.

 

LOCAL MAGISTRATES’ NAMES ON

IMPERIAL COINS.

 

A/\ Pompeiopolis, 154.

A/\K MHN€MA Pompeiopolis, 153.

BOH Aegeae, 23.

AH A/\ KA Pompeiopolis, 154.

AIOAQ, ET“ Olba, 122, 123.

AIOCKOVPIA Seleucia, 131.

KA Pompeiopolis, 154.

NEQNO, ETTI Olba, 123.

¢H '1 Aegeae, 23.
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INDEX V.

 

ROMAN MAGISTRATES’ NAMES.

 

ANN IOC Iconium, xxiv., note 5.

A¢P€lNOY, €F|l Iconium, xxiv., note 5.

INDEX VI.

ENGRAVERS’ NAMES.

N0 names of this class occur on the coins described in this volume.
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INDEX VII.

REMARKABLE INSG RIPTIONS.

 

(A.) GREEK.

A.

AAP-, AAPI., AAPIAN., AA

PIANH, AAPIANHC or

AAPIANQN Adana, xciX.,

17 f.; Aegeae, cxiv., 23, 26;

Diocaesarea, lvi., 71 f.; Ger

m-anicopolis, lx., 81; Mopsus,

cXi., 105 f.; Qlba, lv., 126;

Tarsus, lxxxviii., 185 f.

AAPIANIA Tarsus, Xciii.

AAPIANIOC 0IKOYM€NF

KOC Anazarbus,cv.

AAPIANOITO/\(€)IT(1)N Ze

phyrium, lxxvi., 233.

AAPIANQN See AAP.

A ‘(D E Soli, lxxi. (note 4), 151.

AGHNH, FIAAAAC Tarsus,

lxxxix.

ALQNA See €lC ALQNA.

A-K-M. SeeA.M.K.

AKTIA Tarsus, Xciii.

A/\€EANAP. AN. C€Q. AA.

Tarsus, lxxxviii., 202.

 

AI\€.?..ANAPOY See AHM

and A.Q.P€A.

AAQEANAPOYITOAIC Adana,

XciX., 26 ; Aegeae, cxiv.

A . M . K . Anazarbus, civ., 34 f. ;

Tarsus, lxxxviii., 194 if.

A. M . K . T. Anazarbus, civ., 40.

AM<I>I/\OXOY, MA/\. IEP.

"CA. (or TOY) GEQY

Mallus, cxxiv.

AN . Kxr.X. S66 ANTQNINI~

ANHC.

A . NAYAPX. See C€BA. I.

ANGMGYPEQJN Anemurium,

xli. (note 2).

ANNIAN AITPOYCKIA/M

AN CG Tarsus, 224.

ANTIOXEQN TQN "P02

TQI KYANQI Tarsus,

lxxxv , 177.

ANTIOXEQN TSIN "P01

T.Q.I ZAPQI Adana, xcviii.

ANTQNEINIANHC K.1".1\. See

ANTQNINIANHC.
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ANT.Q.N€INIANQYFIO/\‘l

Tarsus, lxxxviii.

ANT.Q.N€INOY See AHMI

OYPI-IA.

ANT.Q.N€INQYITOA. Adana,

xcix., 18 ; Tarsus, 1xxxviii.,

196, 197.

ANTQNIANHC Tarsus,

lxxxviii., 195, 197 f.

ANT.Q.N[_INIAN'l]A ITPQTA

TI'.C 0|I<OYM€NHC

Anazarbus, cv., 35.

ANTQNIN IAN I-IC or ANTS).

NINIANQN Olba,1v., 126;

Mopsus, cxi.; Tarsus, lxxxviii,

195,202.

ANTQN I NQY, :<.1-.)\. See AN

T.Q.N€INOY

A-ITO GFY. See AQPQA.

APXIEPEQZ Olba, liii., 119 f.

AZ . See AZYAOZ rm-.)\.

ACK/\I-ITIIOC, I€PQC O|K

0YM€NIKOC Aegeae,cxvi.

AZY/\0Z, AZYAOY: AC(Y/\

CC) AYT(0NOMOC) NA

YAPX IC Elaeussa - Sebaste,

lxxi., 236. TH: IEPAZ

KAI AZYAOY Aegeac, 21;

Hieropolis, ci.; Mopsus, cxi.;

Seleucia, lxvi.

AY(yoi3o~ra) Tarsus, IXXXiX., 188.

AYFOYCTIA Tarsus, Xciii.

AY (pfiha) ANTQN I N I (on/of)

Tarsus, xciii.

AY-, AYTO., AYTONOMQY

or AYTONOMQN Anazar

bus I, civ.; Corycus,,lxviii., 67f.

AC(Y/\OC) AYT(ONO

MQC) NAYAPXIC lilac

 

ussa-Sebaste, lXXi., 236. TH:

IEP-KAI AZ. AY.,Seleucia,

lxvi. THZ IEPAZ KAI

AYTO N O M OY Aegeac,

cxiv., 20 f.; Elaeussa-Sebaste,

lxix.; Mopsus, cx., 103; Se

leucia, lxix.

B.

BOHGOY Tarsus, lxxxix., 185.

B.N. Tarsus, xcv., 198.

BOY/\H Tarsus, lxxxix., 188.

F.

FA/\/\I(1p/(Tiv), AAPI. OYA/\.

Mopsus, cxi., 108.

F. B. Anazarbus, civ., 34 f. Tarsus,

XC., xcv., 192 f.

F. F. Anazarbus,civ., 38 f.; Tarsus,

XC., 229, 230.

F. E1-I'APX€|.QN, MI-ITPO

ITO/\€.Q.C TQN Tarsus,

lxxxviii.

F. €'I"l'. IT. Tarsus, lxxxviii., xci.

FN- TIOMITHIOC Soli-Pom

peiopolis, 153.

F. TT. Tarsus, Xci., XCV. (note 9),

Xcviii. (note 1).

F. 'lT. B. Tarsus, X(:i., xcv. (note 9).

FYMNACIAPXIA Anazarbus,

cv., 40; Colybrassus, xxxiv.;

Syedra, 158, 161.

A.

A. €. Tarsus, xcv., 197.
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A. €. K. Tarsus, xcv., 195.

A€K|AN(L)N Mopsus, cxi., 108.

AGKIQC O|KOYM€N|KOC

Anazarbus, cv.

AHM. A/\€-=-ANAPOY Tar

sus, xciii., xcviii., 203.

AHMAPX - E3. YITAT- F or

E. Tarsus, xc.

AHMHTPIA Tarsus, Xcv.

AHMI ‘Z Tarsus, Xcviii. (note 1).

AHMIOYPI-IA ANT.Q.N€|

NOY Anazarbus, civ., 34.

AHMO -, AHMQC Tarsus,

lxxxix., 188, 190.

AIO., OIK. Adana, c., 18.

AIOC 7 Tarsus, lxxxix.

AIC N€.Q.KOPOY Tarsus,

lxxxviii., 191, 192.

AYNACTQY Olba, 123, 124.

AQPGA Aegeae, cXv.; Mopsus,

cxii.; Side (Pamphylia), cxv.

(note 6).

AHPQA /-\/\€XANAPOY(sz'c).

Tarsus, xcv., xcvii., 202.

AQPEAI Mopsus, cxii. (note 6).

A.Q.P€A CGITOY AFIO

€ FY . Tarsus, xcv., xcvii.

€.

GFY. see A.Q.P€A CEITOY.

€9[N]OY[C] 7

(note 6).

QGNOYC, MHTPOlTO

/\€.Q.C (TOY) Anazarbus,

ciii. Tarsus, lxxxviii.

Tarsus, lxxxvi.

 

€lC ALQNA TQYC KY—

PIOYC Tarsus, xcv., 229.

EKK/\H(cn'a) Aegeae, cxvi.

€/\€Y9EPAC Seleucia, lxvi.,

135 f.

€/\€Y9€PON KO|NOBOY

/\lON Anazarbus, civ., 37;

Tarsus, lxxxix., Xcii.

€NA ., €NAO.?.., QNAOEOY

Anazarbus, civ., 34 f.

GNAOEO-r€PAC, C€MNHC

S; edra, xxxvi., 160, 161.

€N KOAPIFAIC OPQIC

K1/“KQN '1‘arsus, Xciii.

€lTAPX€|(UN, KOINOC T(L)N

TPKDN See KQINOC.

€TTAPX|K(1.1 N Tarsus, xcii., 208.

GTHNGIKIA Anazarbus, cv., 35;

Tarsus, Xciii., Xciv.

GI-11¢ - KQCAP Mopsus, 108.

€T- l€POY O/\YMIT. Ana

zarbus, cv., 38.

QYI-(61/oils) Aegeae, (:XiV., 24 f.

€YC€B(.UN Zephyrium,lxxvi.

€YT . €YC . C€B .

110., 222.

Tarsus,

H.

HPAZ Tarsus, X0.

HPQC, ANTINOOC Tarsus,

lxxxix, 189.

9.

95. see 9606).

9€A ‘PAY. Flaviopolis, 79.
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GEMIA. Corycus, lxviii., 69.

GQMIC Syedra, xxxvi., 160.

9€OFAM|A'.1 Corycus, lxviii.

(note 4). Tarsus, xcv.

GEOY AM¢I/\OXOY, MA/\.

IEP. FICA. (or TOY).

Mallus, cxxiv.

GGOYC FOPAIANOYC

C€M. P.Q.M. A<I>PI.

CGBB Aegeae, exiv. (note 9).

9€OY TPAI(a1/06)

xxxvni,143.

9€O(I)., 9€O<I>|/\OYC Aegeae,

cXiV., 26.

9€.Q CQTHPI K. 9€.Q

GG/\€C¢O P.Q.(8i0) Aegeae,

cxvi.

Selinus,

IAKXQ, N€_Q, Tarsus, lxxxix.,

189.

I. A. NAYAPX. Elaeussa

Sebaste, lxx. (note 3).

|€P(A) ACQYAOC) AYT(O

NOMOC) NAYAPXIC

Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxxi. 236.

IGPAC Hyde, xx. THE

IEPAE Olba, 123, 124;

Selinus, xxxvii., xxxviii., 143.

THE IEPAZ KAI

AOY Aegeae, cxiv., 21; Hiero

polis, ei. THZ IEP. KAI

AZ. AY. Seleucia, lxvi.,

131. THE IEPAZ KAI

AYTONOMOY Aegeae,

cxiv., 20f. Elaeu-sa, lxix.; Mop

sus, ex, 103; Seleucia, lxix.

AZY- '

 

l€P: OIK. Adana, c.,18.

|€POC Hieropolis, cii. ; Anazar

bus, cv.

I€POC IC€ (}\ao"ru<6s) Anazarbus,

cv.

|€POC O|KOYM€NIKOC

Anazarbus, cv., 35.

I€POC OIKOYM€NIKOC

ACKAHITIOC Aegeae,cxvi.

IGPOY O/\YMFI ., €T. Ana

zarbus, cv., 38.

IEP. FIOA. (or TOY) GEOY

AM¢|AOXOY Mallus,

cxxiv.

ICAYPIA Tarsus, xcii., 193.

IEEAION '1 Issus, cxxviii.

IE€I[KON]'1 Issus, cxxviii.

ICCON, A/\€E.ANAP€.Q.N

KAT Alexandria ad Issum,

30.

K.

KA ICA __N1

(noteKAICAP€.QN Anazarbus, ciii.,

31 f.

KAI . T.Q.N Fl POC T.Q.

ANAZA. Anazarbus, 33.

EKAPIA] Tarsus, Xcii.

KACTABA/\€.Q.N Hieropolis,

Barata, xix.

84.

KAT ICCON, AA€E.AN

A P€ .11 N Alexandria ad

Issum, 30.

K . G . K. Anazarbus, ciii., 34.

KH ., MI-I. Olba, 126.
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KH ‘Z, or KI Z, T|T|OITO/\€I

T.Q.N Titiopolis, lxi.

KHTIAQC Philadelphia, lXiii.,

127.

KI-IT(L)N MHTPQ .,

Coropissus, 65.

KIHTIAQC, THC Philadel

phia, lXiii., 127.

KIH1-(UN MHTPOITQ.,

THC Goropissus, 65.

KIAIKAPXIAC Tarsus. xcii.

Kl/\|KIA Tarsus, xcii., 193.

See also KOINOI, KOINQC.

KIAIKION Tarsus, lxxviii.

KI/\II<SlN, OPOIC Tar.-us, Xciii.,

XCV. (note 7).

KAAYAQ I KON I€(L) N Iconium,

THC

xxiv., 4.

K/\AY- AGPB. Derbe, xx.

KQAPIFAIC (KQAPII-€C),

EN Tarsus, Xciii.

KOI. AYKAONIAC, KOIN.

AYKAONIAC Barata, 2;

Dalisandus, 3; Derbe, XX.;

Ilistra, 8; Savatra, xxii.

KOINOBOY., €/\€Y9€ PQN

Anazarbus, civ., 37.

KOINQBQYAIQN Anazarbus,

civ., 33; Tarsus, lxxxix., xcii.,

196, 197.

KQINOI

191, Xci. (note 2).

KQINON Laranda, 9.

KOINQN AAAAZEQN KAI

KENNATQN Lalassis, liv.

KOINON AYKAQNIAC Ba

rata, 2; Dalisandus, 3; Hyde,

Xii.; Ilistra, 8.

KI/\| KIAC Tarsus,

 
KOINOC Kl/\lKlAC Tar-sus,

lxxxvii., xci., Xciv. (note 1),

185,190,191,198.

KOINQC T(LIN TPIUJN €IT

APXGIUJN Tarsus, Xci., 1200.

KOMOAGIOC Tarsus,Xciii.,192.

I<OMOA€lOC OIKOYM€N|—

KO[C] Tarsus, 192.

KOMOAIANHC Tarsus,

lxxxviii., I91.

KOMQAIANQN Aegeae,cxiv.,

23.

KOPAIA Tarsus, xcv.

KOPOI C€BACTOY Tarsus,

xc., 191.

K 'IT Tarsus,209.

KYANQC Tarsus, IXXXiX., 189,

I96.

KYPIQYC See €IC ALQNA

A.

AAMIDTIAOC, MHTPOTT.

(THC) Lamus, xxxix., xl.

AYKAONIA Tarsus, xcii., 193.

See also KOI., K0lN., KOI

NON.

M.

M., MA. Mallus, exxi. f.

MA’! AAPI. MOYEATQN

Mopsus, 107.

MA. €V. TU.

24, 25.

9€ . Aegeae,
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MAK€. €YF€N. TTlCT[H]C

9€O¢. N€Ol<[O]POY

Aegeac, cXiv., 26.

MAKP(€)INIANHC Tarsus,

Ixxxviii., 200.

MAKP€INIANQ.N Adana,

xcix.

MAKP(€) I NOYITO . Aegeac,

cxiv., 24.

M[A/\]. IEP. TIOA. QEOY

AM¢I/\QXOY 1\/Iallus,cXXiv.

MA/\. IEP. TOY GEOY AM

¢I/\OXOY Mallus, cxxiv.

MA[/\/\.Q]THZ Mallus, cxxii.

MA/\P. Mallus, cxxi.

MANA . Myus, xlvi.

MAR, MAP/\., MAP/\O., MA

PAOTAN Mallus, cXXi. f.

MAEIM€|NIAN.Q.N

Xcix.

MAEIMIANHN Adana, XC1X.,

18.

MGCI’! Flaviopolis, cvii. (note 5).

M - €YI-. I-II . e€O<I>. Aegeac,

24, 25.

MI-ITPQ., MI-ITPOTIO/\€.QC

(MHTPQITOAGOC) :<.r.)\.

Anazarbus, ciii., 34 ff.; Elae

ussa-Sebaste, lxix. ; Isaura, 13,

14; Laranda, XXi., 9; Tarsus,

lxxxvii. f., xc., 183 if.

MI-I. (MI-IT., MHTPO.) K€N~

NAT|A., (K€NNAT.QN

K€NAT.) Diocaesarea, lvi.,

73 f.

MH. I<H Olba, 125, 126.

MHTPOTI. AAM UJTIAOC

Lamus, xxxix., xl.

Adana,

MHTPOTTO/\€.Q.C TSIN r

€I-IAPX€I.Q.N Tarsus,

lxxxviii.

MHTP. THC AAMUJ. Lamus,

X1

MOMYQATCUN Mopsus, 108.

MOYEATWN TIO/\EWIl

Mopsus, cxi., 105, 106.

N.

NAFIAIKON

109 f.

Nagidus, Xlii.,

NAYAPXIC, NAYAPXIAOCD

Aegeae, cXiv., 27, 28; Corycus,

1xviii., 69, 70; Elaeussa-Sebaste,

lxx., lXXi., 235, 236.

NGIKH, CGBACTH Laodicea

Combusta, xxiii.

NEOKOPOY Aegeae,26; Tarsus,

lXXXvfiL,189.

N€P- TPAI. CG/\I. Selinus,

Xxxvfi.

N€Q. IAKXD. Tarsus, lxxxix.,

189.

N€.QI<0POY Aegeac, cxiv., 26,

27; Anazarbus, civ.; Tarsus,

lxxxviii., 189. AIC N€_Q_

KOPOY Tarsus, lxxxviii,

110., 191, 192.

N€.Q ITYGLQ Tarsus, lxxxix ,

189.

/V I KH Mallus, 100.

O.

OIK- AID. Adana, c., 18.

[ OIK., I€P. Adana, c., 18.
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OIKQYMQNHCL ANT.Q.N[|~

N|AN]A ITPXITA THC

Anazarbus, 35.

OIKOYMGNIKOC Aegeae,cxvi.;

Anazarbus, cv., 35; Mopsus,

108; Tarsus, xciii., 192, 220.

OKITIPE Celenderis, Xlviii.

(note 1).

0/\BOl: Diocaesarea,lvi.

OAMITIKON Holmi, li.

0/\VMIT-, €T. |€POV Ana

zarbus, cv., 38.

O/\YMTI|A Anazarbus,cv.; Tar

sus, Xc111., XCIV.

O/\YMlTl0C (title of Hadrian).

Tarsus, Xc., 187, 188.

O.M.A.K.K. Tarsus, xcv., 198.

OMONQIA Olba, 126.

OMONOIA C€BACT.QN Soli

Pompeiopolis, lxxv.; Tarsus,

xcv., 191.

[OPEOIC K1/\|KlAC]

xciv. (note 1).

QPOIC Kl/\|K.Q.N

xciii., xcv. (note 7).

OPTY['09H PA Tarsus, lxxxvi.,

182.

()VA/\. FA/\/\| . MO(M)

‘Y€ATS).N, AAPI . Mop

sus, cXi., 108.

Tarsus,

Tarsus,

TT.

ITA/\/\AC AGHNH Tarsus,

lxxxix.

TIAT P.Q.OC Tarsus, lxxxix.

IT-A-C-€-P-T. Elaeussa

Scbaste, lxx., 236.

 

TTHI-H COYNIAC Soli

Pompeiopolis, lxxv., 153.

(IT 9€O¢ . Aegeae,

cXiv., 24, 25.

TIICTHC Aegeae, cxiv.

ITO/\EW[, MOYEATWN

Mopsus, cXi., 105, 106.

TH.

ITQMITHIOC, FN. Soli

Pompeiopolis, 153.

TI . IT . Mopsus, 105, 106 ;

Seleucia, lxvii., 131, 132 ; Soli

Pompeiopolis, lxxv., 155, 156 ;

Tarsus, IXXXiX., 187 ff.; Zephy

rium, 233.

ITPIITA THC O|KOYM€

NHC Anazarbus, cv., 35.

IT. C. P. A. €. T. Elaeussa

Sebaste, lXXi., 236.

TIYGLQ, N€_Q Tarsus, lxxxix.,

189.

TTYPAMOC Aegeae,cXv.; [Ana

zarbus, cv.] ; Mopsus, cxii.

P.

PQM. TPOTT. K. G. K.,

€NA. MHT. Anazarbus,

civ., 34.

2.

C C Seleucia, lxvi., 132, 134.

C€BA . I. A . NAYAPX .

Elaeussa-Sebaste, lxx. (note 5).

- C€BACM|A Anazarbus, cv.

C G B A CT H Elaeussa-Sebaste,

lxx., 235, 236.

P P
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C€BACTH N6 I KH Ieodicea

Combusta, xxiii.

CGBACTSIN See OMONQIA.

C€B. AAPANAGQN MHT.

Laranda, xxi., 9.

C€|TOC Tarsus, xiii ., Xcv., xcvii.,

199. See also A.QP€A .

ZEAEYKEQN TQN FIPOZ

T121 I-IYPAMIII Mop

sus, ciX., 103. .

C€/\€VK T. IT. KA/\. -T.

I€P . Seleucia, 132.

C6/\I Selinus, xxxvii. (note 6).

CCMNHC €NAOEOT€PAC

Syedra, XXXVi., 160, 161.

C€M. P.Q.M. A¢P|. C€BB»

GGOYC FOPAIANOYC

Aegeae, exiv. (note 9).

C€O, C€OVH- S66 CEV. &c.

CGYHPGIA Tarsus, xciii., xciv.

C€V., CCVHPIANHC, C€VH—

PIANQN Adana, X0iX., 18;

Aegeae, cxiv_., 24; Tarsus,

1xxxviii., 192 1'.

CI '1, TITIOTIO/\€|T.QN

Titiopolis, lxi.

E0/\IKON, EOAION Soli,

lxxii., lxxiii., 146, 147.

COYNIAC, ITHFH Soli

Pompeiopolis, lxxv., 153.

CV NT€/\.OC'1 Seleucia, 137.

CQTHPI, GCQ Aegeae, cxvi.

T.

T. A. M. K. Anazarbus, civ., 39.

TEIPIBAIOY cxxii. (note 5),

cxxv i i i.

 

(T)€/\€C<I)0P.Q, 9€.Q Aegeae,

cxvi.

TEP€IKON Tarsus, lxxviii.,

lxxx., lxxxi., 166.

' K.'r.}\. S66

THC KHTIAOC K.1".}\. See

KHTIAOC, KIHTIAOC

THC MHTPOTIO/\€.QC Tar

sus, lxxxviii., 201 f.

THC TIAPAAIOY Antiochia,

xxxix.

TIM. Anazarbus, civ.

TOTIAPXOY Olba, 119 f.

TOYC KYPIOYC Sec GIC

ALQNA

TP A IA N O TIO .

CXXVL

TPAI- (TPAIANO-) C€/\I

NOY. Selinus, xxxvii., 143.

TPI(1)N €TIAPX€I0)N, KOI—

NOC TIDN See KOINOC

TPO'IT(a:.oqb6pov) Anazarbus, civ.,

Epiphanea,

34.

TYXH TAPCOY Tarsus,

lxxxix., 194.

TQNAQ. (T.QNA.Q.N '1) Nagi

dus, xliv. (note 1), xlv., 113.

T.Q.N TIPOC TQI KA/\Y

KAAN .().I Seleucia, lxiv.,

128 f.

T.QN TIPOC TQI TIYPA

MRI Iiieropolis, ci., 82 f.;

Mopsus, 103.

TQN “P02 TQI

See ANTIOXEQN

-I-UJN TPIUJN €IIAPX€I(UN

Sec KOIN OC

ZA PS1!
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Y.

YAI-IC I€PAC Hyde, xx.

‘I’.

¢|/\ANT.Q.[N IOY] Tarcondi

motus, cxxx., 237.

X.

X Zephyrium, 232.

_ _ K€NN Olba, lv., I26.

_ OPON Corycus, 67.

 

MA1tKS or VALUE.

F (3) Carallia,xxxii.; Colybrassus,

xxxiv., 63; Laertes, xxxiv., 92.

_A' 9 (6 assaria) Soli-Pompeiopolis,

lxxv., 155, 156.

H (8) Carallia, xxxii., 48; Iotape,

86; Irenopolis, lxi., 89; Laerte.-,

xxxiv., 91; Syedra, xxxvi.

AH? (8 assaria) Barata, xix. (note

2).

IA (10 assaria) Garallia, xxxii., 48;

Casae, XXXii., 50; Colybrassus,

xxxiv., 62, 63; Laertes, xxxiv.,

(13.) LATIN.

A.

ADRIA COL. Iconium, 5.

C.

COL. AEL. ADR. Iconium. 5.

COL. ICO . Ic-onium 5.

COL. IVL. AVG. FEL. NI

NICA CLAVDIOPOLIS

Ninica, lviii., 116.

CO. IVL. AV. N _. .. Nagi

dus, Xlvi.

COLONIA MALLO Mallus,

102.

COL. NINIC. CLAVD.

Ninica, 117.

 

92; Lyrbe, xxxv.; Syedra

xxxvL,I59—16l.

D.

A€| AMFILOCHI Mallus,

cxxiv.

IVL. AVG. COL. PARLAIS

Parlais, xxvi., 11.

S.

SACRA SINATUS Mallus,

cxxiv., 101.

S. C. Mallus, 102.

S. R. Iconium, xxiv., 5 f.
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(0.) ARAMAIC AND PHOENICIAN.

Y8’?

s

A

My

IHPL°H

S

‘M

LILH

IW

aw

Q1

H’

4\4|\+1

LILH1-Y‘I=lI'~I‘d"L"~||-l‘iI‘+l

$96

‘PU

'IL‘-I"l

i

‘H

P)

"PH

0

7

‘Il‘JI‘1'\

'1

‘HQ

1WHHP

1WWHP

5|‘

IHP

'|l‘.i*‘-II‘

(NJN) Tarsus, lxxx., 168.

(J) Tarsus, 175.

(J '1) Tarsus, 169.

(353) Tarsus, 171.

(1"U'l‘7l7J) Tarsus, 165 f.

(I) Tarsus, 171.

(T) Tarsus, 172.

(1511) Tarsus, lxxviii., 164-166.

(V) Celenderis, 55.

(173) Tarsus, lxxviii., 164, 165.

(D) Tarsus, 169-172;

(note 5).

(D) Tarsus, 169.

(”‘ITD) Tarsus, 169-173.

(‘bi-ii mnznnr 5p *1 ,‘mm

lxxxiii., 170.

(PD) Tarsus, 170.

('17)) Tarsus, 172.

(15-m) Ma1lus,cxxi., 98.

( 3) Tarsus, 170.

(DJ) Tarsus, 172.

(DJ) Tarsus, 171, 172.

(D D) Tarsus, 172.

(17) Tarsus, lXXXl1., 169, 172.

(El) Tarsus, 173.

(111315) Nagidus, xlii. ; Tarsus, 164, 165.

(1')) Tarsus, 172.

(D7) Tarsus, 172.

('lD‘I'Tfl) Tarsus, 1xxix., 167, 168.

(1733711) Tarsus, lxxix., 167.

(ID) Tarsus, 171.

(I111) Tarsus, 162.

(‘lIJ”‘lJ"l) Issus, 90 ; Soli, 148 ; Tarsus, 164.

Magarsus ‘l, cxxiv.

Tarsus,
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(1).) OTHER scnrrrs.

L\<\ Celenderis 7, 54.

A 4-1‘ Celenderis ‘I, XliX., (note 4)

A (U4 Celenderis 7, 2111):. (note 4).

V Mallus 7, cxviii. f., 96.

VI‘ Mallus ‘l, cxviii. f., 97.

VFI Mallus 7, cxviii. f., 97.

Y Mallus 7, cxix., 96.
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TA BLE

OF

THE RELATIVE Wnmurs or ENGLISH GRAINS A-ND FRENCH Gaannns.

  

Grains. Grammes. Grains. Grammes. Grains. Grammes. Grains. Grammes.

1 '064 41 2'656 81 5248 121 7'840

2 '129 42 ' 2'720 82 5312 122 7905

3 '194 43 2785 83 5378 123 7970

4 '259 44 ' 2'850 84 5442 124 8035

5 '324 45 . 2915 85 5508 125 8100

6 '388 46 2980 86 5572 126 8'l64

7 '453 47 3'045 87 5637 127 8229

8 '518 48 3110 88 5702 128 8294

9 '583 49 3175 89 5767 129 8'359

10 '64-8 50 3'240 90 5'832 130 8424

11 712 51 3304 91 5'896 131 8488

12 '777 52 3368 92 5'961 132 8553

13 '842 53 3434 93 6'026 133 8618

14 '907 54 3498 94 6'09l 134 8'682

15 972 55 3564 95 6 156 135 8747

16 1036 56 3628 96 6220 136 8812

17 l'101 57 3693 97 6285 137 8877

18 1'166 58 3'758 98 6350 138 8942

19 1231 59 3'823 99 6'4l5 . 139- 9007

20 1-296 60 3-sss 100 case i 110 9-972

21 1-360 151 3952 101 6544 i 111 9'136

22 1'425 62 4'0l7 102 6609 1 142 9 200
23 1'490 63 4082 103 6674 i 143 9'265

24 1'555 64 4'146 104 6 739 144 9'330

25 1'620 65 4'211 105 6804 145 9395

26 1684 66 4'276 106 6868 E 146 9460

27 1'749 67 4341 107 6933 1 147 9525

28 1814 68 4'406 108 6998 ' 148 9590

29 1'879 69 4471 109 7'063 149 9655

30 1'944 70 4536 110 7128 150 9720

31 2'008 71 4600 111 7192 151 9784

32 2073 72 4'665 112 7257 152 9848

33 2138 73 4729 113 7322 153 9914

34 2202 74 4'794 114 7387 154 9978

35 2267 75 4859 115 7'452 155 10'044

36 2'332 76 4924 116 7516 156 10'l08

37 2397 77 4989 117 7'581 157 10173

38 2'462 7 5'054 118 7646 158 10'238

39 2527 79 5119 119 7711 159 10303

40 2'592 80 5'l84 120 7'776 160 10'368
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THE RELA'1‘IVE WEIGHTS or Euearsu Gnams AND FRENCH GRAMMES.

TABLE

OF

Grains. Grammes. Grains. Grammes. Grains.

161 10432 201 13024 241

162 10497 202 13'089 242

163 10562 203 13154 243

164 10'626 204 13219 244

165 10691 205 1328.4 245

166 10756 206 13348 246

167 10821 207 13'413 247

168 10886 208 13'478 248

169 10951 209 13543 249

170 11016 210 13608 250

171 11080 211 13'672 251

172 11'145 212 13‘737 252

173 11'209 213 13'802 253

174 11274 214 13867 254

175 11339 215 13932 255

176 11404 216 13996 256

177 11469 217 14'061 257

178 11534 218 14126 258

179 11-599 219 14191 259

180 11664 220 14256 260

181 11728 221 14320 261

182 11792 222 14 385 262

183 11858 223 14450 263

184 11922 224 14515 264

185 11-988 225 14580 265

186 12-052 226 I4 644 266

187 12117 227 14 709 267

188 12-182 228 14774 268

189 12247 229 14-839 269

190 12312 230 14'904 270

1.91 12376 231 14968 271

192 12-441 232 15033 272

193 12506 233 15098 273

194 12571 234 15-162 274

195 12636 235 15227 275

196 12‘700 236 15292 276

197 12765 237 15-357 277

198 12830 238 15422 278

199 12/895 239 15487 279

200 12-960 ' 240 15-552 zso

 

 

 

 

 

   

Gramrnes. Grains. Grammes.

15'616 290 1879

15'680 300 19'44

15 745 310 2008

15 810 320 2073

15875 330 21'38

15'940 340 22'02

16-005 350 2267

16070 360 2332

16'135 370 23'97

16200 380 2462

16264 390 2527

16328 400 25 92

16-394 410 2656

16458 420 2720

16524 430 2785

16588 440 2850

16653 450 2915

16-718 460 2980

16783 470 30 45

16848 480 31'I(l

16-912 490 3175

16977 500 3240

I7'042 510 3304

17-106 520 3368

17171 530 3434

17236 540 3498

17301 550 3564

17366 560 3628

17-431 570 3693

17-496 580 3758

17-560 . 590 3823

17-625 ' 600 as ss

17'689 700 45-36

17754 800 5184

were 1 900 5s~:r2.

17-884 1000 6480

17949 2000 129 60

18014 3000 19440

18079 4000 25920

18144 5000 324'00
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TABLE

non

CONVERTING ENGLISH INCHES INTO MILLIMETRES

AND THE

MEASURES OF MIONNET’S SCALE.

Eucusn Inc:-n-: -

4.? FRENCH MILLIMETRES

MIONNE1E)S SCALE

1

9

8

7

6

5

4

8

2

1
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Duliso.ndus.
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lmco n tum.

omum, IUSTRA.
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JBARATA, DALI SANDUS, 3(



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Auvo¥vr:

LARAN DA, LYSTRA PARLAI S, SAVATRA. ISAURA.
  



l..|L_!C.iA, PL.U1.
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Aururvflzj

ADANA, AEGEAE.

 



 

EMOWDW.

  

CAhQ4II



 

  

 

  

AECEAE.ALEXANDRULANAZARBUS.

I Q I

o : .6. ago 0'. :

.Anazarbus. 11- Q. 9,
k. . 1 ~ '2'.“ *2 i.i_ if if 7 i»r-R ‘-1 ‘I ‘ @‘u‘fl'h""'!

  



CHUCHLPLVL

 

I

I

1

Z J
I

~uvu*vIe. .

 

ANAZARBUS.



_-'L1ClA PLVII.
H ' 
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Anemu.rium,

ANAZARBU5. ANEMURIUM, AUGUSTA.

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Celenderis.
--- - -- --_— .)_

3 4

.1

 

D 3})

’
‘,

AUGUSTA, CARALLIA, CASAE, CELEN EIEFIIS.



 

 

  

a"

CELENDERIS.



QILICIA. Pux.

  

 

 

 

 

 

CELENDERI5, CESTRUS, CLAUDIOPOLIS.



ClL|ClA.PLIX1._

 

" /E

Corcrcesium.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coropissus.

CORYCUS.
I

COLYBRASSUS, CORACESI U M, COROPISSUS



ClL|ClA.P'L.X[[.

-

1

-

Q€n
l

QSEQC0

.
L
.
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CORYCUS. DIOCAESAREA.

 



C\LlClA.PLX111.

 

Epiphanea.

.1’ 0

G(’l‘IT1L1fllC(')|.)Flaviopolis.

DIOCAESAREA. EPI PHANEA. FLAVIOPOLIS. GERMANICOPOLIS.



(ALICIA. PL.XIV
 

S.

.
L

UP0n
l
.

e

.
L
.

H

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HIEROPOLIS. HOLMI. IOTAPE. IRENOPOLIS.



  

 

 

 

 



 

 

MALLUS.

Aurorvrf ‘



ClLlC|A.PLXV11fl

 

Jll .. ._-...



CILICIA PL.X\fl11.

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

MOPSUS.



 

NAGIDUS.



CILICIA PLXX.

 

  
 

NAGIDUS



C|L|C|A.PL.XXI.

 

Ntnica.

NlPlH3A. OLIBA.

 



CILECIA. PLXXII.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OLBA.



CILICIA
_"_

PL. XXIII.

 

PhLL(ICLGLPhLO.
A-_

Seleucia..

PHILADELPHIA, SELEUCIA.



 

CHJC|A,PL.XHV.

~

SELEUCIA. SELINUS.



CILICIA. F’L.XXV.'1 ii‘, Vi._ _ __

 

 

 

 

SOLI.



 

, .-_C_'.P L§L,’5 - _‘IL_--.X,X1/I~

l



C1LlC}A.PL.XXVH.

 

SC-Ll—-POMPEIOPOLIS. SYEDRA.



C I LICIA, PL. XXVIII.

 

 

 

 

SYEDRA. TARSUS.



 

<11 |ClA.PL.XXIX.

‘
.
‘
\
.

TARSUS.



CILI CIA, PLg.X.‘)Q§‘.
  

 

 

 

 

 

TARSUS.



C|L|C|A,PL,XXXI. 

 

TARSUS.



CILICFA PLXXXII.
  

TARSLJ8.



C?LlC|A PLXXXIII.

 

 

  

 

TARSUS.



CILICIA rwxxxrv.

 

  

 



CILICIA PLXXXV.

‘

1

 

 

 

 



ClLlC|A_PL-XXX\/[.

 

 

TARSUS.



 

 

 

 

TARSUS.



-" ""-v"_,‘ri

 

1:. | 1.: _Cl A Pi_.xxxv1u.,
 

 

SuSPQT

 

Titiopolis.

Zephyrium.
 



CILICIA PLXXXIX.
 

 

   

Uncertain

of Cilicia ?

 

  

 

ZEPHYFHUM,ELAEUS5A—SEBASTE. TARCON
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